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PREFACE

^
THE present work is based on ^lecttbe^ which th^author is

accustomed to give at Yale University on advanced calculus and

the theory of functions of real variables. It falls in two volumes,

and the following remarks apply only to the first.

The student of mathematics, on entering the graduate school of

American universities, often has no inconsiderable knowledge of

the methods and processes of the calculus. He knows how to

differentiat and integrate complicated expressions, to evaluate

ind' Kiinate forms, to find maxima and minima, to differentiate

a definite integral w
'

respect to a parameter, etc. But no em-

phasis has been placed on the conditions under which these pro-

cesses are valid. Great is his surprise to learn that they do not

always lead to correct results. Numerous simple examples, how-

ever, readily convince him that such is nevertheless the case.

The problem therefore arises to examine more carefully the

conditions under which the theorems and processes of the calculus

are correct, and to extend as far as possible or useful the limits of

their applicability.

In doing this it soon becomes manifest that the style of reason-

ing which the student has heretofore employed must be abandoned.

Examples of curves without tangents, of curves completely filling

areas, and other strange configurations so familiar to the analyst
of to-day, make it clear that the rough and ready reasoning which

rests on geometric intuition must give way to a finer and more

delicate analysis. It is necessary for him to learn to think in the

e, S forms of Cauchy and Weierstrass.

We have here the beginnings of the theory of functions of real

variables, and the twofold problem just sketched characterizes

sufficiently well the subject-matter and form of treatment of the

present volume.
iii



iv PREFACE

To obtain a foundation, the author has begun by developing th

real number system after the manner of Cantor and Dedekina

postulating the theory of positive integers. To obtain suificien'

generality, he has employed from the start the more simple prop-

erties of point aggregates. No attempt, however, has been made

to state every theorem with all possible generality. The author

has allowed himself a wide liberty in this respect. Some theorems

are stated under very broad conditions, while others are enunciated

under extremely narrow ones. Some of these latter will be taken

up later on.

Two features of this volume may be mentioned here. In the

first place, the Euclidean form of exposition has been adopted.
Each theorem with its appropriate conditions is stated and then

proved. Without doubt this makes the book less attractive to

read, but on the other hand it increases its usefulness as a book of

reference. One is thus often saved the labor of running through
a complicated piece of reasoning to pick up sundry conditions

which have been introduced, sometimes without any explicit

mention, in the course of the demonstration.

Secondly, numerous examples of incorrect forms of reasoning

currently found in standard works on the calculus have been

scattered through the earlier part of the volume. It is the

author's experience that nothing stimulates the student's critical

sense so powerfully as to ask him to detect the flaws in a piece of

reasoning which at an earlier stage of his training he considered

correct.

A few new terms and symbols have been introduced, but only
after long deliberation. It is hoped that their employment suffi-

ciently facilitates the reasoning, and the enunciation of certain

theorems, to justify their introduction. It may be well to note

here the author's use of the word "
any

"
in the sense of any one

at pleasure, and not in the sense of some one. The words "
each,"

"every," "some," "any," are often used in an indiscriminate

manner, and to this is due a part of the difficulty the beginner

experiences in modern rigorous analysis.

No attempt has been made to attribute the various results here

given to their respective authors. That has been rendered un-

necessary by the very full bibliographies of the Uncydop&die der
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^fathematischen Wissenschaften. The author feels it his pleasant

duty, however, to acknowledge his large indebtedness to the writ-

ags of Jordan, Stolz, and Vallee-Poussin. He hopes, however,

that it will be found that he has not used them servilely, but in an

individual and independent manner.

Finally, he wishes to express his hearty thanks to his friend

Professor M. B. Porter, and to his former pupil Dr. E. L. Dodd,
for the unflagging interest they have shown during the composi-
tion of this volume and for their many and valuable suggestions.

JAMES PIERPONT.
NEW HAVEN, CONN., August, 1905.

A list of some of the mathematical terms and symbols employed in this

work will be found at the end of the volume.
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FUNCTION THEORY OF REAL
VARIABLES

CHAPTER T

RATIONAL NUMBERS

Historical Introduction

1. The reader is familiar with the classification of real numbers
into rational and irrational numbers. The rational numbers are

srhdivid^d into integers and fractions.

Besides the real numbers there is another class of number**

currently employed in modern analysis, viz. complex or imaginary
numbers. In this work we shall deal almost exclusively with
real numbers.

Historically, the first numbers to be considered were the posi-
e integers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ... ($
We shall denote this system of numbers by $.
It is not our intention to develop the theory of these numbers :

instead, we shall merely call attention to some of their funda-

ttieiu.u properties.*

In the first place, we observe that the elements of $ are ur-

ranged in a certain fixed order ; that is, if a, b are .two different

lumbers, then one of them, say a, precedes the other 6.

express by saying that a is less than J, or that b is greate
f

fn symbols

* For an extended treatment of this subject we refer to the excellent wo
*nd ) A. Gmeiner, Theoretische Arithmetik, Leipzig, 1900.

1



2 RATIONAL NUMBERS

We say the system 31 is ordered. Furthermore, if a = b, b = c,

then a = c. Also if a=6 and b>c, then a>c. Also if a>6,
i>, then a > c. Secondly, we observe that the system $ is

infinite ; after each element a follows another element, and so on

without end.

On the elements of $ we perform four operations, viz. addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division. They are called the

few rational operations. Of these operations, two may be re-

gatded as direct, viz. addition and multiplication. The other two
are their inverses, viz. subtraction, the inverso of addition; and

div^ion t 1^ ^iv'"rse f 'IV^lU^icatioIi.

The formal laws governing addition are : the associative law,

expressed by the formula

and the commutative law, expressed by

a + b = b + a.

As regards the position of a + b in the system $, relative to a or

b, we have
,

, /

j

a 4- b > a or 6.

vVe have also the relation

a -f b>a f + b, if a>a r
.

The formal laws governing multiplication are the three fol-

lowing :

The associative law, expressed by

a be = ab c.

The distributive law, expressed by

(a + b)c = ac + be, a(b + c) = ab + ac.

.imitative law, expressed by

aft = ba.

the relation, with respect to order,

ab>a f
b if a>a f

.
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Another important property is this :

If ac == be, then a = b.

The result of subtracting b from a is defined to be the number

x in 3, satisfying the relation

a = b + x.

But when a^fi, no such number exists in $.

Similarly, the result of dividing a by b is defined to be the

number x in 3S satisfying the relation

a = bx.

If, however, a is not a multiple of 6, no such number exists in Q.
Thus when we limit ourselves to the number system Q, the two

operations of subtraction and division cannot always be per-

formed. In order that they may be, we enlarge our number

system by introducing new elements, viz. fractions and negative
numbers.

The introduction of fractions into arithmetic was comparatively

easy ; on the contrary, the negative numbers caused a great deal

of trouble. For a time negative numbers were called absurd or

fictitious. That the product of two of these fictitious numbers,
a and 6, could give a real number, + ab, was long a stumbling

block for many good minds.

The introduction of irrational numbers, i.e. numbers like

V2, -v/5, TT = 3.14159-., e = 2.7182,

never excited much comment. In actual calculations one used

approximate rational values, and it was perfectly natural to sub-

ject them to the same laws as rational numbers. It is true that

the Greeks of the time of Euclid were perfectly aware of the

difficulties which beset a rigorous theory of incommensurable

magnitudes ; witness the fifth and tenth book of Euclid's Ele-

ments. But these subtle speculations found little attention during
the Renaissance of mathematics in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. The contemporaries and successors of Newton and

Leibnitz were too much absorbed in developing and applying the

infinitesimal calculus to think much about its foundations.
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At the close of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nine-

teenth centuries a change of attitude is observed. Gauss, La-

grange, Cauchy, and Abel called for a return to the rigor of the

ancient Greek geometers. Certain paradoxes and even results

obviously false had been obtained by methods in good repute. It

became evident that the foundations of the calculus required a

critical revision.

Abel in a letter to Hansteen in 1826 writes :
* " I mean to

devote all my strength to spread light in the immense obscurity
which prevails to-day in analysis. It is so devoid of all plan and

system that one may well be astonished that so many occupy
themselves with it, what is 'worse, it is absolutely devoid of

rigor. In the higher analysis there exist very few propositions
which have been demonstrated with complete rigor. Every-
where one observes the unfortunate habit of generalizing, without

demonstration, from special cases ; it is indeed marvelous that

such methods lead so rarely to so-called paradoxes."
In another place he writes : f

" I believe you could show me
but few theorems in infinite series to whose demonstration I could

not urge well-founded objections. The binomial theorem itself

has never been rigorously demonstrated. , . . Taylor's expan-

sion, the foundation of the whole calculus, has not fared

better."

The critical movement inaugurated by the above-mentioned

mathematicians found its greatest exponent in Weierstrass. It

is no doubt largely due to his teachings that we may boast to-day
that the great structure of modern analysis is built on the securest

foundations known ; that its methods have attained, if not sur-

passed, the justly famed rigor of the ancient Greek geometers.
The saying of D'Alembert, " Allez en avant, la foi vous viendra,"

has lost its force. To-day, it is not faith that is required, but a

little patience and maturity of mind.

As Weierstrass has shown, it is necessary, in order to place

analysis on a satisfactory basis, to go to the very root of the

matter and create a theory of irrational numbers with the same

care and rigor as contemplated by Euclid, in his theory of incom-

mensurable magnitudes, only on a for grander scale. It is too

Abel, <Buvre$, 2 ed., Vol. 2, p. 263. t Abel, I.e., p. 267.
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early to make the reader see the necessity of this step, but it will

appear over and over again in the course of this work.

Fractions

2. Before taking up the theory of irrational numbers, we wish

to develop in some detail the modern theory of fractions and

negative numbers. We shall rest our treatment of these numbers

on the properties of the positive integers $> which we therefore

suppose given. One of these properties, on account of its impor-

tance, deserves especial mention, viz. :

If the product ab is divisible by c, and if a and c are relatively

prime, then b is divisible by c.

3. Let us begin with the positive fractions. As we saw, divi-

sion of a by 6, where a, b ^re two numbers in $, is not possible

unless a is a multiple of b. Our object is therefore to form a new

system of numbers, call it 5> formed of the numbers of $ and cer-

tain other numbers, in which division shall be always possible.

We start by forming all possible pairs of numbers in $. These

pairs we represent by the notation

a=(a, a'), /3 = (6, 6')

In any one of these pairs, as a = (a, a'), we call a the first con-

stituent and a 1 the second constituent of a.

The system g consists of the totality of these pairs a, /3,

The elements of $ we have represented by the symbol (a, a').

Any other symbol would do. The customary ones are a/6 and

a: b.

We have purposely avoided these symbols, so familiar to the

reader, in order that his attention shall be more closely fixed on

the logical processes employed.

4. The objects of g have as yet no properties ; we proceed to

assign them one arithmetic property after another, taking care

that no property shall contradict preceding ones. We begin by

setting $ in relation to Q. We say : (a, a') shall be a number c,

in & when a = a'c. Thus, any element of $ whose first constituent

is a multiple of its second, is an element of $, i.e. a positive integer.
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From this follows that every number a of $ I*68 *n 5-

(a, 1) lies in g. On the other hand

(a, 1) = a.

Hence a lies in $.

5. We define next the terms, equal, greater than, less than.

Let ce=O, a'), =(6, 6').

We say : a = /3 according as J' = a'6.

We observe that to decide the equality or inequality of two

elements in $, the operations required are on the elements of $.

6. We deduce now some of the consequences of the above defi-

nition of equality and inequality. In the first place, suppose a, /3

both lie in Q ; i.e. let

a = (aa', a') == a, /? = (66', 6') = 6,

by 4. Now, according to the definition in 5,

according as

^>
aa b :== a bo \

that is, according as

!*.

Thus, when a considered as a number of $, equals /3 considered

as a number of $, the two are equal, considered as numbers in $,

and conversely.

i 7. If = 7i /3 = 7

For, let = (a, a'), y8 = (6, 6'), 7 =

Since a = 7, ac' = a'c, by 5.

Since $ = 7i 6c' = 6'{?.

Multiply 1) by 6', and 2) by a' and subtract.

Then a6V = a'6<?'.

.-. ab' = a'b. .-. A
by 5.
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8. The two numbers (ma, ma 1

')
and (a, a') are equal.

This follows at once from the definition in 5. From this fact

we conclude : We can multiply the first and second constituent of a

number without changing its value.

Conversely :

If the first and second constituents of a number have a common

factor, it can be removed without changing the value of the number.

9. Let a, a 1

be relative prime. For a = (a, a') and $ = (b, 5')

to be equal, it is necessary and sufficient that

b = ta, V = ta'. (1

Obviously if 1) holds, a = /3. The condition 1) is thus sufficient.

It is necessary. For, from a = /3, we have

ab'^a'b., ^ (2

We apply now the property mentioned in 2. Since a 'b is

divisible by a, by virtue of 2) ; and sinc^-a, a f are relative prime,
b must be divisible by a. Say

/
b = ta. (3

Similarly, since aV is divisible by a', and a, a! are relative prime,

V must be divisible by a'. Say

b' = sa'. (4

Putting 3), 4) in 2), we get s = t.

Hence 3), 4) give now 1).

10. Our next step is to define the four rational operations on

the elements of g.

We begin by defining the two direct operations.

Let =
(a, a'), /3 = (*, b').

We define addition by the equation,

id multiplication, by
a'6'). (2
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It can be shown that the operations just defined enjoy the same

properties as those of ordinary fractions. Without stopping to

show this in detail, we demonstrate a few of these properties, by

way of illustration.

11. Let a, # lie in $ ;
and say

a = (aa', a')
= a, /3 = (6ft ', 6')

= 6.

Then a -f- /9, as defined in 10, 1), should give a + b ; and a/9, as

defined in 10, 2), should give ab.

This is indeed so. For

= (aa'6' + a'W, a*'), by 10,

= (a + 6, 1), by 8

=5 a + 6, by 4.

Similarly,
./3 = (aa'W, a'6'), by 10, 2)

= (a$, 1), by 8

= a6, by 4.

12. JV07H ay = /3y, follows a = /3.

For, let 7 = (0, <?') ; we have :

ay = (a, a')(<?, c') = (ac, aV), by 10, 2)

7 =(M')(*, c
')
= (&M

f

<O-

Since by hypothesis ay = 7, we have

acb'e 1 =
a'tf'ie?, by 5.

.*. ab' = a'b.

.-. a = /3, by 5.

13. We establish now the following relations :

2) If /3>7, then a

3) If a -f- /8 = a 4-7, then = 7

4) If a>/3 and #>7, then a
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To prove 1):

(<*, *') + (ft, ft')(aft' + a'ft, a'ft'), by 10, 1).

But a'(ab' + a'ft)> aa'ft'.

,-. + /9>a, by 5.

70 prove 2):

a + /8 = (aft' + a'ft, a'ft')

=
(aftV + ofbe

9

, af

ftV), by 8. (4

Similarly,
-|- 7 = (ac

f

4- a'c, aV)

^(flftV + a'ft^ a'ftV). (5

By hypothesis /8 > 7 ; hence, by 5,

ft<?'>ft
f
<?. (6

Comparing 4), 5), we see the second constituents are equal,

while the first constituent in 4) is greater than the first constituent

in 5), by virtue of 6). From this follows, by 5, that a+>+y,
which is 2).

To prove 3):

Suppose the contrary; then since /3=7, either @>y or /3<7-
If y3>7, then a + /8> + *y, by 2). (7

If /3<7, then + 7 > + & by 2). (8

But both 7), 8) contradict the hypothesis that a -f /3 = a -f 7.

To prove 4) :

Since >/S, aft'>a'ft. (9

Since >7, bc
f >b f

c. (10

From 9), 10) we have

oftftV>a'ftft'<?;

whence ac f > a'<?.

Hence, by 5,
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14. As an illustration of the demonstration for the formal laws

governing addition and multiplication, let us show that the dis-

tributive law holds in $. We wish to prove that

Now + <y
= (bc' + b'c, iV), by 10, 1).

(a, a'). (be' + b'c, b'c
f

)

2) = (abc
1 + aVc, a'iV), by 10, 2).

Also

7 = (aa'Jc?' + rta'J'<?, a'W)

3) = (abc
1 + ab'c, a'b'c'), by 8.

The comparison of 2), 3) gives 1).

15. We turn now to the inverse operations, subtraction and

division; considering lirst division.

We define the quotient of a by /3 to be the element or elements,

, if any exist, of 5 which satisfy the relation

= #. (1

Set | = (z, #'). Since must satisfy 1), we have

(a, a') = (&> 6') (a, O = (&r, 6V).

The first and third members give, by 5,

ab'x' = a'bx, (2
which #, a;' must satisfy.

A solution of 2) is obviously

xaV, x' = a f

b.

Thus, = (>', a'6)

is a solution of 1). This is the only solution of 1). For, sup-

pose rj is a solution. Then by definition

= /fy. (3
Then 1), 3) give, by 7,

&% = 77,

which gives, by 12,
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16. The quotient of a by /3, we shall now represent by /$.

All the numbers of $ ma
.Y
be regarded as quotients of numbers

in 3s

. For, let a = (0, a') be any number of g. It evidently

satisfies the equation a _ ^x

which, as we have just seen, admits only one root, viz. the quotient
of a by a'.

Hence a = (a, a') = a/a! .

Thus the elements or numbers in $ are ordinary positive frac-

tions.
X

17. We have now this result. In the system fa division is

always possible and unique. In the old system 3, this *s n t

true ; the division of a by b being only possible when a is a

multiple of b. We see, then, that, on properly enlarging our

number system by introducing new elements, we obtain a system

$ which has this advantage over $, that the quotient of any two
numbers in g exists and is unique. /

18. We treat now subtraction.

We define the result of subtracting /3 from a to be the element

or elements, call them ,
in g, which satisfy the relation

= + . (1

If fi 5: a, there exists no number % in g which satisfies 1). For,

if/3 = "' + = + >, by 13,1).

If ft > a, + > a + |, by 13, 2).

Also a + | > a, by 13, 1).

.-. /3 + f > a, by 13, 4).

Thus when /3 5 a, /3 + > a, and hence /3 + f ^= a.

Suppose then, that ft < . Then

a6' > a'i. (2

From 1), we have, setting ==
(#, #') ;

'z, 6V), by 10, 1).
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Hence by 5, observing 2),

a'b'x = x'(ab' -a'b). (3

A solution of 3) is evidently

x = aV a'b, x' = a'b
f

.

Hence
=

(av _ a'b, a'b')
is a solution of 1).

This is the only solution ;
for if

rj
is a solution, we have, by

definition, , ,.a = P + rf. (4

The comparison of 1), 4) gives

P + f = + 17.

Hence, by 13, 3),

f = 77.

19. We have thus this result : In the system $, the subtraction

of fi from a is possible arid unique, when a > /3 ; when < /3, it is

impossible. That is, there is no number f in $ which satisfies 18,

1). When subtraction is possible, we represent the result of sub-

tracting ft from a by /3.

Negative Numbers

20. In the system of positive fractions g, subtraction is only

possible when the minuend is greater than the subtrahend. To
remove this restriction, we propose to form a new number system

R, which contains all the numbers of $ ; and in which subtraction

of a greater from a less shall be possible. Since the method of

forming R is identical with that employed for g, we shall be more

brief now. The numbers in 5 we now denote by a, J, <?, . . .
,

while the Greek letters a, & 7, . . . shall denote numbers in the

new system 72.

21. 1. We begin by taking the elements of $ in pairs, to form

new objects, which we denote by the new symbol {a, b\. The

totality of all such pairs forms the system R.

Next, we place R in relation to $. Let =
}a, b\. In case

a > 5, we say a shall be the number a 6, which obviously lies in
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g. Thus every number in 3- lies in R. For, let a be any number

in g, and let b be any other number in g. Then

\a + b, b\ = (a + b)
- b = 0;

that is, lies in R.

2. We next order the system .B. We say

\a,a'l>\b,b'\,

according as

a + b'^a' + b. (1

3. Addition is defined by the relation

a + ft = {a, a'\ + \b, b'\ = }a + J, a' + i'}. (2

Multiplication is defined by

-/3 = {a& + '*', 05' + a f

6}. (3

4. As a consequence of 1), we have

}a, a'} = ja + i, a' + 6j, (4

where b is any number in g.

In words, 4) states :

We can add the same number b to both constituents of a = Ja, a'\

without changing the value of a; and if a, a 1 are both > 6, we can

subtract b from both constituents, without altering the value of a.

5. It is easy now to prove results analogous to those in 6, 7, 11,

14 ; in particular the associative, commutative, and distributive

laws.

22. According to our definition of equality, all the elements

of R whose first and second constituents are the same, i.e. all

elements of the type
\a, a\,

are equal. We set

\a, a| = 0,

and call this number zero.

Then, if in = {a, a'f,

a>a', >0;

if a' > a, a < 6.
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Numbers in R which are > 0, are called positive ; those < 0, are

called negative. The number is neither positive nor negative.

From this, it follows that the positive numbers of R are simply
the numbers of g ; while and all negative numbers do not lie

in g.

23. 1. We observe that

-fO = a=0 + , (1

a . = = - a. (2

To prove 1).

Let =
\a, a'J, 0= \b, 5}.

Then a + = \a + b, a' + *|, by 21, 3;

= {a, a'}, by 21, 4;

(x.

To prove 2).
a = {aJ + a'i, ai + 0'6|

= 0, by 22.

2. We also note the relations

+ = 0, 0-0 = 0.

24. We can prove now easily the Rule of signs. The product of

two positive or two negative numbers is positive. The product of a

positive and a negative number is negative.

Let =
| a, a'}, /3= {6, b'\.

1. a, >0, tfiew /3>0.

For here a>a', >', by 22.

... /3= jai + '*', fli' + a'i! = lb(a-a')+a'b', aV\, by 21, 4

= 5&O-a'), 6'(a-a')S. by 21, 4

>0, since 6(a a') >b
f

(a a').

2. a, <0, ^Aew a^Q>0.

Here a'>a, i'>6, by 22.
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.-. ={aft + a'(ft'-ft), ab'l, by 21, 4;

= {'(6'-ft), a(ft'-ft)|, by 21, 4;

>0, since a' (ft'
-

ft) >a(6' - ft).

3. >0, /3<0, A0ra /3<0.

Here a>a f

,
b

f >b.

.: a/8={aft + a'(ft'-ft), aft'J

=
{a'(ft'-ft), a('-ft)(

<0, since a'(6'- 6)<a(6'- ft).

25. T^e product of any two numbers in R vanishes when, and

only when, one of the factors is zero.

Let a, f} be any two numbers in R.

We saw in 23 that

/3=0,
when either a or /3 = 0.

Conversely, if /3= 0, either oc or /3 = 0.

For, if neither a nor /3 = 0, these numbers are either positive or

negative. Their product is therefore either positive or negative

by 24, and hence not zero. This is a contradiction.

26. Let us consider the following important formulae, viz.:

1) If ft > 7, then a + /3>a + y.

2) From a -f ft = a 4- 7, follows y8 = 7.

3) If a ^ and aft = ay, then /3 = 7.

To prove 1):

+ /3= {a + ft, a' + 6'J, by 21, 3;

= fa 4- 6 -f e
r

, a' + ft' + <?' j, by 21, 4. (4

Similarly,

a + 7= \a + c, a' + c'l
= {a + ft'-f <?, a

f

-f- ft' + c?
f

}. (5

Since ^>, > ft' + e, by 21, 2.

.. a -f ft + c' > a + V + c. (6
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If we now apply the definition for greater than given in 21, 2

to a -f /3 and 4- 7, the relations 4), 5), 6) show that a -f 13 > a + 7.

70 jt?r0ve 2) :

Suppose the contrary, i.e. suppose /3 > 7 or /3 < 7.

If /9>7, <*4-/3> + 7> b7 !)

If 7 > /3, + 7 > a + /3, by 1).

Thus in both cases, a + ft = a + 7, which is contrary to hypothe-
sis. Hence $ = 7.

70 jt?r0ve 3):

From y8 = #7 we have

<x(/3- 7)=0.

Applying 25, we have /3 = 7.

27. We turn now to subtraction. This we define as in Q:? yiz ' :

the result of subtracting /3 from a is the element or elements , of

72, which satisfy = + f. (1

This equation gives, setting f = {#, #'{,

fa, a'\ = {ft, S
f

J + \x, x'l = \b + x,b' + x'\ 9 by 21, 3.

Hence by 21, 2,
' + x' = a' +b+x.

This equation is evidently satisfied by

x = a + b\ x' = a' + b.

HenC6
f=Ja + 6', a' + 6i (2

is a solution of 1).

This is the only solution. For, let 77 be a solution. Then by
definition, a=

The comparison of 1), 3) gives

+ =
/

Hence by 26, 2), fc
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28. We have thus this result : in the system R subtraction is

always possible and unique. The result of subtracting ft from
,

we represent by a ft ; it is a number in JB. Then any number
= {a, a'l in R, is the result of subtracting a' from a, or

a == a a'.

For'

a = fa + Ml, by 21, 4.

Similarly, 'H ' +M |.

Hence
a - a' = } a + ft, ft

}

-
f
a' + ft, i

{

= ja + 2i, a' 4-26}, by 27, 2)

=
{a, a'l, by 21, 4.

29. 1. Let a= fa, a'j be any number of R.

The number {a', a\ is called minus , and we write

fa', af = -.
Then , ,

, ( ,,(-)= fa', a{ = fa, a'} = .

= fa -fa', a + a'}
=

= a a.

If a is positive, a is negative ; and conversely, if a is nega-

tive, a is positive.

2. The number a may be defined as the number , such that

a + = 0.

For, f = a satisfies this equation ; and, as we saw in 27, this

equation admits but one solution. This shows that the numbers

in JB, ^= 0, may be grouped in pairs, such that their sum is zero.

3. If -a = -/9, then = .

For, multiplying both sides of a = ft by 1, we get a = /8.

4. Every number a, of R, different from zero, can be written

in the form
a =s a, or a = a,

where a is a number in gf.
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For if a > 0, we already know by 22 that a is a number in g.

If a < 0, then a is positive, so that a = a, a number in $.

Multiplying this equation by 1, we get

a = a.

30. 1. We treat now division.

We say : the result of dividing a by y8 is the number or num-
bers , of jR, such that

=#?. a

Suppose /S^O; then there is one and only one number (; i.e. in

this case, division is possible and unique.

There can be at most one. For, if tj satisfies 1), we should have

a = *7/3. (2

Comparing 1), 2), we have

ft8=iwS;
whence by 26, 3),

= .

To show that there is always one solution of 1), we have the

following cases.

Let a, y9 > ; then a = a, ft = 5, by 29, 4 ; and 1) becomes

a = &. (3

But by 15 the solution of 3) is

= (a, 6) = a/I.
Let a, /3 < ; then

a = - a, /3 = - J, by 29, 4.

Then 1) becomes
-a = -if;

or by 29, 3,

a = J.
Hence as before,

Let a > 0, < ; then a = a, y8 = 6, and 1) becomes

a c* - ft (4
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Set |= 77 ; then 4) gives

a = brj.

Hence, 97
= a/b

and
= -a/ft.

If a < 0, a/id /3 > 0, we get again

f = -a/6.

Finally, let a =
; then 1) becomes

= .

Hence by 25,

f=0.

2. TF0 consider now the case that ft = 0.

The equation 1) admits now no solution, unless =0 also.

For, when /3 = 0, /3
= 0, whatever may be.

If now a = 0, the equation 1) is satisfied for every number in

R, We have thus this result : When the divisor is zero^ division

is either impossible or entirely indeterminate.

For this reason, division by zero is excluded in moderiT mathe-

matics. The admission of division by zero by the oLJfV ''$$tthe-

maticians, Euler for example, has caused untold ConfolOT/" We
shall see it is entirely superfluous.

*

Some Properties of the System R
31. The system R, which we have just formed, is made up of

the totality of positive arid negative integers and fractions, and

also zero. It is called the system of rational numbers ; ar y Clement

in it being called a rational number. The elementary arithmetical

properties of these numbers having been established, theire is no

further occasion to employ the special notations (a, 5) and Ja, b\ ;

we shall, instead, employ the customary ones. Furthermore, we

shall represent for the rest of this chapter the numbers in R
indifferently by Greek and Latin letters a, 6, c?, a, & 7,

For the sake of completeness we now proceed to deduce a few

properties of JJ, although the reader is probably familiar with them.
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32. The system R is invariant with respect to the four rational

operations.

This simply means that the addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, and division of any two elements of R, division by of

course excluded, always leads to an element in It.

We saw this is not true for the systems $ and g.

33. 1. The system It is dense.

This term, taken from the theory of aggregates, which we shall

take up later, simply means that between any two numbers a, b

in J2, exists a third and hence an infinity of numbers.

For, let

' A
, 2 2

and say a>6.
Then

d = a
x
&
2

atfi l

is an integer >1.

Let e be a positive integer. By taking it large enough, we can

make

where ;t is an arbitrarily large positive integer.

Let h be any integer, such that

Then

lies between a, b and represents at least n numbers.

2. The system $ is not dense. For, if we take a= n and b= n -f 1 ,

no element jof $ lies between a and b.

From this results a remarkable difference between $ and R.

After any element n of $ follows a certain next element, viz. n -h 1.

Not so in R. If a is any number of 72, there exists no next num-
ber to a. For, if b were that number, there would lie no number
of R between a and b. But since R is dense, there lie an infinity

of numbers of R between a, b.
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34. 1. The system R is an Arj&im&dian system. That is, there

is no positive number a in R so small but that some multiple of

a, say wa, is greater than any prescribed positive number b of
jF$.

For, let

a = ?i.
a
2

Let us choose n so large that

n > aj).
Then

na* ^ didnb ^ 7*^7
na = * > -i-*- > a^ft > o.

a
2

a
2

2. Let a be an arbitrarily large number of R; there exists a posi-

tive integer n, such that a/n < 6, where b is arbitrarily small.

For, by 1, there exists a positive n, such that

nb>a.
Hence

a/n< b.

35. Let us lay off the numbers of R on a right line L, just as is

done in analytic geometry.

Q o u p

Thus, having chosen an arbitrary point as origin, and an arbi-

trary segment OU as the unit of length, to the positive number

p in J2, corresponds the point P on L to the right of 0, and at a

distance p from 0. To the negative number p, corresponds the

point $, lying to the left of 0, and such that OQ=p. To zero

corresponds the origin 0.

Let a, 6, <?, be numbers of .72, to which correspond the points

.A, 5, (7, on i. If a<6, the point 5 lies to the right of A\
if a < b < c, the point B lies between -4 and O.

The point J., corresponding to the number a, is called the

representation or image of a.

The points Corresponding to the numbers in R we call rational

points.

Then, since R is dense, the aggregate 31 formed t>f the totality

of rational points is also dense. That is, if P, Q be any two points
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of H, there lie an infinity of points between _P, Q which belong
to 91.

Furthermore, if P be any point of 21, there is no next point to P.

This representation of the numbers of R by points on a right

line is of great assistance to us in our reasoning, as we shall see.

Some Inequalities

36. We have seen in 29, 4 that every number a^=0 in R, may
be written

a= a ,

where a is a positive number.

The numerical or absolute value of a is , and is denoted by

\a\.

We have thus,

|a|
= a .

We also set

|0|
= 0.

For example :

l-tl=l; l+*l=t;

|8-7|= |7-8| = 4.

37. 1. We have now the following fundamental relations :

(2

(3

: i|
=

||
a |_|S|| ; (4

i6|
=

|a|.|6|; (5

6
=

|S|'

M - (6

v

They are readily proved. For example, consider 3).

There are various cases, according as a, b are positive, negative,
or zero. We treat one specimen case.



Let a > 0,

Then

If a > 6A

SOME INEQUALITIES

Let b = 6 ,

a + b = a 6 , a 6 = a + J .

a b(, I
= a I

23

\b\.

If a< J , |a + 6|
=

|a 6 |=6

Which establishes 3) for this case. The other cases are treated

similarly.

/ 2. By repeated applications of 3), 5) we get

(7

(8

(9

(10

(1

(2

|a 1
a
2
-"a

//t |<|a 1 |

+

<V<V^.
3. Let u4>0, and

Then from 9) follows
- A<a< A ;

and conversely from 10) follows 9).

^38. 1. An important relation is the following:

Let \a b\<A, \b c\<B.
Th

\a-c\<A + B.

For, from 1) we have, by 37, 3,

A<a b<A; **

_ B< b-c<B.
Adding,

-(A + B)<a-c<A + B,
which gives 2).

2. A special but common case of the above is when A=*B\ then

\a-c\<2A. (3

We shall say that 2) or 3) is obtained from 1) by adding.

39. It will be useful to bear in mind the geometric interpreta-

tion or image of certain inequalities which recur constantly in the

following.
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Let a be an arbitrary rational number.

a-,6 a

On either side of the point a let us mark off points a 6, a + J,

at a distance b from a. The rational numbers # whose images
fall in the interval a i, a -f 6, evidently satisfy the relation

or what is the same,
-l< x - a <b.

That is, x satisfies the inequality

\x-a\<l. (1

Conversely, the images of the rational numbers x which satisfy

1) lie in the interval a 6, a + b.

Similarly, the images of the rational numbers x which satisfy

lie in the interval a, a + b ; while those corresponding to

0<a-z<6
lie in a 6, a.

National Limits

40. In the next chapter we shall have a good deal to say of

infinite sequences and their limits. We proceed to define them

as far as rational numbers are concerned.

Let A be a set of rational numbers such that :

1. It is determined whether a given number belongs to A
or not.

2. There is a first number av of the set, a second number a
2 ;

and in general, after each an follows a certain number an+1 .

The set A is then called an infinite sequence or simply a sequence,

and is denoted by

A**av a2, or by A
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EXAMPLES
41. 1. If we take an = n,

.4 = 1,2,3, ... = {n)
is a sequence.

2. If we take an = -
, we get a sequence

, , 1 1
.. _/l\

^-'I's' ur
3. If On = 1 we get a sequence

4 = 1, 1,1,1, ...={!}.

4. Let -4 consist of the rational numbers lying in the interval 0, 1, arranged in

order of magnitude.

This set A is not a sequence. For, although it is perfectly determined what

numbers belong ,to A, and although there is a first element i = 0, there is no second

element, no third element, etc., by 33, 2. Thus, while condition 1 is satisfied,

condition 2 is not.

42. 1. We define now the term limit.

Let I be a fixed rational number. We say : I is the limit of the

sequence A = \ aj, when for each positive rational number e, small

at pleasure, there exists an index m, such that

\l-an\<e (1
for every n > m.

In symbols we write 7 ,.J
I = hm an ;

n~<x>

we also use the shorter forms

I = lim aw, or an = ?,

when no confusion can arise.

We shall also employ at times the symbol

I = lim an .

A

When I is the limit of A^ we say A is a convergent sequence,
and that an converges to I as a limit.

2. Notation. We shall find it extremely convenient to employ
the following abbreviation :

6>0, m, |J- <*,!<, n>m (2

to mean that, for each positive rational there exists an index m,

such that
1

1 an
\

< efor every n > m.

The reader should therefore repeat the italics often enough to

himself to be able to read the line of symbols 2) without hesitation.
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3. The reader should observe that from 2) we can conclude

also that for each positive M there exists an m f

, such that

(3

If, therefore, \an \
has the rational limit , we can write

e>0, m, \l
aB [<-L, n>m.

We have, of course, changed the notation slightly in 3) by
dropping the accent of m'.

43. The graphical interpretation of this definition will prove
most helpful in our subsequent reasoning.

Let us lay off the points on our axis, corresponding to the num-
bers #n , also the point corresponding to I. On either side of I lay
off the points I e, I -f . These determine an interval, marked

heavy in the figure, which we shall call the e-interval.

If now I is the limit of the sequence A, there must exist for

each little e-interval, an index m, such that the images of all the

numbers am+1 ,
am+2 , fall within the e-interval. See 39.

In general, as e is taken smaller and smaller, the index m
increases. The definition, however, only requires that for each

given e there exists some corresponding m such that 42, 1) holds

for every n greater than this m.

44. Another useful graphical interpretation of the definition of

a limit is the following.
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We take two axes x, y as in analytic geometry. On the re-axis

mark off points 1, 2, 3, at equal distances apart. Lay off

the numbers av a
2 , ay as ordinates on lines through the

points 1, 2, 3, parallel to the y-axis. (See Fig.) These

points we may consider as the images of the numbers an . On

either side of the line y = Z, draw parallel lines at a distance e

from it. We get then a band, shaded in the figure, which we

shall call the e-band.
*

Then, if I is the limit of A, there exists for each e an index w,

such that the images of all the numbers am+l , am+2 fall

within the corresponding e-band.

45. EXAMPLES

1. A-(^\\ lim an = lim-=0.
I n J n

^ =
{l-i};ll(l-

3. 4 = 1, -1, +J, -1, -. fln=(-l) n+1 -; liman = 0.
n

The reader will find it helpful to construct the graphs, ex-

plainpd in 43, 44, for each of these sequences.

l
>//46. If it is known of two rational numbers p, q, that \p q\ < ,

however small e>0 may be taken, then p = q.

For, if p =

q, say p > q, then p q is a definite positive

rational number; call it d. Then \p q\ is not < rf, and this

contradicts the hypothesis. Hence p = q.

47. A rational sequence A= \an \
cannot have two rational limits ?, V.

For, since an = Z, we have by definition,

e>0, 7wr \l-an <e, n>mr (1

Also, since a
rt
=

Z', we have

e>0, m
2 , |Z'-an |<e, n>my (2

Let m>mv ?w
2 ;

then from 1), 2) follows

e>0, m, I?
an |<e, w>m. (3

(4
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The inequalities 3), 4), holding now for the same w, we can add

them, and get, by 38, 3),

(5

But since is small at pleasure, so is 2 . The inequality 5)

gives, by 46,
^
_ ^

48. If the rational sequence ]
an \

has a rational limit Z, there exists

an index m, such that

b<an <c\ n>m, (1

where b is any rational number < Z, and c any rational number > I.

For, since an = Z,

e> 0, w,
1

1 an \

< . n>m.

.-. l-<an <l + e. (2

Since e is arbitrarily small, we can take it so small that

Then 2) gives 1).

49. Let the two sequences \an \, \bn \
have the rational limits a, b

respectively. Then

lim (an + in)
= a + b

; lira (0W b^^a b.

For, |(<z + 6)-(an + ,)|
= !(-.) 4- (*

-
*)!

<!-. +|*~^| (1
by 37, 3).

Since n == 0, we hav6

e>0, w', |a-an |<e/2. n>m l

. (2

Since 6n = 6, we have

6>0, m", |J~6n |< /2. n>m". (3

By choosing m so large that m>m f

, mn
, we can suppose 2), 3)

hold for the same m.*

*When a>6, a>c,
we shall often set more shortly a > 6, c, d

Similarly a=0, 6^
may be written more shortly a, ft, c, =
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Then 1) becomes, using 2), 3),

l( + *)-(. +
ft)|<|

+
|
= e. n>m.

This states that

lim (0n + 6n) = a -f b.

Similarly, we prove the other half of our theorem.

50. If the two sequences \an \, \bn \
have the rational limits a, b

respectively, then

limanbn = ab. (1

For,
dn
= ab anbn = a(b bn) + Jn(a an).

'

\dn\<\<*\\l>-l>n\ + \t>n\\<l-<*n\i (2

by 37, 3), 5).

Since bn = 6, we have, by 48,

\bn \<B. n>m'.
Also, by 42, 3,

l

6 -*-l<9ri- n>m"-
\a\ '

Since an = a, we have, by 42, 3,

Evidently by taking m large enough, we can use the same m in

these three inequalities.

Then they give in 2)

which proves 1).

51. Let the two sequences \an \, |6n |, have the rational limits a, b.

respectively. Let b and 5n=0.

Then

lim -n = ]
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For,
, __ a __

an __ abn ban __ (jabn aV) -f (ab
n~~ ~~

.<*-<*,.

Since 5^=0, |6| >0. Let jB be a rational number, such that

0<3<\b\.

Then, by 48, there exists an ra, such that

\kn \>B. n>m. (3

Also, by 42, 3,

6>0, m, \b-bn \<
e

-^*. n>m. (4
2\a\

e > 0, ra,
|

a an \

< . n>m. (5

By taking m large enough, we can use the same m in these

inequalities. Putting 8) in 2), we get

which proves 1).



CHAPTER II

IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

Insufficiency ofR

52. Although the system of rational numbers R is dense, and

so apparently complete, it is easy to show that it is quite insufficient

for the needs of even elementary mathematics.

Consider, for example, the length S of the diagonal of a unit

square. This length is defined by the equation

We can show there is no number in R which satisfies 1). For,

suppose

where #, b are two positive integers, which we can take without

loss of generality, relatively prime.
Then 1) gives

Let p be any prime factor of b. It is then a divisor of a2, and

so of a. Thus a and b are both divisible by p. They are thus

not relatively prime, unless p = 1.

Thus 6 = 1; and B is an integer. But obviously there is no

integer whose square is 2.

53. 1. A similar reasoning shows that

does not lie in JS, unless a is the nth power of a rational number.
31
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The numbers
e = 2.71828-, TT = 3.14159

can be shown to be irrational ; the numbers

log a:, e*, sin a;, tana;

are in general not rational.

2. Let us show that , , r
I = log 5,

the base being 10, does not lie in R.

If I were rational, we should have

where a, b are integers.

Then
10* = 5. .-. 10* = 5*. (1

Obviously I cannot be negative ; we can thus suppose a, b > 0.

Now any integral positive power of 10 is an integer ending in

; while any integral positive power of 5 ends in 5.

Thus 1) requires that a number ending in should equal a

number ending in 5, which is absurd. Hence I is not rational.

Cantor's Theory

54. 1. The preceding remarks show clearly the necessity of

forming a more comprehensive system of numbers than R. How
this may be done in various ways has been shown by Weierstrass,

Cantor, Dedekind, Hilbert, and others.

We adduce now certain considerations which lead up to Cantor's

theory.

We have seen no rational number exists which satisfies the

equation4 ^=2. (1

It is, however, possible to determine an infinite sequence of

rational numbers
av a

a, a
8, (A

such that
lima

ll

a 2.
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The method we now give for finding such a sequence A has no

practical value ; it has, however, theoretical importance.

For av we take the greatest integer, such that

In the present case, a
a
= 1.

From the numbers

! + &< ! + &<
" 1+A> ( 2

we take for a2 the number whose square is < 2, while the next

number of 2) gives a square > 2.

Suppose a
2
=

i +
lJ-

Then
1U

v v u 2
2 <2<( 2

rrom the numbers

we take for a
a
the number whose square is <2, while the next

number of 3) gives a square > 2.

Suppose

Thenj.nen / ^ y

We may proceed in this way without end, and get thus

infinite sequence of rational numbers,

an
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By actual calculation we find the numbers

are respectively

1, 1.4, 1.41, 1.414, 1.4142,

2. We show now that

lim an
2 = 2.

For, from.

we have

Obviously now, for each rational e > 0, we can find an m, such

that
3

,

1
<c

10'""
1 KF"'-^

Then

1

2 aw
2 < e. ft > TW.

Hence
lim an

2 = 2.

55. 1. The method given in 54 for forming the sequence av
ay ay

"* admits a simple graphical interpretation.
'

1.4 1.5 2

We first divide the indefinite right line L into unit segments ;

a
1

is end point of one of these segments. In the present case

a
1
= l.

We next divide the segment 1, 2 into 10 equal parts; a2
^8 ^ie

end point of one of these segments. In the present case #
2
= 1.4.

We next divide the segment 1.4, 1.5 into 10 equal parts; a
8

is

the end point of one of these segments. In this way, we continue

subdividing each successive little interval or segment into 10

smaller parts, without end.
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We observe that each little segment is contained in the im-

mediately preceding one, and therefore in all preceding ones.

Also, that the lengths of these segments form a sequence

whose limit is zero.

i 1 J- -L
'

10' 102
'

1C3
'

56. 1. The method of 54 may be used to find an infinite sequence
of rational numbers

av a
2 ,

a
3 ,

which more and more nearly satisfy the equation

10* = 5,

which defines log 5.

We find :

=.6, <*
3 =.69, a

4 =.698,

2. The same method may evidently be applied to any problem
which defines an irrational number. In each case it leads to a

sequence of rational numbers

av av a
3, A

such that

1. Each number an satisfies more nearly than the preceding
ones the conditions of the problem.
2. For each positive rational e, arbitrarily small, there exists

an index m, such that

K -!<,
for. every n, v>m.

57. Regular Sequences. 1. It is this second property of the

sequences A, that Cantor seizes on to construct the elements of

his number system. We lay down now the following definitions.

Any infinite sequence of rational numbers

which ha^ property 2 in 56 is called regular.

As in 42, 2, we shall indicate this property by the abbreviated

notation: _ _
>0, m, |an #J<e,' n,v>m. {1
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2. Every regular sequence defines a number, which we represent

by the symbol

The totality of such numbers forms a number system, called the

system of real numbers.

We shall denote it by 9t, which may be read German R.

For the convenience of the reader, we shall denote in this chap-
ter the new numbers, i.e. the numbers in $R, by the Greek letters

a, y3, 7, ; while the Latin letters a, b, c, denote numbers

in the old system R.

To see if a given sequence is regular, we must see if the in-

equalities 1) are satisfied. For this reason we shall speak of these

inequalities as the e,m test.

3. The ,m test is equivalent to the following :

>0, m, \an-a in \<e, n > m. (2

The difference between 1), 2) being that in \an am \, only one

index, n, varies.

For, when 1) holds, 2) is satisfied. For we pass from 1) to 2)

by setting i> = m in 1).

Conversely, if 2) holds, 1) is satisfied.

For, since e in 2) is small at pleasure,

let us take

Then 2) gives

l

a -l<f' n>m.

Also

I

av am \

^ o
'

i> > w.

Adding the inequalities, we get, by 38, 3),

svhich is 1).
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4. We observe finally that we may replace w, v > m in 1) by

w, v > m.

For, if
\ \ ^ /o
1 0*- !<* (3

for every w, v ^> m, it is true for every n, v>m. Conversely, if 3)

is true for every n, v > w, it is true for every w, z> > m + 1. We
would therefore in 1) replace m by m + 1.

58. EXAMPLES

1. That the sequences A, defined in 54, are regular, is readily shown. We have

For simplicity, suppose v > n
;

then a v
- an =

n
H

as the considerations of 55 show.

If we choose m so large that

then, by 1),

The ,m test is therefore satisfied.

2. Consider the sequence
1 1 1 1

1' 2' 3' 4'

Here

\a-av \

-

If we take now

then

Hence 2) gives

3. Consider the sequence
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, ...

and this sequence evidently satisfies the e,m test, and is therefore regular.

(2

- + -< I n, v>m.
n v m m
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4. Consider
1?

_
tj ^ _

1? ...

Here
|

an
-

a,| = or 2.

Evidently no m exists, such that

|- !<*. w, v>wi.

The sequence is thus not regular.

5. Consider 1934
i, L, o, *,

Here
|a.-,| = |-l.

and the e,m test is obviously not satisfied. The sequence is therefore not regular.

59. For any regular sequence of rational numbers av a
2 , there

exists a positive number M, such that

an\<M. w=l, 2,3, (1

For, the sequence being regular,

>0, m, \an -am <e. n>m.
Hence am -e<an < + . (2

Let M be taken greater than any of the m 4- 2 numbers.

Then 2) proves 1).

60. The elements of 9t have as yet no arithmetic properties ;

these we proceed now to assign, employing the method already
used in the systems $ an(l R*

Our first step is to place 9t in relation to R.

Let
' = (!, av .-.)

be an element of JR. If there exists a rational number a, such that

lim an = a,

we say a = a.

61. 1. Every number a of R lies in 9t.

For, consider the sequence,

a + 1, a 4- A, a + 4,
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This sequence is regular, since

1 1
an - av

= ---n v n v

The number = (a + l, a+, # + , )

therefore lies in 9t.

On the other hand, an = a.

Hence = a.

2. Let av a
2 , be any sequence of rational numbers, having

as limit ; then

0=(ar a
2, ...)

In particular, =
(1, J, J, -)

= (0,0,0,...)-

62. 1. We define now the terms equal, greater than, less than.

The object of this is simply to arrange or order the elements of 3J.

Let
a = (0ii 2' ") =

(&!, &2' '**)

We say
a = /3, when lim(aw 6n) = 0; (1

or, what is the same thing, when

e > 0, m,
|

an 6W
|
< e. n>m. (2

2. We say a > /3 when there exists a positive rational number
r and an index w, such that

a bn > r ' n>m. (3

We say similarly, < y9, if

bn -an >r, n>m. (4

or an bn < r. (5

3. Numbers of 9t which are > are called positive ; those <
are negative.
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63. It can be shown that from this definition of equality and

inequality the usual properties of these terms can be deduced.

For example,
If a = /3, /?

=
7, then a = 7.

For, setting

7 = Or cv
we have

n~^n = (n~
since

a*-6n = 0> ftn -cn = 0,

by hypothesis.

64. If =
<>!, 2 , ) = > #

2 ', ...), we say (ar a
2 , ) and

(aj
f

, a
2 ', ..-) are different representations of the same number a.

Every number a in 9? admits an infinity of representations.

In fact, there are obviously an infinity of rational sequences

2ji ^2' ^8'
***

having zero as limit.

Then
(a 1 + *

1,aa + *
a , -..)

represent an infinity of representations of a.

65. 1. We wish to appty the definition of 62 to the case that

one of the members, say & is a rational number 6.

Let a = b.

For 13= i, we can take the representation

Then 62, 1) requires that

whence lim an = 6.

Thus the definitions of 60 and 62 are in accord for this case.
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2. Leta>b.

Since bn = b by 1), the relation 62, 3) becomes here

b > r, n>m. (2
a < b.

Then
5 an > r, n>m. (3

or

an - < - r. (4

3. If a = (04, a
2 , ) > 0, targ &ms an index m, and two positive

rational numbers A, B^ such that

A<an<B\ n>m. (5
and conversely.

For, set 6=0, then 2) gives, replacing r by A,

an >A>0. n>m. (6

On the other hand, 59 gives

\an\=an <B. n>m. (7

From 6) and 7), we have 5). The second half of the theorem

is obvious, by 2.

4. Similarly, we have

If =(a 1 , a
2 , )<(), there exists an index m, and two negative

rational numbers A, B, such that

A<an< B; n>m.
and conversely.

5. From 3 and 4 we have

If a =(ar 2 , "O^O? there exists an index m, and two positive

numbers A, jB, such that

A<\an\<B\ n>m.

6. In any number a (av a
2, )=(), the constituents an finally

have one sign.

This follows at once from 3 and 4.
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66. 1. Let = (ar aT ).

n>m.

Then a^a. (2

For, suppose a<a. Then, by 65, 2, there exists an r>0, and

an w, such that
a an > r. n>m.

Hence
a > an + r > an ;

and therefore

which contradicts 1). Hence 2) holds.

2. Similarly, we show :

. Let a = (av ay ).

Jjf an ^ a, n > m,

67. 1. Iffrom the sequence

av ay ay (1

which defines the number a, we ^nV?& ow^ a sequence

#1,1 #41 #isi (2

where i
l
< i^< i%"* ; then aho

sequence 2) i* regular. For, since 1) is regular,

e>0, m, |an v |<e, n,

But then

|alr
a

tj<, r, < AC,

Hence 2) is regular, and defines a number y8.

TTe Ac?w now = y8. Since 2) contains only a part of 1),

in ^n, 7i=l, 2, 3,

Since 1) is regular,

Hence, by 62, 1,
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2. As corollary we have :

The number = (ar <z
2 , ) is not altered, if we remove from or

add to the numbers in the parenthesis, a finite number of rational

numbers.

3. We have also :

If in = Or av ), y8= (Jr by )

then a = /3.

68. 1. If a =
(#j, #

2 , ) ^= 0, there cannot be an infinite number

of constituents an = 0.

For, say
a

tl
=5 a

ta
= a

lH
= = 0.

Then, by 67, 1,

a=(aM , a
l2

, )

But

(ati
, a4, ...)

= (0, 0, ...)=0.

Hence a = 0, which is a contradiction.

2. If 0,3=0, we can choose a representation (ax , a2, ), in which

all the aw

r
' let

be any representation of a. By 1, it contains but a finite number

of zero. If we leave these zeros out of 1), we do not change the

value of , by 67, 2 ; and get thereby a representation of , none

of whose constituents are zero.

69. 1. Having ordered the elements of 9?, we proceed to define

the rational operations upon them.

Addition.

Let = (!, a
2, ), 0=(bv bv )

be two elements of 9t, different or not ; then

a + /3 = (a t
+ bv a

2 + 6
2, ) (1
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To justify this definition of addition, we show first that

is a regular sequence.
Since av 2 , is a regular sequence, we have

e > 0, m, an a v
\

< e/2, w, v > m. (3

Since br Z>
2, is regular, we have

e<0, m, \bn -b v \-/2, n,v>m. (4

Evidently we can take m so large that 3), 4) hold for the

same m.

Now
| On + *n) O* + &*) |

=
| On ~^ + (#n

~
**) I

<
|

n
- +

I

Jn
-

^|> by 37, 3) ;

Thus 2) is regular, and defines a number.

2. We show next that, if a, @ are rational numbers, say a = a,

/3 = J ; then a -f y8, as defined by 1), is a -f 6.

Since a is a rational number a,

lim an = a, by 60.

Similarly, ,, , ,J lim on = b.

Hut r 7
,.

, r i , i u ^olim (a ;i -f 6n) = lim an + hm 6n = a 4- o, by 49.

Thus by 60, .

Hence by 1), _^ _ _^
.

70. 1. If ft>y, then a

Let 7 = (cjj,
c
2, ). Since /9> 7, there exists, by 62, 2, a positive

rational number r, such that

n>m.
Hence, adding an,

Hence, by 62, 2,
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2. From 1, we conclude, as in 26, that

J[fa-f-)8=a-f7, then /3
= 7.

71. 1. Subtraction.

This is the inverse of addition ;
we define it as we did in g and

jR, viz. : The result of subtracting /8 from a is the number or num-

bers ,
in 9t, which satisfy

= + (1

There is at most one number .

For, suppose a /3 4- rj. (2

Then 1), 2) give, by 63,

Hence, by 70, 2, 77
= .

To show that 1) admits one solution, we prove just as in 69, 1,

that , ,

a
l

bv a
2

6
2 ,

is a regular sequence, and thus defines a number

If we put this value of in 1), the equation is satisfied.

For, /3+f=(^ft21 "O + On-ftiXia-A -)

= (J -f
- 6 J

a + fl
2
- 6

2' )i bJ 69 < 1

2. Thus subtraction is always possible in 9t, and is unique.

The result of subtracting yS from a we represent by a /8 ; we
have then ,> , , , Na - ft = (a x

-
ftp

a
2
- J

2, )

3. We represent a by a.

Evidently, , NJ -a=(-av -a2 ,
- ay ).

We observe that a + ( a) = ;
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72. 1. If & is positive, a is negative; and if is negative, a

is positive.

For, if = (ar #
2, ) >0, we have, by 65, 3,

n>m.
Now

~=(-a 1,
-a

a , ), by 71, 3.

Hence, by 1),
an < A < 0. n > m.

Hence, by 65, 4,

-a<0,

which proves the first part of the theorem. The second part is

proved similarly.

2. All the numbers of 9? = are of the form a or a, where a is

a positive number.

Let /3 be a number = 0. We need to consider only the case

that /3 is negative.

and by 1), /3 is positive.

73. 1. Multiplication.

The product of a by /3 we define by

We have to show that

a^v a
2b%, (2

is a regular sequence.
Let e be a positive rational number, small at pleasure.

Then, by 59, there exists a positive M, such that,

|an |, \bn <M. n>m. (3

Also, since the sequences |an j, \bn \
are regular, we can suppose

m in 3) is taken so large that
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Now
da == A - a

v
b
v
= (*

-
6,,) + 6

v(>n
-

,,)

and 2) is regular.

2. If ec, y8 are rational, say =a, /3 = 6, we show that y3 as

defined in 1) is ab.

For, since a and @ are rational,

lim #n
= a, lim Jn = 6, by 60.

But then, by 50,

lim anbn = lim an lim 6n = aft,

which states that /9
= ab.

74. 1. The formal laws for addition and multiplication are

readily proved. We illustrate this by establishing the associative

law of multiplication.

We wish to show that

a.#y = a-y. (1
We have, by 73, 1),

7 = (Vi' V2* ")
Hence

. 7 -.(ail 2 , )(*!<?!, V2' ")

= (a x -ft^, a
2

6
2
c'
2 , ) (2

Similarly,
a/3

- 7 = (a^ -
(?r a

2
6
2

<?
2 , ) (3

Since multiplication is associative in It, the two numbers repre-

sented by 2), 3) are identical, which proves 1).

2. As a consequence of the associative law, we have, m, n being

positive integers,
aman _ am+n^

which expresses the addition theorem for integral positive exponents.
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75. 1. The properties of products, relating to greater than, less

than,) are readily established for numbers in 9.

If a > /3, and y >0, then ay > @y.

For, since >/3, we have, by 62, 2,

an bn > r >Q- n>m.

Since 7 > 0, there exists a positive rational number c, by 65, 3,

such that
cn >c. n>m.

By taking m sufficiently large, we may take the same m in both

these inequalities.

They give
ancn -b tt

cn >cr>0.
Then, by 62, 2,

2. From 1 follows :

then n >/3
n

. n positive integer.

3. From 2 we conclude :

If a, /3 > 0, and an = #n
, n being a positive integer, then

= /8.

4. IfQ<a<l,thenan <a.

For, from

we have

Also

Hence

Hence, in general,

76. 1. Rule of signs: The product of two positive or two negative

numbers in SR is positive. The product of a positive and a negative

number is negative.
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Leta>0, /3>0; then a/3 >0.

By 65, 3, there exist two positive numbers A, JS, and an index

w, such that

an >A, bn>. n>m.
Hence

aJkn >AB>0.
Thus

K/8 = (i*nA. -)>0, by 66.

a > 0, /3< ; Mm a/3 < 0.

For, by 65, 3, 4,

an >A, bn <-E. n>m.

Thus, by 66,

a/3<0.

In a precisely similar manner, we can treat the other cases.

77. 1. The product of any two numbers in 9t vanishes when, and

only when, one of the factors is zero.

In the product a/3, suppose a = ; then a/3 = 0,

Then
a = (0, 0, 0, ), /3 = (6 1 ,

lv ..-).

... a/3 = (0- Jj,
0-i

a , -) = (0, 0, ...)
= 0.

Conversely, if a^S = 0, either a or /3 = 0.

This is proved, as in 25.

2. If a^Q, and a/3 = #7, Aew # = 7.

Proof same as that for 26, 3).

78. 1. Division.

The quotient of a by /9 is the number or numbers f,
in JR, which

satisfy
= /3f (1

There are two cases, according as ft
= 0, or = 0.
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Case I; /3 * 0.

Since /3
= 0, we may suppose, by 68, 2, that in

all 6n =jfc 0. To find a solution of 1), consider the sequence

a
i <h ...

*; ft;
/ is regular. For,

J _ <* _ ^ -^ TL^A - an(^ - &n)
-

ftn(a,
"" an)

n
"""*n ft,""" A"""" *A

Hence

By 59,

\an\<M. n>m. (4

By 65, 5, we have
A< \bn <B. n>m. (5

By taking m sufficiently large we may suppose it to have the

same value in 4), 5).

Then 4), 5) gives in 3),

Since the sequences \an \, \bn \
are regular, we may now suppose

m taken so large that also

Then 6) gives

Since 2) is regular, it defines a number

5 satisfies 1).

That this is the only solution of 1) follows as in 30, 1, from 77, 2,
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Case II; #= 0.

We can reason precisely as we did in 30, 2. Hence, when the

divisor j3
= 0, division is either impossible or entirely indetermi-

nate. For this reason division by is excluded.

2. We have thus this result : in the system $ft, division is always

possible and unique, except when the divisor is 0, when division is

not permissible.

3. The result of dividing a by /9, we represent by /y8 and have

therefore

1= (1,1,1,-),

Hrr")
This is called the reciprocal of /3.

79. 1. The system 9? is now completely defined ; its elements

have been ordered, and the four rational operations upon them

have been defined. As a perfect analogy exists between the sys-

tems R and 9?, we are justified in calling the elements of 9t num-

bers. In the future, when speaking of numbers, without further

predicate, we shall mean the numbers in 9. As already stated,

they are called real numbers.

2. In the e,m test, given in 57, we were obliged at that stage

to take e rational. This is now quite unnecessary, and we shall

therefore, in the future, suppose e is any positive number in 9?,

small at pleasure.

80. 1. We have shown in 61 that 9J contains all the numbers

of It ; but we have not shown that it contains other numbers.

To this end, we show that there is a number which satisfies

This is easily done. For in 54 we determined a rational

,
sequence

1== 1, 2
= 1.4, ,

= 1.41,

such that
iima

,
= 2 . (3
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The sequence 2) is regular by 58, 1.

Hence , ,= (ar a
2 , )

is a number in JR.

But, by 73,1), 2 , 2 2 ,
^ttj , 2 ' >

Hence 3) shows, by 60, that

Hence a is a solution of 1).

2. As we saw in 52 that a is not rational, we have shown there

is at least one number in SR not in H.

But the reasoning we have just applied to V2 applies equally

to ">/a, when this latter is not rational. There are thus an infinity

of numbers in 9t not in R.

Some Properties of 9?

81. If > 0, there are an infinity of positive rational numbers

< a, and also an infinity of rational numbers > a.

If a is rational, the theorem is obviously true by 33.

Let , N= (r a
2< ')

Then, by 65, 3,

< A < a
ti < B, n > m. (1

But from

we have, by 66, 1, __
A

a > A.

Since there are an infinity of rational numbers between and

the positive rational number A, the first half of the theorem is

established.

Using the other part of the inequality 1), we prove similarly

the rest of the theorem.

82. Between
, /8, lie an infinity of rational numbers.

For, let a < $ ; then, by 81, there exist positive rational num-

bers A, J?, rf, such that

A<a,
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Let D = B-A;
we can, by 34, 2, determine the positive integer n so great that

n

Then, at least one of the numbers

A + -, A + 2~, ... 4 + (-l)-n n ^ ' n

falls between a and y8.

83. 1. 2%e system 9t is Archimedian ; i.e. /br eacA jpair of posi-

tive numbers a</8 Aere exists a positive integer n, siu?A Aa rm>/3.

For, by 81, there exist positive rational numbers

Since the system R is Archimedian [34, 1], there exists an

integer n, such that .5 na>b.
But ,

na>na, and

Hence

2. JPor any pair of positive numbers a < y8 M^r6J ^x/^ a positive

n such that n

Proof, as in 34, 2.

84. Between a awd /3, a < $, K^ an infinity of irrational numbers.

That irrational numbers exist, we have shown in 80.

Let * be an irrational number, r a rational number, and n a posi-

tive integer.

Then y = -> Jc = i + r
n

are irrational.

For, if j were rational, i=nj is rational. This is a contradiction.

Similarly, if k were rational, i = k r is rational, which is a

contradiction.
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This established, suppose first that a is rational and positive.

Let i be any positive irrational number.

Then, by 83, 2, we can take n so large that

But then

n

and -f-
-
w

is irrational.

Suppose now that a is irrational and positive.

By 81, there exists a positive rational number r, such that

Then

and a -f r

is irrational.

The cases when , ft are one or both negative are now easily

treated.

85. The system 9i is dense, i.e. between any two numbers of 9?

lie an infinity of numbers.

This follows at once from 82 or 84.

Numerical Values and Inequalities

86. We have seen, 72, 2, that any number a^fcO can be written

=
,

where is a positive number.

We define now, as in 36, the numerical or absolute value of a is

-f , and denote it by

Then by definition

We set also



NUMERICAL VALUES AND INEQUALITIES

87. 1. We have now the following fundamental relations ;

= -
;

^\V

ft ^

55

(1

(2

(3

(4

(5

(6

(7

C8

\̂

2. From

follows

and conversely.

3. From

follows

or if A = .B,

4. As the demonstration of these relations is exactly the same

as in 37, 38, we do not need to repeat it.

5. If we know of two numbers a, /3, that |a y8| < e however small

e>0 i taken; then n
a=#.

The demonstration is the same as in 46.

88. If =
(>!, a

2, ) then .

)

Since the sequence av av

defines a number, it is regular.

Hence
m, v>m.
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From this we conclude that the sequence

is regular.

For, by 87, 4), ., .
,

,,<, _ ^
.

Hence 1) defines a number.

Set
B-(\a I la I

To show that & = \a\.

First suppose a = 0.

Then v Alim an = 0.

Hence i-
(

A
lim

|fln |=
"

Therefore & n ^^ a i ip = u, ana p =||.

Suppose a 3= 0. Then, by 65, 6, the constituents an of a are of

one sign, for n>m.
fln
= |flJ n>m.

Hence = (1^], |a2 |, , |aj, aw+i, am+2, )

= a = |a|, by 67, 3.

If<0, an = ~|an |.
n>m.

Hence /S
= (|a 1 |,

-, |am |,

- aw+1 ,
- am+2, )

= -
, by 67, 3

89. In the following articles we give certain equalities and

inequalities which are often useful.

Let < a< 1 ; then :TL~~> ^ ~" * C1

(2
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To prove 1), let us suppose the contrary, viz. :

1
.

Clearing of fractions,

<-, or <

which is a contradiction.

Similarly, we may prove 2).

90. 1. Let 04, 2, -., aw >0 and Pm= (l + a^(l + 2)-(l + *)

2 + i 3 + + -!) ^ > 2.

In fact,

2

In this way we can continue.

2. Similarly, we can prove :

Let < av 2 ,
... am<

91. The demonstration of the following identities is obvious :

1 1
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, and =*=0; let92.

.Z/e< e>0 6e small at pleasure ; we can take 8>0 o

For, by 91, 2,

Hence

making S so small that

Let

r
ft

-
- r

^^ gi/3-V.

by 37,^ (2

Then 2) gives

Hence, if we take

we have 1).

93. Let
j, 2, ie n arbitrary numbers.

Let pr ..pn ; 7i-7>0.

i P2

Pi

For, from

we have

Adding,

which gives the first half of 1), The rest of 1) follows similarly.
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94. 1 . Let a > /3^ ; and n > 1, a positive integer.

Thm
n(a _ )*-! <a-/3n < n( -

fl)*
1- 1

. (1

For, by direct multiplication, we verify

an - /3
= (a

-
)(

M-i + "~2
/3 + a*"8^ + - + 1""1

). (2

In the second parenthesis, replace a by ft. Then, since > /8,

a7l -
y
Sn >(-y8)(y8

n- 1

4-^
;j
~ 1

-h n terms),

or n -
/3
n > n(a - /S)/^"

1

,

which is a part of 1).

If in 2) we replace /3 by , we get the other half of 1).

2. In 1), set a = 1 + S, 8 > 0, = 1, we get

(l + 8)>l+w8.

If we set = 1, /3
= 1 8, 1) gives

(1
_

g) > 1 _ ng.

We have thus

(1 -f )
n > 1 4- na, =jfc and > 1, n positive integer. (3

3. We observe that 1) can be written

(4

(5

95. Let
j n be any n numbers.

is called their arithmetic mean.

Let
1

an 6e positive, and Pn = a
x 2 n .

yAew Pn< -4n
w

, unless the as are all equal, when Pn = An
n

.

If 1=
=

2
= = n, An^^ and Pn = a

1

n
.

Hence Pw
= -4n

n
.

Suppose now the a's are not all equal.
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Let n = 2.

We have

Hence

Let n = 2m.

Since the 's are not all equal, at least two of them, say x,

are unequal.
Then

and

Hence

On the other hand, applying our theorem to

KJ + n% 8 + 4

2
'

2
'

we have
, ,

*i + 2 . !^_^
2 2

Hence 1) and 2) give

In the same way, we may continue for any power of 2.

Let 2m
~ l < n < 2m . Set /*

== 2m, 2m -n=v.
We have, by the preceding case,

Set here

Then 3) gives

Jrn./l <C I 1
==

^T-iii v
\ it J

since . .
.

. .

/i /i

Dividing in 4) by A%, we get
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96. From algebra we have the Binomial Theorem,

o
JL 4 o

+ - +
n

',*

~
2
y3*-' 4- naff-' + ff". (1

1 * M

where n is a positive integer.

The binomial coefficients

n n 1 n 2 ... n w-f-l

]

we denote by

We have obviously,

m

If we set a = /8 = 1 in 1), we get

If we set a = 1, )3 = 1 in 1), we get

It is often convenient to set

ana

->.
(;)-,

if

97. We extend now the terms sequence^ regular sequence, limit,

etc., to numbers in 9?. This is done at once ; for the definitions

given in 40, 42, and 57 may be extended to 8J, by simply replacing

the term rational number by number in 9?.
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For example, the sequence of numbers in $R

i * #3, (1

is regular when, for each positive e (not necessarily a rational

number now) there exists an index m, such that

K -!<,
for every pair of indices n, v>m.
Or in abbreviated form, when

e > 0, m,
|

an |

< e. n, v> m. (2

This definition, we see, is perfectly analogous to that given in

57, 1 for regular rational sequences. Evidently the reasoning of

57, 3, 4, can be applied to the sequence 1). Thus the e,m test

given in 2 may also be stated in the form :

e > 0, m, an am
\

< e, n > m. (3

Similarly, X is the limit of the sequence

!, Ofc
"

when
e > 0, m,

|

\ an < e, n > m. (4

As before, we write

X = lim w, or X = lim n .

n oo

We say also an converges to X or approaches X as limit.

This may be indicated by the notation

98. Let lim an = a and lim /3n = 0.

Then lim ( n /3n) = /9 ; (1

liman/3n =<x. (2

/f y8, ^8j, ^82, =^= 0, we have also

""2-1- (8

The demonstration is precisely similar to those of 49, 50, 51 ;

and thus does not need to be repeated here.
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99. We prove now the important theorem :

Let =
(#j, a

2 , ), the as rational ; then lim an = .

We must show that

e>0, m,
|

a an \<e, n>m. (1

< Since the sequence

#!, a
2,

a
3,

is regular, we have

<r>0, ra, an av \<<r, n, v>m. (2

Now we can write, by 60,

an
= (an , an , aw, )

Hence, by 71, supposing w to be fixed for the moment,

a - n
= (! - an ,

a
2
-an , 3

- /in , )

By 88,'

|

Hence, by 2) and 66, 2,

Thus if we take <r<e, we have 1).

100. If a sequence AJ ^ A = av 2,

has a limit X, A is regular.

For, by definition,

e > 0, m,
|

X an < e/2, n > m.

2, v>m.
Adding, by 87, 3,

Hence A is regular, by 97.

101. 1. Conversely
r

, if ^4 = a
x , 2 , is regular sequence, there

exists one, and only one, number a, such that

lim an = a. (1

To show that A cannot have two limits, we need only to repeat

the reasoning of 47.
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We show now A has a limit.

Let Sv 8
2 , S

8,
... (2

be a sequence of positive numbers whose limit is 0. We choose

the S's now, such that

an =an + Sn, n=l, 2, (3

are rational. This is evidently possible by 82. The sequence

av av a
3, (4

is regular.

For, an - = -
,,
+ (8H -8F). (5

Since .A is regular,

e>0, m, !- <~, n,v>m. (6
^

Since, by 100, the sequence 2) is regular,

|Sn-Sv |<e/2. n,v>w. (7

In the inequalities 6), 7), we may take m the same. Then 5),

Hence 4) is regular.

We set = (#r 2 , ).

Then, by 97,
lim an

= a.

But, by 3),

n
=

<*n
- S-

Hence, by 98,
lim an = lim an lim S^

= a.

2. As a result of 1 and 100, we have :

In order that a sequence av a^ has a limit, it is necessary and

sufficient that it is regular.
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102. Let A = av 2,
be a sequence. Let us pick out of A a

sequence ^ __

where i>i<t>%<t'& We call B a partial sequence of A.

EXAMPLES

1 A i
* ! ! l

1. -4=1,
g

,

gf j, g,
-

""
'

a
1

6* ?'
"*

_, 1 1 _J_ ...^~ If
aTi' 275' 2.7'

Here J?, C, D are partial sequences of A.

2. ^ = 1,
|,

1,
J,

1,
|...

JS = 1, 1, 1, -

J? and C are partial sequences of A.

103. 1. Among the symbols given in 42, to indicate the limit of

a sequence

one was
lim an .

A

Analogously, we shall denote the limit of a partial sequence

of A, by
lim B.

2. We have then, obviously :

is regular, so is every partial sequence B; and

lim an = lim an .

A B
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3. From this, we conclude at once :

The sequence A cannot be regular, if it contains two partial

sequences B, (7, such that

4. The sequence A cannot be regular, if it contains a partial

sequence B which is not regular.

5. It is sometimes a difficult matter to show that a sequence A
is or is not regular. The theorems 3, 4 enable us often to show

with ease that A is not regular.

Thus, in Ex. 2, 102,

lim w
= 1, lim = 0.

B c

Hence A is not regular.

6. Unless the contrary is stated, it is to be understood that

lim an

has reference to the whole sequence A.

104. 1. From 98, we conclude the following theorems, which

are often useful:

If lim ( n fin) = cr, and lim n = a ; then lim @n exists and equals

2. If lim a
w/8n

= TT, and lim an = a 3= ; fAen lim
y n exists and

equals TT/.

3. Jf lim =
p, awd lim $n

= f$ ; M^w lim n exists and equals ftp.
Pn

4. JjT lim
-^-
= p T 0, anc? lim n = a ; Aen lim ^n ^xiia and equals

a/p.
**

The demonstration of these theorems we illustrate by proving 1.

We have /3n = ( n /3J qp n .

Applying 98, 1),

lim n = lim ( n ^8n) T lim n = <r
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105. 1. Let\\man
= a; let 0, y be two numbers, such that ft<a<y t

Then
n>m.

The demonstration is the same as in 48.

.
2. Let lim an = a, and an < a. Let be any number <a.
Then

n>m.

106. 1. Let\iman = ct', if \<an <pfor n>m ; then

\ < a < p..

For, suppose a > /^. Let /3 be chosen so that

yu,</3< a.

Then, by 105, 1, an > ft. n> m.

Hence an > /A,

which is a contradiction.

2- If

and if lim an = lim fin
=

p. ;

then \ = /A.

For, by 1, /* < X, /i 5 X.

Hence ft
= X.

107. // <A<7n, (1

lim n = lim yn = X ;

lim /3n
= X.

For, subtracting an in 1), we get

Now lim (7n a,j)
= lim yn lim n = X X = 0. (3

But 3) states that e>0, m, yn n <e.

Then, by 2),
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This relation states that

As lim n
= X, we have, by 104, 1,

108. 1. A sequence A = av 2 , , whose elements satisfy the

relations
., rt

n < n+H W = 1, 2,

is called an increasing sequence.

>+n = 1, 2,
-

it is a decreasing sequence.

If it is either one or the other, but we do not care to specify

which, we may call it a univariant sequence.

If, on the other hand,

n<+n w = l, 2,

A is said to be a monotone increasing sequence.

"
-i o

n >*+! W=l, 2,

it is a monotone decreasing sequence.

If -A is either one or the other, but we do not care to specify

which, we may call A a monotone sequence.

Univariant sequences are special cases of monotone sequences.

2. If there exists a fixed positive number (?, such that

!!<#, n=l, 2,
.-

A is said to be limited, otherwise unlimited.

109. A limited monotone sequence is regular.

For clearness, let ^. =
1 , 2 , be an increasing monotone

sequence, and let

an <&. n=l, 2,
...

(1

To snow that A is regular, we must show that

>0, m, 0<an
-

ro<, n>m. (2
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Since A is monotone increasing,

<-.
To show the rest of 2), take m

Q
at pleasure. Either there exists

an infinite sequence of indices

w
a < (3

such that __ __% mp>* m,
am,>, (4

or there does not.

Suppose such a sequence 3) exists. Then, however small e has

been taken, we can take the integer p so large that

niQ
>a. (5

Adding the first p inequalities 4), we get

,-%>/*
Hence, by 5), amp

^ <* i

which contradicts 1).

We thus conclude that there exist but a finite number of indices

m^ such that 4) holds. Thus we can take m so large that

which proves the other half of 2).

110. 1. A limited increasing sequence of great importance is

To show that 1) is increasing, i.e. that

*n>*n- (2

we employ the relation 94, 5), viz. :

Set

/& 1 n

in 3) ; we get 2) at once, for n> 2.
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To show that 1) is limited, we set

a== l j 1_ 0=1 n = m-
2/tt'

in 3) ;
we get

or squaring,

4

Thus , , .

2m < 4 - (4

But, by 2),J 7

As all positive integers are of the form

2 m or 2 TH 1,

4) and 5) give

2. Since the sequence 1) is limited and monotone, it has a limit

by 109. We set

w = l, 2, 3,
-

As the reader already knows, e = 2.71828 , and is the base of

the Napierian system of logarithms.

111. 1. Let A
j, 2 , be a regular sequence, whose limit is a.

In A exist partial monotone sequences B ; and for each such sequence,

lim an
= a.

B

Then are two cases: 1 , n>m has one sign, when not

zero ; 2 a an may have both signs, however large m is taken.

Case I. To fix the ideas, suppose

a w >0. n>m. (J

In this relation, it may happen that for some m r>m
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In this case, r>^=m
=

, ,
...

is a sequence required in the theorem.

Let us suppose now that there are in 1) an infinite number of

indices nK , such that

Let v
l
be one of the indices nK ; then

\ <

Let
y8j

lie between these, so that

Then, by 105, 1, and 103, 2, there are an infinity of elements v
lying between ^1

and a. Let a^ be one of these, so that

Let y82 lie between a^ and a
; then for some index v

z we have

,<.<.
In this way we find an increasing sequence

jB =
l/i

, v a^,

which is a partial sequence.

Then, by 103, 2,
lira ,n

= a.
n=ao

The number of sequences B of this type is obviously unlimited.

Case IL Since there are an unlimited number of indices for

which _ ,_a-an >0> (2

let us denote those values of n for which 2) holds, by nv nv n8,
.

Then the partial sequence of A,

4' =V S'
"'
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belongs to Case I. Hence in A 1
lie an infinity of sequences of the

type B.

2. The demonstration of 1 shows :

Ifi in the regular sequence A = r 2 , , the an do not finally

become all equal, there exists in A an infinity of partial univariant

sequences B which have all the same limit as A.

The Measurement of Rectilinear Segments. Distance

112. In 39, 43, 44, we have made use of the graphical representa-

tion of the numbers in R, by points of a right line. We wish now

to extend the considerations to numbers in 9J. With this end in

view, we proceed to develop the theory of measurement of recti-

linear segments and the associated notion of distance.

113. 1. Let AB, CD be two rectilinear segments. We say AB
is greater than CD, when, if superimposed, AB contains CD as a

part ; while CD is said to be less than AB. If, when superimposed,

AB and CD coincide, we say AB and CD are equal.

2. We assume, with Archimedes, that if the segment AB is laid

off a sufficient number of times on the line L, we can obtain a

C D Dr
r

segment CD' greater than any given segment CD. And conversely,

that it is possible to divide a segment CD into a sufficient number

of equal parts, so that one of them, as CE, is less than any given

segment AB.
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114. 1. Let S=*AB be a segment we wish to measure ; and let

V
'

CD be a segment which we take as a unit of comparison.
If we can divide S into I equal segments, equal to U9 i.e. if

we say I is the measure of $, or I is the length of S.

2. If it is impossible to do this, it may happen that n segments
S are equal to m segments U ; i.e.

n-S^m-U.
We say then, that

I-?
n

is the measure or length of S.

3. In both cases we say S is commensurable with U.

The segment ^45 being commensurable, we say its length I ex-

presses the distance of A from B, or B from A. We write

J = Dist (4, J9),
or more shortly

115. We show now that the number Z, just determined, is unique.
This is evident when I is an integer. We suppose, therefore, that

and
n.S^m.U. (2

Multiplying these equations respectively by nv n, we get

nn^S= n^m U, nn^S= nm^ Z7.

or .

w_ w'

n
~~

n(

*

Thus, the two equations 1), 2) lead to the same value of /.
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116. 1. Let m
V

n

be the measure of 8.

Then nS=mU. (1
v~

Let us divide U into n equal parts, and call V one of them.

Then
n V = U.

This in 1) gives T^no == wm F.

Hence T7
.#= wF.

This shows that by taking a new unit V, whose length is 1/n of

the old unit, the length of S can be expressed as an integer.

2. The above considerations also give us a new way for defining
the length of S. In fact, suppose it possible to divide U into 8

equal parts F, such that

S=rV. (2
Then

Z=-. (3
8

F r' *V=U;

hence, multiplying 2) by , we get

so that the length I of S is indeed given by 3).

117. Let S = AB, T = BO be two segments whose lengths
are respectively ^

-
-, --,

a, J, (?, ci being positive integers
If we put them end to end, we get a segment TF= J. (7 whose

length, we show, is 7n l + m.

By definition we have
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Multiplying these equations respectively by d, 6, and adding, we

get
bd S+ bd . 7= adU+ bcU= (ad + be) U. (1

But
bd-S + bd- T=bd- W. (2

Hence 1), 2) give
bdW

Hence
ad +

118. 1. We turn now to the measurement of segments which

are incommensurable with the segment chosen as unit. An
example of such segments is the diagonal of a square, the side

being taken as unit.

To measure AS, we begin by marking off points on the right

line L, at a unit distance apart, starting with A. By the axiom

of Archimedes, 113, 2, B will fall between two consecutive points

of this set, say between Av Br
Let

On the segment A^^^ we mark off points at the distance \/n

apart, where n is an arbitrary positive integer.

Then B will fall between two of these points which are con-

secutive, say between A
2 , JB

2
.

We may continue in this way, subdividing each interval Am ^ Bm

into n equal parts, without end. The point B will never fall on

the end point of one of these intervals, for then AB would be

commensurable. The sequence of rational numbers

so determined is monotone increasing, and limited. In fact, all

its elements are <^ + 1. Thus, by 109, the sequence 1) is regu-
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lar, and so defines a number X. We say X is the measure or length

of AB, and we write as before

X = Dist (A, 5) = A, B.

2. If we had taken the numbers

1K
' = Dist (-4, BKy, K =s 1, 2,

where BK denotes the right-hand end of the interval in which B
falls, instead of the numbers 1K, we would have got a monotone

decreasing limited sequence

'l i ^2 ^3 '
"**

whose limit X' = X.

whose limit is 0.

119. We have defined the length X of AB by a process which

subdivides each interval AK , BK into n equal parts. The question

at once arises : would this process lead to the same number X, if

we had divided each interval into m instead of n equal parts ?

We prove the following general result : Let us modify the above

process so as to divide the first interval into ^ equal parts, the

second interval into w
2 equal parts, etc. This system of sub-

division leads to a sequence which we denote by

7 ' 7 ' 7 ' ... nl
i * ^2 <J

' vx

Wh^ 1
*6 7 I T\' S A A f\

lm
f = Dist (^L, Am

f

).

The limit of 1) being X', we show it exists and X = X'.

For, each point Am
f will fall in a certain interval A

lm, Btm
of the

old system of subdivision, where im is the lowest index for which

this is true.

Then
Dist C44J ^ Dist (A, Am'y < Dist (ABJ.

But, by 118, 2,

lim Dist (-4, 4^) = lim Dist (A, Btm )
= X.

Hence, by 107, v T,. ,
, A ... .J lim Dist (J., J.m') = X.
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120. The process explained in 118, 119 is obviously applicable

to the case when AB is commensurable. The only difference is

that after a certain number of steps the point B may fall on one

of the end points of the little segments Am,
Bm . In this case the

corresponding sequence

1' 2'
***

*' *' '
*"*

would have all its elements the same after a certain one.

121. We have now two methods for measuring a commensurable

segment; viz. those given in 114 and 120.

Let I be the length of AB as given by 114; and X its length,

according to 120. We show
Z=X.

Since AB is, by hypothesis, commensurable, we have, by 117,

preserving the notation already employed,

I = Dist (AAm) + Dist (AmB)

< Dist (AAJ + Dist (AmBm). (1

we have, from 1),

where lm Dist (A, JLm).

Passing to the limit, we have, since

lim lm = X, lim-: = 0,
nm-\

122. 1. Let AC, CB be any two segments ; we show that

Dist (AB) = Dist (AC) + Dist (CB).

This is a generalization of 117.

2
r-4-^/>m JJm

We begin by supposing that one of the segments, AC, is com-

mensurable, while the other, (75, is not. Then AB is not com-
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mensurable. In our process of subdivision, suppose that after the

wth step, B falls in the segment Bm , Bm
f Then AC and CBm are

commensurable. Hence, by 117,

Dist (AJBm )
= Dist (AC ) + I)iat(CBw).

In the limit, we get

Dist (AB) = Dist (AC) + Dis

2. We pass now to the general case.

After the mill subdivision,

let fall between Om and Cmf
. Then ACm is commensurable.

Jlence, by 1,

Dist (AB) = Dist (A Cm) + Dist ( Cm ).

Passing to the limit, we have

Dist (4JB)
= Dist (A C) + Dist ( OB).

Correspondence betiveen 5R <md Ae Points of a Right Line

123. 1. On the indefinite right line L mark a point as origin.

Let P be any point on Z/, and let

X = Dist (0, P).

If P lies to the right of 0, we associate with P the number -f X ;

if P lies to the left of 0, we associate with it X. With the

origin we associate the number 0. Thus to any point on L
corresponds a number in 3J, and to different points correspond
different numbers.

2. We ask now conversely : does there exist for each X in 9?,

a point P such thatF
X =Dist(0, P)?

For all rational numbers this is true by virtue of the axiom of

Archimedes, 113, 2.

Whether it is true for every number in 9t, cannot be demon-

strated. We therefore assume with Dedekind and Cantor that
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there shall exist one and only one point P which shall lie to the

right of 0, if X > 0, and to the left of 0, if X < 0, and such that

|X|
= Dist(0, P).

This we shall call the Cantor-Dedekind axiom or the axiom of con-

tinuity of the right line. As we proceed, it will be made evident

that many apparently simple geometric ideas are extremely subtle

and complex. One of the most elusive of these is the notion of

continuity. To say the right line is continuous because it has no

breaks or gaps, is simply to replace one undefined word by another.

3. We have now established a one to one correspondence between

the numbers of 9? and the points on L. We may consider the

points as images or representations of these numbers.

124. 1. The correspondence which we have just defined is a

generalization of that given in 35 for R. The considerations of

39, 43, 44 can now be extended to 9? without any further com-

ment. The graphical interpretation of sequences and their limits

which we thus obtain will illuminate greatly the section on limits,

97-111. We recommend the student to go over the demonstra-

tions which we gave there, employing graphical representations
as an aid to the reasoning. Indeed, some of the theorems, when

interpreted geometrically, seem almost self-evident.

2. Consider, for example, the theorem of 107.

We have there three sequences, A= ]an \, B j/8n }, 0= \Ynl-

The relation

"n<0n<Vn

states that the point fin lies in the interval Jn = ( n , yn).
Since now both end points of In converge to the point X,

evidently any point in In, as y8n , must also converge to the

point X.

125. As another example, consider the theorem of 109.

To fix the ideas, let A= \an \
be a monotone increasing sequence.

The reiints in the figure represent av a^, We have drawn a

cur? S^hrough them, as the eye seizes more easily the law of
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increase or decrease of a sequence when such a curve is drawn.

The reader will observe that since the sequence is monotone, this

curve can have segments parallel to the axis X. As A is limited,

all the points of A lie be- #

tween a certain line #,

and a line E drawn

through the first point a
l

of the sequence. To see

now that A must have a

limit, let us suppose the

line Gr moved parallel to

itself toward X. Evi-

dently there is a line F below which G cannot move without

getting below points of A, and which the points of A approach
as an asymptote.

If \ is the distance of F from X, evidently

lim an = X.

Fia. 1.

126. As a final example of the helpfulness of graphical repre-

sentation, let us consider the theorem of 111.

The two cases we
considered there are

represented in Figs. 1

and 2. The heavy
curves represent the

law of increase and

decrease of the sequence
A. The points ar c^,

lie on these curves,

but are not indicated.

The straight lines A
represent the limit a of

A. The light curve

in Fig. 1 indicates an

increasing sequence which one could pick out of A.

By the aid of such a representation the theorem becomes -Imost

self-evident.

PIG. 2.
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127. 1. Let A=\an \, B=\ftn \, C = \yn \.

Let A be monotone increasing, and C monotone decreasing.

Let

and lim(7n -an)=0. (2

Then A, J3, are regular, and have the same limit X,

Also

(3

0-raphically, the theorem is obviously true.

The points an, yn determine a set of intervals

such that each In lies in the preceding In _i, and hence in all pre-

ceding intervals.

By 2) the lengths of these intervals converge to 0. Geometri-

cally, it is evident that the end points w , yn of these intervals con-

verge to the same limiting point X, and that any sequence of points

/8n ,
where /9n is any point in In , must also converge to X.

Arithmetically, the demonstration is as follows :

By hypothesis,

7i>72 >78
-

(4

From 1),

n<7n-
Hence, by 4),

n<7r w = l, 2,
-

Thus A is limited. Similarly, C is limited.

Thus A and C are regular, by 109.

Let
lim an = X. (6

Then 2) and 5) give, by 104, 1,

lim 7n =2 X.

Then, by 107,

lim/S^X.
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2. The preceding theorem may be put in geometrical language,
and gives :

Let In = (un >> 7n) be a sequence of intervals n= 1, 2, 3, . Let

In lie iti 7n _!, and let the lengths of these intervals converge to 0. Let

n be any point in In (including end points}. Then the sequence

\@n \
is regular, and all such sequences have the same limit X. The

point X lies in every I.

3. The reader should avoid the following error :

Let \a>n \, \Pn \ be two sequences, such that

lim( n -/Sn)=0. (6

Then lim an,
lim /9n exist and are equal.

That this conclusion is false is shown by the following example :

Here neither limit exists, although 6) is satisfied.

Dedekind's Partitions

128. We proceed now to establish the notion of partition,*

introduced by Dedekind, to found his theory of irrational numbers.

Let a be any number of 3J ; we can use it to throw all numbers

of SR into two classes A, B. In A we put all numbers <; in B
nil numbers >. The number a we may put in A or B. This

division of the numbers of 5R into two classes we call a partition,

and say, a generates a partition (A, B). Geometrically, the point

a may be used to throw all points of a right line into two classes.

In class A we put all points to the left of a
;
in B all points to

the right of a. The point a we put in either A or B at pleasure.

Example.

Let a = \/2. In A put all numbers <V2
;
-in B put the numbers ^ \/2.

This partition may also be generated as follows : in A put all numbers whose

square is < 2
;
in B all numbers whose square ^ 2.

* The German term is Schnitt.
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129. 1. More generally, we shall say that any separation of the

numbers of 9J into two classes A, B, such that

1 Any number of A is < any number in B,

2 Any number of B is > any number in A,

constitutes a partition (-4, .B).

2. The condition 2 is really redundant, as it follows at once

from 1.
In fact, suppose 2 did not follow from 1

; i.e. suppose there

were a number /3 in B, ^ some number n in A. Then there is

an a in A which is not < any number in B, for a is not < /3.

This is a contradiction.

3. Two partitions (^4, 5) and ((7, D) are the same or equal

only when A and contain the same set of numbers ;
or only

when B and D contain the same numbers, excepting possibly the

end numbers.

130. 1. We consider now this question : suppose a law given
which throws all numbers into two classes A, J5, such that every
number in A is less than any number in B, and every number in

B is greater than any number in A. Is there a number X in 9?

which will generate this partition (yl, j5) ? We show there is.

To this end we construct two sequences

T = $v /32, /33 ,

S being monotone increasing, and T monotone decreasing, as

follows :

Let
j
be any number at pleasure in A, and /3X

a number in B.

Their arithmetic mean .

ctj 4- PI
2

lies between av /3r
If it lies in A, we set

2
=Ka

l + l)' ^2 = /3l5

if it lies in -B, we set
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We build now the arithmetic mean of
Og, y32 , and reason with

this as before. Continuing this process indefinitely, we get the

sequences SI and T.

By 127, 2, the sequences S, T have a common limit, which we
call X.

Let X generate the partition (J/, J5').

We show that
(A , ) = (A',

by showing 1 that every number in A lies in A\ and 2 that

every number of A lies in A .

1. Let a'=X, be tiny number of A. By 105, 2 there are an

infinity of numbers an lying between a' and X. But an is in A^ by

hypothesis. Hence ' < an is in A.

2. Let a be any number of A. We have to show that a^X.
Suppose the contrary, X < .

Then n
6 = X>0.

We can take n so great that

On the other hand, by supposition,

Hence
&->-* = *

which contradicts 1).

2. We have thus this theorem :

Every partition can be generated by a number in 9t.

131. 1. A partition (Jl, jB) cannot be generated by two different

numbers X and p.

To fix the ideas, let X < p.

In the partition ( (7, D) generated by /A, O contains all numbers

</i. It therefore contains numbers >X, and hence numbers not

in A. Hence (-4, J?), ((7, Z>) are different.

2. Since each number generates one partition, and each partition

is generated by one number, we can establish a uniform or one to
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one correspOMtence between the numbers of 9t and the aggregate
of all possiblepartitions.

In fact, to the number a shall correspond the partition (^1, -B),

that a generates. To the partition (jF, 6r) shall correspond the

number X, which will generate (J
7

, #).

Infinite Limits

132. Let A =
j, 2 '

"* ke au unlimited sequence [108, 2]. The

following cases may occur :

1. For each positive number 6r, arbitrarily large, there exists an

/tt, such that an > (-r, for every n > m. In symbols

0- > 0, 7ft, n > (?, 71 > M.

We say the limit of A is plus infinity ; and write

lim n
= -f oo

, lim
/t
= + oo

, n
= -j- oo .

n=

Such sequences are
i o
I, A, d,

1!, 2!, 3!, -.

2. For each negative number 6?, arbitrarily large, there exists

an m, such that an < (r, for every n > m. In symbols

6r<0, 7W, n <6r, 71 >W.

We say the limit of -4 is minus infinity ; and write

lim n
= oo, lim an = oo, an

n=oo

Such a sequence is

-10, -100, -1000, -.

In both these cases, we say the limit is definitely or determinately

infinite.

3. The elements an do not finally all have one sign, but still

We say the limit of A is indefinitely or indeterminately infinite.

Such a sequence is

1, -2, +3, -4, +5, -
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133. 1. Case 3 is of little importance. We shall therefore in

the future, when using the terms the limit is infinite, or certain

variables become infinite, always mean definitely infinite, unless the

contrary is expressly stated.

The symbol -f oo is frequently written without the + sign.

The symbol 00 means that the limit is either + or QO,

and one does not care to specify which.

The limits defined in the previous sections are called, in contra-

distinction, finite limits.

The symbols -f-oo, oo are not numbers; i.e. they do not lie

in SK. They are introduced to express shortly certain modes of

variation which occur constantly in our reasonings.

2. Finally, we wish to state, once for all, that the terms, the limit

exists, the limit is X, etc., or an equation as

lim an = X,

always refer to finite limits, unless the supplementary phrase, "finite

or infinite," is inserted.

134. A sequence cannot have both a finite and an infinite limit.

For, if A = \an \
has a finite limit, the numbers an lie between

two fixed numbers, by 105, 1. It is thus limited. It cannot

therefore have an infinite limit.

135. Let A~
J n j, and let B be any partial sequence of A. If

lim an = oo,
A

then lim n
= oo.

B

The demonstration is obvious.

136. If the limit of a sequence A = \an \
is indefinitely infinite,

its positive and negative terms each form sequences whose limits are

respectively -f oo and oo.

For, let B =
|/3n j

be the sequence formed of the positive terms

of A\ 'and.{7=i= J7n j
the sequence formed of the negative terms.

By hypothesis,
m, >(?, n>
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But then, for a sufficiently large w',

&>&* Vn<-&, n>m'.
Hence

lira fin = + x, lim yw
= - oo.

137. Let lim =
, lim /8W

= oo
;

. lim ( n &) =
,

lim
'*n = 0.

3. Ifa*0, * >0, a/id lim/8n = 0;
Pn

lim^ = -h oo.

Pn

The demonstration is obvious.

138. Let av a , 1*3,
-

j8r ^2 , /Sj,

be two sequences.

Let &><V w=l, 2,

Jfliin n = 4- QO,

then lim /8W
= + oo.

For, by hypothesis,

(r > 0, w, n > (7, w > m.

Since /8n 5 n ,

we have, a fortiori,

&>&
Hence

lim /3w =

139. ie J. =
j, 2 , Se a monotone increasing sequence. Let

a partial sequence of A.

If liman =+oo, then liman =4-oo.
B A
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For, by hypothesis,

Gr > 0, TW, a
in
> G-. n>m.

But since A is monotone increasing,

Hence r > (?,

and

140. Let
T/IJ,

w
2, be a sequence of integers whose limit is -f-oo.

Then
lim am = 0, if < < 1. (1

= 1, (f=l. (2

= -foo, if a>l. (3
For, fe >1.
We set

Then, by 94, 3), = (1 + 8). > ft, (4

where ^ -. *
^ = 14- mKo.

We apply now 138.

Since

we have, from 4),

We set

Then

Also

As by 3),

we have, by 137, v m AJ lim am = 0,

which proves 1).

The truth of 2) is obvious.
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141. We consider now a few examples involving infinite limits.

Example 1.
^

-
^

n =l + i + i+...+i. n = l,2,-AC n

Here r , ^lim n =+oo. (1

For, let nm -i in
/u=2m -l. wi = 1, 2,

Then

Each parenthesis is >-

For,

1,1,1.11^1, 1,1 1

i+s+e+Ps+s+s+r^
Thus

As rlim m =
we have, by 138, ,.J hm^=
But \a^\ is a partial sequence of the increasing sequence Jan |.

Hence, by 139, we have 1).

142. Example 2.

a - 1 +JL+ ! !
n~^

where ^=0, 1, 2, 3,

Then
j.

_ ^
<? a > 0.

Then there is a positive integer 7n, such that
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Then
i i .. _

- > --

a+p m+p
Hence

^
..

/* --> i

ttn -^ ~ ~T ._ , -i

But, by 135, 141,
lim ^ ==4. OD .

Hence, by 138, ,.J lim n
= 4-<x>.

Let <0.

Then there exists a positive integer m, such that

Hence
1 1 11 1

7n ~
-f ra

+
M+~m~+}

"* +
"-f"//r+~w

> +
2

"*

^TI*

Then, by 141 and 138,
lim yn = -f oo.

But {7n |
is a partial sequence of

J n |. Hence we have again 1),

by 139.

143. Example 3. , , i\ / , \
'

where ^^0, -1, -2,

1. >/3, /3>0. L

Then

/3 -f

Hence

4- m _ -,

3 _ n 1^ _|-
_ . <ffi U, 1,

by 90, 1. Hence, by 142,

lim Qn = + oo.

2.

If a is a negative integer or 0, Qn finally becomes and remains 0.
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Hence
lim<?n = 0. =0, -1, -2,.-.

Otherwise, let the positive integer m be taken so large that

Then
a ( a "*" l)"'fa 4- w 1) (cc -|r m)-'-Q -f-

08 + HI)- 08 + n)

The first factor 72 is a constant. In $n , set

af = a + m, :?' = 3 +

As a f

>/3
f

>0, xS; falls under case 1.

Hence T /ihm ^ = oo,

the sign being that of 72.

3. </8. If =0, -1, -2, , evidently <?n = 0.

p __ + 1 ) (/3 + n) not zero or a
n

( + !)( + ?i) negative integer.

Then Pn falls under cases 1 or 2.
But

1
=VM p̂n

Hence lim ^, 0.

4. a = ^8^0, -1, -2, .-. Here(?n =l.
Hence ,. ~ *

Different Systems for Expressing Numbers

144. 1. Let a be a positive integer, and m any integer >1.

Then we can give a the form

a = anmn + a^m*- 1
H-----h a , (1

where

w-l, /c = 0, 1, 2,

and w is a positive integer.
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The number m is called the base of the system. The base

being given, the numbers , av an completely define the

number a, and 1) may be written more shortly

When fw = 10, we have the decimal system. For example, we

write
3 10* + 1 - 10* + 7 102 + 7 . 10 + 9

more shortly 31779

When m is used as base, the numbers a are said to be expressed
in an m-adic system.

2. Let < < 1. With is associated a point on a right line L,

whose distance from the origin of reference is . To measure this

distance, let us divide the unit interval into m equal parts, each of

these parts into m equal parts, and so on. Then, as shown in

120, C7 7 7 ,C7 7 7 , ^a = \lv lv /
3, ...{, (2

where

m* m
^ a

The numbers lv lv are completely determined when the num-
bers ar av are given. Thus is determined when these latter

numbers are given, and instead of representing by the system
of equations 2), 3), we may employ the shorter notation

a = ,

For example, let a = \ and m = 10.

Here
flj
= o, a

z
= o, fl

g
= o,

Hence

which is the familiar decimal representation of -

If we take m = 5, we get the representation

= .1813181-
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3. Thus every positive number can be written in the form

anan-l " a
Q

' ^A^3
"

where the a's and 6's are ^ and ^ m 1.

4. Certain numbers admit a double representation, in an w-adic

system ;
viz. those numbers in which the 6's, after a certain stage,

all equal or all equal m 1. In this case we have

=^ ll. 1
... .4

1
i
a ...ft,0000- (4

a = an n
Q

- b
l (Jf

- l)(m - l)(m - 1) (5

For example, when m = 10,

23.5650000 -
and

23.5649999...

represent the same number. In the future we shall suppose that

all such numbers are represented by the form 4), which we shall

call the normalform.

5. Numbers of the type

anan-l '"

all digits after b
v being 0, are usually written more shortly, by

omitting these zeros. Such numbers are said to admit a finite

representation.

145. The expression of a positive number N in normal form in an

m-adic system, is unique.

1. Let Nbe an integer. We show first that

mn > a -f ^m + - + an_ 1mn~1
. (1

This is obviously true for w= 1. We apply now the method

of complete induction. Supposing 1) is true for n = a, we show it

is true for n = s + 1 . Let, then,

m* > a + a^m + 4- a^\m
9~ l

.

Then, since both numbers on the left and right are integers,

m* ~ Oo + a
\
m H-----* *-iw'~~l

) ^ 1-

Hence .,,
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Subtracting an integer b= 0, 1, ... m 1, from both sides,

m* f l - (b + a
Q
m + a

x
m2

H-----h ,-iW) > 0.

Hence, changing the notation slightly,

m-'
4- ! > a '

-4- <ra + + a/m', (2

if tlie a! are ^m 1.

This established, let

M a
Q + fl^w 4- a2

w2
-+-... + a,ra

r
,

JV= f> + 6^/j -f 6
2
7/i

2 + - . + b
sms

,

where ar =^= 0, b
s

Then 1) shows that if r>s, then

Hence, if Tkf is to ecnuil iV, it is nec.esstiry that r = s.

If r = s, then 1) shows that M^N, according as a r ^br . Thus,
if M== N* it is necessary that a,

=
/>,..

In this way we may con-

tinue, and so show that when M~N,

2. Zrf 0<JV<1.
Suppose ,TJV= .a^ fi^a,.

J = . fljd^
' * ' ar-A' ' * '

where ar =&r . To fix the ideas, let ar >br . Then N>P.
For

> Wi + ... +
\w m 7

Since P is written in the normal form, there exists an

such that 7 ^
b
s <m 1.

Then

But since ar >6r, p1V P^-r 2
.

Hence JVj + JV^ > JVj + P2,

and a fortiori, ^ p



CHAPTER III

EXPONENTIALS AND LOGARITHMS

Rational Exponents

146. Having developed now the number system 9? with suffi-

cient detail, we shall in this and the subsequent chapters represent
numbers in $R indifferently by Greek and Latin letters.

147. Up to the present we have defined the symbol

a* (1

only for positive integral values of the exponent /JL.
We proceed

to define it for any value of /A, supposing #>0. We begin with

rational values. The numbers 1) are then called roots or radicals.

148. 1. Let #>0, and let n be a positive integer. There exists

one and only one positive number satisfying

xn = a. (1

Let (J5, (7) be a partition such that B contains all positive

numbers b such that bn < a.

Let p be the number which generates (-&, (7), 130, 2. By 130,

1, we can pick out of B a monotone increasing sequence \bm \
and

out of a monotone decreasing sequence \cm \
such that

lim bm = lim cm = .m

As bnm < a < <

we have, by 106, 2,

lim b^ = a.
TO=o

05
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As, by 98, ,. , nJ Iim6=p,
m=oD

we have

p
n = a. . (2

Hence
/>

satisfies 1).

There is but one positive solution of 1). For if

a- = a, (3
we have, from 2), 3),

p
n = an.

Hence, by 75, 3,

p = cr.

2. We write
!

3. When n is odd, 1) has only one solution in 9t, viz., x =
When n is even, it has two and only two solutions in 9t, viz.,

149. 1. From the preceding we have readily :

Let a < 0.

A0s no solution if n is even, and if n is odd, it has one and only one

solution, viz., ^/ a.

For brevity we often write, when n is odd and a < 0,

-\/a for -y/ a.

When, however, a > the radical V# shall always be a positive

number.

2. The equation xn =0 admits one and only one solution^ viz.,

x = 0, in 9t. We write
l

150. 1. If ra, n are positive integers, and a>0, then

Set
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en
f-a,

and i

p
w = (a")

m
; (2

a S
am =

/>
= <y)

w
. (3

The equation 3) shows that/a"
1

is the positive solution of

xn = am .

Hence, by definition, i

p = (a
w
)". (4

Comparing 2) and 4), we liave 1).

2. We write i i m

(a*)
m = (a

my = a\

We have now the definition of

a*i a >

for positive rational exponents.

151. Let JA be a positive rational number. We define the symbol
a~* by the relation .

We also set
o __ i

152. Let r, s be rational numbers, and a > 0. Then

aras = ar
+*. (1

This equation expresses the addition theorem for rational ex-

ponents. It is a generalization of 74, 2.

To fix the ideas, suppose r, s>0. Let

I m
r __ o ___

, O j

n n

where I, m, n are positive integers.

p = ar ; then
/>

n = a'. (2

Let
a- = a* ; then <r

n = am. (3
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Multiplying 2), 3), we get

This shows that p a is the positive root of

xn = al+m

Hence j+m

pa-
= a "

. (4
Hut 2), 3) also give

pa = ar
a*. (5

Comparing 4), 5), we get 1), since

I + M- -- - = r + 8.
n

153. Let fji be a rational number, and a > 0.

l

For let
IJL
= > ; ?w, w positive integers.

We have, by 148, i

a" > 0.

Hence
i i i

a" = a" a" a rt > 0. m factors.

7/><0, let ft
= -i/, i/>0.

Then i

a^= -,
a"

and as a" > 0, so is a* > 0.

If
IJL
= 0, we have a* = 1, by 151.

154. Let
IJL

be a positive fraction and a>0. Then

a^ 1 according as a = \.

/vyi

Let /i
=

; w, /i positive integers.

i

If a>l, then an">l.

For, suppose the contrary^ let
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Raising to the nth powers, by 75, 2,

a<l,

which is a contradiction. Hence

i

Ifa>l, an >l.

m

Hence a">l, by 75, 2.

The other cases are similarly treated.

i

155. Let n be a positive integer and a>0. Then a n ^a according
^ "^

as
rt^l.

Let a < 1 and suppose i

a n ^ a.

Then, by 75, 2,

a ^ an . (1
But when a<l,

an <a,
by 75, 4. This contradicts 1).

Thus, when a < 1, a n >a.
The other cases are easily treated now.

156. 1. Let a>0 and let
JJL

be a positive fraction. If

a* > b > 0,

then L

For, let p.
=

; m, n positive integers.

From m
a n >b

follows, by 75, 2,

am > bm . (2

Suppose now 1) were not true, i.e. suppose

Then

which contradicts 2).
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2. Let a > and let p be a negative fraction.

If

then

We can set /i
=

z>, v > Oc

Then i
* =

a"
This reduces 2 to 1.

157. -Z/*tf p<v be two rational numbers ; let a > 0.

.

a*^a
v

according as a^l, (

We can set
/ o

'*-?"-?
where r, , f are integers and t >0,
To fix the ideas, let a > 1, and /i, v> 0.

Suppose for this case, 1) were not true, i.e. that

aM 5 a".

Then
ar > aj

, by 75, 2,

which is absurd, since r<s.
Thus 1) is true for this case. In the same way we may treat the

other case.

158. Let
fJL

be a rational number, and let an > 0, n = 1, 2, .

// lim an = 1, (1

then lim< = l. (2
To fix the ideas, let

T
fju
= -

; r, s positive integers.
o

i

If n<l> <fn <an'<l;
i

if n >l l<aw
i<aw,

i

by 154, 155. Thus in either case an
* lies between 1 and an . Ap-

plying 107, we have, using 1),

lim an
* 1.
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Since r i i i

an
* = an*an**" an *, r factors.

we have, by 98,

liman
s = lima^= 1.

The other cases are now easily treated.

159. Let /* be a rational number; let

lim an = a > 0, an > 0.

Then
M _ fl

For,

But, by hypothesis,

lim = 1, by 98.
a *

If we apply now 158 to 2), we get 1).
'

Irrational Exponents

160. Let R = rv r
2 , be a sequence of rational numbers whose

limit is 0. Then, if a > 0,

limarn =l. (1

We show : n , ., ,

,

>0, w, |l-a
r
*|<, w>m, (2

which is the same as 1).

Let a > 1, rn > ; then, by 154,

Since rn> and as small as we please, n being sufficiently large,

we can take m so large that

however large the positive integer g be chosen.

But, by 94, 3),
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We can also take g so large that

Then

On the other hand, by 157,

(l + cy* >(l+e)'. (4

Hence 3) and 4) give
I

(l-M)
rn >a. n>m.

This gives, by 156, 1),
1 + e > ar\

Hence 2) holds in this case.

Let a<l, rn >0. We set

a
=l>

then
6>1

By the preceding case

lrn < 1 -f e.

Hence
1 1

'"=,! >il- >1
-

'

btn 1 -f e

by 89, 1). This gives
1 ar"<e.

Hence 2) holds in this case.

Let rn < 0. This case reduces to the case that rn > 0, by observ-

ing that

We consider now the case that the rn do not all have one sign.

We divide R into three sequences, 72 , 7?+, J2_. In the first, we
throw all rn = 0; in the second all rn >0 ;

in the third all rn <0.
Should any of these sequences contain only a finite number of

elements, it can be neglected. For we have only to consider a

partial sequence of R, obtained by omitting the terms of R up to

a certain one.
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Consider R+ . We have seen there exists in it an index mf such

that 2) holds for every n > m 1

.

Similarly in R_, there exists an index mff such that 2) holds

for every n>m lf
.

Consider finally R . As rn = 0, 2) holds for every n of JR .

Thus if m be taken >w', mff
, 2) holds for every n>m in R.

161. Let A = av #
2 ,

and let b>0. Then

is regular.

We have to show :

e>0,

be a regular sequence of rational numbers,

6% b
a
\

Set

(1

(2

(3

\b
an bam \<e, n>m.

d n
= b

a - b
a > = b ltm(b

a -a< -
1).

Since -4 is regular, we have

S>0, m, |an am \<S. n>m.

But if 8 is taken small enough, by 160,

|6
rt"" a

--l|<7/, (4

where ?? > is arbitrarily small.

Since A is regular, there exist, by 65, 5, two rational numbers,

Q, R, such that
Q<an <R. w=l, 2, ... (5

Then 3) gives, by 4) and 5),

K|<6V if

,
if by 157.

If 6 > 1, we take 77
=

if 6<1, we take y

Then in either case 2) holds.

7K̂

The case that 6 = 1 requires no demonstration.
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162. Let av a
2, and a^ 2 , be two sequences of rational

numbers having the same limit. Then, if b > 0,

lim b n = lim b*. (1

By 161, both limits in 1) exist.

Let dn = b
a - b

a = b
a
(l - b*-a

). (2

We have only to show that

lim dn = 0. (3
But

lim (an - n)
= 0.

Hence, by 160,
lim (1

- 6
a -) = 0, (4

Hence, 2),.4) give 3).

163. We are now in the position to define irrational exponents.

Let , .

/*
= 0vr2 , ...)

be a representation of p. We say

a* = lim ar\ (1

By 161, the limit on the right of 1) exists ; by 162, it is the

same whatever representation of ^ is taken.

164. 1. Let rv r
2 , be a sequence of rational numbers having a

rational limit r. Then, if b > 0,

limi
r* = &

r
. (1

In fact, the sequence

r'v r'2 , r'
8, -; r'n

= r, rc=l, 2,
-

has r as limit.

By 162'

lim brn = lim b'n (2
But

'

lim br = lim br = br.

This in 2) gives 1).

2. The object of 1 is to show that the definition of a* given in

163 does not conflict with that given in 150, 151, in case /* is

rational.
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165. 1. Let /JL
be an arbitrary number, and r, s^ two rational

numbers, such that r<n<s. Then for b > 0,

br ^ 6M ^ b*, according asb^l. (1

For, let

M = (mv mv ),

the w's being rational.

Then, by 105, 1,

r < mn <s. n>v.
Hence, by 157,

br <bm
n<:b*, if

Then passing to the limit, by 106, 1,

b
1 < b < b*. (2

Here the equality sign must be suppressed. For, let r
1 be

another rational number such that

r < r r < fjL.

Then, as in 2),
br < b. (3

But
br < br\ (4

by 157. From 3), 4) we have

br < 6*.

Thus the equality sign in 2) must be suppressed.

The truth of 1), when b< 1, follows in a similar manner.

2. As a corollary of 1, we have:

Let a > ; then a* vanishes for no value of p.

In fact, the relation 1 shows that a* always lies between two

positive numbers, by 153

166. 1. The properties given in the preceding articles for

rational exponents hold for irrational exponents also. We illus-

trate the demonstration in a few cases.

Let X < /i, and b > 0. Then

6* ^ 6% according as b ^ 1 . (1
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To fix the ideas, suppose 5>1. Let r be a rational number,

such that

Then, by 165,

Hence

2. As corollary we have :

If b > 1, we conclude from

that

whereas, if < 5 < 1, w# conclude that

3. In 1) let X = 0. Since

we have :

Let
IJL > 0, and b > ; then

>
M =

1, according as ft = 1.

167. 6
~ a = V A >-

For, let

Then
-a = (- ai , -oj, )by 71, 3.

Since, by 151,

o n = -
,

6 ffn

we have

,

lim bltn ba

since 6a ^=0, by 165, 2.
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168. 7/a>0,

This is the addition theorem for any exponents, and is a generali-

zation of 152.

Let
X = liin Xn , /i

= lim
fjin .

Then
aA = lim a Att

,
a'* = lim a^n

.

Hence
aAa^ = lim aXn lim #MM = lim aAw

= lim aA
-^'S by 152,

169. X^^ Xj, \
2 ) be a sequence whose limit is + oo,

7/a>0,
-4- QO, /r Alim aA n =

0, //

For, let a > 1 .

Let Zn be the greatest integer in Xn .

Since lim Xw
= + oo, lim ln

= 4-00.

Then, by 140,
lim a l = + QO.

As

lim a*n = + QO,

by 138.

Set 5 = -. Then 6>1.
a

The demonstration follows now at once.

170. Let ar av 6e a sequence of positive numbers whose limit

is I.

Then
lim a A = 1.
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Let r, s be rational numbers, such that

r<\<8.
Then, by 166, 1,

r <> A <V> n>l; (1

' < <*n
A < <> * < I- (2

Let us apply now 107. Since, by 158,

lini an
r = lim an

s = 1,

we have, from 1), 2),
lim an

A = 1.

171. Let av a
2 , be a sequence of positive numbers whose limit

is a > 0. Then
lim n

A = \ (1

.-
Since, by 170,

lim 25=1,
a

1) follows from 2) at once.

172. Let X|, X
2 , 6e a sequence whose limit is X. 7fa>0,

lim aA = aA
. (1

For, let

be two sequences of rational numbers whose limits are X, and such

that
sn, n=l, 2, ...

To fix the ideas, let a > 1 ; then, by 166,

arn < a*n < a'n. (2

By 162,
lim arn = lim a'.

'Die application of 107 to 2) gives 1).

The case that a <; 1 is now readily treated.
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Logarithms

173. Let a, b > 0, and bj=l. The equation

bx =a (1

has one, and only one, solution.

To fix the ideas, let b > 1. We form a partition (<7, D) in which

contains all numbers c, such that

bc <a;

while D contains all numbers d, such that

b
d >a.

This separation of the numbers of 9? into the classes C, D is

indeed a partition. For every number of is < any number of D.

In fact, from ,
c , rf

follows, by 166, 2, ,J <?< d.

Let f be th Tiaiiiber which generates (C, J9); let

be the monotone sequences of 130, whose common limit is .

Then ,. ,

b* = a. (2

For, by 171, ,. , ,. ,^ Lt xoJ hm 6
rn = hm b

dn = Jt. (3

On the other hand, . . , A

bc*<a< b
d
n. (4

From 3), 4) we have, by 106, 2,

lim bcn = a. (5

From 3), 5) we have 2).

The equation 2) shows that is a solution 1). Let rj be also a

solution, so that
b* = a. (D

From 2), 6) we have
6* =61.

Hence, from 166, 2,
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174. 1. As we have just seen,
thj'

3 equation

b* = a, a > ; j
* > and =

1,

admits one, and only one, solutio'
n - This uniquely determined

number f, we call the logarithm of
a

> tfle base b^in9 *; and write

or when we do not care to indicat e tne base,

=
log a.

2. We shall suppose, once foi'
all that the base b is = 1

; also

that the numbers whose logarithm
18 we are considering are > 0.

3. From

log u = log"
v>

follows
u v.

The demonstration is obvious.

175. log ab = log a -f log b.

This is the addition theorem of logarithms.

Let the base be c. If

a = log a, /3
= log J,

then
<?
a = a, #0 = b.

Multiplying, we have
c*cf* = ca+l* = ai.

From the equation
(*+fi = aft,

we have

log ab a + /3 = log a -f log 6.

176. By using the properties of exponentials we may deduce in

a similar manner all the ordinary properties of logarithms. As
this presents nothing of interest, we pass on. We note, however,

the following important relation.

Let a > 0, and b be the base of our logarithms. Then
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For, by definition,
Jlog

^ =^ ^
But -

T
,

log a* =
/JL log a.

This in 2) gives 1).

177. Let av a
2, be a sequence whose limit is 1. Then

To fix the ideas, let ft, the base of our logarithms, be >1.

Let e > 0, then, by 166, 3,

*>!. (2

Hence
1

g i _ A > 0. (3
b*

v

Since ,.
-,

lim an = 1,

we have
g>() ^ ^ _ s<af| _ 1<: ^ w>wl;

which gives 1
.

1 ^ x.n 1 6<a
/i
<l + o. (4

From 3) we have ..

This in 4) gives -,

On the other hand,

by 3), 2).

This gives 1 + <*. (6

Then 6) and 4) give ,
7an < o . ^ i

From 5), 7) we have finally

6-<an <6'.

This may be written, by 176, 1),

Hence, by 166, 2,

< log an < ,
W > 771,

which is another form of 1).
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178. Let lim an
= a > 0. Then

lim log an = log a. aw > 0. (1

For,

Hence

=.-.

As a
lim 5-1,

we need only to apply 177 to 2) to get 1).

179. Let a
x
a
2

fo a sequence whose limit is + oo .

(2

> 1. Let 7?in be an integer, such that

bmn<an <bmn+1 .

Then, by 176,

logan>mn . (1
But

lim mn = -f o>

since lim an
=

-j- oo.

Hence, by 138, using 1),

lim log aw
= + QO.

The case that b < 1 follows at once now.

Some Theorems on Limits

180. Let A =
tfp 2

, fte #jn/ sequence, such however that its limit

is 00 when it is not limited; let Bbr b
2,"*be an increasing

sequence whose limit is 4- oo. If

is finite or infinite, then

lim ^ = I. (2
Onn
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Proof. 1. I finite.

Set

n an+\ ~
, <//i,p 7 7~-

on bn+p bn

From 1) we have :

8 > 0, m,
1

1 qn < ,

Hence

To these inequalities apply 93, setting the 7*8 equal 1. Then

or

?m,,,-8<J<yWll ,
+ S. (3

is limited ;

since, by hypothesis, 6n = -f- oo.

In 3, pass to the limit p = oo
; we get

Hence

But on the supposition that A is limited,

lim - = 0.
bn

Thus 2) holds in this case.

If A is not limited ;

& > being small at pleasure, and m fixed, we have, by 92,

(4
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Now

Also, by 3),

qm , p
=

a (l - a
**m+p\

x

From 5) we get, using 4), 6),

m+p

Hence

and

supposing o<l.
If now we take

7) gives 2).

2. Z infinite. To fix the ideas, suppose Z = -f oo.

Then

Hence

Applying 93, we get 10
This shows that

liin an = + oo.

Then 5) shows that, taking ?? such that < t] < 1,

by 92. Hence

_ m.p

l + V

(5

(6

(T
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If we take

where Q- is arbitrarily large, we have

^>Cr. n>m+p.

This proves 2) for this case.

181. Let a, a
2 , be a sequence whose limit, finite or infinite, is

a. Then

Let

4, = ! + + a

Then

_ '"n ~^n-l
a -

w _(n -i
Hence, by 180,

182. ie
j,

a
2 ,

be a sequence whose terms are positive, and

whose limit, finite or infinite, is a>0.
Then

lim Vtfjtf2 ,t
= (1

1. a finite. Consider the auxiliary sequence

ar Ioga2 , ; base>l.

- Gog a
l + + log aw) = logVa^..-^. (4

ft

From 3), 4) we have 1).

2. infinite. To fix the ideas, let a = + ao.

By 179, hm log an = + oo.
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By 181,
lim

Thus
= a= + 00.

lim \/aj ~-an = + ao.

Hence 1) is true in this case.

183. Let av a
2, be a sequence of positive numbers.

Let

Then

For,

lim = =
; finite or infinite.an-l

lirn \/an = a.

Apply now 182.

184. i^
aj,

a
2,

-- be a sequence whose limit is 0.

j,
6
2 , be a decreasing sequence whose limit is 0.

Let
~ 1 = / ; finite or infinite.

1. I finite. As in 180, we have

>0, Wl',

Since by 92,

Vm ~~
^m+p

.

'2
;

(1

m > m'. (2

we have

-a

Adding 2), 3), we get

m 7

T^ I

(3
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2, / infinite.
Let / = + oo.

Then

Gr > 0, m f

) qm ^ p
= T^ ~^^> Gr ; j9

= 1, 2, TH> w'.
^w

~~
^t+p

But for sufficiently large p,

qm,p = + ^ ;
I Sj I

< 8, by 92,

Hence

Hence

and g is large at pleasure, since Gr is.

185. EXAMPLES

For,

logn-log(n-l) = lQg
n

Q
n (n

-
1)

- 1

r=oo ^

For,

-- =+oo.

3.

For,

4. m>w=-f oo.
n=oo

For,

w-1



CHAPTER IV

THE ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS. NOTION OF A FUNCTION

IN GENERAL

FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE

Definitions

186. The functions of elementary mathematics are the following :

Integral rational functions. Exponential functions,

llational functions. Inverse circular functions.

Algebraic functions. Logarithmic functions.

Circular functions.

The reader is already familiar with the simpler properties of

these functions, which we may call the elementary functions. We
wish, however, to restate some of them for the sake of clearness.

187. In applied mathematics we deal with a great variety of

quantities, as length, area, mass, time, energy, electromotive force,

entropy, etc. In a given problem some of these quantities vary,

others are fixed or constant.

The measures of these quantities are numbers.

In certain parts of pure mathematics we study the relations

between certain sets of numbers without reference to any physical
or geometrical quantities they may measure. In either case we
find it convenient to employ certain letters or symbols to which

we assign one or more numbers, or as we say, numerical values.

A symbol which has only one value in a given problem is a

constant.

A symbol which takes on more than one value, in general an

infinity of values, is a variable.

118
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188. The set of values a variable takes on is called the domain

of the variable.

It is often convenient to represent the values of a variable by

points on a right line called the axis of the variable, as explained
in 123. The domain of a variable may embrace all the numbers in

$R, or, as is more often the case, only a part of these numbers* Very

frequently the domain is, speaking geometrically, an interval ; i.e.

the variable x takes on all values satisfying the relation

a<x<b.

Such an interval we shall represent by the symbol

(a, 5).

Frequently one or both the end points a, b are excluded.

Then we use the symbols

(a*, 6) for a<x<b;

(a, 6*) for a<x<b;

(*,**) for a<x<b.

Similarly,

(a, + oo) includes all # ^ a ;

( oo, a) includes all x < a ;

(00, -f- oo) includes all x in 9J.

A point of the interval (a, b) which is not an end point is within

the interval.

189. Let x be a variable, whose domain call D. Let a law be

given which assigns for each value of x in D one or more values

to y. We say y is a function of x, and write

y=/C*0> r y = 0(X)> etc.

If y has only one value assigned to it for each value of x in D,

we say y is a one-valued function, otherwise y is many-valued.

The variable x is called the independent variable or argument; y is

called the dependent variable.
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.We must note, however, that y may be a constant.

The domain of the independent variable x which enters in the

law defining a function f(x) is also called the domain of definition

of the function.

The above very general definition of a function is due to

Dirichlet.

190. The reader is already familiar with the graphical repre-

sentation of a function, by the aid of two rectaiJtelar axes.

s^
*

= ^

be a given function whose domain of defini-

tion call D.

The graphical representation of D is a set

of points on the a:- axis.

Let a be a value of x to which corresponds
the value b of y. The point P in the figure

whose coordinates are a, b represents the value of the function

for x = a.

As x runs over the values of its domain D, the point P runs

over a set of points, which we call the graph of f(x).

191. 1. Another representation of a function is the following:

We take two axes as in the

figure; one for x, one for y. x

In this representation, the

graph of f(x) is a set of points
on the y-axis.

2. The reader will observe this important difference between

the two modes of representation just given. In the first we know
for each point P of the graph the corresponding values of both x

and y. In the second mode of representation, we do not know
in general the value of x corresponding to a point P of the

graph, and conversely. In spite of this deficiency, we shall find

that this second representation is extremely useful. This is

especially the case when we come to consider functions of n

variables.
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192. Ex. l. Let D be given by

while y is given by

D -I

Fio. 1.

O D 1

The graph of y in the first mode
of representation is the arc of the

parabola given in Fig. 1. The do- x_
main of definition D is the segment
(0, 1) on the #-axis, drawn heavy in

the figure.
y

In the second mode of representa-
tion the graph of y is the segment marked heavy on the y-axis

(Fig. 2).

193. Ex. 2. As in Ex. 1, let

FIG. 2.

Let, however, the domain of definition D embrace only the

values of -.111x==l ' i i* f '

In the first representation the graph of y
is a set of points lying on the arc of the

parabola of Ex. 1.

In the second representation it is the set

of points 1111
1* ' 9' T$>

"

on the y-axis.

In both modes of representation, the representation of D is the

set of points * ~~
on the #-axis. o

Integral Rational Functions

194. These functions are of the type

y = a + ap + a#? + > + amx
m

, (

where the a's are constants, and m is a positive integer or 0.
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Such functions are called polynomials in algebra.

The number m is called the degree of the polynomial y.

When m = 1, we have

y = a 4- aix. (2

The graph of 2) is a straight line. For this reason an integral

rational function of the first degree is called linear.

When m = or when a
l
= in 2), we have

y = # , a constant. (3

We still say y is a function of x. In fact, 3) states that for

each value of x, the corresponding value of y is a .

The graph of 3) is a line parallel to the #-axis. Since the

equation 1) assigns to y a value for each value of x, the domain of

definition of y embraces all numbers of 9?. Speaking geometrically,
as we often shall in the future, it includes all the points of the

Since 1) assigns only one value to y for each value of #, y is a

one-valued function.

195. In algebra we learn that if a polynomial

vanishes for x =
,
we can write

where Pm -\ is a polynomial of degree w 1. We learn also in

algebra that a polynomial of degree m cannot vanish more than m
times, without being identically 0, in which case all the coefficients

in 1) are 0.

Should 1) vanish for

x=av 2,
... m, (2

we have

The numbers 2) are called roots or zeros of JPm .
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Rational Functions

196. The quotient of two integral rational functions of x is

called a rational function.

Their general type is given by

where the a's and 6's are constants and w, w are positive integers

or 0.

The expression 1) involves division by zero for those values of

x for which the denominator vanishes. The domain of definition

I) of a rational function includes therefore all points on the o>axis

except the zeros of the denominator. These zeros we shall call

the poles of y> Since 1) assigns only one value to y for each point

of 7), a rational function of x is one-valued.

The degree of y is the greater of the two integers m, n
; suppos-

ing, of course, that am , b n ^Q.
When y is of the first degree, it is called linear. The type of a

linear rational function is, therefore,

The rational function includes the integral rational function as

a special case.

In fact, let the numerator be divisible by the denominator, then

1) reduces to a polynomial. This takes place in particular when
the denominator reduces to a constant.

Algebraic Functions

197. We say y is an algebraic function of x when it satisfies an

equation of the type

y + RlV
*- 1 + Rrf*-* + + En.iy + Rn = 0, (1

where n is a positive integer, and the IPs are rational functions

of x.

The degree of y is n.
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Let us give to a: a definite value x = a. If a is a pole of any of

the jR's, the equation 1) has no meaning for this point, and it does

not lie in the domain of definition of y.

Suppose a is not a pole of any of the jFZ's.

Then each Rm takes on a constant value, say Am, and 1) goes

over into f +^yn
_, + . . . +4^ +^ _

, (2

an equation with constant coefficients of degree n.

Equation 2) may have no real roots. In this case a does not

belong to the domain of definition of y. On the other hand, 2)

cannot have more than n real roots for x = a.

These considerations show that y is at most an /i-valued function

whose domain of definition embraces all or only a part of the #-axis.

If we clear of fractions in 1), we may write it

Pn = o, (3

where now the coefficients of y are polynomials in x. Evidently
either 1) or 3) may be used as definition of an algebraic function.

198. The algebraic functions include the rational functions as

a special case.

For, if n = 1, the equation 1) of 197 takes on the form

y + E1
= 0,

or y = - Rv

But JZj is any rational function.

199. An expression which can be formed from x and certain

constants by the four rational operations and the extraction of

roots, each repeated a finite number of times, is called an explicit

algebraic function.

Such a function is

Obviously 1) can be obtained from

x, a, 0, 0, d
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by the aid of the five operations, addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, division, and the extraction of roots, each repeated only a

finite number of times.

It is known that every explicit algebraic function y satisfies

an equation of the type 197, 1). Hence every explicit algebraic
function is an algebraic function, by 197.

The converse is, however, not true ; every algebraic function y
cannot be brought into the form of an explicit algebraic function.

This is due to the fact that equations of degree n>4 cannot, in

general, be solved by the extraction of roots, or, as we say, do not

admit of an algebraic solution.

200. All functions which are not algebraic functions are called

transcendental functions.

The terms algebraic and transcendental may also be applied to

the numbers of 5R.

Any number a which satisfies an equation of the type

xn + a^-
1 + a

2
xn~ 2 + ... + an _ l

x + an
= 0, (1

where n is a positive integer, and the a's are rational numbers, is

called an algebraic number. All other numbers of $R are transcen-

dental numbers.

When n = l, the equation 1) defines a rational number; the

rational numbers are special cases of algebraic numbers.

Circular Functions

201. As the reader already knows, the circular functions may
be defined as the lengths of certain lines

connected with a circle of unit radius.

Thus, in the figure

sin x = CE, cos x = OE, tan x = AB,

etc. We have shown in Chapter II how the

rectilinear segments AB, CE, etc., are meas-

ured. It has not yet been shown, however,

how to measure arcs of a circle, i.e. how to

each arc as AC, a number x may be attached, as its measure.
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This will be given later. No inconvenience can arise if we assume

here a knowledge of this theory inasmuch as the reader is perfectly

conversant with its results, which are all we need for the present.

Arcs measured in the direction of the arrow are positive ; those

measured in the opposite direction are negative.

If we suppose the point to move around the circle in a positive

direction starting from a fixed point A as point of reference, it has

described an arc whose measure is 2 TT,

TT = 3.14159265-

when it reaches A again. If it still continues moving around the

circle, it has described an arc = 4 TT when it reaches A for the

second time. On reaching A for the third time the arc described

is 6 TT, etc. Thus to each positive number in 9? corresponds an

arc; also, conversely, to each arc measured in the direction of the

arrow corresponds a positive number in $R.

With arcs measured in the negative direction are associated the

negative numbers of JR, and conversely.

202. From this mode of defining the circular functions we cou-

clude at once the following properties :

The domain of definition of sin x, cos x embraces all the numbers

of SR.

The domain of definition of tan x embraces all numbers of 3?

except
? + m7r

, (1
L

where m = 0, 1, 2, .

In fact, for these arcs, the secant OB is parallel to the tangent
line AB, and therefore cuts off no segment on it. Thus for these

values of the argument x, tan x is not defined.

Similarly, sec x is not defined for these same values 1) ; while

cosec x is not defined for

z = ra7r. w = 0, 1, 2,
... (2

From similar triangles we have for all x, except these singular
values in 1) or 2),

sin # 1 1
tan x =s

, sec x = , cosec x =
cos x cos x sin x
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We observe that these relations involve division by 0, for the

singular values 1) or 2).

From the above definition of the circular functions we see that

they are one-valuedfunctions of x.

203. The graphs of the three principal functions sinx, cosx,

tana;, are given below.

<*?-? -i

siuz

tan x

204. The next most important property of the circular function

is their periodicity.

In general we define thus :

Let CD be a constant =0. Let f(x) be a one-valued function

whose domain of definition D is such that, if x is any point of D,

so is

If

x + mco, m 1, 2,

(1

for every x in D, we say f(x) is periodic, and admits the period &>.

If co is a period of /(#), so is mo>.

w = l, 2,

For,

f(x + 2 w) =/[<> + ) + ] =/O + ft)) =/O),

hence 2 CD is a period. Similarly, 3ft), 4w, are periods.

On the other hand,

f(x - .)
= /((*-) + )= /(*).
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Hence f(x) admits the period CD, and so 2 CD, 3 CD, etc.

If all the periods that f(x) admits are multiples of a certain

period CD, this is the primitive period of /(#), or the period of /(#)
From trigonometry we have :

The period of sin z, cos x, is 2 TT ; the period of tan x is TT.

205. 1. If /(V), g(x) admit the period CD, then

/(*) g(x\ (1

(2
*/ V. x

admit also the period CD.

For example, let

h(x)=f(x) + g(x).
We have

h(x + CD)
= /(x + fti) + .^(a; + w) = /( ^) + g(x) =

2. If the period of f(x) is CD, the period of f(ax^) is .

is any number = 0.

For, let x N ^ N

and let T be any period of g(x).
Then

or

This gives, setting __
6137 C,

Thus ar is a period of f(x) ; and therefore

ar = TWCD. m an integer.

Hence
r = m (3

As - is obviously a period of g(x), it is the period of ff(x)> by 3).
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3. Suppose in 1, that o>, instead of being any period of / and g,

is the period of these functions. It is important to note that we

cannot infer that therefore <w is the period of the functions in 1), 2).

/(x) = sin x, pr(x) 4 sin x cos2 x.

The period of these functions is 2 IT.

Yet the period of

h(x) = g(x) ~/(x) = sinSx

-v-
Ex. 2. Let

/(x) = sin x, g(x) = cos x.

Then
h(x) = /(x)0r(x) = Jsin2x.

The period of / and pr
is 2 n-

;
the period of h is *-.

Ex. 3. Let /(x), ^(x), be as in Ex. 2. Let

The period of h is again IT.

Ex. 4. Let
/(x) = sin2 x, g(x) = cos2 x.

The period of /, g is TT.

But
ft(x)=/(x) + 0(x) = l,

which has no primitive period.

206. From the periodicity of the circular functions we can

prove that

The circular Junctions are transcendental.

Consider, for example,

y = sin x.

If this is algebraic, let it satisfy the irreducible equation

Replace here x by x + 2 THTT, m an integer.

If we set
J2O + 2 TWTT)

=
2^(2?),

1) gives, since y is unaltered,

y
n + ^(aOy*"

1 + + ^(a?) = 0. (2
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As y satisfies both 1) and 2), it satisfies their difference

Thus y satisfies an equation of degree <n, ivhich is not an

identity. As we assumed 1) is irreducible, this is a contradiction.

207. Another important property of the circular function is

their addition theorem, which is expressed in the formulae

sin (x -f y} = sin x cos y -f cos x sin y,

cos (x -f /) = cos # cos y sin x sin ^,

tan #-f tan y
tan (^ -f y )

=
1 tan . tan #

etc.

208. 1. Let f(x) be a one-valued function whose domain of

definition, D, is such that if x is any point of D, so is x.

Let /(-*)=/<>),

for every 2; in D. We say, then, that/(V) is an even function.

If

/( ^) = f(x)t

we say/(#) is an odd function.

Obviously,

I TAe! functions sin x, tan x are odd, while cos x is even.

2. Letting 0, Or 2 represent odd functions, and E, Ev E^ even

functions, ive have:

o-o^Ey E-E^EV o-n=ov

l-or f,o,.
For example :
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The Exponential Functions

209. Let a > be a constant ; the exponential functions are

defined byJ
y = a*-

The domain of definition of y is 9?, and y is a one-valued

function.

When a = 1, the corresponding exponential function reduces to

a constant, viz. :

y = i-

The graphs of y fall into two classes, according as a^l.

col

An important exponential function is that corresponding to

a=e * = 2.71818-

210. 1. The only properties of the exponential functions which

we care to note now are the following :

The exponential function is nowhere equal to 0, or any negative

number.

See 165, 2.

2. The addition theorem is expressed by

One-valued Inverse Functions

211. 1. The two remaining classes of functions, viz. the logarith-

mic and inverse circular functions, are inverse functions. Before

considering them, we wish to develop the notion of inverse func-

tions in general.
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2. Let f(x) be a one-valued function defined over a domain D*

If /(

for every pair of values x" >xf in D, we say /(#) is an increazwg

function in D.

If on the contrary

we say /(#) is a decreasing function.

If/ is either an increasing or a decreasing function in D, but we
do not care to specify which, we say it is univariant.

These definitions are extensions of those given in 108. The

corresponding extension of the terms monotone, monotone increas-

ing, monotone decreasing to function is obvious.

3. Ex. 1. For the domain D =
(

T
, M, sin x is an increasing function.

For the domain D I ^, -~) sni x is a decreasing function.

Ex. 2. For the domain D $?, ax is an increasing function if a > 1
;

it is a de-

creasing function if a < 1. Thus whether a^ 1, a* is a univariant function in R.

212. Let , , ,

'

y=/O) (i

be a one-valued univariant function, defined over a domain D.

Let E be the domain over which the variable y ranges.

We put the points of D and E in correspondence with each

other as follows : two points x, y shall correspond to each other,

or be associated, when they satisfy 1).

Then to a given x corresponds only one y, since /(#) is one-

valued. On the other hand, to a given y corresponds only one x,

since f(x) is univariant.

Thus to any x at D corresponds one, and only one, y of E ;

conversely, to any y of E corresponds one, and only one, x of D.

213. The considerations of the last article have led us to one

of the most important notions of modern mathematics, that of

correspondence.

* Such an expression as this will be constantly employed in the future. It does not

mean that D includes all the values for which /(x) may be defined, but only such values

as one chooses to consider for the moment.
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Let A and B be two sets of objects. Let us suppose that A
and B stand in such a relation to each other, that to any object

a of A correspond certain objects 6, b', b fr
, of B\ and to any

object b of B correspond certain objects a, a', a", of A.

Then A and B are said to be in correspondence.
If to each a corresponds only one b, and conversely, the corre-

spondence is one to one (1 to 1), or uniform.

If to each a correspond m objects of B, and to each b correspond
n objects of A, the correspondence is m to n.

In many cases, to each element of A correspond an infinity of

objects of B, or conversely.

214. Let us return to 212. The correspondence we established

between the points of D and E is uniform. This fact may be used

to define a one-valued function #(?/), over the domain JE. In fact,

let x correspond to y. Then g{y) shall have the vaUie a?, at the

point V. Then

The function g, just defined, is called the inverse function of f.

Evidently g is a one-valued function in E. It is also uni-

variant.

In fact, to fix the ideas, suppose /is an increasing function.

Then, if
x 1 <x",

we have , ,,

y'<y"

Suppose now g were not an increasing function. Then for at

least one pair of points,

y'<y", G
we would have

We cannot have x r = x rr
; for then y'=y

n
, which contradicts

1). We cannot have x 1 >x ff
; for then y

r > y", which again con-

tradicts 1).

We have thus the theorem :

Let y =/(#) be a one-valued univariant function, defined over a

domain D. Let E be the domain of the variable y. Then the

inverse function, x = </(y), is one-valued and univariant in E.
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215. The notion of inverse functions developed in 212 and 214

is quite general. It will perhaps assist the reader if we take a

very simple case.

For the domain D let us

take an interval I (a, J).

For /(#), let us take an

increasing function, with

graph as in the figure. The
domain of y is then the in-

terval J= (, /3). That the

correspondence between the

points of / and <7, as defined

in 212, is uniform, is seen

here at once. For, to find

the points y corresponding to a given #, we erect the ordinate at

x. This cuts the graph but once, viz. at P. There is thus but

one point y in J corresponding to the point x in /.

Similarly, to find the points x, corresponding to a given y, we
draw the abscissa through y. This cuts the graph but once,

viz. at P.

There is thus but one point x in /^corresponding to a given y in J*

That the inverse function is one-valued, and is an increasing

function in J, is at once evident from the figure.

The LocjaritJimic Functions

216. 1. We saw in 209 that the exponential functions

are one-valued univariant functions for the domain 3t. The
domain of the variable y is the interval /= (0*, -foo). See 188.

Then, by 214, the inverse of the exponential functions are one-

valued univariant functions, defined over /. By 174, these inverse

functions are

and are called logarithmic functions with base a. In higher
mathematics it is customary to take a = e= 2.71818 When
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no ambiguity can arise, we may drop the subscript a in 1).

Unless otherwise stated, we shall suppose the base is e.

2. The graph of the logarithmic
function

y= log 2;

is given in the figure.

3. The only other property of logx
which we wish now to mention is their

addition theorem,

log *y = log x + logy.

Many-valued Inverse Functions

217. The circular functions give rise to many-valued inverse

functions. It is easy to extend the considerations of 212 and 214

so as to arrive at the notion of many-valued inverse functions in all

its generality.

Let

be a one or many valued function, defined over a domain D. Let

the domain of the variable y be E. We put the points of D and

E in correspondence as follows : two points rr, y shall correspond
to each other or be associated when they satisfy 1). Then, to

each y of E correspond one or more values of a?, say

x x r x" ... (2
' ' ' \.

We define now a function #(#) over E by assigning to g the

values 2) of x associated with each point y of E.

Then

(3

is the inverse function, defined by 1).

The equation 3) may be considered as the solution of 1) with

respect to x.
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x"'b

218. To illustrate the rather abstract considerations of the last

article, let us consider the following simple

case, from a geometric standpoint.

Let the graph of

y=/00
be that in the figure.

Then D = (a, J), and U= (a, ).

The greatest number of values of y for a given x in D is 3.

Hence y is a three-valued function. Let y be a point of E. To
find the points of D associated with it, we draw the abscissa

through y. Let it cut the curve in the points P, P', Pu
,

The projections #, re', #", of these points P on the #-axis are

the points sought.

The greatest number of values x corresponding to any y of E
is 4. Hence the inverse function

is a four-valued function.

219. Let us consider the function y =/(z) defined by

or

(2V + 00

Its graph, given in the figure, is a

hyperbola.
To a value of #>1, or x< 1, correspond two values of y,

marked y and y' in the figure. The domain D of a; is marked

heavy in the figure, and embraces all the points of the #-axis,

except ( 1*, 1*). The domain E of y is the whole y-axis.

To any point y of E correspond two values of #, falling in D.

The inverse function # = #(#), thus defined, is a solution of 1)

or 2) with respect to x, viz. :

x = VI + y
2
.

The correspondence which the equations 1) or 2) establish

between the points of D and E is a 2 to 2 correspondence.
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220. The preceding example illustrates the fact that

The inverse of an algebraic function which is not a constant is

an algebraic function.

To prove this theorem, let yf(x) be defined by

PoG*)y
n
+^iO)y"-

1 + +PO)= o, (i

where the JP's are polynomials in x, with constant coefficients.

The inverse function

(2

also satisfies 1). Let us arrange 1) with respect to x. If m is

the highest degree of x in this equation, we get

0o(y>
m + GiCyX

1
- 1 + - + 0(y) = o. (3

As 2) satisfies 3), the inverse function 2) is an algebraic func-

tion also.

In this example, y=f(x) is, in general, an n-valued function,

while x = g(y} is an TW-valued function.

The correspondence that the equation 1) or 3) establishes be-

tween the points of D and E, the domains of the variables x, y, is

thus an n to m correspondence.

The Inverse Circular Functions

221. These are the functions

sin"
1

a;, cos" 1

a;, tan" 1

a:, etc.

We prefer to follow continental usage, and denote them respec-

tively by .

Arc sin x, Arc cos #, Arc tg #, etc.

We shall not take the space needed to treat all these functions;

we take one of them, Arc sin, as an illustration. The others may
be treated in the same way.
We start with the equation

y sain a, (1

whose graph is gi^en in 203.
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The domain J9, over which sin x is defined, is 9? ;
the domain of

yi8J? = (-l,l).
Let y be a point of E. If X

Q
is one of the associated points of

D, all the points of D associated with y are given by

a; +2w7r, (2
= 0, 1, 2 .-

TT - x + 2 mTr, (3

as is shown in trigonometry.

Thus, to a given value of y there are a double infinity of values

otx.

The inverse function defined by 1), viz. :

x= Arc siny,

has the interval E = ( 1, 1) for its domain of definition. It is

an infinite-valued function whose values for a given y are given
in 2), 3).

222. The graph of

2/= Arc sin a;
|\

is given in the adjoining figure.
*

The reader will observe that this graph can be got at

once from the graph of sin # (see 203) by turning it

around and changing the axes.

This property is obviously true of the graph of any
inverse function.

Thus, if the graphs of

e
x

, cos a:, tana;, etc.,

are given, we may get at once the graphs of

log a;, Arc cos x, Arctga;, etc.

o

)

I

223. The treatment of many-valued functions is much simplified

by employing the notion of a branch of the function. This will

be explained when we have considered the notion of continuity.
For the present, however, we wish to define what are called the

principal branches of the inverse circular functions.
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Looking at the graph of Arc sin x given in 222, we see we can

define a one-valued function over the

interval ( 1, 1) by taking those values

of Arc sin x which fall in the interval

7T 7T\_ 7T 7T

~~2' 2

-i

arc sin x

The function so defined is called the

principal branch of the Arcsin function.
We shall denote it by arc sin x.

Its graph is given in the adjoining

figure.

224. 1. The principal branch of Arc cos x

is formed of those values of this function

which fall in the interval (0, TT).

The one-valued function so defined

over the interval ( 1, 1) is denoted by
arc cos x.

Its graph is given in Fig. 1.

2. The principal branch of Arc tg x is

formed of those values of this function

which fall in the interval (- ~, V

The one-valued function so defined over ( 00, oo) is denoted by
arc tg x.

FIG. 2.

Its graph is given in Fig. 2.

arc tg x

FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES

The Rational and Algebraic Functions

225. In the list of the elementary functions given in 186, the

first three, viz. the integral rational, the rational, and the alge-
braic functions, are, in general, functions of several variables.
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For simplicity, we treated them first as functions of a single varia-

ble. We wish now to define them in all their generality. At
the same time we shall consider the general notion of functions of

several variables and certain related geometric ideas.

226. 1. An integral rational function of n variables xr x
2

xn
is an expression of the type

y Ax^xJ
1
* - - - xn

m* + Hx^xJ*
- - - xn

fn
-\
-----^ Lx^x^ - - xn

e
". (1

Here A, 5, - L are constants, and the exponents w, Z,
- e are

positive integers or 0. Such functions are

2 xfaB + 2*
2 + 5 x^x^, (2

ax^xz 4- bzfoz + w a
6
4- dx?x*xy (3

We may write 1) in the form

y = ^Am^.mnx^x^ . . . Xn** (4

where the summation extends over all the terms of y.

A still shorter notation is

y = 2,Ax
1

m
*jr

2
m

* xn
m

(5

which may be employed when no ambiguity can arise.

The greatest of all the sums of the exponents

is the degree of y.

Thus the degree of 2) is 3 ; the degree of 3) is 13.

2. When the degree of each term of 1) is the same, it is said to

be homogeneous.

Let

be homogeneous and of degree m. If in F we replace x^ by
xn by \xn , and denote the result by J

7

,
we have

For,
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But, for all the terms of F,

w>\ 4- -4- mn = m *

Hence _
F= \m^Axi xn

m* = \mF.

3. When y is of degree 1, we have

y = Ufa + a^ + + anxn -f a .

It is said to be a linear integral function of the re's. If a
Q
= 0, it

becomes
y = a

i
x

l -\
-----\-anxn,

which is the general type of a linear homogeneous integral function

of the #'s.

In algebra, integral rational functions are called polynomials.

227. 1. To get a value of

T/= ^Ax^ ' xn
m

(1

we give to each of the variables x a certain numerical value, as,

x
l
= a

l , z
2
= a

2 , xn = an . (2

These values put in 1) give the corresponding value of y, say

y = b.

When n = 1, 2, 3, we can represent geometrically the values 2)

by a point on a right line, a point in a plane, or a point in space,

respectively, viz. the point a whose coordinates are a^ or a^ #
2,

or ar #
2 ,

#
3

. If we give the #'s different sets of values, we get

different points in 1, 2, or f3 dimensional space. As in the case

of one variable, we can say y has the value b at the point a.

2. It is convenient to extend these and other geometric terms,

employed when the number of variables n 1, 2, 3, to the case

when w>3. Thus any complex of n numbers, av 2 ,
- an , is

called a point; av a
2 , are called its coordinates. We denote

the point by , N
a = (aj, a

2 ,
an ).

The aggregate of all possible points, the #'s running over all

the numbers in 9?, we call an n-dimensional space or an n-way

space; and denote it by $Rn - Later we shall extend the terms

distance, sphere, cube, etc., to $Rn - Of. 244. The reader is not to
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suppose for a moment that there really is an w-dimensional space,

or an n-dimensional cube, in the ordinary empirical sense of the

word ;
but to bear in mind that these terms are merely names for

certain numerical aggregates.

3. Employing this geometrical language, we may say that,

The integral rational function of several variables, say n variables,

is a one-valued function whose domain of definition embraces all the

points of 3J
/t

.

228. As in the case of one variable, the rational function of

several variables is the quotient of two integral rational functions

in these variables. Its general expression is, therefore,

-xS* G-

Its domain of definition embraces all the points of SRn, except those

points at which Q- vanishes, ivhich we call poles of R. For all points

of this domain, R is a one-valued function.

If m f
is the degree of F, and mrf

is that of G-, the degree of R
is the greater of the two integers m' , mu .

When the degree of R is 1, it is called a linear rational function.

Its general expression is

We say R is homogeneous when F and Gr are homogeneous.
We have evidently, as in 226, 2,

R(\xv \x
z ,

\xn-)
= VJZC^ xn\

i
(3

where t is an integer, positive, negative, or zero.

229. The definition of an algebraic function of n variables is an

obvious extension of that given for one variable, in 197. Thus

y is an algebraic function of xv x
2, xn, when it satisfies an equa-

tion of the type

jf +Riy
^ + - +Rn_iy +Rn = 0, (1

where the coefficients R are rational functions of x-^-^x^ and n is

a positive integer.
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For any point x = a in 9?n , for which none of the denominators

of the J2's vanish, y has at most n values.

Thus y is at most an n-valued function. Its domain of definition

embraces all points of 9?M except the poles of the coefficients R, and

those points for which 1) has no real root.

Functions of Several Variables in General

230. We can give now the definition of a function in n vari-

ables. Let x~(xv xv
- xn) range over the points of a certain

domain D, viz. over 9t
/?
or a part of it. Let a law be given which

assigns to y one or more values for each point of D. We say y is

a function of xv XT xn , and write

y =f(xl
-"Xn), or #= <(3V"#n), etc.

When no ambiguity can arise, we may even write

where x stands for the n variables x
l
---xn .

The meaning of the terms of 189, viz. one-valued and many-
valued, independent variables or argument, dependent variable,

domain of definition of the function, when applied to several vari-

ables, needs no explanation.

231. We explain now the graphical representation of functions

of several variables.

We take n + 1 axes, one for each of the variables y, xv #
2 , xn .

a jQ
,"i

a n ,0
n

1 1

y-

The representation of a point x
l
= a

l
xn = an, is a complex of

n points a
l
"-an, as in the figure. The value of y, say y=b, is

represented by the point b on the y-axis. This representation,

although unsatisfactory in some respects, is still often useful.
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232. When n = 2, we have two other modes of representation.

Let the function be

We take three axes, xr XT y, as in ana-

lytic geometry, of three dimensions. To the

set of values of the independent variables

corresponds the point a = (a t , 2), whose

coordinates are av a
2

. The value b of i/ at this point we lay off

on the ordinate through a. As x runs over its domain D, y will

ordinarily trace out a surface in 9t3 .

233. The other mode of representation is by means of a plane
and an axis.

The domain of the independent
variables we represent by points in

the x^ plane, while y is represented

by points laid off on a separate axis,

as in the figure.

234. When n = 3, we may employ
the following representation.

Let
__

be defined over a domain 7).

To represent D, we take three rec-

tangular axes.

To the set of values
b o_____ ' y

X
\
~~ aV X

2
== aV X

B
~~ a

3

corresponds the point a, whose coordinates are av a
2 , a

8
. The

values of y we lay off on a separate axis, as in the figure.

235. From the elementary functions of one variable we can

build an infinity of functions of several variables. We give some

examples which illustrate the various domains of definition that a

function of several variables may have. We shall take n = 2.
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Ex. 1.

For points within the ellipse E, whose

equation is -22

the argument of z is negative. For points on E the argument is 0.

As the logarithmic function is defined only for positive values of

the argument, the domain of definition J9, of 2, is the region
shaded in the figure. Its edge, or J57, does not belong to D.

236. Ex. 2.

Since log uv is not defined, unless uv > 0, u and v must be both

positive, or both negative. The domain of definition .Z), of z, is

thus the region shaded in the figure. Since

uv = on the edge of D, these points do not

belong to D.

237. Ex. 3.

z tan \ Trxy.

Since tan u is not defined when

u = ~ + WTT,
Lt

m = 0, 1, 2,
...

we see the domain of definition

of z includes all the points of

the xy plane, except a family
of hyperbolasJt

Composite Functions

238. 1. An extremely useful notion in many investigations is

that of & function of functions, or composite functions. Let
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be defined over a domain X in Ti-dimensional space 3Jn . Let

be a point in an ra-dimensional space 9?w .

While x runs over Jf, let u run over a domain U. Let

y^Ov-iO (1

be defined over U. Then y is defined for every point x in X.

We may, therefore, consider y as a function of the #\s through the

u's. We say y is a function of functions, or a composite function.

2. When speaking of composite functions, we shall always sup-

pose, even without further mention, that the domain of definition

of 1) is at least as great as U.

3. When x ranges over X, u, as we said, runs over the domain

U. It is convenient for brevity to call U the image of X.

EXAMPLE. fa

MI = X&2, U-2 Sec 05i, 7/3 = 6X\.

y log i/i + tan

Here MI, M2 , wa are defined for all the points of $2, for which

xi = or
k

- -f WTT, m = 0, 1, 2, ...

while y is defined for all the points of $?3 ,
for which

MI = 0, and = -f NTT. n = 1, 2, ...

?l 2

239. The notion of a composite function is sometimes useful in

transforming a function as follows. Let

The variable x may enter F in certain combinations, so that if

we set
w

1 =^ 1 (2?1 a:w)
- M^^CV-aO

?/ ^oes over into ^ , NJ
y = G t(i-Wm)-

EXAMPLE.
Xi

2
Xi

2

y = a
rt

+
xS

Let

M = ^,

then

log M = #(w).
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Limited Functions

240. ljQif(x l
#m) be defined over a domain D. If there exists

,a positive number M, such that

for every point of D, / is said to be finite or limited in J9 ; other-

wise / is unlimited in D.

Ex. 1.

/(x) = sin x.

|

sin x
|

< 1
, x arbitrary,

sin x is a limited function for any domain.

/(x) = do + ais + + x, ^fc 0,

is limited in any domain ( #, 6r), where $ is some fixed positive number.

It is unlimited in the domain (0, +00), for example.

Ex. 3. 1

/(x) = -

is defined for every x = 0. x

It is limited in any domain as (a, ao), if a < 0.

It is unlimited in (0*, 1), for example.

241. Letf(x l
"- xn), g(^x l

xn ) be limited functions in a domain

D. Then ,

fg* fa
are limited in D.

_

// \y\>a>Q
in J), then

g
is limited in D.

Since/, g are limited in 7>, let

\f\,\9\<M.

Hencefg is limited in D.

Also

Hence fg is limited in D.

Finally,

/
9

Hence is limited in D.



CHAPTER V

FIRST NOTIONS CONCERNING POINT AGGREGATES

Preliminary Definitions

242. In elementary mathematics, the functions employed are

usually defined by simple analytic expressions. Their nature is

simple, and their domains of definition receive little attention. In

the theory of functions we take a higher standpoint, and consider

functions defined by any law, as explained in 189 and 230. Such

functions are not tied down to an analytic expression ; indeed,

we may not know how to form their analytic expressions.

From this point of view, the domain D over which the function

is defined or spread out is often of great importance. Frequently
we choose first the domain D, and then define a function for the

points of D.

The domain of definition of a function of n variables may be any
set or aggregate of points in 9^. We wish to treat now the most

elementary properties of such aggregates which we call point

aggregates.

243. 1. Two point aggregates A, B are equal, when every point
of A lies in JS, and every point of B lies in A. In this case, we
Write A = S.

2. If every point of B lies in A but not every point of A lies in

B, we say B is a partial or sub-aggregate of J., and write

A > B or B < A.

3. If A does not exist, i.. if it contains no points, we write

.4 = 0.

148
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As the symbol also stands for the origin, we shall write, in

case of ambiguity, ,

A. = (

when we wish to indicate that A consists of the origin alone.

The fact that A contains at least one point, we indicate by

4. Let A, B be two point aggregates having no point in com-

mon. The aggregate formed by their reunion is called their sum,

and is denoted by A j*
J\. -f~ JD

5. If B is a partial aggregate of A, the aggregate formed by

removing all the points of B from A is called the difference of A,

B) and is denoted by AD
*A. JD

It is also called the complement of B.

6. If a or x, for example, are general symbols for the points of

an aggregate, we can represent the aggregate by

\a\ or \x\.

Thus, if

we can write

Or if A =. a
t , a<2

we can write A {an}.

A = < i

244. Definitions of configurations in n-way space. Cf. 227, 2.

1. Let a = (al
an ), b = (h l

- bn ) be two points of 9?n . We say

is the distance between a, I
; we denote it by

Dist (a, J) or a, b.

2. The points x satisfying

a
x)

... xn - an = X(in - an) (2

lie on a H#fa line L^ viz. the line determined by the two points

a, b. Here X runs over all the numbers of SR.
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When X = 0, # = a; when X = 1, x b. Points x, for which

0<X<1, form a segment or interval (a, b) of L. Such points are

said to lie between a, b.

An aggregate lying on a right line is called rectilinear.

3. If three points a, 6, c lie on a right line, we have from 2)

that
c. a, 0, a..

-|
sn

T4-l ==**; i, * = 1, 2, ... n. (3
*l
-

l
* -

and conversely, if 3) holds, a, 5, lie on a right line.

4. Let a, 6 be two points on the line L, and

Then

are the direction cosines of the line i. Obviously,

v+-+v=i.
5. The points x defined by

lie on a sphere S whose center is a and whose radius is r.

The equation of S may also be written

Dist (a, x) = r.

The points a?, such that

Dist (a, a)
lie within S. If

Dist (a, #) > r,

a; lies without S. If # lies on or within S, it lies ira $.

6. The points x, such that

\

x
\

a\\<\* i*n-an|<H

form a cube, with center a and edge e.
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7. The points #, such that

form a rectangular parallelepiped or cell whose edges are of length

8. The cube

= bn -an .

is called the inscribed cube of the sphere $, of radius r, arid

center a.

Every point x of (7 is in $. For,

9. Let the cube C be given by

The points

are called the vertices.

If

is one vertex,

is called the opposite vertex.

The line joining a pair of opposite vertices evidently passes

through the center of 0. It is called a diagonal.

The length of a diagonal is

Vo*2 + + cr
2 =

10. The distance between two points a, 5 in is greatest when

they are opposite vertices. For, each term (a, b^ in 1) has then

its greatest value, viz. cr
2

.

11. If er e
2, em are the lengths of the edges of the parallele-

piped in 6, we say the product

W"*
is its volume.

In case the parallelepiped is a cube of edge or, its volume is a"
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12. The points x defined by

lie in a plane. The two planes 4) and

!! + + anxn + e = Q

are parallel.

245. Let a, i, c be three points in 9tn .

Let
A = Dist (J, <?),

^ = Dist (a, <?), (7= Dist (6, a).

When n = 1, 2, 3, we have

Here the inequality sign holds unless

AI B, C lie on a right line L.

We show now that 1) holds for every n.*

To this end, set

where at , 5 ,
<?4 ; * = 1, 2, w, are the coordinates of a, J, <?.

Then
c
= A + 7c. (2

Now, A* = a^ + -f- w
2 = 2a

t

2
;

& ss /3*+...+/3n* = 2/3*.9 (3

(72= 7l2+...-f7n
2=27l2. (4

From 2), we have also

A" = 2(& + 7i)
2 = S^ + 27l

2 + 2

Thus to prove 1), we have to show that

or, using 3), 4), 5), that

* If the reader finds the demonstration difficult, let him go through it, taking

n = 2 or 3. We recommend this in the case of any demonstration which the reader

finds too hard for general n.
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This shows that it will suffice to prove that

(2A7i )
2 <2A27

a
- (6

To do this, we start from the inequality

(A7.-/8.7,)
J
>0. (7

By 244, 3, the inequality sign holds for at least one pair of

indices i, #, unless a, 6, c lie on a right line.

From 7), we have

.7.. (8

Let us form all the relations of this type, letting i, K run over

the indices 1, 2, , n, and keeping t = K.

If we add these, we get

,7. **. (9

On the other hand,

2A8 27 2 =W + - - - + /3n
2
) (7l

2 + + 7,
2
) = 2AV

Hence, by 9),

2
/^27.a

But

This in 10) gives 6).

246. A point x for which Dist (a, #) is small, is said to be near

a. What is to be considered as small, depends on the problem in

hand.

The points #, such that

Dist (a, x) < />, p > 0.

form an aggregate called the domain of the point a, of norm p. It

is denoted by ^ / ^ TWN nJ AOOi !>(), A-

For example, in 91
j,
D

p(a) is the interval (a p, a -f-/0).

In 9J2, l^p(a) embraces all points in a circle of radius
/>,

and

center a ; in 9t8, it embraces all points in a sphere of radius p.
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We sometimes wish to exclude the point a from its domain.

When this is done, the domain is said to be deleted; we denote it

byJ
A*(a) or Z>*O).

247. Let A be a point aggregate in 9?n .

Let p be any point in 9tn . We say p is an inner point of A if

every point in some domain of p lies in J., i.e. if there exists a

p > such that every point of D
p (jt?)

lies in A. The point p is an

outer point of A if no point of jPp(/?) lies in A, however small

p > is taken. Finally, p is a frontier point of A if in every Dp( jt>),

however small
/o > is taken, there is at least one point of A and

one point not in A. Every point of SRn is either an inner, an

outer, or a frontier point of A. The frontier points of a cube or

parallelepiped form its surface.

248. Ex. 1. A=(a,ft.

Here any point p^ such that a <p\ < /3, is an inner point. Any point p2 ,
such

that ^2 > /3 or ps < ,
is an outer point.

The frontier points are a and .

Ex. 2. .4 embraces the rational points in (, ). Here all points p, such that

p < a or p>, are outer points. The points of A are all frontier points. For, if

a be any point of A, there are irrational points in every />p (a), however small

p> is taken, by 84.

In this example A contains no inner points.

Ex. 3. A embraces all the points in $2 ,
both of whose coordinates are rational.

Here every point p of 3?2 is a frontier point. In fact, consider a little circle C of

radius p > and center p. Evidently p contains points in A and points not in A,
however small p is taken.

In this example there are no outer and no inner points of A.

249. Let b be an inner point of

Then

lies within 8 if

where
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The theorem is proved if we show that the points y of A satisfy

the relation , , ,

Dist (a, y) < a. (2
But, by 245,

Dist (a, #)< Dist (a, 5) + Dist (6, #)= p + 8.

Thus, by 1), the relation 2) is valid.

250. 1. Let A be a point aggregate, and p any point in $Rn .

The points of A, lying in Z>
P (JP), form the vicinity of p, of norm p.

It is denoted by T^ x .* r
p(;o or

Thus D(p) embraces M points near
jt?,

while F(JP) includes ow/y

points of A, near
jo.

EXAMPLE. Let A = 1, J, -J,
...

Here />P (0) is the interval ( p, />), while Fp(0) is the set of points

where m is the least integer such that P p-m ^

The point p may or may not lie in FiQt?). We sometimes wish

expressly to exclude it. When this is done, the resulting aggre-

gate is the deleted vicinity of p; it is denoted by

or

251. When treating functions of a single variable #, we have

often to consider the behavior of the function on one side of a

point a. This leads us to split the domain and vicinity of a into

two parts, forming a right and left hand domain ; a right and left

hand vicinity of a.

The right hand domain and vicinity we denote respectively by

RV(a).

The left hand domain and vicinity are denoted by

iD(a), LV(a).

The point a lies in both the right and left hand domain. It lies

in both the right and left hand vicinity if a lies in V(a). It

should be remembered that these terms refer only to rectilinear

aggregates.
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252. 1. A point aggregate is said to be finite when it contains

only a finite number of points. Otherwise it is infinite.

A point aggregate A is said to be limited when all its points lie

within a certain sphere or cube, having the origin as center.

This definition is equivalent to saying that the coordinates av
ay an, of every point of A, are numerically less than some posi-

tive number M. If A is not limited, it is said to be unlimited.

Obviously : Every finite aggregate is limited.

Ex. 1. A = 1, 2, 3, ...

is an infinite unlimited aggregate.

Ex. 2. A = 1, J, J,
...

is an infinite limited aggregate.

Ex. 3. A = points of the interval (a, /3)

is an infinite limited aggregate.

2. In the case of a rectilinear aggregate A, it may happen that

the coordinates of all its points x are less than some number M.
We say A is limited to the right.

If the coordinates of all the points x are greater than some

number N^ we say A is limited to the left.

Ex. 1. .4 = 10, 9, ..., 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, ...

is limited to the right.

Ex. 2. A = -6, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, ...

is limited to the left.

253. 1. It is sometimes convenient to divide an interval into

equal subintervals or a square into equal subsquares, and, in

general, an m-dimensional cube T into equal subcubes.

For m = 1, 2, 3, this needs no explanation. When m is > 3, the

matter is still very simple. The cube
tfl ^

F is graphically represented by m **
'

^
equal segments on the x

1
xm axes. *a *' P*

We divide F into cubes whose sides ** '

are I/nth those of F by dividing ^ ~jf~

'

each of these segments into n equal *-*
'

parts. One of these subcubes is .then represented by the points
which fall in a set of m segments as a^ amfim .
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2. Instead of a cube F in 9tm, we may wish to divide the whole

of 9tm into cubes. The meaning of this is now evident.

3. Let A be any point aggregate in 9?m . Let us divide 9?m into

cubes of side 8. This also, in general, divides A into partial aggre-

gates. This division of A into partial aggregates we shall call a

cubical division of A, of norm S.

4. If instead of dividing 9tm into cubes, we had divided it into

rectangular parallelepipeds whose edges are ^ S, we shall say that

we have effected a rectangular division of 9^, of norm S.

5. The partial aggregates, into which A falls after a cubical or

rectangular division, may also be called cells.

Limiting Points

254. 1. One of the most important notions connected with

point aggregates is that of a limiting point. Let A be a point

aggregate in $Rm . Any point p of 9tw is a limiting point of A, if

however small /o>0 is taken, Dp(p) contains an infinity of points

of A.

If every domain ofp contains at least one other point^ p is a limit-

ing point of A.

For, let a be a point of A different from p. Let 0</>< Dist(jp, a).

Then, by hypothesis, -#
p(j?) contains some points a^ of A, besides p.

Let 0</9 1
<Dist (j?, aj). Then D

p (jt?) contains some point a
2
of

A, besides p. Continuing in this way, we see that the infinite

aggregate of distinct points

av ay a&
"

all lie in D
p(.

2. The following may also be taken as definitions of a limiting

point :

If F^(jp) is infinite, however small p is taken, p is a limiting point

of A; or,

If Fp*(p)>0, however small p is taken, p is a limiting point

of A.
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3. If p is a limiting point of A and p itself lies in A, it is called

a proper limiting point. If p is not in J., it is called an improper

limiting point.

Any point of an aggregate A which is not a limiting point is an

isolated point.

4. Let A be a rectilinear aggregate, and a one of its limiting

points. If no point of A falls in (a*, 0-fS) or in (a S, a*), 8 >
sufficiently small, a is called a unilateral limiting point. Other-

wise a is a bilateral limiting point.

255. Ex. 1. 4 = 1, i, i, i,-

Here the origin is a unilateral limiting point of A As does not lie in A, it

is an improper limiting point.

Ex.2. 4 = 0, 1, i, i, i,.-

The origin is a proper unilateral limiting point of A.

Ex. 3. A = totality of rational numbers.

Every point p in $1 is a bilateral limiting point.

If p is a rational point, it is a proper limiting point of A. If p is an irrational

point, it is an improper limiting point.

Limiting Points connected with Certain Functions

256. We give now a few examples of point aggregates which

come up in the study of certain functions.

Let jr- 8m-.

The domain of definition of this

function embraces all points on the

re-axis except x = 0.

It oscillates between 1 and + 1.

The points x= a a
3 ,

for which y takes on a particular value, as y = 0, form a point

aggregate whose limiting point is x = 0.

In any domain of this point, y oscillates from +1 to 1 an

infinite number of times.
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257. Let

sin-
X

When x = 0, or when

sin - = 0, (2X

y is not defined, since for these points, 1) involves division by 0.

The points x for which 2) holds are

1, ~, ^-,.- (3
7T 2 7T 3 7T

This is a point aggregate whose limiting point is x = 0.

As x approaches one of the points , y oscillates with increas-

ing rapidity. At the same time these points, , become infinitely
/v/1

dense as x nears the origin. The domain of definition of y is the

#-axis except the origin and the points 3).

_
sin

sin-
x

This expression does not define y, because of division by 0,

when
* = 0, (1

or when x satisfies

sini=0, (2
x

or
SinJ_ = 0. (3

sin-
x

The points x defined by 1) and 2) are

considered in 257.

= 0, 1, J-, ...

7T 2?T
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It is easy to see that the points x defined by 3) form an aggregate
B such that each of the points of A is a limiting point of B. In

fact, let x approach the point -- As it does so, sin- becomes
mr x

smaller and smaller ; hence

sn -
x

- becomes larger and larger.

Thus in the domain of the point

1

J^
9

mr

sin

sm-
x

oscillates infinitely often between 1, 1, and in particular 3) is

satisfied infinitely often.

Thus, the domain of definition of y includes all points of the

ju-axis except the points A and J5.

About each point of B^ y oscillates infinitely often. These

points of infinitely frequent oscillation, themselves cluster infi-

nitely thick about each point of A ; while the points A cluster

infinitely dense about the origin. Let the reader try to picture
to himself how the graph of y looks about the points

, and 0.
HIT

259. 1. The functions of 257 and 258 are formed from that of

256 by a process of iteration.

In fact, let

then

sin

sm-
x

Similarly,

sin

sm-
. 1
sm-

x

etc.
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It is customary to write

02< for 0[0<],

6\x) for <9[0
2<], etc.

2. As another example of iteration, let

y=logz = 0(.
Then

^C^logOogz),
3O) = log[log(log a:)], etc.

260. Let

y= sin- = 0(x).

We have noted the domain of definition of

In general, let Am be the domain of definition of W
(V). Each

point of Am_i is a limiting point of Am, and 6m(x) oscillates in-

finitely often about each point of Am .

261. To get functions of two variables having more compli-
cated domains of definition, we may apply the process of iteration

to the function of 237.

Let (%y) = tan | irxy.

We saw 6 was not defined for points on the

family of hyperbolas

JJ) xy=2m + l. w=0, 1, 2,
...

Let us consider the domain of definition D2 of

02(zt/) = tan (J TT tan | irxy) .

Through any point P of one of these hyperbolas J?) pass an

arbitrary right line L.

At any point Q on the line, such that

Q(xy) =2/1 + 1, n = 0, 1,

ffi is not defined.

But the points Q have P as limiting point.
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Derivatives of Point Aggregates

262. 1. Let A be a point aggregate. The limiting points of

AI if it lias any, form an aggregate, which is called the first deriv-

ative of A, and is denoted by A .

Ex. 1.
3 4 6 6 f w + 1 1

2' 3' 4' 6' '"-t~r~J
'

-4' = 1.

Ex. 2. 13141616 _ f
1 n 4- 1 1 .

rt ' ' o' o > 7 ' 7' 7' r
"*

1

~
' f22334455 [n ^

J

^' = 0, 1.

2. When J. is a finite aggregate,

But A may be infinite and yet have no derivative.

Ex. 3.

4 = 1, 2, 3, 4, ...

is such an aggregate.

263. 1. The first derivative A may have limiting points; their

aggregate is called the second derivative of A. It is denoted by Arr
.

A" may have limiting points ; these give rise to the third deriv-

ative A' n
', etc.

EX. i. riii
(m n\

'
~~

' ' '

Let m be arbitrary but fixed
;
then is a limiting point of A. For A contains

the points
m

m vn> 2 m 3 771 4

whose limiting point is obviously .

Thus,
m

while

A" = (0), (1
and

A'" = 0. (2

As explained in 243, 3, the equation 1) means that A" consists only of the origin,

while 2) indicates that A" 1 has no points at all.
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Ex. 2. A rational points in an interval /;

A 1 = I. See 255, Ex. 3.

A" = I, 'A'" = 1, ...

Thus A has derivatives of every order, each being 7.

2. If A, A 1

,
A (m) >0, while A(m+l) = 0, A is of order m.

264. Every limited infinite point aggregate has at least one limit-

ing point.

1. For simplicity let us consider first the case that the aggre-

gate A lies in the interval /= (a, 6). We divide I into halves.

One of these halves, call it /r contains an infinity of points of A.

Divide /
x
in halves. One of these halves must contain an inlinity

of points of A. In this way we may continue bisecting each suc-

cessive interval, without end. We get thus an iniinite sequence
of intervals

-*
-*l' -*2'

"*
C-"-

each lying in the preceding, whose lengths converge to 0.

By 127, 2, the sequence 1) determines a point a. This point a

lies in every interval of 1). Since each -#() contains some /,
it contains an infinity of points of A. Hence a is a limiting point
of A.

2. The extension of this demonstration to ^Kn is now readily

made. Since A is limited, it lies in a certain parallelopiped P,

^
1
<x

l
<b

l
an <xn <bn,

by 252. We divide now P into two parts

i
<

*i
< K6

i
- ai) ^<^<^ " an <zn <bn, (2

^(b l
-a

l)<xl
<bv a

2
<x

2
<b

2
* an <xn <bn .

In one of these there must lie an infinity of points of A. To
fix the ideas suppose it is the parallelopiped 2) which we call Qv
Ql

differs from P only in having one coordinate, viz. x^ restricted

to an interval half as big as the original.

We now divide Ql
into two parts,

1
< ^1

< KJ
1
"" a

l)' <*2^2 ^K5
2
- a2)> 03^*3^*3' *"

(3

an 1
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In one of these, say it is the parallelepiped $2
defined by 3), an

infinity of points of A must lie. $2 differs from P in having now

two of its coordinates restricted to intervals only half as large as

the original ones.

We may continue in this way restricting the remaining coor-

dinates #
8

a?n, to intervals half as big as the original ones.

We get parallelepipeds Q& Q Qn, in each of which lie an

infinity of points of A.

Let us set P
l
= Qn . This parallelepiped lies in P and has each

edge just half as big as the corresponding edge of P.

We may now subdivide P
l just as we did P. After n bisections

we get a parallelepiped P^ which lies in Pv which contains an

infinity of points of A, and whose edges are one half as big as

those of Pr

Continuing this process indefinitely, we get a sequence of paral-

lelepipeds P P P*i -*
i") -*2'

which determines a point a (a^ '" an) This point is evidently
a limiting point of A by the same reasoning as employed in 1.

265. If A is a limited aggregate of the nth order', A(n) is finite.

For if A(n) were infinite, being limited, it must have at least one

limiting point, by 264. Then J.(n+1) >0, which contradicts the

hypothesis.

266. Let A be any point aggregate. Then A"<A, i.e. all the

limiting points of A' are proper.

1. For simplicity, let us first consider a rectilinear aggregate.

Let p be any point of A' 1

; we lay it off on the A> A! axes also,

as in the figure.
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To show that p lies in A', we have to show it is a limiting point

of A, i.e. in any little interval K about p there lie an infinity of

points of A. Let I be any little interval about p on the A 1
axis.

As p is a limiting point of A', /contains an infinity of points ofAf
.

Let q be one of these. Let us lay q off on the A axis. Since q is a

limiting point of A, any little interval as J contains an infinity of

points of A. Now, however small K is taken, there exist inter-

vals J lying within K which contain an infinity of points of A.

Hence K contains an infinity of points of .A, and p is a limiting

point of A. Thus p lies in A f

'.

2. The extension of this demonstration to 9tm is obvious. To
show that p lies in A', we have to show that -D.(j0) contains an

infinity of points of A, however small e is taken. To this end, let

p < e. Let q be a point of A' in D
P (JP). Then D<r(q) contains an

infinity of points of J., however small a is. But if

p + <r < e,

D9(q) lies in J>.(j>), by 249. Hence AOO contains an infinity

of points of A.

3. We have just shown that A19
lies in A' . It is, however, not

necessary that A! lies in A.

Thus, if A = 1, , ^, , A' = (0), and this does not lie in A.

267. Extreme values of a domain. 1. Let the variable x range
over a rectilinear domain D which is limited to the right.

We form a partition (J., E) as follows : in A we put all num-

bers of 9J which are ^ any number in D ; in B we put all numbers

of $R which are > any number of D.

Let this partition be generated by p, [130].

We call p the maximum of x or of D, and write

p = Max x = Max D.

The fact that a domain E is not limited to the right may be

denoted by ,-. ,, ^J Max x = MaxE = + oo,

where x ranges over JE.

2. Let D be limited to the left. We form a partition (J., JS)

by putting in A all numbers of $R which are < any number of D,
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and in B all numbers which are ^ any number of D. If the num-

ber X generates this partition, we call X the minimum of x or of D,

and write _ A/r . A/f . -^X = Mm x = Mm D.

The fact that a domain J? is w0 limited to the left may be

denoted by ,,. , T . ,,^ Mm # = Mm z> = oo,

where a; ranges over E.

Ex. 1. />=(<?, 6), a<6.

Min x = a. Max x = b.

We note that a; takes on both its minimum and maximum values in D.

Ex.2. 7>=(0, 1, }, f, J, }, }, J, -..).

Min = 0. Max g=l.

Here x takes on both its maximum and minimum values.

Ex. 3. D=(a* b*).

Min x = a. Max x = 6.

Ex.4. J9=(}, f |, J, i, f .-).

MinJ9 = 0. MaxZ> = l.

In Exs. 3, 4, x takes on neither its minimum nor its maximum values.

268. 1. The maximum and minimum values of x are called its

extreme values or extremes.

Let e be an extreme of D. If the point e is an isolated point
of -D, e is called an isolated extreme, otherwise e is a non-isolated

extreme.

Evidently an isolated extreme of D lies in D.

2. When, however, e is a non-isolated extreme, it may or may
not lie in D. In this case we have the theorem :

If e be a finite non-isolated extreme of D, it is an extreme of D 1

',

the first derivative of D.

To fix the ideas, let ^ _
e =a Max D.

Since e is not isolated, it is a limiting point of D, and hence

lies in D'.

Since no # of D is >e, no x of D' is > e. Hence

e == Max D'.
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3. We have obviously the following :

Let every x of D be ^ /*, while for each e > there exists in D an

x>/j, e. Then _,^
/i
= Max 2).

A similar theorem holds for a minimum.

4. Let 3ft be such that

Min z < 3ft < Max #;

we call 3ft a mean value of x, or a mean of x, and write

3ft = Mean x.

269. 1. Let e be an extreme, finite or infinite, of the function

f(x^ "'Xin) with respect to a limited domain D. Then there exists a

point a, not necessarily in D, such that e is the extreme off in any

vicinity of a, however small.

The demonstration is precisely analogous to that given in 264.

2. IfD contains its limiting points, the point a lies in J).

Various Classes of Point Aggregates

270. Each point p of an aggregate A is either an isolated point
or a limiting point of A. Let us call A, the aggregate of the

former points and A^ the aggregate of the latter points.

Then A A , AA = A, + A.

If A\ = 0, then A = A^ and A is an isolated aggregate.
If AI~ 0, then A=A^ and A is dense.

A may contain all its limiting points ; it is then complete.

If A is dense and complete, it is perfect. It then contains all

its limiting points, and every point of A is a limiting point.

A point aggregate such that each of its points is an inner point
is called a region. Cf. 247.

It is sometimes convenient to consider the aggregate formed of

a region and its frontier points. Such an aggregate is called a

complete region.

For example, the interior of a circle forms a region. If we add

its circumference we get a complete region.
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271. Ex. 1. A = l, i, i, I ...

is an isolated aggregate.

Ex. 2. A = 0, 1, i, i,
...

is a complete aggregate.

Ex. 3. A = the rational numbers in a certain interval.

A is dense, but not complete.

Ex. 4. A = the interval (a, 6).

A is perfect.

Ex. 5. ^ = the interval (a*, &).

^4 is dense, but no complete.

Ex. 6. A region is dense, but not complete.

A completed region is perfect.

Ex. 7. In the interval (0, 1) remove the points 0, 1, J, J,

The remaining points form a region.

Ex. 8. In the plane $R2 let

A = #1, 02?

be an aggregate having a single limiting point a. Let us suppose that a does not

lie in A. About each an let us describe a circle Cn of radius so small that no two

circles have a point in common. The aggregate formed of the points of $2 within

each circle Cn is a region rn .

The aggregate formed of all the regions F n is also a region.

272. 1. An interesting example of a rectilinear perfect aggre-

gate lying in an interval 91 and yet not embracing all the points
of 21 is the following, due to Cantor.

Let
a=

be expressed in the triadie system [144], restricting, however, the

numbers av a
a , to the values 0, 2. Then A =

\a\ is such an

aggregate, as we now show.

We can get a good idea of this aggregate as follows.

Let the interval (1, 4) be of unit length. We divide it into

three equal segments, (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4). The points 1, 3 are

points of A. No point of A falls within the middle segment

(2, 3). We have therefore marked this segment heavy in the
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figure. We now divide the segments (1, 2) and (3, 4) into

three equal segments,

(1,5), (5,6), (6,2), and (3,7), (7,8), (8,4).

The end points 6, 8 are points of A. No point of A falls within

the segments (5, 6), (7, 8), which are therefore marked heavy.
In this way we can continue indefinitely subdividing the seg-

ments within which a point of A falls. Consider the end points

of a heavy interval, say the interval (5, 6). Its right hand end

point is obviously a number of A having a finite representation.

Its left hand end point is a point of A whose representation is

infinite.

To show now that A is perfect, let us begin by showing that

every point a of A is a limiting point.

Let

be a point having a finite representation [144, 5],

Obviously, a is the limit of the sequence,

'Let
a = a^a^a^'*

be a point whose representation is infinite. It is obviously the

limit of the sequence,
a 1 = av

a" =-a
x
a
2,

Hence every point of A is a limiting point. On the other hand

A contains all its limiting points.

For every limiting point a of A is either, 1, an end point of

the black intervals, or, 2, not such a point.
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In case 1, a is obviously a point of A.

In case 2, if a = 0, we can find a monotone sequence of points

in A.
a' = av

a =

whose limit is a.

On the other hand, the limit of this sequence is

which is a number of A. Hence, is in A.

Should a = 0, this method is inapplicable.
But obviously a = is in A.

2. It is easy to generalize the above example as follows. Let

a = a^a^a^"

be expressed in an w-adic system restricting the numbers av a
2,

to a part of the system,

0,1,2, ... w -l;
for example,

0, 2, 4, 6,



CHAPTER VI

LIMITS OF FUNCTIONS

FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE

Definitions and Elementary Theorems

273. 1. We extend now the notion of limit, by defining
limits of functions. We begin by considering functions of a

single variable x.

Let f(x) be a one-valued function defined over a domain D.

Let
A = av ay 3 (1

be any sequence of points of D, such that

lim an = a ; a finite or infinite, an
= a.

If the sequence

/(i), /(), /Os) -
(2

has a limit ?;, finite or infinite, always the same, however the

sequence A be chosen, we say rj is the limit of f(x) for x = a and

write

77
= lim /O),

X=d

or, more shortly,

77
= lim/<.

We also say /(#) approaches or converges to y as a limit, when x

approaches a as a limit. This may be expressed by the symbol

2. If for some sequence 1) the limit of 2) does not exist, we

say the limit of /(#) f r x = a d es not exist.

171
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3. Since the limit of 2) must be rj however the sequences 1)

are chosen (provided, of course, they have a as limit andan =a),
we have the theorem :

Let A \an \, S=\bn \
be two sequences lying in D; let an = a,

If lira /(a

then limf(x),for x = a, does not exist.

274. 1. It is sometimes convenient to restrict the sequences
A = av av so that all the points an lie to the right of a. In

this case we call rj a right hand limit and write

7/
= lim/(V) or 77 =/(a -f- 0) or 77

= 72 lim /(V) or ij
= R lim/(V).

x=a-4-0 x=a

If we restrict the sequences A to lie to the left of #, we call 77 a

left hand limit and write

77
= lim/(V) or 77 =/(# 0) or ?;

= .Llhn/(V) or rj
= L lhn/(V).

jr=rt-0 a: a

Obviously if =
r;, finite or infinite. (1

L lim f(x) = R lim f(x) = 77. (2

Conversely
r

, if 2) holds, 1) does dfso.

2. Right and left hand limits are called unilateral limits. If

we do not care to specify on which side of a the limit is taken, we
can denote it by

U\imf(x).
x=a

275. 1. When considering infinite limits or limits for x= 00,

it is often convenient to suppose the axes terminated to the right
and left by two ideal points -f oo, or oo, respectively. We call

these the points at infinity.

We call the interval (6r, -f oo) the domain of + GO, and

it by

We call G- the norm of D(+ oo).
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Let A be a point aggregate lying on our axis. Those of its

points which fall in 1) we call the vicinity of -f co for the aggre-

gate A. We denote it by
F*(+oo). (2

Similar definitions hold for

Dff(-oo) and F0(-<x>). (3

2. When O- increases, the intervals ((?, -f <x>) or (6r, oo) are,

in a way, diminishing. It is convenient, for uniformity, to say
that

-p. / . rr . ^
-Z>tf(oo), Fi,(oo)

are arbitrarily small when Q- is taken arbitrarily large, positively

or negatively, according to the sign of oo.

276. Corresponding to the two ideal points oo, we shall intro-

duce two ideal numbers, which we also denote by oo. These

numbers are respectively greater, positively or negatively, than

any number in 9t We say they are infinite.

The system formed by joining oo to the system 9t we denote

by 81.

We shall perform no arithmetical operations with these ideal

numbers.

277. 1. Most of the theorems established in Chapters I, II

for sequences may be extended easily to theorems on limits of

functions.

For convenience of reference we collect the following. The
reader should remember that a theorem relating to limits for a

point x = a may be changed at once into one relating to a left or a

right hand limit at a.

lim f(x) = a, lim g(x) = /8. a finite or inf.
*=a *=a

Then

^-=" 0*0.
See 49, 50, 51, 98.

9
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3. In F*(a), a finite or infinite, let

Let
lim f(x) = lim h(x) = X.
ac=a *=<*

Then
lim g(x) = X.

See 107.

4.

lim /(#) a finite or inf.
x=

finite. If
**

then

See 106, 1.

5. Let
lim /(#) = , lim ^(a;) = oo. a finite or inf.

Then lim (/ (7)=oo, lim - = 0.

Ifa^Q, ,. ^
lim /^ = oo.

See 137.

6. Let
lim /(^) =^= 0, lim g(x) =0. a ^m'^ or inf.
x=a x=a

If g(x) has one sign in I7* (a),

/
lim = ao.

See 137.
9

7* In F*(a), a finite or infinite, let

lim #O)

lim /(a:)
= + oo.

See 138.
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8. In F*(a) let f(x) be limited and monotone. Then

/(a + O), /(a-0)
exist and are finite.

See 109.

Second Definition of a Limit

278 1. If
li in /(#) = ?;,

a finite or inf.
x-n

there exists for each e > a vicinity V*(a) such that

\ri-f(x)\< (1
in F*(a).

For let D be the domain of definition of f(x). Let A = j{ be

the points of D, if any such exist, for which 1) is not satisfied.

Let us suppose at first that a is finite. Let

Min \g a\
= p.

If /A > 0, let < 8 < /it,
then 1) holds in Vs*(a).

If p = 0, let
fc t
r 2^ 3^

"*

be a sequence in A, whose limit is a. Then

and this contradicts the hypothesis.

Thus, when a is finite, there exists always a vicinity FS*(#) for

which 1) holds.

Suppose a = 4- <. Let

Max = ^.

If /i is finite, let G > p. Then 1) holds in VQ(+ oo).

If /A
= +00, let

fc fc

r ba 1 3^

be a sequence in A whose limit is +00. Then

and this contradicts the hypothesis.

A similar reasoning applies when a = oo.

2. We wish expressly to note that in passing to the limit x = a

the variable x never takes on the value x= a.
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279. The converse of the theorem 278 is obviously true, viz.:.

If for each e > there exists a vicinity Fi*(a), 8 > 0, a finite or

infinite^ such that

hi -/(*)|<e
in F*(a), then

280. 1. From 278 and 279 we see that we can take the follow-

ing as definitions of a limit :

The limit of f(x) for x = a is rj when for each e > there exists a

& > 0, such that

in F6 (a).

This condition we shall express as follows :

e>0, S>0, !/(*)_,, |

< e, ?;(). (2

Such a line of symbols is to be read as above.

2. The limit of f(x) for x = -f <*> is
?;, when for each > Ztare

exists a Gr > 0, swcA Aa 1) AoZcfe in F#( + oo).

This condition we shall express thus :

e>0, C?>0, |/00 -?!<, ^(+ 00).

3. The limit of f(x) for x oo is rj, when for each e > 0, there

exists a O < 0, swtfA ^Aa^ 1) holds in F#(~~ Q0 )-

This condition we shall express thus :

e>0, #<0, |/(a?)-iy|<e, F^(-oo).

281. 1. Jf
= -f oo, a finite or infinite.

exists for each (?>0 a vicinity F"*(a),

A*flt a
*n r*(a).

For, let A =
f f }

be the points of D, if any such exist, for which

1) does not hold.
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1. Let a be finite. Let

Min |f a\
=

/A.

If /i > 0, let < 8< /i. Then 1) holds in V&*(a).

If M = 0, let

l' 52'

be a sequence in A whose limit is a. Then

lim/()= + 00;

and this contradicts the hypothesis.

2. Let a = 4-00. Let

Max % = fJL.

If p is finite, let #>^; then 1) holds in F0(+<).
If

/j,
is infinite, let

fe fc

fl ?2'
""

be a sequence in A whose limit is H- oo. Then

and this contradicts the hypothesis.

A similar reasoning holds when a = GO.

The reader will observe that this demonstration is analogous to

that of 278.

2. The converse of 1) is obviously true, viz. :

Iffor each Q- > 0, there exists a vicinity V* (a*),
a finite or infinite,

such that
/(*)><*

in F*(a), then
= + co.

282. 1. From 281 we see that the following definitions of limits

may be taken : ..J
hm/(a?) = + oo, if

which in full means: y/or ea<?/i M">0, Zarye at pleasure, there

exists a S>0, *w<?A <Aa^ /(a?) > If in F/(a).
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2. lim/<V) = -oo, f

Jf<0, a>0, /(aO<Jlf,

i.e. if for each M<0 there exists a S>0, such that /(#) < .flf in

3.

4. lim/(#) = ao, if

5. lim/(a;) = + oo, if

6. lim/(V) = oo
;

Z=-oo

3f<0, (?<0, f(x)<M, F (-oo).

7. The limit, finite or infinite, of f(jx) for # = + oo or ao may
be represented by

respectively.

283. By the aid of the ideal points, with their associate domains

and vicinities, we may sum up all the preceding six cases in one

general statement :

y = lim/(a;) a, rj finite or infinite,

when, J)(^) being taken small at pleasure, there exists a vicinity

F*(a), such ihatf(x) lies in D(ji) when x runs over F*(a).

See 275, 2.

The reader should observe that the two demonstrations of 278

and 281 are perfectly parallel. It is easy, by employing the con-

vention of 275, 2, to formulate the demonstration given in 278 so

as to include the cases treated in 281, and so make the latter

unnecessary.
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284. In order that lim/(2;) exists, a finite or infinite, it is neces-

sary and sufficient that for each e>0 there exists a vicinity V*(a),
such that

I/O*,) -/(*,)!<*,
'

(l

for any pair of points xv #
2
in F*(a).

It is necessary. For, if

*7
=

then for each e > there exists a F*(a), such that

for any x in V*(a). Let xv #
2
be two points in F*(a). Then

Adding these two inequalities, we get 1).

It is sufficient. For, let a
t , a

2 ,
-- be a sequence of points in

F*(a), having a as limit. Then the sequence

is regular by 1). It therefore has a limit 17.

Then

e>0, w', |^-/(an)|<. n>m/
. (2

Let 5 = 6r 6
2 , be an^ sequence of points in F^*(a) whose

limit is a. Then, by 1),

(3

Adding 2), 3), we have

r

,m". (4

But since JB was an arbitrary sequence, the relation 4) states

that
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Graphical Representation of Limits

285. The graphical representation of limits of sequences ex-

plained in 43, 44, and 124 may be readily extended to limits of

functions.

Let the graph of/(#) be referred to rectangular coordinates.

Let D be the domain of /(#), an(i^
lim /(*) =

Then the condition

>0,

has the following geometric interpretation :

About the line y = I construct a band

(shaded in the figure) of width 2 e, e being
small at pleasure. Then there exists, corre-

sponding to this e, an interval of extent 28

(marked heavy in the figure), such that f(x)
falls in the e-band for each x^a of D falling in the S-interval.

In general, as e is made smaller and smaller, S becomes smaller

and smaller. But for each e-band, however small, there corre-

sponds a S-interval of length > 0.

286. Let
lim /(#) = + oo. CO,

M

3 a

Draw the line i/
=

JK", where M>Q is large
at pleasure. Then there exists, corresponding
to this M, a S-interval, marked heavy in the

figure, such that f(x) falls in the JHf-band

(shaded in the figure) for each x^a of D,

falling in the ^-interval.

As Mis taken greater and greater, the corresponding ^-interval

becomes, in general, smaller and smaller. But for each M, how-

ever large, there corresponds a S-interval of length > 0.

287. Let
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Draw the line y = /, and construct an e-band, as in figure. For

each e there exists a (7>0, such that

f(x) falls in the e-band for each x of

.Z), falling in the interval (6r, -f- <x>).

These examples will suffice to illus-

trate the graphical interpretations of

limits, when f(x) is plotted in rectangu-
lar coordinates.

288. 1. When the graph of y=f^x) is given by means of

two axes, as explained in 191, the geometric interpretation of

limits of /(#) will be made clear by the

following : *_

Let lira /(*) = /. (1
y t-

I

1

I

'

About y = I we mark off the e-interval ; about x = a we mark
off the S-interval.

Then 1) requires that f(x) falls in the e-interval for each value

of x = a in D, falling in the S-interval.

2. Let
lim/(o;) == + <*>.

On the t/-axis we mark off at pleasure the point M> 0. Then
for each M there exists a S-interval, such that f(x) falls in the

interval (Jf, 4- <x>), for each x= a of D falling in the S-interval.

289. Let

then

lim f(x) = L I finite or infinite.
x=a

a + bu, 6^=0, (1

lim/(a?) = Z. (2

For, while x ranges over the domain D on the #-axis, u ranges
over a domain A on the w-axis.

The two axes x and u stand in 1 to 1 correspondence by virtue

of 1). To the point # = a on the o?-axis corresponds the point

u = on the w-axjs.
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Let

Then if x and u are corresponding points, / has the same value

at x as
<f>

has at u. To fix the ideas let I be finite. From

e>0, S>0, \l-f(x)\<e, in

follows

l |*-$()|<, in F
4| (0), (4

where 3j
= - 8.

But from 3), 4) follows 2).

lim f(x) = Z. ^?m'te or infinite.

x

Then

awdf conversely.

This follows at once, as in 289,

by observing that to points in the o %_
shaded interval on the a>axis corre-

spond points in the shaded interval on the w-axis.

lim f(x) = 1. I finite or infinite.
ar= -JD

Let

u
Then

,R lim /{=:?,
~0

and conversely.

291. 1. As a result of 289 and 290, we may, by the aid of the

transformations,

u = ax -f- A and u = ->

transform x

lim into lim,
i=a tt=6

.S lim into R lim, i lim, or lim.
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Similarly,
lim into jRlim or Llim.
x<x> u=a u=a

2. In particular, any limit x = a or 00 may be transformed

into one with respect to x = 0.

292. Let u = <j>(x), and

lim u = b. a, b finite or infinite. (1
x=a

Let ^ = /(w), and
lim y = 77. ?; finite or infinite. (2

if <(#)= 6 in F*(a),

lim y = 77. (3

To fix the ideas, suppose a, b, 77 are finite.
? ? ?

Then since 2) holds,

e>0, <7>0, \y-
" ' J

But, by 1),

<r>0,

Hence while rr ranges over Fi*(a), y lies in D.OO- Thus

>0, S>0, |y-iy|<, Fa*(a).

But then 3) holds.

The case that any or all the symbols a, J, rj are infinite is per-

fectly analogous.

293. Let u = <(z),

lim w = 6. a finite or infinite.
x=a

Let y =/(V),

lim y =B
77.

*=a

This follows as in 292.
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294. 1. Let yf(x) be a univariant function in a unilateral

vicinity V* of a. If
Ulimy^b, [274, 2]

then

V
To fix the ideas, suppose y is increasing

in the left hand vicinity of a.

Let e > be arbitrarily small, and

a e < d < a.

Let y
1

correspond to #'. Let 8 > be such that

Then, while y remains in LV&*(b)i x remains in LDe(a).

2. Let y =/(#) be univariant in F*(a), where a is a bilateral

limiting point of F*. If
lim y = J,
x*=a

then

lim # = a.

The demonstration is analogous to that of 1.

Examples of Limits of Functions

295. 1. lim sin x = 0.
XeO

For, however small > is taken, there exists an arc 8 > such

that

2. lim cosa:= 1.
z=0

For, however small e > is taken, there exists an arc 8 > such

that

1 COS#<.
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296. 1. lim sin x = sin a. (1

For, let

x = a -f- u.

Then
sin x = sin (a -f w) = sin a cos w + cos a sin w. (2

Since
lim sin x = lim sin (a -f- u),
x=a u=0

and
lim sin u = 0, lim cos u = 1,
u=0 u=0

equation 2) gives, on passing to the limit, 1), by 289.

2. Similarly,
lim cos x = cos a.
x=a

297. 1. lim tanz = + oo. (1
x--^/2

For, in iF*(7r/2), tanz>0.

A x sina;
As tan x =-,

cos x

and lim sin x = 1, lim cos a; = 0,

we have 1), by 277, 6.

2. Similarly,
R lim tan x = oo.

298. 1. lime*=l.
*=0

This follows at once from 172.

2. lime* = e*.

For, let

x = a + w.

Then, by 289,
lim e* = lim e

a+u = e
a lim e*

aoa U= tt0

= a
. bv 1.
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3. lim e
x = + <x> .

x+ <*>

This follows at once from 169.

4. lime* = 0.

For, let
__ -I

u

Then lim e
x = R lim 1, by 290, 2 ;

x=-oo u= *

eM

= 0, by 277, 5.

5. Obviously, as in 1, 2,

lim ^ = a*Q
.

i

a f(r\
e
*

1
.

Vf / \ */ I
~

299. 1. Let

lim/O) = r). rj > 0.

Then
lim (/(*))" = if.
x = a

This follows directly from 171.

2. 7n V*(a), let f(x) > 0. Let

lim/O) = 0.
= a

Then
lim (/(*))

" = 0,
oa

= 1,

= -f-oo.

300. 1. lim log x = log a. a>0.
=3O

This follows at once from 178.
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2. lim log x = + QO .

o=+w

This follows at once from 179.

3. R lim logo; = QO.
x=

For, set
^

x = -

Then
u

R lim log x = lim log
- = lim log u = oo.

1=0 tt= oo U tt = oo

4. Let

lim/O) = rj > 0.

Then
lim log/Or) = log ^ = log lim/O)-
i a x=a

This follows at once from 178.

301. 1. lim 5HL5 = i.
x-O 2:

From geometry, we have

Area OAC< Area OBC< Area OBD.

Hence, for < x < ?r/2,

,/ J sin x cos # < | # < J tan x ;

^ ^ ^or cos a;< -r- <
sin 2; cos a;

As
^

JB lim cos x = jB lim- = 1,
*r=o *=o cos a;

we have, by 277, 3,

Set in 1), .

~ nx

x= u.

Then RIim-2 = Llim-2- = l. (2
-o smx t4o sinu
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From 1), 2) we have

Whence, by 277, 2,

lim^ =1.
1=0 sin x

lim
x = X

2. From 1 we have readily

*=o ox o

For,
sin ax a sin

a sn
6 u

setting

302.

tan a _ sin a; 1 (2
X X COS X

But -i

1 Dill Ju -\ -i JL -|

lim- = 1, lim- = 1.
*=0 X *=0 COS X

Thus, passing to the limit in 2), we get 1), by 277, 2.

303. Iim
s

A=0 k

- -
,

(2

A=0 k

sin (x + A) - sin x _ 2 cos (a: 4- i A) sin A A

A
--

J
--*

Also lim cos O -f A A) = cos x ;

jiniA = lim sini^ =
A j A

Passing to the limit in 2), we get 1).



304. 1.

For,

2.

For,

305. 1.

Here

while

EXAMPLES OF LIMITS OF FUNCTIONS

1

Y
1 cos a: 2sin2 l# 1/sin i x\*- & -

_[ A I

2j2 g 2\ 1 x )

V tan x sin x __ 1

x=0 X^ 2

tan x sin # tan x 1 cos #

189

(1

X*

lim e"
36 cos a? = 0.

lim e~
x == 0, by 298, 4,

lim cos x

does not exist. We cannot, therefore, apply the theorem 277, 2,

that the limit of the product is the product of the limits.

We therefore proceed thus :

e~* < e~
x cos x < e~*.

Apply now 277, 3. This gives 1).

2. We may see the truth of 1) geometrically.

Let

and

V\
= e"i y*

= cos

y = e~
x cos x =

Let us draw the graphs (7, C f of yr
To get y, we multiply yl by the

factor #2, which takes on all values

between 1 and + 1. Thus y oscil-

lates between the curves (7, C r
.

As (7, (7' approach nearer and nearer the z-axis, the amplitude
of the oscillations converges to 0.
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The Limit e and Related Limits

306. 1. We saw in 110 that

; n = l, 2,3, - (1

Let us consider now the more general limit

lim (l + IT.
z=f \ %/

Each x will lie between two integers n, n -f 1 ; or

n<z<n + l.

Then _,

l\ 1

lUlim-i- 1.
nj 1++

Hence 5) gives
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307.

lim(l + -J =e.
'

(1
x=-oo \ XJ

For, let
x = u.

(2

where ..

u 1 = v.

But, when :r=^ <x>, w=-f GO, and hence v =

As r f. 1\ , r f, ,

IVhm
(
1 + -

1 = 1, hm I 1 + -
)
= e,

v=+*\ vj ^+A vj

we get 1), on passing to the limit in 2).

308. From
f 1V

lim(l+-J =e,
X^+OO \ XJ

we get, setting 1

u

From
liml
,in,(,

+ lY,
=-00 \ XJ

we get, setting ^

u

(2

From 1), 2) we have
i

lim (1 + x)
x = . (3

x=0
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309.

lim (1 + xuy = e*. (1
=0

For, I

y = (l + tw)"

where
t> = wz.

But 1

lim (1 + vy = e.

v=0

Hence, by 299,
limysa <..

310.

For,

1

*, bjSOO, 4)

log , by 308, 3)

1.

a* 1
311. lim- = loga.

x=A X
Set

^=^-1.
Then

lim u = 0,
x0

by 298, 5. Then, by 292,

'

a*v= hm ^
1

= 1, by 310.

But

log a* =s x log a.

This in 2) gives 1).
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312. lim
-

=o X

From 310 we have

limA^ = l. (2
u=0 U ^

Let
tt = (l+20'

t
I.

Then, by 299,
lini u = 0.
x=0

Hence, by 292, we get from 2)

lin.
*=0 -1

or

"^^ir*
since

log (1 +xy = p log(l + #)
But, by 310,

lim T 7^ ,
= 1. (4

log(l+oO
Now

(I + xY I (1 +20^ 1 x

log (1+2;) x log (1+a;)

Passing to the limit and using 4), we get 1) for the case that

. The case that ^ = is self-evident.

FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES

Definitions and Elementary Theorems

313. For the sake of clearness, we have treated first the limits

of functions of a single variable. We consider now the limits of

functions in m variables. The extension of the definitions and

results of the preceding sections is, for the most part, so obvious

that we shall not need to enter into much detail. Should the

reader have trouble with the case of general rw, let him first sup-

pose m = 2 or 3, when he can use his geometric intuition as a

guide.
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314. In the case of a single variable, we have seen how useful

the ideal points oo proved. In the treatment of limits of func-

tions of several variables, we shall find it extremely advantageous
to adjoin an infinity of ideal points to ^Km as follows :

Let A = av a
2, a

3, be an infinite sequence of points in $Rm.

lim a, = av lim a/m) = am ;

==ao = oo

av
* ami finite or infinite.

We say the limit of the sequence A is

=
( 1

...a
OT), (1

and write
a = lim an .

If any of the coordinates of are infinite, we say a is an

infinite point. This fact may be briefly denoted by

a = QO,

the symbol oo being without sign.

There is no point in 9?m corresponding to an infinite a. We
therefore introduce an infinite system of ideal points, one for each

complex, ar <v * (2

in which one at least of the symbols, K , is 00. Such ideal points
we represent also by 1), and

call the m symbols, 2), their .QQ^_ >_>+&

coordinates. If we employ
the graphical representation

"^ ' >H' CO

of 231, we suppose, according to 275, that each axis is terminated

by the ideal points +00 and oo.

Thus, any complex of m points, one on each axis, such that at

least one of these m points is an ideal point, is the representation
of an ideal point in 9tm .

The system of points, formed of 9?m and the ideal points, we
denote by 9tm .

These ideal points are also called points at infinity.
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315. 1. The domain of an ideal point a = (a t m) is the aggre-

gate of points x =(#! #,), whose coordinates lie respectively in

the domains ^
A,(I). *>*,<>)

It may be represented by /)
pj

...pm(a).

EXAMPLE. Let w=4, and =
( oo,

1,2, -f oo). The domains in which the ro l _f>_^^
coordinates x\, x, 3, x* range, are

p
i

o
marked heavy in the figure.

-co<
I

^ j,

> + 00

Here p\ is an arbitrarily large nega- ~co<-f- i i i > + oo

tive number; p2 and ps are arbitrarily _m<_^o

P
*

f* ^ t ^
small positive numbers; p4 is an arbi- ^
trarily large positive number.

2. The points of an aggregate ^4, which lie in D
Pl

...Pw(a), a being
a point at infinity, form the vicinity of a, for that aggregate. We
represent it by

316. 1. Let /=/(^ 1
-*-^n) be defined over a domain D. Let

. = av a
a , be a sequence of points in D, and let

lim an = a. a finite or infinite.

.

'

lim/(an)
=

77, ?; jZm'te or infinite.

is always the same however A be chosen, a remaining fixed and

an :
, we say rj is the limit of y for x = a ; and write

or, more briefly,

i)
=

liin/(a?j icm), or T;
= lim/(a;);

i a xa
or,

/(^'^m) = ^ or /(a?) = 17.

2. Just as in the case of a single variable, we can show that this

definition is equivalent to the following :

77
=s lim/Oj icm), ?; ^w'te or m/

=a

when, taking -Z)(?7) arbitrarily small, there exists a vicinity F^*(a),

such that y remains in D(rj) when x is in F*(a). See 278-283.
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317. 1. The theorems of 277 and 284 hold for functions of

several variables as well as for a single variable.

2. The generalized theorem of 292 may be stated thus :

Let Wi^iC*! *), wm =^m (a?1
a?

JI);

and
lim Wj

= bv lim um = bm .

Let
*~* *""

y=/Oi-<v)>
and

lim y = 17.
u 6

Letu^b in V* (a). 2%ew

lim == ?.

97 wia?/ be finite or infinite.

The demonstration is perfectly analogous to that in 292.

A Method for Determining the Non-Existence of a Limit

318. To determine whether

o?w), a, 77 finite or inf.

even exists, is often a difficult matter. The following simple con-

sideration analogous to 273, 2, 3 will sometimes show very easily

that 77 does not exist. Let Wbe some partial vicinity of a exclud-

ing a. We may denote the limit, when it exists, of /(#! #,) ^or

x a when x is restricted to W by

Then ? must exist, finite or infinite ; and however W is taken,

we must have
,-r.

Thus, in case f does not exist, or is different for different TF's,

we know that 77 does not exist.
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319. Ex. 1.

We ask, does

lim/
a,y=0

exist ? As partial vicinity of the origin, take points on a line

L
; y = ax. x = 0.

Then
2

)=lim.
ax - a

which varies with a
;

i.e. with L.

Hence the limit in question does not exist.

320. Ex. 2.

Does
lim/ Cl

exist ?

If we take as partial vicinity of the origin points on the line

L; y = ax,

we get fl2

lim/(x, y) = lim x = 0. (2
L *=o 1 -f-

4 2

Thus, however L is chosen, the limit 2) is always the same. We cannot, how-

ever, infer that the limit 1) exists, since our method only shows the non-existence

of the limit.

Instead of the family of right lines
,
let us take a family of parabolas

JP t/
2 = ctx

Then
lim x

ax<i - a

p
'

*=o x2
(l 4- a2

) 1 -f- a2
'

which varies with the particular parabola choson.

Hence the limit 1) does not exist.

321. Ex.3. , N
.

/(x, i/)
= log

Does
Urn/

exist?

Let x, y lie on the line

L-t a-x = X<

Then

Hence

which varies with X.
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Iterated Limits

322. 1. Let f(xl
#m) be defined over some domain D; and

let a =(!- )

Then lira /(*!'*.) =/H
V=%

will be in general a function of all the variables except x^. Also

lim/H = /llta
= lim Km/(^ zm)

-
* -4-4 -44 %=%

will be in general a function of all the variables except a?
tl,

#
la

.

Continuing, we arrive at

which is in general a function of all the m variables except

3v*v "*
Limits of the type 1) are called iterated limits.

In 1), we pass to the limit first with respect to #
tl ,

then with

respect to x^ then with respect to #
lg,

etc.

A change in the order of passing may produce a change in the

final result.

2. Iterated limits occur constantly in the calculus ;
for example,

in partial differentiation, differentiation under the integral sign,

double integrals, improper integrals, and double series. The
treatment of these subjects by the older writers on the calculus

is faulty, as we shall see, because they change the order of passing
to the limit, without a careful consideration of the correctness

of such a step.

323. Ex.1.
=o *=o x + y y=o \ y

lim lira ^=^ = li

=o =o x -f y

The two limits are thus different.

Ex. 2. lim lim
,=a 35=00 1 + xy

y=o 1 + xy

The two limits are thus different.
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324. The following is a case where a change in the order of

passing to the limit does not change the result.

Let
lim f(x, y) = 77, rj finite or inf. (1

lim/O, y) = g(x), forO<\x-a<(r. (2
y=6

Um/(^y)=A(y), for 0< |y- i|<cr. (3

lim #(#) = lim A(y) = rj. (4
x=a y=6

Let i) be finite. From 1) we have

rj-e< /(>, y) < 17 + ,
in F

fi*(a, 6).

In this relation, pass to the limit x = a ; then

Hence
lim 0(30 = 17. (5

Similarly,

iy. (6

From 5), 6) we have 4).

i^t 97
= 4- QO. Then from 1)

A*.y)>ff. in F{*(a, 8).

Passing to the limit, for # = a, we have

g(x) ^Gi, for 0<\x-a <S.
Hence

lim g(x) = -f QO = rj.

Similarly,
lim h(x)= 4- QO = 77.

These two equations give 4).

Uniform Convergence

325. 1. A notion of utmost importance in modern mathematics

is that of uniform convergence. Let f(xl
#m ; ^ n) be a

function of two sets of variables, x
l

xm and
fj

^n .
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Let / be defined when #= (o^ #m) runs over a domain D,

and = (j O runs over A.

For each 2; in -D, let

Then for each e > and each x in D there exists a Bf > 0, such

that lje

\f-ff\< (1
for any t in F^*(r).

Evidently if 1) holds for S', it holds for any S", such that

0<S" <S'. Of all the values 8' for which 1) holds at re, let S be

the maximum. Then for a given e, 8 is a well-defined function

of x. In D, let Mm o = O
Q

.

Then 8 5; 0. If, however small is taken, the corresponding S

is > 0, we say / converges uniformly to g in D ; or is uniformly

convergent.

Hence, if /is uniformly convergent in D, there exists for each

> a B > 0, such that

for any in Fi*(r). Moreover, one and the same norm S suffices

for all the points of D, e being the same.

The central idea of this case of uniform convergence may be

clearly, if somewhat roughly, brought out by saying that if the

convergence is uniform the norms 8 for which 1) hold, e being
small at pleasure, but then fixed, do not sink below some definite

positive number, when x ranges over J5.

2. These considerations may be extended to the case that r is

infinite ; we therefore define as follows :

The function /(^ xm
-

9 t^
tn) converges uniformly to

#(24 xm) in D as t = T, T infinite; when for each e>0, there

exists a set of norms p1 />n, such that for any x in J9,

In this case of uniform convergence we may say : the norms p

corresponding to infinite coordinates of T cannot become infinitely
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great, and the norms corresponding to finite coordinates of T can-

not become indefinitely small as x ranges over D, for any given
value of e.

3. When f(xl
xm \ t

{ n) converges uniformly in D to

g(xv
xm), we denote this fact by

lim/0^ ... xm \ ^ n)=#Oi '

*m)> uniformly.

4. If /= uniformly in D, we may say it is uniformly evanescent

in D.

326. Ex. 1. t

/(*,o=
x-^-

D=(0*,l). A=(-A, h). h>0.

Evidently for any x in D
lim/(x, = -=0r(a;).
<=o *

But /(#, does not converge uniformly to g(x) in D. For if it did, for each

e > there must exist a 5 > 0, such that

for any t in F
fi
*(0) and any x in 7>.

Now obviously, t being fixed, 7? can be made as large as we choose by taking x

near enough 0. Hence E does not satisfy 1) as x ranges over D.

In fact, as is seen at once, in order to have B< e, it is necessary to take S

smaller and smaller as x approaches 0. In this case then

Min 5=0, in D.

327. Ex. 2.

D=(a, 6),

This example is the same as Ex. 1, except D is different.

As before
1

lim/(x, )
= - = ?(*).

<-0 ^

But now/(x, ) converges uniformly to g(x) in Z>.

In fact, in F.*(0)

wherever a: is in D. But we can take 3, such that

a(a-5)
<e>

Then
J?<e

for any in F
3*(0) and any x in D

;
t.. / converges uniformly in
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328. Ex. 3.

D = (-a, a). A=(a, + oo).

Here

= 0. x = 0.

Hence if we set

0r(x)=0, for z =

= 1 -f- x2,
for x ^ 0,

we have

However, / does not converge uniformly to g in Z>. For, when x = 0,

1
-R = I/CM)-

(i + x*

This shows that as x approaches 0, it is necessary to take t larger and larger in

order that H < e.

There is thus no norm
/?, such that

for each t > p, and any & in Z).

In this case, then,

Maxp =co.

Remarks on Dirichlefs Definition of a Function

329. The definition of a function given in 189 and 230 does not

depend at all upon an analytic expression for the function.

At first, the reader who has been used only to functions defined

by analytic expressions, may be inclined to regard functions not

thus defined as only pseudo-functions, or at least of little impor-
tance.

This attitude of mind must be overcome. In the first place, in

certain parts of mathematical physics, e.g. the potential theory, it

is of great importance to be able to assign values to a function at

pleasure, totally disregarding the question of an analytic expression
for it.

Secondly, as the reader advances, he will find that many func-

tions which he might well believe have no analytic expression, do

indeed have very simple ones.

We give now a few examples of such functions.
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at ^

330. 1. For x>0 let y = l.

For x = let y = 0.

For x < let y = - 1.

The graph of this function is given -oo

in the figure. __
An analytic expression of y is

2
y = lim arctg (nx).

7T n=<

This function is much used in the Theory of Numbers. We
shall call it signum x and denote it by

y=sgna;.

When w, v = an equation

sgn u = sgn v

simply means that the sign of u is the same as that of v ; while

sgn u = -f 1

is only another way of saying that u is positive etc.

331. For =0 let y = 1.

For z = let y = 0.
"

Its graph is indicated in the -o<

figure.

An analytic expression of y is

= lim
nx

n=oo 1 -j- UX

332. For 3 = 0, 1, 2,
- let y =

For n<#<n-|-l, y = ( l)
n

.

For -(tt + l)<a?<-n, ^ = -(
The graph of i/ is indi-

cated in the figure. ^

An analytic expression of

y is
"^ '

r (1 4- sin 7rx)
n 1 _

v ~ hm }^__!
-^-_. -,

9
(1 + sin

7ra;)
w + 1

positive integer or 0.
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333. Let /(#), #0*0 be two different functions, defined over

51 as (0, -f <x>). The inexperienced reader might well believe that

we cannot form an analytic expression which represents /(#) in

one part of 31, and g(x) for another part. Such an expression is,

however, the following :

= xn

In fact :

for

for

for *=1,

Example.
f(x) = #2

, g(x) = cos 2 irx.

Then _
2/
= z2

,
for >!,

= cos 2 TTO;, for < x< 1.

334. 1. For rational x, let #=#; for irrational x, let # = S,

where a, 6 are constants. This function was introduced by
Dirichlet.

In any little interval, y jumps infinitely often from a to b and

back. It seems highly improbable that such a function should

admit a simple analytic expression ; yet it does.

We havNe already seen that sgn x admits a simple analytic

expression.

Consider now

y = a -f- (b a) lim sgn (sin
2n ! TTX). (1

n=oo

For any rational x, nix finally becomes and remains an integer.

Hence sinnlfrx = for sufficiently large n.

Hence y = a for any rational x.

For an irrational #, nix never becomes an integer. Hence

sin2 ri! THE lies between and 1, excluding end values.

Therefore

sgn (sin
2n I TTX)= 1 ;

and for any irrational a?, y = 6.
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Thus 1) is an analytic expression of Dirichlet's function.

The reader should note that it is utterly impossible to intuition-

ally realize the graph of this function.

2. Similarly, we see that

y =/00 + (#00-/() lim sgn (sin
2
nlirx)

n=s

equals f(x) when x is rational,

and equals #O) when x is irrational.

335. A remarkable function is the following. We shall call it

Cauchy's function, and denote it by C(x), viz.:

_L

<?O) = i*\ for x ^ 0,

= 0, for x = 0.

As a limit, we can write it

(7(X)
= lim

u=0

or 1_

#2+-

Its graph is given in

the figure. Its peculiarity

is its remarkable flatness

near the origin.

Upper and Lower Limits

336. 1. Let/Oi %m) /OO *)e defined over D.

Let a be a limiting point of D ; a and D may be finite or infinite.

Let A = av av be a sequence of points in D whose limit is a,

such, however, that

exists, finite or infinite. There are an infinity of such sequences.
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For all such sequences, let

X = Min L, 1*=. Max L.

These are called respectively the lower and upper limits of

f(xl
zm) at a ; we write

X = lim inf/^j #m) = lim/= lim/,
x=a x=a

fjL
== lim sup/O^ &,) = lim/= lim/.

*=a xa

The lower and upper limits X, /i may be infinite.

2. When dealing with functions of a single variable, we can

have right and left hand upper and lower limits, by considering

only values of x > a, or < a, respectively.

Then _
R lim sup/(a?) = lim sup/(a?) = lim/(a?)

=a z=a-fO x=a+0

all denote the right hand upper limit of /(a?) at a. A similar

notation is employed for the left hand limits.

337. EXAMPLES*

1. y = sin -

-!, limy =4-1.
z=0 x=0

3. 2/= (l+z2
)sin-.

x

a + sin W 5 + sin

See 333.

* The reader will do well to roughly sketch the graph of these functions.
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We find :

forx>l.

y = b + sin -
f for < a;< 1 .

Hence

ar=l

J2 Ijm y = a - 1
;

Hm y = 6 1.
35=1 X=l

338. 1. Let \, /it
6e ^Ae lower and upper limits of f(xl #,) at

= a. Then there exists for each e > a S > 0,

n

a, finite or infinite.

For, in the contrary case there exist sequences A = a^ av
such that

or

2. Obviously we have the following :

Let X, fM be the lower and upper limits of f(x a;m) at a. There

exist two sequences A = av 2, ,
= bv &2, whose limits are a,

such that

3. Since the maximum and minimum of a variable exist, finite

or infinite, we have :

The upper and lower limits of a function always exist finite or

infinite. If _
Hm f = limf = I,
x=a z=a

then



CHAPTER VII

CONTINUITY AND DISCONTINUITY OF FUNCTIONS

Definitions and Elementary Theorems

339. 1. Let /(#!' '^m) be defined over a domain D. Let

a = (#j am) be a proper limiting point of D. If

the function/ is continuous at a. In words : if the limit off at a

is the same as the value of f at a, it is continuous at a.

The reader should observe that a is not only a limiting point of

D, but that it lies in D.

2. The condition 1) may be expressed in the e, S notation, giv-

ing the following definition of continuity : f(x #m) is continuous

at a, if for each e > there exists a 8 > 0, such that

|/(*r
' sm) -/(!- am) |

<, in F8(a).

3. A function which is continuous at all the proper limiting

points of D is said to be continuous in D. We suppose that D
has at least one proper limiting point.

4. Consider the function

/v N _ xy at points differentfrom
x2 + y* the origin.

= 0, at the origin.
We saw, 319, that

Jim /(a?, y)

does not exist. Thus / is not continuous at the origin.
208
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At the same time / considered as a function of x alone, or con-

sidered as a function of y alone, is continuous.

This example illustrates, therefore, the fact that because

f(xl
-"Xm) is a continuous function of each variable separately,

we cannot, therefore, assert that / considered as a function of

x
l

xm is continuous.

340. The following theorems will be found useful in determin-

ing whetherf(xl
-^xm) is continuous at a or not.

From 277, 1 and 317, 1 we have at once :

^x^), a#ro) be continuous at a. Then

-' K*i
y

are continuous at a.

341. From 292 and 317, 2 we have at once :

Let ^i^OVO - "m = *m(*r-'*m)

be continuous at x = a = (a l ). At x = a, let

u
l
= b

l
um =bm .

Let .

y=/0v*v)
be continuous at u; = b (b l

im). Then y considered as a function

of the x's is continuous at x = a.

In a less explicit form, we may state this theorem :

A continuous function of a continuous function is a continuous

function.

342. In order that f(x^^x^ be continuous at a, it is necessary

and sufficient that for each e>0 exists an undeleted vicinity F(a),

such that for any two points x\ x" in it,

This follows at once from 284 and 317, 1.
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Continuity of the Elementary Functions

343. The integral rational functions are everywhere continuous.

^e^
y = xn . n positive integer.

Then, by 299, y is continuous at every point x in SR. Hence, by
340

a
Q
xn + a^" 1 + + an-vc + an

is everywhere continuous. Thus the theorem is proved for one

variable.

Let y = ^Axpxj* xm'>

where the *'s are positive integers or 0.

Each term of y, viz.

t^Ax^.-x^, (1

is continuous at an arbitrary point x. For,

let M
1
= 2?

1% um =xm^.

Then the term t becomes the product

which, considered as a function of the M'S, is continuous, by 340.

On the other hand, each UK is a continuous function of the rr's.

Hence, by 341, ,
considered as a function of the #'s, is continuous

at every point x in 9Jm . Hence #, being a sum of the terms
, is

continuous, by 340.

344. The rational functions are continuous everywhere in their

domain of definition D.

We saw, in 228, that the domain D of

embraces all points of 9?m, except the zeros of the denominator,
which are the poles of y.

By 343, F and Q- are everywhere continuous ; hence, by 340, y
is everywhere continuous, except at the poles of y.
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345. 1 . The circular functions are continuous at every point of

their domain of definition.

From 202, we saw that sin#, cos a;, are defined for all points
of 9? ; while

J
cos a:

tan x =-, cot x = ,

cos x sin x

1 1
sec x =-. cosec x =

cos x sin x

are defined for all points of SR, except for the zeros of the denomi-

nators in the above equations.

From 296, sin x and cos x are everywhere continuous. The rest

of the theorem follows now from 340.

2. The one-valued functions

arc sin #, arc cos #, arc tg a?, arc ctg x

are continuous at every point of their domains of definition.

This follows at once from 294.

346. 1. The exponential functions are everywhere continuous.

This follows at once from 298, 5.

2. The logarithmic functions are everywhere continuous in their

domain of definition.

Let ,

y = Iog6 x.

Then

Hence y is continuous at a point #, if loge x is. But this is con-

tinuous for every x > 0, by 300.

The demonstration also may be given by 294.

Discontinuity

347. If

does not exist ; or if it exists, and is different from /(a), should

/ be defined at a, we say / is discontinuous at a, and a is a point

of discontinuity of f.
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Discontinuities are of two kinds :

Finite discontinuities, when / is limited in

Infinite discontinuities, when/ is unlimited in every F*(a).

348. We consider now in detail some of the ways in which a

function of a single variable f(x) may be discontinuous at a

point a.

Finite Discontinuities

Such a discontinuity is called a removable discontinuity.

Such a function is

B=00 1 _|_ ftx
considered in 331.

2. f(a + 0),/(a 0) exist, but are different.

Such a function is

considered in 330.
y = sgn x,

3. If /(#) is defined at #, and /(#) =/(# + 0), we say / is con-

tinuous on the right, at a.

If/(a) =/(a 0),/*is continuous on the left, at a.

4. Either /(a -f 0), or /(a 0), or both do not exist.

Such a function is ..

x

We considered this function in 266. Here neither /(O + 0) nor /(O 0) exist

Also / is not defined for x = 0.

Infinite Discontinuities

349. 1. As x approaches a from either side, /(#), either mono-

tone increases or mono-

tone decreases.

Ex. 1.

atO.

Ex. 2.

atO.

-l
:

|*!'
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2. As x approaches a, f(x) increases monotone on one side, and

decreases monotone on the other.

Ex. 3.

atO.

Ex. 4.

at I-
2

y = tan a,

3. As # approaches a, y oscillates

infinitely often about a base curve,

belonging to the types defined in 1 or 2. The amplitude of the

oscillations is limited.

Ex. 5. -

x*
xsin-, atx = 0.

x

Here y oscillates about the base curve

and the amplitude of the oscillations converges to as x approaches 0.

1 i
Ex. 6. y = --f sin-,

at x = 0.

Here y oscillates about
1

y = x> (1

and the amplitude of the oscillations remains the same, viz. 1 above the curve 1).

4. The dis6ontinuities considered in the preceding three cases

lim y
are such that either

is infinite, or at least the right and left hand limits at a are infinite

and of opposite signs. Such points of discontinuities of f(x) are

called infinities ; we also say f(x) is infinite at such points.

5. In either or both the right and left

hand vicinities of a, y is unlimited, while the

corresponding (infinite) limits do not exist.

Ex.7.
1 . 1

y - siny x x

Here y oscillates between the two hyperbolas

1

x

The amplitude of the oscillations increases indefi-

nitely as x approaches 0.
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Ex. 8. y = -
-f

- sin x = 0.y x x x

Here y oscillates about the base curve

The amplitude of the oscillations increases indefinitely as x approaches 0.

i

Ex. 9. y - e*.

Here
L lim y = ; E lim y = -f oo.

i
i

Ex. 10. y = e* sin
x

Here L lim y ;
H lim y does not exist.

z=0 z=0

/Some Properties of Continuous Functions

350. 1. If /(#i xfn) is continuous in a limited perfect domain

Z), it is limited in D.

For if/ were not limited,

Max |/|
= -hoc. (1

Then, by 269, there is a point a of D in whose vicinity 1) holds.

This is impossible. For, since /is continuous,

in F(a).

2. The theorem 1 does not need to be true if D is not limited.

EXAMPLE. D -
(0, -f oo), f(x) - x2

.

Here /is continuous in Z), but /is not limited.

3. The theorem 1 does not need to hold if D is not perfect.

EXAMPLE. D = (0*, 1), /(z) = -
x

Here / is continuous in D, but / is not limited.

351. 1. At x=a let /(#! #) be continuous and =0. Then

in F(a),
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For, since / is continuous at a, we have

6>0, S>0, |/(s) -/(a) |

< 6, F,(a).
Hence

/(a) -e </(*)</() + 6.

Since e is arbitrarily small, we can take it so small that

all have the same sign.

2. The theorem 1 gives us :

At x a let /(#! #m) &e continuous and = 0. Z%en /i#r0 exists

a /3>0, weA tAa* .

|/|>p, m F(a).

352. Let /(a?j_ #m) be defined over a domain _Z). By defini-

tion, it is continuous in D when, for each proper limiting point x

lim /OTJ + *! 2^ + Am) = f(x zw),
A=0

the points 2; + h lying in D.

If f(x l + ^ a;m + Am) not only converges to /(a^ xm) in J9,

but converges uniformly, we say/ is uniformly continuous in D.

We have now the very important theorem :

If f(xv
xm ) is continuous in a limited perfect domain D, it is

uniformly continuous in D.

Making use of the notation of 325, we have only to show that

S = Min 8, for D
is >0.

Suppose it were not, i.e. let S = 0. We show that this assump-
tion leads to a contradiction.

For, by 269, there is a point a in 2>, such that in V(a)

This is impossible. In fact, by 342, there exists for each e > 0,

a 8', such that for any pair of points x\ x11 in V#(a)

I<* (2
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Let 8" < JS'. Let now a/ be any point
in Fi().
Then every point xrf in Fi(a/) falls in

F*(a), by 249.

Thus, for any such pair of points a/, a/',

2) holds.

Thus, for no point a/ in F$(a) does S

sink below ", and this contradicts 1).

353. Let f(xl #,) be continuous in the limited perfect domain

D. For each e > there exists a cubical division of D, of norm

& > 0, such that

for any pair of points x'', a?" m arty owe of the cells A info which D
falls.

For, since / is uniformly continuous in D, let cr > be such that

1) holds for any point x" of F
ff(a/). ^e^ now ^ie norm * t^6

cubical division be

Suppose x 1

, x" were a pair of points in some cell A, such that

1) does not hold. Since

, by 244, 8, 9,Dist<V,

x" lies in V
ff(x

r

). But then 1) holds for a/, x". We are thus

led to a contradiction.

354. 1. Let f(xi"*xn^) be continuous in the perfect limited

domain D. Then f takes on its extreme values in D.

Before giving the demonstration, let us illustrate the content of this theorem.

Let

Then, for D,

D = (0*, 1*), and y - x*.

Max y = +1, Miny = 0.

But y does not take on either of these extremes in D. This is due to the fact

that D is not perfect.
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2. Let
> = (0, +00), and y =

1-frc

Max y = 1, Min y = 0.

Thus y takes on its maximum, viz. at x = 0, but does not take on its minimum.

This is due to the fact that D is not limited.

3. Let

and

y = lim

This function is a particular case of that in 333.

for

for

Hence
Min ?/

= 0, Max = 1.

The function takes on its minimum value in D, but not its maximum.
This is due to the discontinuity of y at 1.

355. 1. We give now the demonstration of 354.

Let e be an extreme of f(xl
.rm). Then, by 269, there is a

point a in D such that e is an extreme of / in every Fi(a).

Thus, taking e*>0 small at pleasure, there is at least one point

x1 in any F(V), such that

i/co-<f- a

Since f is continuous at a, there is a S > 0, such that for any x

in F,(a)

|/(*)-/(a)|<|. (2

In 2) set # = #', and add to 1); we get

1/00- '!<*

Hence, by 87, 5,
/()=$.

2. As corollary we have :

j&tf /(>! XM) be continuous and > in the perfect limited

domain D. Then ,,. . A . ,,

Mmf>0, ^nD.
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356. In the interval 21 = (a, ft)
let f(x) be continuous. Let it

have opposite siyns at a and b. Then f vanishes for some point c

within 21.

Let us form a partition (^, B) with the points of 21. The class

A is formed thus. Not only shall

at every point of A, but between a and any point of A shall 1)

hold. In B we throw the other points of 21.

Let c generate this partition. Then in any V(c), f has opposite

signs. But if /(e) were = 0, by 351, we could take so small

that f(x) has only one sign in V8 . This leads to a contradiction.

Hence /(<?)
= 0.

The point c cannot be an end point of 21, for at these points

f ^ by hypothesis.

357. Let f(x) be continuous in 21= (a, ). Let

Maxf(x) = f3 in 21. Then f(x) takes on every value in (a, /3) at

least once, while x passes from a to b.

By 354, f(x) takes on its extreme values in 21. Let, therefore,

To fix the ideas, let < a < /8.

Let a < 7 < ff. Set

#O)=
Then

Hence, by 356, g vanishes at some point in (V, #"). At this

point /< = 7.

358. Let y= f(x) be a continuous univariantfunction in the inter-

val (a, 6). Let a=/(a), )9=/(6). TAerc #A0 inverse function

x~g(y) is a one-valued univariant continuous function in (a, $).

By 214, #(#) is a one-valued univariant function in its domain

of definition E. By 357, E = (a, ). By 294, #(y) is continuous

in (, /8).
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The Branches of Many-valued Functions

359. Let F(X! #m) be a many-valued function in D. We can

form a one-valued function f(xl
#m) over a domain A < D by

assigning to / at each point of A one of the values of F at this

point, according to some law.

A common way to do this is to assign to /such values that it is

continuous in A. In this case we say f(xl
#m ) is a branch of the

many-valued function F.

A point, at which two or more branches meet, may be called a

branch point.

360. Ex. 1. The equation
y'
2 = x

defines a two-valued function of x in the interval (0, 4- GO).

One branch is the one-valued function

the other branch is

(3

The graph of 2) embraces the points in the upper half

of the parabola 1) ;
the graph of 3) is the lower half of

this parabola.

361. Ex. 2. The equation

=

defines a three-valued function of x whose graph is given in Fig. 1.

y

FIG. 1.

Still preserving the continuity, we can define the branches of y in several ways,

according to the path we take on leaving O.
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In any case, however, we must stop at the points A, -B, at which the ordinate is

tangent to the curve. For, if we passed beyond these points, we would no longer

have a one-valued function.

. In Figs. 2, 3, 4 we illustrate various ways of choosing a branch. ,

Fio. 4.

FIG. 2. FIG. 3.

Notion of a Curve

362. 1. In elementary mathematics one meets with a great

variety of curves. Their equations may be expressed, confining

ourselves for the moment to the plane, in one of the three forms

(1

(2

(3

When the curve is given by 1) or 2), it is said to be defined

explicitly ; when given by 3), it is said to be defined implicitly.

We observe that 1) is a special case of 2). For we have only
to write

X = U, # = i|r(V),
to reduce 1) to 2).

When the curve is given by 2), it is said to be expressed in para-
metricform.
We note that 1) is also a special case of 3). For we have only

to set

-y -/(*),

to bring 1) to the form 3).
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2. It is customarily thought that the notion of a curve is a

very simple one ; but we shall see that this is not so. On the

contrary, it is a very obscure and complex notion. Reserving the

discussion of the notion of a curve in general until later, it is well

to give a preliminary definition.

Let $(u), ^00 be continuous one-valued functions of u for an

interval 31 = (#, 6), finite or infinite.

Set

Let u range over 31. The points P whose coordinates are x, y
will form a point aggregate which we call a curve. The point x, y
is the image of the point u.

Ex. 1. Let 0(w)= w, ^(M)= w2
. The curve so defined is a parabola whose

axis is the y-axis.

Ex. 2. Let (u) = a cos w, \j/(u)=b sin u. The curve so defined is an ellipse.

Still more generally an aggregate of a finite number of curves

may be called a curve 0.

Each one of the individual curves which enter in may be

called an arc or part of 0.

If a curve or a piece of a curve is such that y is a one-valued

monotone function of x, we shall say the curve or the piece of it is

monotone. In the same .way we shall extend the terms monotone,

increasing, univariant, etc., to curves or arcs of curves.

3. Let u range from a to b. If to two different points ur

,
uu

of 21 = (a, 6) corresponds the same point P(x, t/), this point P
will be called a multiple point of 0.

Let the coordinates xy take on the same pair of values at the end

points of 21 = (a, 6). Then C is called a closed curve. If C has

no multiple points in (a, J*), we shall say is a closed curve with-

out multiple points.

4. The extension of these notions to /i-dimensional space, by

setting , ^ s ^
*1
= 4>1<, -Zn=</>nO),

is too obvious to need comment,



CHAPTER VIII

DIFFERENTIATION

FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE

Definitions

363. Let yf(x) be defined over a domain D for which a is a

proper limiting point. The quotient

x a

is called the difference quotient at a.

If we set x = a + h, we have also

Let A?/

7? (3

exist, finite or infinite. Then rj is called the differential coefficient

of f(x) at a, and is denoted by

/'OO*

Let A be the aggregate of points in D for which y is finite or

infinite. The corresponding values of 77 define a function of x,

called the derivative of /(#), more specifically, the first derivative

of /(#). It is represented variously by

/'(*), D,/(*), |, |. (4

222
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The function f'(x) is said to be obtained from f(x) by the

process of differentiation. A function which admits a derivative

is said to be differentiate.

Since f(x) may be infinite, the reader will observe that its

values lie in 9t Of. 276.

364. In the same way, the right and left hand limits at x = a,

give rise to right and left hand differential coefficients at a. These

we denote by

These in turn give rise to right and left hand derivatives^ which

we may denote, prefixing R and L before the symbols, 4) in 363.

When speaking of differential coefficients and derivatives in the

future, we shall mean those defined in 363, unless the contrary is

expressly stated.

However, much that we prove for /'(#) and /'(#) may be

applied at once to the corresponding unilateral differential coeffi-

cients and derivatives.

Geometric Interpretations

365. Let P and R be the points on the graph of

corresponding to x=a and x=

Fig. 1.

Then

If the secant PR makes the angle
with the #-axis,

JK/

U

W

FIG. 1.

That is : the difference quotient is the tangent of the angle that the

secant makes with the x-axis.
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Suppose now y is continuous in a little interval about x = a ; if

the secant PR approaches a limiting position PU, as R approaches
the fixed point P from either side, we say PU is the tangent to the

curve at P.

Evidently, if f(a) is finite,

f(a) = lim -~- = lim tan < = tan a,
L\X

where a is the angle that the tangent line makes with the #-axis.

If /'(#)= 00, the tangent line is parallel to the y-axis.

/(a;- +00

V

FIG. 2. Fia. 3.

Such cases are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The point P is a point of inflection with vertical tangent.

For an example of such a function, see 388, 5.

366. 1. When the differential coefficient at a does not exist,

finite or infinite, the right and left differential coefficients may.

They are then different.

If both are finite, we have a case illustrated by Fig. 1.

Such a function is ,

e*-f 1

0, for x = 0. FIG. 1.

Here

If one is finite and the other infinite, we have

a case illustrated by Fig. 2.

The points P in Figs. 1, 2 are called angular

points. FIG . 2.
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2. When both differential coefficients are infinite, but of op-

posite signs, we have a case illustrated by Figs. 3, 4.

FIG. 3. FIG. 4.

Here P is a cusp with vertical tangent.

See 388, 3 for an example of such a function.

3. In Case 1 the curve has not one but two tangents at JP; viz.

a right and a left hand tangent. Case 2 may be considered as a

special or limiting case of 1. The curve has a tangent at P.

In both cases the direction of motion along the curve changes

abruptly.

When we say "a curve has at every point a tangent," we

exclude Case 1.

Non-existence of the Differential Coefficient

367. 1. We consider now some examples of continuous func-

tions for which the differential coefficient on either side of certain

points does not exist.

Let

= 0,

. 7T

)
= x sin ,

X

for x = 0.

for x & ;

The graph F of y is given in the adjoining

figure.

Evidently F oscillates between the two "~7

lines

with increasing rapidity as x approaches 0.
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For #T(), y is evidently continuous.

For x = 0, y is also continuous, since

lim x sin = 0.
=o X

At the origin the secant line OP oscillates between the two
lines 1), and obviously does not approach any fixed position as P
approaches from either side. Thus F has no tangent at all at 0.

This result is verified at once analytically.

For,

t^sin-f, at*=0;Ax Ax

7T
and as Ax == 0, sin -r~ oscillates infinitely often between 1.

2. For use later, let us find for x =
ax n

We have, setting Ax<= A,

-- =
jt

~
-f h jsin :=

n

-\- nh .

sin
n/i 1 4- nA

But

sn

Hence, setting

1 + wA

sinw

and thus A
r Ay ^ Nw sinw
lim -r^- = ( I)

nw7r Inn-
***Ax ^ '

**o u

= -(-l)n
n7r, by 301.
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368. Let y=f(x) = x2 $in~,
x

= 0, 3 = 0.

Evidently y is everywhere continuous

even at 0.

The graph F of y oscillates between the

two parabolas

with increasing rapidity as x approaches 0.

As P approaches 0, the secant OP oscillates between narrower

and narrower limits, which limits converge on both sides toward

the #-axis. Evidently,

and F has a tangent at 0, viz. the axis of x.

This result is verified analytically at once.

For,
-~ = -r at 0,

and
lim Aajsin-r = 0.

369. Let ^ = 0, 1, J, ,
...

For x not in A, let y ~f(x) = x sin sin
X . 7T

sin
x

For x in A, let y = 0.

Here y is everywhere continuous, even at the points of A.

Let be the graph of y, and F the graph of

= x sin
TT

considered in 367.

In Fig. 1, the full curve represents an arc ,

of F for an interval In = (#n ,
6n ), aw = -,

1
' n-1
symmetrical to F.

The dotted curve, call it F', is

Fia. 1.
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We observe now that y is obtained by multiplying the ordinate

yl
of F by the factor

: sm-
7T

. 7T
sm

X

As x approaches an end point of In,

\

X

Hence #2
oscillates infinitely often between 1. The effect of

the factor y2 in y = y^2
is thus to bend F in In an

infinite number of times, so that the resulting curve,

a portion of C, lies between F and F'.

This is represented in Fig. 2, where the light and

dotted curves are F and F;

, and the heavy curve is 0.

At one of the points of A, as an , the secant anP
oscillates with increasing rapidity as P approaches
an from either side.

Since ,

~p=
- (- l)

w
mr, by 367, 2,

the tangents to F and F' are not the #-axis. Hence

the limits of oscillation of the secant do not converge
to 0, and hence the secant anP does not converge FIG. 2.

to some fixed position as x approaches an .

Thus y has no differential coefficient at any point of A^ and its

graph C has at these points no tangent.
Since is the limiting point of A^ there are an infinity of these

singular points in the vicinity of the origin.

7T 7T

370. Let -4 = 0, 1, 2,

For x not in A, let y =/(#) = x2 sin sin

For x in A, let y = 0.
sin ~

The reasoning of 369 may be applied here. The graph of y
oscillates between the two curves

7T= sn

discussed in 368.
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There is no tangent at the points 1, 2, while at the origin
there is a tangent, viz. the #-axis.

The graph of y presents therefore this peculiarity :" in the

vicinity of the origin there are an infinity of points at which

has no tangents ; yet at the origin itself O has a tangent.

371. In 369 and 370, the aggregate A is of the first order, by
263, 2.

It is easy by the process of iteration to form continuous func-

tions which have no differential coefficient over an aggregate -A,

of order m.

Let 6(x) = sin^ ' x
and

y = xB(x)
(2)

< 6(m+(x).

This expression does not define y at points involving division

by zero. At these points, call their aggregate A, we set y = 0.

It is easy to show that y is everywhere continuous and that it has

neither right nor left hand differential coefficients at any point of

A. The aggregate is of order m. See 259, 260,

Fundamental Formulae of Differentiation

372. As many American and English works on the calculus

derive these formula) in an incorrect or incomplete manner, we
shall deduce some of them here. We shall, at the same time,

prove them under conditions slightly more general than usual.

As domain of definition D of our functions t/, u, v, we take

any aggregate having proper limiting points. The domain of

definition A of their derivatives will embrace, at most, the proper

limiting points of D.

It is convenient to represent

), by y, u, etc.,

and , ,... by/, ',
... etc.

ax ax
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373. We begin by proving :

If the differential coefficientf'(a) is finite, f(x) is continuous at a.

For, since

we have, for each 6 > 0, a B > 0, such that, if
| A| < 8,

Hence

/(a + A) =/(a) + h(f' (a) -f e').

Therefore,

lim/(a + h~) =/(),
A=0

which states that/ is continuous at a.

374. /f y is constant in D, y
1 = 0.

For

for any point of D.

375. Let y = uv. Let u' , vf be finite in A. Then y'
= u1

v'

in A.

For A^ __ Aw Av .-

A^: A^ Ao;

Since wf

, v' exist and are finite, we can apply 277, 2, to 1).

378. Let y = uv. Let uf

,
v

f

be finite in A.

Then, in A,

y
f =uv' + vu'. (1

For _
Ay __uv uv __ (ti 4- Au)(y 4- Ay) tw

A# Ax Ax

|

Ax Ax Ax
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By 373, _
lim u s= u.

By hypothesis,

lim^Uu', lim^ = t/.
Az Arc

Hence, passing to the limit in 2), we get 1).

377. 1. Let y = - -# w', t/ be finite and v=0, w A. 2%0w

/
tw' uv f

. A , .,

y'
=-

j
- ^/^ A. (1

For A# _ vA^ ^Ai>
___

1 At* _ w 1 Av .9
Ail? vvAa? v A^ v t) Aa;

By 373,
lim v = v.

By hypothesis,

Passing now to the limit in 2), we get 1).

We observe, by 351, that ^=^0 for Az sufficiently small, since v

is continuous and =0 at #. It is therefore permissible to divide

by v, as in 2).

2. Criticism. Some writers derive 1) as follows. From

u
il =y

v

they get
yv = u.

They now apply 376, which gives

u' = yv'+vy', (3
which, solved, gives 1).

This method is incorrect. For to get 3), by using 376, we
must impose the condition that y

1 exists and is finite. But noth-

ing in this form of demonstration shows the existence of y
1

. The
method then shows only this : on the assumption that y' exists,

its value is given by 1). But this assumption of existence makes
the demonstration worthless.
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3. Many writers of elementary mathematical text-books are not

alive to the fact that a demonstration, which involves an assump-
tion of the existence of certain quantities or forms, renders the

demonstration invalid. This error of reasoning is extremely com-

mon in the calculus. Because determinate results are obtained by
such reasoning, it is allowed to pass as conclusive.

To show how fallacious this style of reasoning is, let us assume

that we can write *

1

2-4
= a sin x 4- b cos x.

Granting this, it is easy to determine a and b. In fact, setting

x = 0, we get
4

J.

Setting x = , we get
4

a=
IT8 -16

Hence
1 4.1

Ii
-

7
=

Za
-

Tt sm x ~~
A
cos *'

ar 4 TT lb 4

a perfectly determinate result; but also a perfectly false result.

In fact, the right side of 4) is a periodic function, while the left

side is not.

The reader should therefore not begrudge the pains it is some-

times necessary to take, to prove an existence theorem. He should

also notice that by modifying the form of proof it is sometimes

possible to avoid assuming the existence of certain things which

enter the demonstration. Witness the demonstrations just given
of 1) in 1, 2.

378. 'Let y =/O), and x = g(f). Let #'() = be finite in T.

Let X be the image of T. If^-^fO) is finite in X,
ax

.

dt dx
'

dt
^

* In treating the decomposition of a rational function into partial fractions, it is often

assumed, without any justification, that the decomposition in the form desired is possible.
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Before proving this theorem, we wish to illustrate two cases

which may occur.

Ex. 1. Let x t sin 2 rrnrt. The period of sin 2 vmrt considered as a function of

t is By taking m very large but fixed, x will oscillate a great many times near
771

the origin. Where the graph cuts the -axis, i.e. when

A . . 1 ,1,3A=r , , ,2m m 2 77i

we have Ax = 0.

But however large m is taken, we can determine a 5 > 0, such that Ax ^= 0, in

F5*(0). In fact, we have only to take 5 < .

2 771

What we have shown for t = is true for any other point t. That is, we can

always choose 3 sufficiently small so that in V&*(), Ax shall not =0.

Ex. 2. x - P sin -, for t =
;

t

= 0, for=0.

The graph of this function we considered in 368. For any point t = we can

determine a 8 such that in F5*(), Ax does not vanish. Not so at = 0. Here,
however small 5 > is taken, x oscillates infinitely often in F$*(0) ;

and thus for an

infinity of points in Fg*(0), Ax = 0.

We can, however, throw the points of Fg#(0) in two sets. In one, call it To, we

put the points for which Ax = 0. Then

Fo = l
771 m -f 1

In the other set, call it Fi, we put all the other points of F*. We can now show
for the function y =f(x) in the above theorem, that 1) is true for each one of these

sets of points, and therefore true for both together.

379. We give now the proof of 378.

Let t be any point in T] let x be the corresponding point in X.
Let A#, A^ be the increments of x, y, corresponding to the incre-

ment A of t.

Case 1. There exists a V*(f), in which

The identity
Ay_Ay A^
A
"
Az

"

A*

does not involve a division by 0, as A# = 0.
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dx
Since -r =ff

f

(t') is finite at t, A# = when A=0. Hence, by
292,

dt

Um*-lim^-^.A=O A# A*=O A# dx

Thus,
Ay Ay v A#

lim -r^- = lim -~ lim -r ,

A*=O A Ax=fl A# AM) A
and

ty-fy. _?, (2
df cfo c?^

which proves the theorem for this case.

Case 2. A# = for some point in every

Let V
Q
be the points of V*(t), for which Aa: = 0.

Let T^ be the remaining points of V*(f).
If we show

T Ay . rfy Ao; /Q
lim-^, and '-lim-r--, (oAr dx A

have one and the same value for every sequence of points whose

limit is , we have proved 2) for this case.

Let A be any sequence in F . Then

lim = 0,
*

(4
A A v

since A# = for every point in A.

As ~- is finite at #,

On the other hand,

rfy , . Ax A-'- Inn - = 0.

lim-O.

For, Aa; being for every point of A^ y=f(x) receives no

increment, and hence Ay = in A.

Thus, for every sequence A, the two limits in 3) have the same

value, viz. 0.
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Let now B be any sequence in V^ which =. Let the image
of the points B be the points (7, on the #-axis.

Then, by 292,

lim y
- = lim

-j~
lim ~

dll ,. Ax sr= -~ Inn - . (5
ax B At

Thus the two limits of 3) are the same for each sequence B.

It remains to show that one is 0. Now, by 4),

lim = lim =
;

B A A A
since, by hypothesis,

lim^
=

for any sequence whose limit is the point t.

Hence the right side of 5) is 0.

Thus the two limits 3) have the value for every sequence A
or B. These limits therefore have the value for any sequence,
whether its points all lie in V

Q,
or in Vv or partly in V

Q
and partly

in Vr

380. The demonstration, as ordinarily given, rests on the

The theorem is, therefore, only established for functions x=g(f),
which fall under Case 1.

If one wishes to give a correct but elementary demonstration,

it would suffice to restrict g() to have only a finite number of

oscillations in an interval 7, and have at each point of T a finite

differential coefficient. In an elementary text-book on the cal-

culus it is not advisable to consider functions with an infinite

number of oscillations.

381. Let y =/(#) be univariant and continuous. Let x-ff(y^) be

it8 inverse function. Letf (x) be finite or infinite in A. Let JS be

the image of A. Let x and y be corresponding points in A and E.
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Iff'(x) is finite and ^0, then #'(#)=

7f/'(z)= 0, then /(#) =
{ _^

*

Iff (x) is infinite, y(y) = 0.

*// l* ^creasing.
>. - . ,

t// w decreasing.

Since / is univariant, Ay and therefore also -~ are = 0.

Hence the relation A ^

(1

does not involve for any point a division by 0.

Since y is continuous, Ay = when A# = 0.

We have therefore only to apply 292 in passing to the limit

in 1).

382. The geometric interpretation of 381 is very simple in the

following case :

Let y = f(x} be a continuous increasing function in (a, 6),

The inverse function x=g(y) is increasing and continuous in

(,). See Fig.

The graph of f(x) and ^(y) is the same curve C. At Pv Pa

we have points of inflection.

If PT is the tangent at P,

dx

'dy
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Since

--
tan

<f>

dx 1
or =

dy dy
dx

The consideration of the tangents at Pv P2 illustrates the

theorem for the other cases.

383. We apply the preceding general theorems to find the

derivatives of some of the elementary functions, choosing those

whose demonstration is often given incorrectly.

Dxa
x = ax log a. a > 0, x arbitrary. (1

For, let
</
= *

Then

^=* I- (2A# Az v

But, by 311,
a.x_ l

lim --- = log a.
Arc

&

Passing to the limit in 2), we get 1).

When a = e, 1) becomes

Dxe
x = ex. (3

384. 1. Dx \ogx = -. x>0. (1x

Let
y = log x.

Then x~ ev.

But ,

^ = ^ = 0;. (2
dy

^

From 2) we get, by 381, ,
^

dx~~ x
which is 1).
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2. We can get 1) directly as follows :

Ay __ logpr + As) log x
__

g
\ x )

~~ ""

<3

But, by 310 and 292,

lim \ = l. (4

Hence, passing to the limit in 3), we get 1) again.

From 1) we can prove again

Dxe
x = e*. (5

For, from
__ x

we have .

x = log y.

Hence, by 1),

dy y

Using 381, we have
dy

which is 5).

385. 1. Criticism. In either of the preceding ways of getting

Dxe
x and Z^logz,

we need the limit
l

lim (1 -f w) = e. (1
w=0

Some writers only prove 1) when u runs over the sequence

Others prove 1) only for a right hand limit. As, however, Az

may have any positive or negative values as it converges to 0, the

limit 1) must be established without any restriction.
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2. If the method of 384, 2 is used to get Dx logx^ we must not

only prove 1), but we must show that

i_
i

lim log (1 + w> = log lim (1 4- w)
u

-

=0 tt=0

This is rarely done.

3. A third method is to employ the Binomial Theorem, which

is taken from algebra.

The rigorous demonstration of this theorem for any ease, besides

that of integral positive exponents, is far beyond the limits of the

ordinary high school or college algebra. Moreover, the demon-

strations usually given are incorrect. The employment of the

Binomial Theorem to find the above derivatives is therefore open
to the most serious criticism.

386. 1. The differentiation of the direct circular functions pre-

sents nothing of note ; let us therefore turn at once to the inverse

circular functions.

We take . ,.,

y = arc sm x (1

as an example. The notation indicates that we have taken the

principal branch of arc sin #, [223]. Then

(2
^ - ^

From 1) we have

Hence

(3

The radical has the positive sign, as cosy is not negative for

the values 2).

Hence, by 381,

-^ = Dx arc sin x = \x\^ 1.
dx

* V:T^
= 4- for #= 1.

2. Criticism. In many books the branch of arc sin x which is

taken is not specified. Consequently, the sign of the radical in

3) is not specified. For some branches the negative sign should

be taken.
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387. 1. Djr^iix*-
1
. x>Q, n arbitrary. (1

Let
y = x*.

Then
y = ^ log:F

. (2

Let

Then

But

and ^= e ,
*f=&

rfw
'

dx x

Hence ,.

2. Criticism. Some writers rest the demonstration on

and are thus open to the criticism of 385, 2. Others proceed thus.

From 2) we have

Differentiating both sides, we get

=
y dx x

from which we get 1) at once. This method rests on the assump-

-3-ax
tion that -3- exists, and so is open to the criticism of 377, 2.

EXAMPLES

388. 1. y = a + &-v^ =/(*) J>0.

For x> 0, we can apply 387, getting, since here p = },

-

v
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. 2. For #<0, the formula of 387 is inapplicable, since it rests

on the essential hypothesis that #>0. We can, however, adopt a

method applicable to any x = 0.

Then y = a -f- bu*.

For all x in 9t which are = 0, u is > 0.

Applying 387, we have

du 3

On the other hand, by 378,

dy_ _ ty du

dx du dx

since

^ = 2a:
da;

is finite.

Hence

3. When ^ = 0, even this method fails, as u must be > 0, in order

to apply 387. In order to calculate the differential coefficient at

this point, we must start from its definition.

We have, setting h = A#,

,

&x~ h A

Here, when A# = 0,

R ILn -r^ = + oo, L lim -^ = -oo.

The graph of /(#) has thus a vertical cusp at the origin, as in

Fig. 1.
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4. In order to get

some readers may be tempted to take the right and left hand

limits of the expression 1) for x = 0. In the present case we would

get the correct result. In general, if the expression for f f

(x)

assumes an indeterminate form for a particular value of #, say
x = a, the reader must avoid the temptation to conclude that

This is only true when /' (x) is continuous at a.

Ex. 1. /(z)=xsini, =0;
x

= 0, x = 0.

Here/'(0) does not exist by 367, while,

/'()= sin --icos-.xx x

Thus lim/'(z)
*=o

also does not exist.

i

Ex. 2. f(x) = x2 sin -,

= 0, s = 0.

Here

/'(0)=0, by 368,

while, for oj^rO,

/'(x)=2xsin!-cosl.
X X

Thus

does not exist.

5. Let

We find readily that

i

The graph is given in Fig. 2. FIG. 2.
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389. 1. Let log x =1^, log log x = l^p,

log log log x = l%x, etc.

Since log u is defined only for u > 0, we shall suppose that x

is taken sufficiently large so that lmx has a meaning.
We prove now

* m ^
'

1 ~7 ~ 1 1' ^ ^
JL>

For, first, let

y = l^x
= log log X.

Set

u = log x.

Then

y = log U.

Hence

dy__dy du_l 1 _ 1 1 _ 7) ; xo
*

X/^.C-o*'* I A
ax du ax u x x log x

Next, let

Set

Then
y = log u.

Hence

dy ^ dy du

dx
~~
du dx

By 2),

dx x log x

Hence
eft/ 1 1 1

dx u zlogz

By induction, we now establish 1) readily.

2. In a similar manner we establish

(3^
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From 1), 3) we have two formulae to be used later :

*>^T=ra
= --

i"

1 --''
_v ' l x a x a

and

/
~~~ Ct )

a

In 4), 5) we suppose a;>a, such that the quantities entering
them are defined.

Differentials and Infinitesimals

390. 1. Since

we have for each e>0, a S>0, such that in

^-A.) <-.

or

|Ay-/'
or

Ay^/C^A^ + e'Aas, (1
where

Kl<*
We call

/()Aa?

^Ae differential off(x)^ and denote it by

dy or d/O).

The relation 1) shows that Ay is made up of two parts, viz.

dy and e'Az.

The ratio of these two parts is
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Asf(x) is fixed, for fixed x, and e' can be made numerically
as small as we please, by taking 8 sufficiently small, we see that

the part e'Az is very small, compared with dy for all points x+kx
in F"a*. Thus, in the immediate vicinity of a?, the principal part
of Ay is dy.

Differentials owe their importance to this fact.

2. To make the notation homogeneous, it is customary to replace
Ax by another symbol, dx, in the expression for dy. We have then

dyf'(x)dx.

391. The notion of a differential may be illustrated as follows :

Let the graph of f(x) be that in the

figure.

Let PR be the tangent at P\ and

Then n 7
Qli =

The reader will see, if dy^O, that as

Q approaches P, QR becomes smaller and smaller as compared
with RS=dy. This is illustrated by comparing this ratio at Q
and at Q'.

We see dy RS approximates more and more closely to Ay as

Q approaches P.

392. A variable whose limit is is called an infinitesimal.

When employing differentials, we suppose that the increment

given to the independent variable A# = dx can be taken as small,

numerically, as we choose. It is thus an infinitesimal. Then

both Ay and dy are also infinitesimals.

In the limits considered in 301-304, 310-312, the numerators

and denominators furnish examples of infinitesimals.

Also the lengths of the intervals considered in 127, 2, are infini-

tesimals.

Many other examples of infinitesimals are to be found in the

preceding pages, and many more will occur in the following.
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The Law of the Mean

393. One of the pillars which support the modern rigorous

development of the calculus is the Law of the Mean. It rests on

Holies Theorem. Let f(x) be continuous in 31 = (a, J), and

/(a)=/(i). Let f (x) be finite or infinite within 21. Then there

exists a point c within 21, for which

/(6*)=0. a<c<b.

Since /(#) is continuous in 21, it is limited, by 350. Its ex-

tremes are therefore finite. If f is not constant, one of these

extremes is different from the end values.

To fix the ideas, let Max/= /A be different from the end values.

By 354, there is a point c within 21 such that

/O) = M;

while for all points c 4- h of 21, h > 0,

/(e + A)-/00<0, /O-A)-/<V)<0.
Hence

(2
fl

According to 1),

according to 2),

/'<#><>

Those together require that

/'Oo = o.

In case /(V) is a constant iu 21, the theorem is obviously true.

394. 1. The geometric interpre-

tation of Rollers theorem is the

following :

Let the graph of /(#) be a con-

tinuous curve having everywhere
a tangent, except possibly at the
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end points A, J9, which are at the same height above or below the

#-axis. Then at some point the tangent is parallel to the #-axis.

Since/' (x) may be infinite, the graph may have points of inflec-

tion with vertical tangents, as at P.

2. Let A, B be two points at the same height above the #-axis.

The reader will feel the truth of Rollers theorem for simple cases

if he tries to draw a continuous curve F through A, jB, whose

tangent is not parallel to the #-axis. T should, of course, have no

vertical cusp or angular point. We say for simple cases, because

we cannot draw a curve with an infinite number of oscillations or

a curve which does not have a tangent at A or B. Yet neither of

these cases need to be excluded in Kolle's theorem.

395. If /'(#) does not exist for some point within 21, the theorem

394 is not necessarily true, as Fig. 1 shows. (See 366. )

a

FIG. 2.

If /'(#) is not continuous in 21, the theorem does not need to be

true, as Fig. 2 shows.

396. 1. Criticism. Many demonstrations are rendered invalid

because they rest on the assumption :

1. In passing from a to 6, the function must first increase and

then decrease, or first decrease and then increase ;

or on the assumption :

2. There must be at least one point between a, b where the

function ceases to increase and begins to decrease, or conversely.

Either of these assumptions is true if we use functions having

only a finite number of oscillations in 21.

In case the function has an infinite number of oscillations in 21,

neither of the above assumptions need be true.
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The function of Ex. 2, 378, where 21 = (0, 1), illustrates the

untruth of 1.

We shall later exhibit functions which oscillate infinitely often

in any little interval of 91 and yet have a derivative in 21. Such

functions show that 2 is not always correct.

2. The demonstration given in 393 is extremely simple. It

rests, however, on the property that a continuous function takes

on its extreme values in an interval (a, 6). In an elementary
treatise this fact might be admitted without proof, since it seems

so obvious.

397. 1. Law of the Mean. Let f(x) be continuous in 21 = (a, i),

and letf(x) be finite or infinite, within 21.

Then, for some point a < c < 6,

-/oo= (*
-

Consider the auxiliary function

<7O) =/(*) -/(*)~~
Evidently

Also at those points, at whichf(x) is finite,

a)
; (2

while at the other points of 21, g'(jx) is infinite. Thus g(x) is

continuous in 21, and g'(x) is finite or infinite within 21. Hence,
for some point a< c < 6,

#'<V)=0, by 393. (3

Setting x = c in 2), and using 3), we get

which is 1).
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2. The relation 1) is commonly written as follows :

Set b a == h ;

then, since c lies within (a, 6),

c = a + dh. 0<0<1.
Thus 1) gives

/(a + Ji) =/(a) -f hf (a + 0A).

3. The reader should observe that although f (x) may be

infinite within 31, the point c in 1) is such that/' (6?) is finite.

398. The following is the geometric interpretation of the Law
of the Mean. Let AGE be the graph of /(#) in 21. Let the chord

AE make the angle 6 witli the re-axis. Then

Also by 397, 4),

That is : at some point c within the

interval (a, 6) the tangent is parallel to the chord AS.

399. When either of the conditions that enter the Law of the

Mean are violated, the point c may not exist. This is illustrated

by the following.

FIG. 1. Fio. 2. FIG. 3.

1. f(x) is not continuous in (a, 6). Fig. 1.

2. The differential coefficient does not exist at some point within

(a, 6). Figs. 2, 3.
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400. We give now some elementary applications of the Law of

the Mean.

1. Let f(x) be continuous in 21 = (, 6); and let its derivative

f'(x) = X, a constant, within 21- Then

Let x > a be a point of 21. The function /(#) satisfies the con-

ditions of the Law of the Mean in 33 = (a, x).

Hence, by 397,

/(*0=/(a) + (*-*)/ 00- CL<C<X. (2

Since by hypothesis,

/'(<0 = x,

we get 1) from 2), on setting

Since, by hypothesis, f(x) is continuous, the formula 1) is also

true for x = a.

2. As a corollary of 1 we have :

Let f(x) be continuous in 21 = (a, J) and let its derivative be

within 81. J%ew /(#) ^s a constant in 21.

3. Let f(x), g(x) be continuous in the interval 21, and let f (x)
= g

}

(x) within 21- Then, being some constant,

f(.x)=g(x)+C, in 31. (3
For

*(*)-/(*) -000

satisfies the conditions of 2. Hence

401. Let f(x) be continuous in 21 = (a, i), wAi70 ff

(x) is finite or

infinite within 21. Letf'(x), when not 0, have one sign a*. Then f
is monotone increasing in ^ if a is positive; monotone decreasing, if

a- is negative.

Let a<x* <x" <b.
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By the Law of the Mean,

- xf <c<x".

As x'
1

x' >0, and /'(<?) has the sign a-, when not 0,

/(X') ^>/(X) if
"

ig positive ;

/(X')</0*O> ^ ^ is negative.

402. Criticism. Some writers state that f(x) is increasing when

f (x) is positive, and conversely when f(x) is increasing /'(#) is

positive.

The second statement is not true, as the figure shows. P is a

point of inflection, with a tangent parallel to the re-axis.

The error in the reasoning is instructive. By definition, iff(x)
is increasing,

A^

is positive. It is now inferred that therefore

is positive. All one can strictly infer is that

The function f \

illustrates this, at the point x = 0. See Fig.
a b

403. Let f(x) be continuous in 21 = (a, ), and f (x) finite or

infinite within 21. f (x) shall not vanish for all the points of any
subinterval 35 = (, ft) of 21. When not 0, letf(x) have always one

sign a- in 21. Thenf(x) is an increasing or a decreasing function

in 21, according as a- is positive or negative.

To fix the ideas, let a be positive.

Let a<xf <x"<b.

By the Law of the Mean,
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As x" x1 > 0, andf (<?)^ 0, we have

i.e.,f(x) is monotone increasing in 91. To show it is constantly

increasing in 91, suppose

Then/(V) must =/() for all points in $8 = (, /8), since it is a

monotone increasing function.

Since f(x) is a constant in 33, /' (V) = in 33, which contradicts

the hypothesis.

404. Let fr

(x) be continuous in the interval 91. Then the differ-

ce quotient
zL converges unifor

For, by the Law of the Mean,

ence quotient
zL converges uniformly to f* (x) in 91.

But/'(z) being continuous in 91, is uniformly continuous by
352. Hence

lim/' (x + GK) =/' (x) . uniformly.
*=o

Hence, by 1), ,. At/ /,/, x ./. 7 . Ay' J J lim - ~f(x). uniformly in 91.

Derivatives of Higher Order

405. The first derivative of /'(a?) is called the second derivative

of f(x), and is denoted by

Evidently,

/"GO, A2
/0), g-

A=O A

this limit being finite or infinite.
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In this way we may continue to form third, fourth, and

derivatives of any order.

Derivatives of order n are denoted by

406. We add the following formulae, which will be used later.

They are easily verified :

+ xY = A* /A
- 1 -

/A
- n + 1 (l+xy~. 1 +z>0. (2

= *. (3

2sins = sinf +A (4

cos a; == cos
^- + x\ (5

407. Let y = wv, where w, v have derivatives of any desired

order. The following relation is known as Leibnitz 8 formula.

where n

We prove it by complete induction; i.e. we assume it true for

n and prove it is true for n 4- 1. For n = 1, 2 it is obviously true.

Differentiating 1), we get

(2
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Now, by 96,

This in 2), gives

y
(n+l) _ M(+l)v +A1 +

^ M0.y + /^ + ^ u (n-l)v
n + . . .

which is 1), when we replace in it n by n + 1.

408. 1. Let us apply Leibnitz's formula to find the derivatives

of

y =/O) = tan x.

We have
1 = sec2 a:,

y" = 2 sec2z tan # =
Now

This gives

+ 4y"y + 3y"
2
)i etc.

2. Another way is the following, which will lead us to a formula

that we shall need later.

We have

y cos x = sin x ;

or setting,
u = sin x, z = cos a,

Now by Leibnitz's formula,

-V
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Also, by 406, 4), 5),

Hence 1) gives

This gives the recursion formula,

.

sin # rf)

Setting a; = in 2), we get

- - = sin . (3

Taylor s Development in Finite Form

409. 1. Using derivatives of higher order, we can generalize

the Law of the Mean as follows :

In the interval 81 = (a, J), fe /() awe? As /r^ n - 1 derivatives

be continuous. Let f(n
\x) be finite or infinite within 21. Then for

any x in 91,

< (7< a;.
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As in 397, we introduce an auxiliary function

2!
" v '

\n

i, (2

where A is independent of w. This function is obviously a con-

tinuous function of u in 31 for any x in 21. Differentiating with

respect to u, we get, observing terms cancel in pairs,

(3

for any M within 21.

Thus the derivative of #(w) is finite within 21.

To apply Rolle's theorem to g(u)^ with reference to the interval

33 = (a, #), it is only necessary to determine A in 2) so that

g(a) = g(x).
But obviously

<?O)=o.

We therefore suppose J. so chosen that

=/(*) -/() - (x - )/'() - .

-^-^- 1"^ (4

Then by Rolle's theorem, there is a point 0<tf<a?, such that

g> (0 = 0.

This in 3) gives

^j/>(C)-^l = 0. (5

As (?=^=a;, the first factor in 5) is not 0. Hence the parenthesis

is 0, which gives

f\c)=A.

Putting this value of A in 4), we have 1).
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2. The formula 1) is called Taylor"9 development off(x) infinite

form.
It may also be written as follows :

c = a + 0h. < < 1.

Then 1) becomes

n 1 ! n !

a H- A, m 31.

(6

410. 1. Letf(x) and its first n \ derivatives I? continuous in

the interval $ = (a
-

J5T, a + fl"), whilef(n\x} is finite in, $.

x in ^3,

/' () +y-"() 4-

(2n ~~~
-I i ft/ i

where

The truth of this theorem for the left hand half of $8 follows

from the fact that the reasoning of 409 does not depend upon a

being < b ; it holds when a > 6, if we change x and c accordingly.

2. When a = 0, 1) gives

/(*) =/(0) -L /'(0) + -"(0) + ... +/(ftB). (8

This is known as Mdclaurin's development.
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411. 1. Let f(x} = sin x.

From 410, 3) we get
osin Oxsm# = # or-

Lt ,

= x - T7 + TT hl^
3 ! 4 !

etc.

The d's in these formulae are not necessarily the same.

Let

These formulae show then that

sin x< x

etc.

From 1) we have again

,. sin a; i T sin ^ ^
Inn-- = 1 lim x --- = 1.

See 301.

412. Let

f(x) = cos x.

As before, we get
cos x< 1

etc.

From
x* x*

cos a; = 1
i

+ sin
A ! o !
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we have

lim ~ = - lim x sin Ox
x=o x* 2 3 1 x=o

See 304.
*'

413. 1. Let

From 410, 3) we get

10|

Hence, as in 310,

2. Let

f(x)= a*. a>0.
From 410, 3) we have

ax = 1 H log a + -

log
2 a a9*

Hence, as in 311,

lim = log a.

3. Let

We get from 410, 3)

Hence, as in 312,

lim =
fji.

FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES

Partial Differentiation

414. The definition of a partial differential coefficient and a

partial derivative of a function of several variables is analogous
to the corresponding definitions for functions of a single variable.
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^ arm) be defined over a domain J9, for which x~ (ay #,)
is a proper limiting point.

Let a/ = (a?1
aj

t _i, #t+ A, avn" ta?m) be any point of D, different

from x. If

,- Km **'>:-**> (1
*=o

is finite or infinite, it is called the (first) partial differential coeffi-

cient off with respect to x, at the point x. The aggregate of these

17*8 defines a new function over a certain domain A < J9, which is

called the (first) partial derivative off with respect to x,.

It is denoted variously by

A/(*i-*), ^^,AOv"*m). (2

When h in 1) is restricted to positive values, rj is called a

partial differential coefficient, and their aggregate gives rise

to the right hand partial derivative with respect to X
L
.

The meaning of the terms left hand partial differential coefficient

and derivative with respect to x
t is obvious.

They are denoted by putting the letters R and L before the

symbols 2).

The function /(#! #m) lias therefore in general m (first) par-

tial derivatives,

, -C, ... v_.
dx d#2 dxm

The process of obtaining these partial derivatives is called

partial differentiation.

415. EXAMPLE.

If the point x, y is not at the origin,

We can therefore apply 378 and 387, getting

df _ x y_ y_

Thus the partial derivatives with respect to x and y exist at all points different

from the origin.
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When the point x, y is at the origin, we cannot apply this method. (Compare

388.)

We therefore proceed directly. We have

A/* _
Ax Ax

This shows that

Thus the partial differential coefficient with respect to x does not exist at the

origin, Similarly,

and the partial derivative with respect to y does not exist at the origin.

416. In the case of two independent variables, the (first)

partial differential coefficients admit a simple geometric inter-

pretation,

Let the graph of

be a surface S. The plane

y = constant

intersects S in a curve (?.

Let PT be the tangent to G at P =
(#, y, 2), making the angle 6

with the #-axis. Then

to"~

Compare 365.

The partial differential coefficient

ty

has a similar meaning with respect to the y-axis.

417. Let fjc (xl
#m) be finite for a domain A. We may now

reason on fr as we did on f. Let # be a proper limiting point of

A, and a/ =(^ a;
J
_ 1 , #

7
+ &, a?

J+1
a:m) any point of A different

from x.
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k=o h

is finite or infinite, 77 is called the second partial differential coeffi-

cient of f with respect to x^ x
3
at the point #, and is denoted by

7)2 f/~ ~ \
-*> ^ a

The aggregate of these T/'S will define a new function over a cer-

tain domain A
X ^A, which is called the second partial derivative,

first with respect to #t ,
then with respect to xr

Proceeding in this way, we may form third, fourth, partial

differential coefficients and derivatives.

Change in the Order of Differentiating

418. 1. In almost all cases which occur in practice, the partial

differential coefficient has the same value, however the order of

differentiation is chosen. For example :

/fit
_ ff ft _ ft 1 1 _ fin _ ft

' t _ f 1 1

r
\
x***

~~ J-Wt ~~
-' -f^s

~~ J J\ c Si
~ J OV2

~~ J VaV

That this is not always true is shown by the following example:

2. f(x, y) xy~* 2'
for P ^8 differentfrom the origin.

x -j- y

= 0, for the origin.

Then if #, y is not the origin,

2 - 2
,

dx

Qy
At the origin,

.

dy
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From 1), 2) we have, in particular,

(4

(5

Consider now the second partial derivatives.

From 1), 2) we have, for all points different from the origin,

At the origin, we have from 3), 4), 5),

Hence, at the origin,
dy ay

=F -

dydx

3. In connection with this example, we may warn the inexperi-

enced reader to avoid certain errors he is likely to fall into.

To get the equations 3), i.e.

/X0,0)=0, /;(0,0) = 0,

it is not permissible to set x = 0, y = in the relations 1), 2). In

fact, these formulae were obtained under the express stipulation

that this point x y = Q be ruled out.

To get the equation 6), i.e.

/^(0,0) = -l, (6

it is not permissible to differentiate 4), i.e.

/f(o,y) = -y, (4

with respect to y, thus getting

/ii(0,y)=-i;

and in this set y = 0, getting the required value of/^(O, 0).
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In fact, the relation 4) was obtained under the express condition

that y ^ 0.

Similar remarks apply to/yi(0, 0).

Junior students are so accustomed to differentiate with their

eyes shut that they often overlook the fact that formulae and

theorems are usually not universally true, but are subject to

more or less stringent conditions. Compare also the example
of 388, 4.

419. It is easy to see a priori why /^(a, b) may be different

from fl9(ab).

By definition,

Let us set

/(a -f- A, b + A) -/(a, ft + 1) -/(a + A, ft) +/(a,-

Then 1) gives

In a similar manner we find that

*=0

These formulae show that /^(a, i), /yi(a, i) are double iterated

limits, taken in different order. It is therefore not astonishing
that a change in the order of passing to the limit may produce a

change in the result. Cf. 322, 323.
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420. 1. We consider now certain cases when it is possible

to change the order of differentiation in a partial differential

coefficient.

Let f(xy) be defined in D(a, J) . Let _D* be the deleted domain

of D. We suppose :

a) that fx exists in D,

) that fx '

y exists in D*,

7) that lim/J.J=\. finite or infinite.
*=a, yb

If, moreover,

8) fy exists for all points of D on the line y = b ; then

/,;(, 6) = X. (2

We suppose first, that all four conditions u-S are satisfied, and

show that then ,, ,.,,,
f?v(a,b-)=f(a,by. (2'

Let

/(a + A, 6 + *) -/(a, b + k) -/(a + A, 6) +/(a6)fsa----
hk
-----

.,

as in 419. We introduce the auxiliary functions

-/(*, 6), (3

, y)
- /(, y) (4

Then
hkF= 0(a + ft)

- 0(a) (5

(6

Setting, as usual,
h = Afc, k = Ay,

we have from ),

^T~ ifW ) -W
where =

e(a?) is a function of k and a?, such that

lim=0. (7
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Hence
ff(a) = A/= ft j/J(*,&) + (*){ (8

Similarly, by a),

H(y )
= h 5/i(a, #) 4- f/(y) } ; (9

where rj
=

17(y) is a function of A and y, such that

Iini7; = 0. (10
*=o

Then 5), 8) give

[a + h)-<

Similarly, 6), 9) give

On the other hand, we can apply the Law of the Mean to 5), by
virtue of a), getting

kF=G f

(c). a <c< a + h, or a + h< c< a. (13

Differentiating 3), we get, using 13),

kF= !/;((?, i> 4- *) -/;o, i) }. (14

By virtue of /8, we can apply the Law of the Mean to 14),

gettingb 5 ^= /;i(^^)- b<d<b + k, or ft + k<d<b. (15

From 11), 15) we have

f" /,, ^\ - /K + M)-/KM) (a + A) eC)
/xyC^ ^ -

^
+-

j
---

jr-.

From 12), 15) we have

We can now apply 324 to 16).

Now, by 7),
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y '
lime(a + A)= 0, lime(a) = 0.
*=0 *=0

Hence, letting k first pass to the limit, and then A,

X-lhn , i

=fl&*> *) (18

Similarly, 17) gives, letting first A pass to the limit, and then &,

X=/ii(a,i). (19

The equations 18), 19) prove 2').

2. If we wish to prove 1), without imposing the condition 8),

we have only to observe that 17) has been established without

reference to 8). But, as has just been shown, we can conclude

1) from 17).

3. It is well to note that this demonstration does not postulate

the existence of /^; or the continuity of either of the second

partial derivatives ;
or the continuity of f'v in D or D*.

We observe also that x and y can obviously be interchanged in

the statement of the above theorem.

421. The case which ordinarily arises is embodied in the fol-

lowing corollary :

Let fx, fy* fry be continuous in the domain of the point a, b.

Then fyx(a, #) exists, and is equal to fxy (a, i).

422. It is easy to generalize 421 as follows :

Let the partial derivatives of f(^xl
a:m) of order ^ n be continu-

ous in the domain of the point x. Then we can permute the indices

/?,k-.>i *>)' c 1

ivithout changing its value.
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Since any permutation of the n indices

M-4
can be obtained from any other permutation

by repeated interchanges of successive indices, we have only to

show that we can interchange any two successive indices as ir, ir+i

in 1) without changing its value.

Let us introduce the function of x x

where we consider all the variables on the right as fixed, except
the two noted in g.

Then, by 421,

Hence

Differentiating now with respect to x
lr+y

"*x
ln

, in the order

given, we get
f(n) __ f(n)J X^' **r^r+i" Tl

^ ^ V"*, -l^r+l^r-**,,'

Totally Differentidble Functions

423. 1. If the function /(#) has a finite differential coefficient

at x = a, we saw that

where h is an increment of a?, and a is a function of A, such that

lim a = 0.
*=0

Under certain conditions, to be given later, an analogous theorem

holds for functions of several variables. Let A/ be the increment

that /(^ XM) receives when we pass from the point #= (^ am)
to the point a + h = (aa + Aj am -f Am).
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Here any of the A's may = 0. Let

A/ =/i
1()A1 + - +AAm + A + - + *An>

where the ar are functions of A
x

Am, such that

lim
j
= 0, lim am = 0.

A=0 A=0

The function f is, in this case, said to be a totally differentiable

function at a.

We call
df =/4(a)^ + ... +f^a)hm (1

the total differential off at a.

Thus, when / is totally differentiable at a, A/ consists of two

parts, viz. : _,. , ? , , ir
df and a^j H-----h mAm .

Here the a's in the second part have the limit when h = 0.

If we replace a by x and set Aj
= dxv hm = dxm , 1) becomes

424. t. It is easy to give examples of functions which are not

totally differentiable at every point.

Ex. 1.

Consider

at the origin.

Here

Hence
df=0 (1

at the origin.

Suppose now f were totally differentiable at the origin. Then
the increment A/ would, on account of 1), have the form

(2

where the limits of a and /3 are 0.

This is not possible.
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For, we have directly

A/=/(A, t) -/(O, 0) = V[M|. (3

From 2), 3) we have

(4

SL

'h,k

x

To show now that the limits of a, ft are not 0, let A, Jc = 0,

running over the line X, in the figure.

Then

h = p cos 0, & =
/>
sin 0. 6 constant.

This in 4) gives

pVsin 6 cos = p(a cos + /9 sin 0),

or _
V

3 sin 2 = a cos + sin 0. (5
If now

a = 0, ft = 0,

the limit of the right side of 5) is ; while the limit of the left

side depends on 6. We are thus led to a contradiction.

2. Ex. 2.

f(xy) = P=, for #, y not the origin.
v x*

= 0, for the origin.

Hence

rf/=o,

at the origin. If now / were totally differentiate at the origin,

we would have
&f=ah + /3k,

or

r cos 6 sin = r( cos + yS sin 0).
Hence

cos sin = cos + ft sin 0.

Letting now A, & = 0, this gives, in the limit,

cos d sin = 0,

which is absurd.
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425. Letf(xy) be defined in the domain D of the point P = (a, ft).

We suppose that :

a) fx exists in D,

13) fy exists at P,

7) fx or
f'y

i8 continuous at P.

Thenf is totally differentiate at P.

For,

A/=/(<* + A, b + /O -/(a, ft)

= \f(a + h, b + *) -/(a, 6 4- *){ + {/(a, ft + t) -/(aft) j

By a) we can apply the Law of the Mean to Ar getting

A
x
= hfx (ci b + K). a<c<a + h or a + h<c<a. (2

By /3) we have

(3

where $ is a function of k, such that

lim/3 = 0. (4
*=0

From 1), 2), 3) we have

Set

=/;(^ft + *)-/J(a, 6). (5
Then

A/= 7/#(aft) + */J(a, 6) + a* + /9*. (6

By 7), lima = 0. (7
, t=o

Equations 6), 4), 7) show that /is totally differentiable at P.

426. 1. Under less general conditions we can generalize 425

as follows :

) Letf(x^ x)n ) be defined over the domain D, of the point x;
and have finite partial derivatives f^ -

f'x in D.

/9) Let fx be a continuous function of XK , xK+l xm .

/c= l, 2 m.

Then/ is totally differentiable at x.
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To fix the ideas, take m == 3. We have, setting for brevity,

+ l/C^Ws) -

By virtue of a) we can apply the Law of the Mean to each of

these A's, getting

^ii ^2 + eJ*v *d* (2

l> 2' ^3 + ^3^8) (3

Making use of #), we may write 1), 2), 3) :

(5

(6

and for A === 0,

lim
j
= 0, lirn

2
= 0, lim a

s
= 0.

Thus
4-

Since the 's converge to 0, / is totally differentiate at the

point x.

2. As a corollary of 1, we have :

Letf(x^ " x
rn) satisfy the conditions.a) , ft) for a region R. Then

f is totally differentiate at every point of R.

427. 1. Let the partial derivative f'jeK(xl
#m) be continuous in

the region R. Then the difference quotient

= _i_ uniformlyA^ dxK

in any limited perfect domain Z>, in R.
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For, by the Law of the Mean,

But /^, being continuous in J9, the function on the right con-

verges uniformly to fx^ by 352.

2. Let the partial derivatives of the first order

be continuous in the region R. Then the as in

4/= <(f+ i^i + 4- <*mbxm

converge uniformly to 0, in any limited perfect domain D, in R.

For, referring to the proof of 426, we have

Hence by 1, the 's are uniformly evanescent.

428. 1. Let the first partial derivatives off(xl
#w) be contin-

uous in the region R. Thenf is continuous in R.

We have to show that

Oi + A! xm + /iw) =/(>! #w);
rt-U

or, what is the same,
limA/=0.
A=0

But, by 426, 2, /is totally differentiate in R\ hence

(2
As

limc?f=0, limairrrO, lim am =: 0;
A=0 A=0 A=0

passing to the limit in 2), we get 1).

2. As corollary, we have :

If all the partial derivatives off(x^ #m) oforder n are continuous

in the region R, then /, and all its partial derivatives of order < w,

are also continuous in R.
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429. 1. At each point of a region J?, let

A/* == qlA*! + + qm^xm 4-
xA^

where the qs are functions of x, and the as are functions of x and

A#. Let
lim, = 0. /c = l, 2, m. (2
A*=O

is totally differentiate in 72, and

For, let all the Az.'s be except Aa;K . Then

A/
A^

=
?' + <

*<-

Passing to the limit, we get 3). That/ is totally differentiable

follows now from 1), 2).

2.

af=$idxl + +$mA
in R. Then

^ = ' * ==1
'
2

'

For, by definition,

*-**+ '-+

Let all the dar's, except dxf , be 0. Then

df=<j>fdxK
= --dxK ;

As c?^=^= 0, we have 4).

430. 1. Let f^f(u^ <), aw^ w
t
= 5rt(^i--'^m)^ * = 1, 2, n.

Let the image of the region X be the region U. Let f be totally

differentiable in U, and each g^ be totally differentiable in X. Then

/, considered as a function of the x's, is totally differentiable in X.
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Since the #'s are totally differentiable,

A v^ $U
L A , v A 1=1, 2, "'H.AWI=2-^+1^, ,=1,2,...^. a

Since f(u Mn) is totally differentiable,

A/= 2J^ At*
c + ?A*4

. i - 1, 2,
- n. (2

Replacing the values of Aw
t , given by 1), in 2), we get

4-^^ + ..
. ,3/

+

dun dx

where ,. AT A ^
Iini71

= 0, hm7m =0, (4

when A A . A

Then, by 429, 1),/, considered as a function of the #'s, is totally

differentiable; and

_

dx
l

^^^
1
dx

l
dun dx

l

= n =
dxm

"
01*! tom

" '

3ww aa;;n

"
* duK dx

A 1 Q/-V
'

/ dw' a

.

(5

df duK
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2. We have, / being considered as a function of the #'

Af- Yrfr V df du*~ V df V du* dx -

4f-^fa, 2, 5T.sr4 ST. * ^ 4>

or ,

find df, f considered as a function of the x's, we may first

find df, considered as a function of the us, and in the result, replace

the du's by their values in the xs.

3. As a corollary of 1, we have :

Let

,

du^ dun
be continuous in U. Let

.
i 2, n.

be continuous in X. Then f, considered as a function of the #X ^s

totally differentiate in X.

For, by 426, 2, f considered as a function of the u's, and the u's

considered as functions of the n?'s, are all totally differentiate.

Hence, by 1, f considered as a function of the #'s, is totally

differentiate.

Some Properties of Differentials. Higher Differentials

431. In this section we shall suppose the total differentials

which occur exist in a certain region R, in which # = (^...2^)

ranges.

1. Let
^T== c\f\ H-----1" cnfn - c

'

8 constants.

Then
dF=c

l4fl + ... + c
lt4fn .

For,
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2. Let F=fg.

Then

For,

3.

Then

For,

=/2 |r <**.

fF= J-

9

432. The partial derivatives involved, being supposed continu-

ous in a certain region R, let us form the expressions

=2

They are called the second, third, differentials of

respectively, in R.
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We notice :

since <fo
t
acts as a constant with respect to the symbol d.

Then 1) gives

In the same way we find

433. 1. Let ^=/(w1
wn ), .while u

l
"-un are functions of

x
l

t ^xm . Let w, when considered as a function of the #'s, be

denoted by jP^j ^w). Let finally all derivatives involved be

continuous. Then

(2
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In the same way the higher differentials d*F can be calculated.

2. In case w
ari

wehave dF = df,

434. Let all the partial derivatives of f(x "'%m) of order n

continuous in the domain D of the point x.

Then, if x + h lies in D,

~4f(^i-^) + |jcP/(^-^)

setting < <

The expression on the right of 1) is

called Taylor's development of f in finite

form.
For simplicity we shall suppose in = 2.

The reasoning in the general case is

precisely the same.

To avoid writing indices, we shall call

the variables z, y.
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Let x, y be any point on the line L joining the points a, b and

. Then

x =s a

Then, when w runs over the interval 21 = (0, 1), the point xy
runs over the interval on L between a, b and a -I- A, 6 4- A.

By 433, 1, we have

Thus g(u) and its first w derivatives are continuous functions

of u in 21.

Applying 409, we have

Setting here u = 1, and observing that

=/O + A, 6 + A), ^(O) =/(a, i),

we get

+ ^ *-y(a, 6) + -1 */( +^ ft + flfe) .

W II 71 1

435. In Taylor's development of a function f(x) of a single
variable [409], we have only assumed that f(n\x) is finite within

21; whereas, in the corresponding development of a function of
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several variables, we have assumed [434] that all the partial

derivatives of order n are continuous in D(a), in order to use 430.

It is interesting to note that the development may not hold if

these derivatives are not continuous.

Consider the function

employed in 424, 1.

We have

The derivatives of the first order are thus continuous, except at

the origin.

Let P = (x, x), Q = (x + h, x + h) be two points on the line

y = x, which we call L.

If now Taylor's development were true in a domain about a, in

which the nth partial derivatives were finite, we could write, tak-

ing here n = 1,

/(* + *,* + *) = /(*, *) + *{/*(& l)+/i( f)!. (1

where (f, ) is a point on L between P, Q.

This formula should be valid for all #, A. But in the present

case

Thus 1) gives

(2

That this result is false is easily seen.

For example, let

2;= 1, A = 5.

Then 2) gives

4=15, if

1, if |=0.



CHAPTER IX

IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS

436. 1. Let ^ x A
.FOj Zm, tt)=

be a relation between the m 4- 1 variables ^ xm, u. Let

2^
=

0!, xm = ain

be a set of values such that the equation

(2

is satisfied for at least one value of u ; i.e. the equation 2) in u

admits at least one root. Let D be the aggregate of the points

#== (#! xm) for which 1) has at least one root u. We may con-

sider u as a function of the #'s, u = <f>(xl
x

fn ) defined over D,

where <(#! #m) has assigned to it at the point #, the roots u of

1) at this point.

We say u is the implicit function defined by 1). It is in general
a many valued function.

EXAMPLES
1. Let

(3

be defined over a domain D. Let E be the image of Z>. Then 3) defines an inverse

function

defined over J, by 217. This same function may be considered as an implicit

function, defined by
y _ f(x) =

2. Let f(x) = 1 for every x in J9 = (01). If we set

?=/(*),

the image E of D is the single point y = 1. The inverse function

is defined only for y = 1 ; at this point g takes on all values between and 1.

282
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3. Let F = be the relation

-r2 = 0, r=jfcO. (4

At each point of the domain JD,

the equation 4) admits one, and in general, two values of z. The equation 4)
therefore defines z as a two-valued implicit function u of x, y, over the domain D.

4 *

s2 + y'
2 + z2 = 0. (5

In this case there is only one set of values, viz. x = y z = satisfying 6). Thus
z is denned only for a single point, viz. x = y = 0. At this point, z = 0.

5>
x2 -f y

2 + 22 + r2 = 0. r ^t 0. (6

This equation is satisfied for no set of values of #, y, 0. The equation 6), there-

Eore, does not define any function z of 05, y.

6. sin2 u -f cos2 w - - = 0. (7
y

This equation admits no solution except for points on the line

For all points on this line, the origin excepted, the equation 7) is satisfied for

any value of u in 9t

2. More generally, let

be a system of
jt?

relations between the m+p variables $, u. Let

Z> be the aggregate of points x = (xl
- a?m), for which the system

tf is satisfied for at least one set of values of u
l
"-up . We may

3onsider the w's as functions of the #'s.

where the <'s have assigned to them at the point a?, the values of

the roots w
x

wp at this point. We say w
x

up is a system of im-

plicit functions defined by the system S. These functions are, in

general, many valued.
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3. Suppose we know that a set of values

x
l
= av -xm = am, ^ = 6

t,
- up = bp

satisfies the system S. Let us call the set of values u = b
1

up= bp

initial values.

We wish to show now that under certain conditions, the system
S defines over a region R a set of p one-valued continuous func-

tions MJ up in the variables x
l

arm, satisfying S for every point
of J?, and taking on the above initial values at the point x = a.

Furthermore there is only one such system of functions.

The method employed is due to Goursat, Bull. Soc. Math, de

France, vol. 31 (1903), p. 184. It rests on a principle, having

many applications in analysis, known as the Method of Successive

Approximation.

437. 1. Let us first consider only two variables. The method

employed for this simple case is readily extended to the most gen-
eral case. We begin by establishing the fundamental

Lemma. Letf(x, u) be continuous, and - exist in the domain D,

defined by

Let f vanish at a, b. Let be an arbitrary positive number < 1,

such that

while

|/(M)|<T(l-0)1|<Tf
1. (2

Then
11-6 =/(*, u) (3

admits one and only one solution

U=t(x), in .

which is continuous at a, and takes on the initial value u = 6 at x = a.
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The function <f>
is continuous in 91, and remains in SQ while x runs

over 91.

We set

tt
x

b =/O, i), u2 - b = f(x, Wj), u
3

ft = /(>, w
a),

Then all these w's fall in 53.

For, by 2), w
:
falls in 53- Let us admit that wr-i falls in S3, and

show that ur also falls in 53

In fact, by the Law of the Mean,

ur
-

MJ
= (wr

-
J)
-

(Wl
-

6) (4

Hence, by 1),

|

ur -Wj |

< 9
1

wr_! 6| (5

since, by hypothesis, wr-1 falls in 53.

Thus, from ur b = (wr Wj) 4- (^j i) and 6), we have

(6

|wr ^|<|% 6
1

-f ^r.

But

|ih-| = |/(^ft)|<(l-)T, by 2).

Hence,
(7

t.g. all the M'S fall in 53.

We show now that for each x in 91,

U= lim un
= <(#)

is finite. To this end we show

e>0, TW, |wn wm|<, n>m. (8

For, in the same way that we established 5), we can show that

0\ur_l -ur.i\. (9
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Thus, we get

- u
\\ < &V>

\

u
t

u*\<0\u* U9\<0*n9 etc.

Hence

, since 0<0<1,

1 6

if m is taken sufficiently large.

Thus the relation 8) is established.

Furthermore, the above reasoning shows that one and the same

m suffices wherever x is taken in 91. Thus un converges uniformly
to UinK.

Finally, by virtue of 7), U falls in 38.

The function U satisfies 3) in 21.

For, in

*-*=/(, *V-i)

let n == oo. Since / is continuous, we get in the limit

We show now that 17= </>(#) i's continuous in 51. For, since un

converges uniformly to $(x) in 21, we have

if w is taken large enough.
But uv uv are continuous functions of a?, since/ is continuous.

Thus, for sufficiently small S,

for |A|<8 and s
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Hence

We show now that U is the only root of 3) which is continuous

at a and takes on the initial value b at a.

For, let V= ty(x) be such a solution.

If x is taken sufficiently near a, V falls in $.

Then from

we have, by the Law of the Mean,

, u')

-
*_,!, byl),

Hence, passing to the limit, n = oo,

F- Z7 = 0, for all points of 3t.

2. As corollary of 1, we have :

6e continuous in the domain of the point (a, J), and vanish at that

point.

admits a unique solution

u = </>(,

which is continuous in the domain of x= a, and has the initial value

u = b at x = a.
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438. 1. By means of the preceding lemma, we can now prove
the theorem :

Let F(x, u) be continuous, and F'
tt
exist in the domain D, defined by

I;
|

tt _5|< T.

At a, blet F= 0, while F'u * 0.

Let 6 be an arbitrary positive number < 1, such that

u)

a, b)

F(x, b)

< 0, in D;

Then the equation

b)

in 81.

(1

(2

(8

is satisfied by a one-valued continuous function

*, JL/"xvA M W.u = <p\x), in i;

having the initial value b at x = a, and which remains in $B while x

is in 31.

Furthermore, 3) admits no other solution which is continuous at a,

and has the initial value b at a.

For, consider the equation

Evidently this is equivalent to 3); i.e. every function u which

satisfies 3) satisfies 4), and conversely.
Here

du i(a, 6)

Hence / is continuous, and f'u exists in D\ also / vanishes

at a, b.
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Furthermore, from 1)

while from 2),
in

Thus / and ff

u satisfy all the conditions of the lemma in 437,

and the theorem follows at once.

2. The reader should remark that the preceding theorem makes

no assumption regarding F'x . This may not even exist.

For example, let

x sin - = 0, for x = 0.
x

Consider
1

F(x, u) = u? x sin - = 0. (5
x

Here F'x does not exist at x = 0, u = 0. However, the equation

5) defines a continuous one-valued function, which takes on the

initial value u = for x = ; viz.,

\
= \/a?sin* x

3. As corollary of 1 we have :

In the domain of the point a, J, let

F(x, u), F'u (x, u)

be continuous. At the point a, 6, let

F= 0, Ff

u ^0.

equation F(x, u) = admits a unique solution

u = <b(x),

icA i continuous in the domain of the point x a, and has the

initial value u = 5, at this point.
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439. We have seen in 438 that

F(x, w)=0 (1

is satisfied by a continuous function

u = c^O)

in a certain interval (# <r, a-j-o-) = (^l, JJ); and that there is

only one such function which = 6, when x = a. In general this is

true not only for the interval (j4, B) determined by the theorem

438, but for a larger interval (G^, D), containing (yl, B). For, let

<*!
be a point near one of the end points of (A, B). Let 6

X
= $i(i)*

Let us replace a, 6 in the theorem of 438 by av br Then the con-

ditions of this theorem are satisfied for a certain interval (Av J?j),

about
! ; to which corresponds a continuous function

u = c
2O),

determined by the condition that u = bv for x = av The interval

(Ar )) will in general extend beyond (J., ^). In the interval

(ylr 5) which the two intervals (^4, jB), (Av B^) have in common,
the two functions

are equal. Let us define a function

= ^(a?)=^ 1 (a.), in (^1,5),

=
</>2(^), in (^4r J?j).

Then the equation 1) is satisfied by this function in (yl,

and it is uniquely determined by the

fact that it is continuous in (^4, J?
x)

and has the value u = J, for x = a.

In this way we can continue extend-

ing on the right, and on the left, the

original interval, until we are blocked

by certain points beyond which we
,

cannot go. Such points may arise

when F(X) u) ceases to be continuous, or when FJ = 0.
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440. 1. We proceed now to extend the theorem of 438 to

embrace the system S of 436.

To this end we generalize the lemma of 437 as follows :

Lemma. Let

and
Q-A ,,^1,2,.

be continuous in the domain D defined by

up b
p <r,

let f^ '"fp vanish at the point (a l
-- amb l --b^.

Let be an arbitrary positive number < 1< such that

while
du P

i, K 1, 2,
-

p, in D. (1

^)=IJ, m. t=l,2, .!>. (2

equations

admit one, and only one, set of solutions

^1 = ^1(^1-^111)
- J7p =0p (ir1 -.a:in)

in 31, which are continuous at a, and take on the initial values b
l J^,

a^ ^= a.

functions <f>
are continuous in 81, awe? remain in 53, #s #

31.

We set

Pl

etc.
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We show now that all these w's lie in SS.

For, by 2), un upl are in $8. Let us assume now that

Witr-i'-* ^p,r-i lie in an(i stow that u
lr
~-upr also lie in 53. By

the Law of the Mean,

the arguments of these derivatives lying in D. Hence, by 1),

r-1
-

Jl| + - + Kr-1 - *p|} (3

Thus, as
wir
-

*t
= <Xr ~ M

rt)

we have
Per M<|Wii J

t |

+ ^T, 4=1, 2, ...jt?.

or using 2),

Kr -6J<r, i = l, 2, -p; r = 2, 3,

which was to be shown.

We show now that for each # in 31,

is finite.

To this end we show that

e>0, m, \uin uim \<e. n>m. (4

4 = 1,2, -p.
For, as in 3),

Q
\^ir-^r-l\<-nUl,r-l-^r-2\ + ''^^r-l-Upir. 2 \l. (5

Then
\ua

- w
tt i|
< 0* by 2) and 3),

l^tf ~^t,2|<^7i by 5),

Kt , 4-^ 8|<^, etc.

These relations are analogous to the relations 10) in 437. The
rest of the demonstration can now be conducted as in 437 to estab-
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lish not only the relation 4), but the remainder of the theorem in

hand.

2. We can state 1 in a form less explicit, but easier to remem-

ber, as follows :

Let

and

be continuous in the domain of the point a
l

ambl
bp.

Let these p* + p functions vanish at this point.

Then the system of equations

u
i
- b

i
= fi(?i

' UP)
"

admits a unique system of solutions

icA t* continuous in the domain of the point
w A0 initial set of values u^

=
6j u

p

441. We can now generalize 438 as follows :

j

^ ^ = 1,2,...^. (1

continuous in the domain D of the point

?
T

1
.. Fp vanish at Q, while the derivatives 1) have the values

d^ at Q.
Let
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Then the system of equations

^ = 0-1^-0

is satisfied by a set offunctions

which are one-valued and continuous in a certain region 21, about the

point
a;

and at this point, these functions have the values

Wl
= 6

1 ...^ = 6
p

.

Furthermore, the system S admits no other set of p functions, con-

tinuous at a and taking on the initial values b at that point.

We replace the system S by the equivalent system

rfu(w1 -*!) + + d
lp(up

- ip)
= rfn(w 1

-
ij) +-

(2

Since A = 0, we can solve this system for the differences Ui bt ,

and get

(3

Obviously, the functions g, and hence the functions /, are con-

tinuous in J).
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df*
So are the derivatives -^- For

where

Since the #'s vanish at $, so do the /'s. Since the derivatives

5) vanish at Q, so do also the derivatives 4).

Obviously, therefore, the numbers <r, r, 6 of lemma 440 exist, such

that
e

du
< -, in D.
P

ill*.

We can therefore apply this lemma to the system 3). Since this

system and the given system S are equivalent, the theorem is

proved.

442. 1. Let /(X... zm,w)==0 C1

admit a solution u= 5, at the point x = a. In Z)(a, 6), to /(zj xmu)
have continuous first partial derivatives. Let f'u -^ in D. Then

1) defines a one-valued function u, in a certain domain A, of the point

a, whose first partial derivatives in A are given by

For, let x be a point of A. Let x receive the increment A#t ,

while the other coordinates of x remain constant. Let the corre-

sponding increment of u bo Aw. Then

by virtue of 1). Applying the Law of the Mean to 3), we have,

setting x[ = XL 4- #A#t , w' = w -f

/^(^
- - - ^ - - -

^te')As,
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whence

Passing to the limit, we get 2).

1 m

For, by 2),

.tf_ du=: Q &_

dxm ,

du du

Multiplying by the common denominator, we have 4).

443. 1. Let the system

dun

& 0, m D.

(1

admit a solution u bat the point x a. Let the functions JF
l

-

have continuous first partial derivatives in D(a, 6). Let

wp i/*p

Then 1) defines a system u^-up of one-valued functions in a cer-

tain domain A of the point a, whose first partial derivatives
c

in A
are given by the system of equations

*

SF.Su, ,dF1 du =Q
du

(2

I . I

* * *
i

with non-vanishing determinant J.
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For, let P = (ay xmul
wp) be a point of D. Let

the increments of u^-Up, corresponding to an increment

Let < t < 1, and

wp be

of X.

= 1, 2,

r

Let 6t be the value of ^, and ^.r be the value of
'

at Q..^ dxK
Tlr dur

*

Then, by the Law of the Mean, we have from 1),

Thus,

AMI

Let A^ = ; the limit of the right side exists, since the partial

derivatives of the .F's are continuous, and J-= 0. Hence the

derivatives - exist. Hence in the limit, the system 3) goesdxK

over into the system 2).

2. The determinant J is called the Jacobian of the system 1).



CHAPTER X

INDETERMINATE FORMS

Application of Taylor s Development in Finite Form

444. The object of the present chapter is to show how in cer-

tain cases we may determine the limit of expressions of the type

M, /00-0O), /CO-K*). /CO*"
9\x)

which, on replacing /(#), g(x) by their limits, assume the forms

2, 5, O.oo, oo-oo, I
00

, 00, 00.

These are ordinarily called indeterminate forms.

445. Suppose by the aid of Taylor's development in finite form,

or otherwise, we find that, in R =

g(x) = yS(a; a)
n

-f- ^(3;) (a; a)
n

',

where <>, -^ are limited in J2, and a,

Then

Passing to the limit x = a, we have

0, if m > n,

f O.
cr oo, it 77i< n o~ = sgn

Similar considerations apply to the left hand limit at a.
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Cample.

/(x) = e* - e8in * =

Similarly,
0(x) = x sin x = J x

8
-f

The functions
<j>, V' are limited in Z)(0).

Thus,

whose limit for x = is 1.

446. To find the limit of

when / and g are infinite in the limit, we may sometimes find a

development of /(#), g(jx) in the form

valid in J)(&) or ./ZD(a), the function
<f> being limited here.

This method of finding the limit of 1) is best illustrated by
an example.

lim
( cosec x }

= 0.
*=o \a? /

We have

cosec x = - = -
, 0(a;) = J.smx x{l x2

0(x)}

Hence -

cosec cc = -
{1 4- xV()}

Therefore

- - cosec x = - x\l/(x) = 0.
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447. When the independent variable x = + oo, we may set

1
# = -,u

which converts the limit into R lim, by 290.
t*=0

1

Example. y x(a
x

1), a> 0.

lim y = log a.
*s=-H

For, i

= 1 4- M log a +
where

Hence
y = log a

= log a.

448. When the preceding methods are not convenient, we may
often apply with success one of the following theorems. These

rest on

Cauchy
J

8 theorem. Let /(#), g(x) be continuous in 91= (a, 6).

Within 21, let f (x) be finite or infinite and g
1

(x) finite and 3=0.

Then

We note first that g(b)^g(a). For, if #(J)=#(V), we can

apply Rolle's theorem to g(x), which shows that g
f

(x) must vanish

within 21, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

To prove 1), we introduce the auxiliary function

Obviously, h(x) is continuous in 21. Also for points within

for which ff

(x) is finite,

while for the other points within 21, JJ(x) is definitely infinite.

Finally, we observe that A(a) = A(6) = 0. We can thus apply
Rolle's theorem to h(x), which gives 1) at once.
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449. 1. Let /(*),/'O) -/"-''O), K*)> /O) -^OO ^
continuous in 21 = (a, a + S), and vanish for x = a. Letf(n)

(x) be

finite or infinite within 21. e 9
(n)
(%) be finite and = within 21.

(z), #"(2;)
..- g

(n~\x) *

For, by 448,

f(a + h) /(w)0)^ T TX = (n) > x a<c<a +
^(a 4- A) ^r

(n)
((?)

2. We note that the denominator g(a+ h) in 1) is ^=0. For

otherwise, g
r

(2;) would vanish somewhere within 21.

The Form

450. 1. Let f(x), g(x) be continuous in R = JFZjD(a), and vanish

at a. Let g
r

(x) be finite^ and = within R. Let f (x*) be finite

or infinite within R. Let

f
r

(x)R lim *-

;

' = \, finite or infinite. (1
x=a g (x)

where x runs over only those values for which f (x) is finite.

Then *
(

.

JZlim ZW = X. (2
g(?)

For, by 449,

The limit of the right side, as # = a, is \.

Hence the limit * of the left side is X, for x=a.

* The reader should bear in mind that a limit is a general limit, unless the contrary
is stated. Thus in 2), runs over all values within R as it a; while in 1) it ranges

only over a specified part of R.
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2. Let f(x), g(x) vanish at x~a, while #(#)= within

Letf'(a) exist, finite or infinite. Let g' (cf) exist and be & 0. Then

-=
#O) 9 00

For,

/00-/OQ
.

# (*0 ffO) ~ ffO) /00
# a

3. We can generalize 2 as follows :

l/ f(x), ff(%) an(l their first n 2 derivatives be continuous in

R= RD(a). Within R, let f(n ~ l)

(x) be finite or infinite, g
(n~ l)

(x)

finite, and //', g
lf

g
(n ~ l) = 0. Let f, g and their first n\ deriva-

tives vanish at a. Let f(n)
(a) be finite or infinite, while g

n
(a) is

finite and =^=0. Then

For, by 449,

<? a

But as # = a, so does c = a. Hence, passing to the limit x = a,

we get 2).

Example. Let f(x) = x2
,
for rational x.

= 0, for irrational x.

Let <7(x) = sin x.

Here /'(as) does not exist except at x = 0, where it = 0. Hence, by 2,

a result which is obvious from other considerations.

f(x)
4. In 1, we assume the existence of X = jRlim

,p ^,
and then

show that ^W
UHm^^X. (1
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That the limit on the left side of 1) can exist when X does

not is shown by the example in 3. It is also illustrated by the

following :

Let f(x) = a;
2 sin -

,
for x = 0.

x

= 0, for x = 0.

Let g(x) = x.

Then, for x 0,

f'(x) = 2 x sin cos - ;

while

Hence

does not exist. On the other hand,

lii

x=0 ;

We observe that this result also follows from 2.

451. Suppose:

1. /(V), g(x) are continuous in D(+ oo);

2. /'(#) is finite or infinite in D;
3. g* (x) is finite and =0 iVi D;
4.

f(x)
Let Km

r
\,

^
= X, X finite or infinite.

where x runs over only those values for whichf (x) is finite.

Then*

We set
1

"~
u

Then D goes over into R = jRJ9*(0).

* Cf . footnote, page 301.
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Let n.

/(*)=/(-)=*<>)
5

The functions
<f>, $ not being defined for u = 0, we set

Since /, g are continuous in D, <, i/r
are continuous in R, by

virtue of 1) and 4.
For points of D at which/' (x) is finite,

Hence at the corresponding points u in R, <'(w) is finite.

From the relation
A = A/ Az
Aw A# Aw'

we see that when /'(#) is definitely infinite in D, <'(w) is also

infinite at the corresponding u point in R.

Thus
<f>

f

(u) is finite or infinite in JB, while ^ (u) is finite and
= there.

Then by 450, 1, if

r 4>'O) ^ ^ * v * v
/i lim ;.;, ^ = X, X ^rwfe or infinite.

uao Y* (^wj

w running over only those points for which
<f>

f

(u) is finite,

But

r r ,ohm .;
' = ]\m t/

.; ( (2'

=+>& (x)
v

Hence 1), 2) give the theorem.
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The Form

452. Let /(a + 0), #(a + 0) be infinite.

In M JKJ9(a) suppose that

1. /(#), #0*0 are continuous;

2. f (x) is finite or infinite;

3. g'(x) is finite and =0.

R lim
,^ ^

= X, X finite or infinite.
x=a y \ )

x ranging over only those values for whichff

(x) is finite.

Then *

g(x)

Lsta<x<b<a + S. Then, by 448,

Thus

f(x) =

whence

Here b is any fixed point in R.

There are two cases according as X is finite or infinite.

Suppose X is finite. Let <r > be small at pleasure ; we can take

so small that

\ff'\r.

Let T> be small at pleasure. We can choose a + rj< J, such

that

g(x)' g(x)

are numerically < T, if x< a 4- ?; < 6.

* Cf . footnote, page 301.
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Then for all x in (a*, a 4- ?;), we have by 1),

f(v\

i\*j

/(*o

000
Thus

7"! T, I

-X
000

if (r and T are taken sufficiently small.

Suppose \ is infinite, say \=-foo. Let M>Q be large at

pleasure. We can choose S so small that

Choosing rj as before, we have for every x in (a*, a + ?/),

If we suppose r< J, and Jf sufficiently large,

where Q- is as large as we please.

453. Letf(+ QO), ^(-hoo) fo infinite.

In ^(-h oo), Ze

1. /(^), ^(ic) ^ continuous ;

2. /'() be finite or infinite;

3. g'(x) be finite and =0.

lim /W -. x.

We deduce this theorem from 452 in the same way as 451 was

derived from 450.
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The Forms O-oo, oo-oo, 0, I
00

,
00

454. 1. Let/<=0, #O)=<x>. Then f(x)g(x) is of the

form oo.

Setting fg = , this form is reduced to -

2. Let f(x) = oo, <?(#)
= oo, the infinities having same signs.

Then f(x) g(x) is of the form oo GO.

Setting

_~~ 9

this form is reduced to -

3. Let /= 0, g = 0. Then [/()]^> is of the form 0.

Let y =/?, /(

Then

logy = # log/=-4

is of the form -

If

then
*

lira y = lim [fW] g(x) = ^A .

The other forms 1, 00 are treated in a similar manner.

EXAMPLES

1. x^logCl -cosx), M, z>0. (1

has the form oo for x = 0. We may write it

log(l cos x)^ '

which has tne form ^. The conditions of 462 being satisfied, we differentiate

numerator and denominator, getting as new quotient

sinx

l-cosx 1

2
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This has the form ~, for x = 0. Applying 460, 1, wo get, differentiating once

more,

* sec*
|

whose limit for x = 0, is 0.

Hence,
H lira x* log(l

- cos a;)
= 0.

85=0

2. J?lima;|logx|^ = 0. a, A*>0. (2

, |h,7p.EMC.^.
We apply 462.

/'(s)^ Ml log si"-
1

#'() a -a

If M< 1 this expression =0. If /x > 1, we differentiate again, etc.

3. At first sight one might think that

limA+!) = 1 (3n-c /(W)
> V

since
n "^" == 1. This is, however, not true in general.
n

For example, let /(x) = e*.

Then

/(n)

__
Hence the limit 3) is here e and not 1.

Again, let

/(*)
Then

which = + oo.

Criticisms

455. 1. The treatment of indeterminate forms in many text-

books is deplorable.

We consider some of the objectionable points in detail.

When f(x), g(x) vanish at x = a, the function

>-$ *
is not defined at a.
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Some authors admit division by 0.

From this standpoint the value of
<f>

at a is hidden because
<f>

takes on the indeterminate form - The true value, as such

authors say, may often be found by a simple transformation, or

by the method of limits.

For example, if

/(a?) =a? a2
, g(x) = x a,

the true value of
</> may be found by removing the common factor

z-ain
ar a* , , x- a= (x + a)x a x a

Thus
6(0}=^ a

As already remarked, division by is ruled out in modern

analysis.

First, because it is nowhere necessary ; and secondly, because

of the difficulties and ambiguities it gives rise to.

The expression 1) has then no value assigned to it for x = a.

We may therefore, if we choose, agree that in all such cases
<f>

shall have the value

lim
^ ^

x=a ff(JV)

when this is finite. Some authors do this; in this case
<f>

has a

true value at a. However, we shall make no such convention in

this work.

2. In this connection let us give an example of the so-called

paradoxes which arise from division by 0.

Let x = 1 ; then
^ __ 1

Dividing both sides by x 1, we get

which gives, since x = 1, ^= JL.

It is easy to see where the trouble arises.
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When c = 0, we can always conclude from

ac=bc (2

that
a -ft. (3

If, however, <? = 0, we cannot always conclude 3) from 2).

In fact, take a =
6, if c = 0, we still have

ac = 6<?.

456. 1. To find lim $(x), some writers proceed thus. From

they conclude that

This is correct if /'(a), #'(#) exist, and the latter is

If both are 0, they say

is still indeterminate. Applying the preceding reasoning to 2), it

follows that its true value is that of

This last step would be permissible, provided the first step
showed that

lim $ = lim .

(3
</O)

v

But it does not ; it shows only that 1) is true, and even here

we must assume that g
1

(a) = 0.

In order to take this second step correctly, we have proved

Cauchy's theorem, 448. Cf . 449, 450.
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2. In this connection we note that we cannot always say that

/O) , /'O)^~~ and ,;
'

g(x) g'(x)

have the same limit for x = a, when /(a) = #(a) = 0.

For example, let

/(#) = x2 sin -, g(x) =x. a= 0.

Then

x=0 ^(iC)

While
/Car) . 1 1
^ > J ___ O /> 01 i __ r>OQ

7~~;: r~ A Ju bill LUo
(J ( 3C } X X

has no limit for x = 0. Cf . 450.

457. Some writers, using the relation of Cauchy,

conclude now that

This is true if /'(^), g' (x) are continuous at a, and ^'(a

458. Some writers, in order to evaluate lim<>, develop f(x),

g(x) into infinite power series. The possibility of such a develop-
ment is established only for a few simple cases in many text-books.

For example, such books do not show that

sec #, tan #, e*
lnx

can be developed into power series; yet they give examples of

indeterminate forms involving these functions.

There is, however, no necessity of using infinite series ; all that

is needed for such cases is Taylor's development in finite form.

See 445, 446.
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459. To evaluate the form ~, some writers proceed thus :

_
/(*)

Hence

Dividing by lim <(#), they get

Hence
lim<<= Hm Srv ' '

This method assumes the existence of lim <$>(x) ; that is, the

existence of the very thing we are seeking is put in question.

Suppose by this method we find that

for example; what right have we to say that therefore

lim = 1?

None whatever, until by some subsidiary investigation, the

existence of lim
<f>

is established. See 377, 3.

Scale of Infinitesimals and Infinities

460. Consider the functions

, tfO) = z0, a, /9>0.

Both increase indefinitely as x = -f oo. We may ask which

increases faster.
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The quotient

is of the form . The conditions of 453 being satisfied, we

consider

If <<*<!, <?!=(); hence $ = 0.

If a > 1, we consider

= /"OO = - -~~~"

Thus if < < 2, <?2
=

; hence Q = 0.

If >2, we may continue this process. As the exponent a is

diminished by unity each time, log x must have finally a negative
or zero exponent. Thus in every case Q == 0.

461. 1. Let /(a;), g(x) become infinite for x = a, a being finite

or infinite. If

f(x\
lim J ^ )

is finite and = 0,

&(.*)

we sayf and g are of the awe order infinite. If

we say/is of lower order infinite than g. If

f(x\
lim - is infinite, .

^(*)

we say/ is of higher order infinite than g.

These three cases are denoted respectively by

We may also say more briefly, that/(#) is infinitarily equal, leSG

than, greater than g(x).
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2. Similar definitions hold when

/O) = 0, g(x)0.
If, for example, ^ ,

we say f(x) is infinitely small relative to g(x), or an infinitesimal

of higher order than g(x). We may also say f(x) is infinitarily

smaller than g(x). In symbols,

3. Turning to the result of 460, we have :

log
a x<xft

a, $ > 0, x = 4- QO.

however large a is and however small 0.

462. Let us consider now functions of the type

I'mPi <<i%l"2%l#C)
'"

For x > 1, we have

< log x < x.

For sufficiently large #,

l^x, 1&, l^x lmx

are > 0. We have, then,

x>l
l
x>l2

x-' >lmx.

The values of these iterated logarithms decrease very rapidly.

For example, let

x= 1,000,000,000 = 109 .

Then

^ = 20.723, Z
2
z= 3.031, Z

8
s = 1.108, I

4
x = 0.103 -

?
6
a: = a negative number.

Hence l^x does not exist.

463. 1. When x = + GO, we have, if a, av 2
>09

a^ > Ifw > J^z > l*x (/S

The sequence S may be called the logarithmic scale.
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To prove $ let

M = ^m-lS-

Then u = 4- <x> with #. We have

liin
*=+ m^f*- l

by 461, 3.

2. T/ot , >1,

This follows at once from 1.

464. i? x = + oo, wAeYe , r 2 , > 0.

The sequence jT may be called the exponential scale.

Let \

We apply 453.

If now 0<<1, <?==-

If 1 < < 2, this shows that = 0, and so on.

Hence

To show
(0-<(O% (1

let us set
^ = 0*.

Then ,. (*)i _. wi
lim

v
_/ = lim - = 0,

w==+0 ^ ^
as just shown. This proves 1). The rest of the theorem follows

now in the same way.
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Order of Infinitesimals and Infinities

485. 1. Let # = 0; then x is an infinitesimal; 2?, of are also

infinitesimals.

Taking a; as a standard, we may say xn is an infinitesimal of

order n, n being a positive integer, and, in general, if x > 0, a? is

an infinitesimal of order /*, where p is any positive number.

Then, if

is finite and = 0, we say that f(x) is an infinitesimal of order

Not every infinitesimal, however, has an order.

For example, by 464, there is no number /A, such that

R lim

_
is not 0. Hence e

x has no order.

2. On the other hand, an infinitesimal f(x) may not have an

order /A, because

either does not exist, or when it does it is infinite or zero.

Thus

x sin -

R Km-_f
*=0 XT

does not exist. Hence
a; sn -

x

is an infinitesimal without an order;

8. Obviously, similar remarks hold for infinities.



CHAPTER XI

MAXIMA AND MINIMA

ONE VARIABLE

Definition. Geometric Orientation

466. Let/(#) be defined in 31 = (#, J). Let c be an inner point
of 21. If

>0 in

f has a minimum at <?. If

n (2

f has a maximum at c.

In words, we may say : / has a maximum at c when /(<?) is

greater than any other value of / in

the domain of c; it has a minimum
at c when /(c?) is less than any other

value of / in the domain of c. Accord-

ing to this definition, f(x), whose graph
is given in the figure, has a maximum
at <?

2, and a minimum at cv <?3
.

The reader should not confuse the terms f(x) has a maximum
or a minimum at a point c, with the terms

Min/O), Max/(a:), in 31.

A function may have an infinite number of extremes, that is,

maxima or minima, in 21.

Example.

= 0.

for x = 0,

for x = 0.

317
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This function oscillates between the two parabolas

y = x*, y = 2 x2 -

At the origin, /has a minimum
;
and in any vicinity of the origin, / has an in-

finite number of maxima and minima.

467. We consider now how the points at which /(#) has an

extreme may be determined. Consulting the Fig. in 466, the

reader will observe that at the points of extreme the tangent is

parallel to the axis of x\ that is, at these points /'(#) = 0.

However, f(x) does not need to have an extreme at all the

points at which f (x) = 0.

For example,

y = y?.

This is an increasing function whose derivative vanishes at

x = 0. In fact, at this point the graph has a

point of inflection with a tangent parallel to

the x axis. See Fig. 1.

On the other hand, not all the points of ex- ^5*
treme are given by the roots of /'(#) = 0. /

Example.
y = x*. FlG -

This function has a minimum at the origin 0,

which is a cuspidal point, with vertical tangent.
See Fig. 2.

At this point, y has no differential coefficient,

since

.Rf(0) = +oo, /'(0) = -oo. Flo 2 .

Criteria for an Extreme

468. 1. In Z>(a), let f(n}
(x) be continuous andf(n)

(a)=Q. Let

f()=/"() = ..=/"-()= 0.

Then f has no extreme at a, if n is odd. If n is even, it has a

minimum, if/
(n)
(a)>0; a maximum, i//(w)

(a)<0.
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For, under these conditions, we have

A/=/(a + h) -/()= /">( +

Since f(n)
(x) is continuous at a,

If 7i is odd,

sgn A/=<r sgn A.

As A can take on positive and negative values, A/ does not pre-

serve one sign in D*(a). Hence, / has no extreme at a. If n is

even,

sgn A/= a-.

Thus in D*,
A/>0, if

2. In 21 = (a, J), let f (x) exist , j?wfe or infinite. The points

within 21 a^ wfoVA /(a;) Aas a?i extreme, lie among the zeros of

/'(*)

For, suppose /(^) has a maximum at e. Then for A > 0,

/(* + A) -/(O< 0, /(c
-

A) -/(*) < 0.

Thus,

n

But when A = 0,

Hm JZ = limi=/'00- (2

On the other hand, 1) shows that

which with 2) shows that /'(<?)= 0.

3. The reasoning in 2 also shows :

If f(x) has an extreme at x= a, thenf
f

(a)=*Q, if f(ci) exists
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469. Let f(jx) be continuous in jD(a). Let f'(x) be finite in

J9*O). Let

<r = 1.

Then f has a minimum at a, if a- = -f 1 ; and a maximum, if

=-l.
To fix the ideas, let <r = -f 1.

Thus there exists a S > 0, such that

in D
fi*(a). Hence f has a minimum at a.

470. Let f(x) be continuous in D(a). In jD*(a), let f'(x) be

finite or infinite, and never vanish throughout any interval of it. In

JBD*(a), letf'(#) be positive when not zero; in .LD*(a), let f (x)

be negative when not z?ro. Then f(x) has a minimum at a. If
these signs are reversed,f has a maximum.

For, using 408, we see that f(x) is an increasing function in

72Z)(a), and a decreasing function in LD(a). Hence / has a

minimum at a.

EXAMPLES

471. /() = a + si
In 388, we saw

Hence, by 469, / has a minimum at 0, a result which may be seen directly.

i

472. /(x)=l, for *=<),

= 0, for x = 0.

This function was considered in 366.

Applying 470, we see that / has a minimum at the origin, a result that may be

seen directly.
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i

473. Let /() = e *>, for x & 0,

= 0, for x = 0.

This function is Cauchy's function. We see directly that it luis a minimum at

the origin. The same result is obtained by 470.

Criticism

474. Some writers confound the terms the function has a

maximum or minimum at a point, with the terms maximum or

minimum of a function in an interval. These two terms may or

may not mean the same thing.

For example, let

/(*) = since, 2l=(0, 27T).

Q

Then/ has a maximum at , and a minimum at
'

--. These

are also the maximum and minimum off in 21. On the other hand,

(\0,
J
as one interval,/ has neither a maximum

As

nor a minimum at any point in 33 ; yet its maximum in 33 is 1, and

its minimum in 33 is 0.

475. The following example also illustrates this point.

Find the greatest and least distance 8 between a fixed point A
within a circle and any point P on the circle.

Let the circle be

and the coordinates of A be a, ; a > 0.

Then
6 = ~v(x a)

2
-f y* = Va2 + ?

and ,~

dx Va2
-f- r

2 - 2 ax

Hence S is a decreasing function in 2l = ( r, /), and has no

maximum or minimum at any point in 91. It has, however, a

maximum and a minimum in 21, viz.

Max 8 = AO,
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SEVERAL VARIABLES

Definite and Indefinite Forms

476. 1. Let f(xl
#m) be defined over a region, of which a is

a point.

If
n

/ has a minimum at a. If

A/<0, in 2>*<V),

^ has a maximum at a.

The theorem of 468 may be generalized thus :

Let the partial derivatives off^'-x^ of order n + 1 be con-

tinuous in _Z)(a). Let the partial derivatives of order <n vanish at

a, while the derivatives of order n do not all vanish at a. Then if

n is odd) f has no extreme at a.

Let n be even. If dn
f(a)>Q in D*(a), f has a minimum; if it

is < 0, it has a maximum at -a. If dn
f(a) has both signs in .Z)*(a),

f has no extreme at a.

Let Xi=al + h
l
~-xm =zam + hm . Then

by 434.

Let rjl
-

ijm be the direction cosines [244, 4] of the line L join-

ing a and x. Then

Then A/ =

since dnf, dn+1f are homogeneous in Aj hm .

Since the derivatives of order n -f 1 are continuous in

there exists a positive number <?, such that

\K\ < &, in D6(a).
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If now dn
/(a)> in i)*(a), H is > on the sphere

to which 77 is restricted.

Then, by 355, 2, there exists a X > 0, such that

H>\.

Then, by virtue of 1), we can choose & < S so small that

A/>0, inD
6,*(a).

Hence / has a minimum at a.

Similar reasoning shows that if dn
f(a)< 0, / has a maximum.

Consider now the case that dn
f(a) has both signs in

Suppose that it is positive at a -h h and nega-
tive at a + k.

Let L, M be the lines joining these points

with a. Let 77,
K be their direction cosines.

Let

#(*)=, S<0.

Let a + th, < < 1, be a point on L between a and a + h.

Dist (a, a + A) = r ; then Dist (a, a + A) = tr.

Thus
A/ = /(a + tK) -/(a) = *V{4 +

Let be such that
T

Then, by 1), A/> for all points on L between a and a + A, a

excluded. Similar reasoning shows that A/< for all points on

M sufficiently near a, the point a excluded.

Thus in any domain of a, however small, A/ has opposite signs.

Hence in this case f has no extreme at a.

Let n be odd. Then H being homogeneous,

Hence dn
f(a) has opposite signs in every domain of a. Hence

when n is odd, / has no extreme at a.
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2. Let f(xl x^ have partial derivatives of the first order, finite

or infinite, in the region R.

The points of R, at which f has an extreme, satisfy the system of

equations
L=0 ... . = 0.

dx
1 m

The demonstration is analogous to that of 468, 2.

477. 1. We have just seen that the sign of dn
f(a) plays a

decisive r61e in questions of maxima and minima. But as already

observed, dnf is a homogeneous integral rational function of hv

h&
" hm of degree n. Such functions are subjects of study in

algebra and the theory of numbers, where they are often called

forms.
A form ^>(xl

xm) which has always one sign, except at the

origin where it necessarily vanishes, is called definite.

Such a form is

^V+'-' +Ow2
. (i

the a's being not all 0.

If the sign of a definite form is positive, it is called a positive

definite form; if negative, it is a negative definite form. Thus 1)

is a positive definite form, while

is an example of a negative definite form.

If <I> can take on both signs, it is called indefinite.

Thus

*i
8+- + *m

8

is an indefinite form.

There is a class of forms which vanish at points besides the

origin and yet, when not 0, have always one sign. They are

called semidefinite forms.

Such a form is, for example,

which is positive when not 0.

Consider the quadratic form
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If A ^= 0, we can write it

If the determinant
D = AC-&

is > 0, .Fdoes not vanish except at the origin, and is therefore a positive definite

form if A > 0, and a negative definite form if A < 0.

If D < 0, F is an indefinite form.

Hence F vanishes on the line

Ax + By = 0,

but has otherwise one sign. Thus, in this case, F is semidefinite.

2. The theorem of 476 may now be stated as follows :

is an indefinite form,f has no extreme at a. If it is a positive definite

form, f has a minimum ; if it is a negative definite form, f has a

maximum at a.

478. When w = 2, i.e. when not all partial derivatives of the

second order are at a, dn
f(a) becomes a quadratic form,

" m
where _ -

,,
, .

and hence __

The determinant
" ^

*lm

is called the determinant of the form 1).

Let Am_! be obtained by deleting the last row and column in Am ;

let Am_2 be obtained by deleting the last two rows and columns in

A, etc.; finally, let A = 1.

In algebra the following theorem is proved :

In order that the form

(2

be a positive definite form, it is necessary and sufficient that the

signs of A A A fo*
AO, Aj,

. Am (3
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are all positive. For 2) to be a definite negative form, it is neces-

sary and sufficient that the signs in 3) are alternately positive and

negative.

Applying this result to the theorem in 476, we have :

Let the partial derivatives of the third order be continuous in

D(a), and let those of the second order not all vanish at a. Let all

the first derivatives vanish at a. Let

r = 0, 1, m.

Ao
=1 -

If the signs in the sequence

A , Aj, Am

are aZZ positive,f has a minimum. If the signs in this sequence are

alternately positive and negative, f has a maximum at a.

Semidefinite Forms

479. Up to the present, the case that dn
f(a) i-s a semidefinite

form has not been treated. It is, however, easy to show that in

this case f may or may not have an extreme at a.

Ex. 1.

Here

f(xy) = x* - 6 xy* -f 8 y* = (x -

a =(0,0).

Hence,

We have here a semidefinite form.

That / has not an extreme at the origin is

obvious.

For, if P is the parabola
x = 2 y*,

and Q the parabola

= 0, /"X0)=0.

f>0
we see that /< between these parabolas, and

>0 in the rest of the plane, points on the parabolas excepted, as in the figure.
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Ex.2.

a = (0, 0).

Obviously, from 1), / has a minimum at the origin.

Here
= o, /;(0)=o.

Hence,

We have here a semidefinite form,

480. It is beyond the scope of this work to do more than show
that the semidefinite case is ambiguous arid requires further

investigation. We refer the reader for a detailed treatment of

this case to Stolz, Grundzuge, Vol. 1, p. 211 seq. ; Jordan, Cours.,

Vol. 1, p. 380 seq.-, Scheeffer, Math. Ann., Vol. 35, p. 541;

v. Dantscher, Math. Ann., Vol. 42, p. 89.

Criticism

481. The partial derivatives of order n being continuous in

D(a), we have seen that

A/= d/(a) + 1- d/(a) + - +~ df(a + OK)=Tl+ T, + - + Tn .

The terms T^ Tv are polynomials in hv A
2, --hm of 1, 2,

degree, whose coefficients, except the last, are constant. Letting
hv A

2, be infinitesimals of the 1 order, Tr if =0 is thus an in-

finitesimal of rth order. The assumption is now made by many
authors that if r < s, then T3 is infinitely small compared with Tr .

When there is only one variable h, this is indeed true ; it is not,

however, always true when there are two or more variables

hv A
2,

As an example, consider the form
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Let the increments hv A
2
be related by the equation

i.e. let the point (Ap A
2) approach the origin along the parabola 1).

Then
zi = V< 7

3
= -6A

2*,
y
4
= 8V;

which-shows that 3P
8, r4, instead of being infinitely small compared

with T2, are in fact numerically 6 and 8 times larger than T
2

.

482. Let us see now how this erroneous assumption regarding

infinitesimals, when applied to the semidefinite case, leads to a

false result.* For simplicity we take only two variables x, y.

Let
A/=/(a + A, ft + ) -/(a, ft)

Let the determinant AC 52 = 0. Then T% is a semidefinite

form. To fix the ideas let A 3= ; then

, by 477,1.

Thus A/ has the sign of A, except for the points (A, &) on the

line L, = 0.

For points on L, A/ becomes

For points on the line L, on opposite sides of the origin, TB takes

on opposite signs. As the sign of A/ at these points depends on

the sign of T
B (making use of the above erroneous assumption),

it is thus necessary that T
Q
= for points on L, if / is to have

an extreme at a, ft. If T
9
= for these points,

* Cf. Todhunter, Differential Calculus; Desmartes, Cours d'Analyse.
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for these points. If now T = on L,f has an extreme * at (a, i),

if T has the same sign as A, for points of Jk, the origin excluded.

That this result is wrong may be shown by applying it to

which we considered in 479, Ex. 1.

Here
A = 2.

The line L is, in this case, the y-axis. For points on , T3 = ;

while jT
4 > 0, the origin excepted. Thus T has the same sign as

A. We should have therefore an extreme at the origin, if the

above reasoning were correct. But as we already saw in 479, f
has no extreme at the origin.

483. Another error which is sometimes made is the following.
It is assumed that the function f(x, y) has an extreme at the point
R when and only when f has an extreme along every right line

through R.

That this view is incorrect is seen by the function

given in 479, Ex. 1.

As the figure shows, a point S
moving along any line L toward the

origin 72, finally remains in a region
for which A/> 0, the origin of

course excluded. If, therefore, this

view were correct, / would have a

minimum at R, which we know is , / A/>oLS
not true.

Relative Extremes

484. 1. Let us consider the problem of finding the points of

maxima and minima of a function

"fCw T 41 tl \ f\w ~~~J \~\ *'m) **1
"**

pj 9 \-*-

* According to the above erroneous hypothesis.
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where the variables u up are one-valued functions of x
l

defined over a region R and satisfying the system

(2

Such points of maxima and minima are called points of relative

extreme, to distinguish them from the case when the variables

x
l

xm , H! up are all independent.
Let the point (xl Up) run over the region T when (xl

xm )

runs over 72. Let/, <j
-

< p have continuous first partial deriv-

atives with respect to x
l

up in jP, and let the w's have continu-

ous first partial derivatives with respect to x
1

xm in R.

Let w considered as a function of a^ xm be denoted by

The points of extreme of w in R satisfy the system

M^o ... = 0, (3

by 476, 2. Let S denote the set of points determined by 3).

Lagrange has given a method for forming the system 3), which

is often serviceable. It rests on the introduction of certain unde-

termined multipliers ^ ftp.
In fact, differentiating 1) 2) we

get:

,

= 0;

Multiply the 2d, 3d, ... equations by /AJ, /A2, respectively,

and add the results to the first equation.

We get

* (4
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Let us now, if possible, determine the //.'s so that

# +S^ =
0,...^ +2 Mr^ = 0. (5

dWj
*-l

dWj dup
*~* dup

Then 4) gives

Then, by 429, 2,

dx

These are the left hand members of the equations 3).

Hence, by 3),

f+S^=o,... ^+2^=0. <7dx
l
^ dx

1
dxm ^ r

dxm
v

Thus the points of S are determined by 2), 5), 7).

2. Let us introduce the function

We observe that, considering x
l

up as independent variables,

|-0,...^ = 0, ^ = 0,.-^ = (8
5^j d^m d^

:
du

p
^

are precisely the equations 5), 7).

485. To determine whether a point of $ is a point of extreme,

it is often necessary to consider the second and even higher differ-

entials of F(xl XM). Here it is sometimes convenient to make
use of the fact that

where the differential on the right is calculated supposing

*i
- *m, ^i

- wp

to be independent variables.
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For, let us denote g considered as a composite function of x by
Gx-x. Then

since the <'s vanish now by 484, 2.

Hence

But, by 433, 2),

486. Example. Let us find the shortest distance from the point P=
to the plane

= biXi + b2x2 + 68x8 -f 6 = 0.

Let
w = a2 = Z(z t

- a
t)

2
t = 1, 2, 3.

The points of minimum value are the same for w and 8.

We have

0. i = l,2,3. (2

From the four equations 1), 2), we find

g*
i
2 + &2

2 + 6s
2

Hence at this point x = ^,

.0
(3

To ascertain if ^ is a point of minimum, consider the value of cPw at this point.

We have
dg = S {2(xt

- a
t ) + M&t} dx t = 1, 2, 3.

As this is positive, f is a point of minimum. Thus the least distance do from a

to is determined by 3). We get



CHAPTER XII

INTEGRATION

Geometric Orientation

487. 1. As the reader is probably aware, the integral calculus

arose from attempts to find the length of curves, the area of sur-

faces, and the volume of solids.

Before taking up the general theory of integration, let us see

how the problem of finding the area of a simple figure leads to an

integral.

2. In the interval 31 = (a, 6) let y~f(x) be an increasing con-

tinuous function whose graph F is given in the adjoining figure.

We seek the area A of the figure

abaft=F. The upper boundary of

F is the curve F.

To find the area of a circle in

elementary geometry, we form a

sequence of inscribed and circum-

scribed polygons. Each inscribed

polygon is contained in the circle;

each circumscribed polygon contains the circle. We say the area

: the circle is therefore less than any of the outer polygons, and

reater than any of the inner polygons. We then show that the

areas of these two systems of polygons have a common limit as

the number of the sides increases indefinitely. This limit is then,

by definition, the area of the circle.

We shall adopt a similar procedure here, reserving for later a

more thorough discussion in connection with other fundamental

geometric notions.

Let us divide (a, 6) into n equal intervals by introducing the

poii? i^ a
a, a8,

333
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Over each interval (ar, ar+i) we have two rectangles

rm = mm+imam+ii <*>m=/()
and T, ..

Let

Then Sn contains F, while sn is contained in jf
7
.

Let us now divide each of the intervals

into two equal parts. We get two new sums s2n and S2n* I

way we may continue without end. Let us now give n the values

1, 2, 4, ...

We get two limited univariant sequences

Each sequence has a limit by 109. These limits are, moreover,
the same. For Sn sn is obviously the area of the shaded region
in the figure.

Hence T

Evidently
limCS,,- )=<).
n=oo

Hence
lim Sn = lim sn .

As in the case of the circle, the common limit is, by definition,

the area of F.

3. Now ,

o a , ^
rm= /(m)

ii

Hence ,
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and therefore, setting for uniformity, a = a,

/(am). (2

But as the reader knows, the expression on the right of 2) is

the integral rb
\ f(x)dx.
SO,

488. Example. Let us find the limit A of 487, 2) for the function

/(z)=c*. c>0.
Set

then
am = a + m8, m = 0, 1, n 1.

and

/( m)
= C + 5 = CCm8 .

Hence

Now
lim 5 = 0.
*l=QO

Also, by 311,

Urn !_ = JL. (2
a=o c5 1 log c

From 1), 2) we have

logo

Analytical Definition of an Integral

489. 1. Let f(x) be a limited function, defined over the inter-

val 21 = (a, 6), a< 6.
f
_

,
_

,
_-^ ^->_H

. .
a u

t
a a

a s a-n.1 o

Let us divide 21 into n sub-intervals

Sm = Om-iO> m = 1, 2,
... w

by interpolating a^ pleasure the points

ar a
2,

For uniformity of notation, we set

a = a, b =
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This set of points 1) produces a division of 31, which we

denote by D = (av av an_0.

Since no confusion can arise, let Bm denote also the length of

the interval 8m . The greatest of these lengths we call the norm

of D and denote it by 8.

In each 8m, let us take a point fm at pleasure, and build the sum

In passing, let us note that the sums Sn^ sn of 487 are special

cases of 2).

Let now 8=0. If Js converges to a limit <7, which is independ-
ent of the choice of the points aro, m , we write

= lim 2/(fw)8m = f
6=0 ^ */

We say /(a;) f* integrdble from a to J, and call J the integral of

f(x) from a to b. f(x) is called the integrand; a, b are respec-

tively the lower and upper limits of integration. We also write

The symbol |
is a long $, the first letter of the word sum.

2. To fix the ideas, we have taken a < b.

Then in 2), the numbers

Sm^Om-tfm-l)
are positive.

If we had taken a > i, the S's would be all negative. Evidently,
whether a is greater or less than 6, if

. />(*)<** (3
exists, then */a

J/(*0<fc (4

exists and 3), 4) have the same numerical value, but are of op-

posite sign.
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Without loss of generality, we may therefore, in our discussion,

take a < b so that the S's are > 0.

3. Obviously the symbol

has no sense when a = b. In this case we shall assign to it the

value 0.

4. Letf(x) be integrable in 31 = (a, 6), and

i/coisjf.
Then

\J/b> <M(b-a). (5

For,

Hence

or,
- M(b - a) < J5 < M(b - a).

Passing to the limit, 8 = 0,

- M(b - a) <Cfdx< M(b - a),

which is 5).

Upper and Lower Integrals

490. Before deducing criteria for the integrability of /(#), we
define upper and lower integrals.

, in S.

We shall show immediately that Jthe limits

5=0 8=0

exist and are finite They are called respectively the upper and

lower integrals of/(#) for the interval 21, and are denoted by
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491. Iff(x) is limited in 21, the upper and lower integrals exist

and are finite.

Let us consider the upper integral ; similar reasoning is appli-

cable to the lower integral.

Corresponding to each division D there is a SD . Let us lay

off these values on an axis. We get a limited point aggregate.

For, since f(x) is limited, there exists a number J!f>0, such

that

-M<f(x)<M.
Hence

or - M(l - a)<SD <M(b - a).

Hence, the 8D are limited.

Let S = Min 8D.

We show now that __

S = lim SD ;

5=0

that is, for each e > 0, there exists a 8 , such that

for any division D of norm S<8 .

Since S is a minimum, there exists a division A of 21 of norm

?;, such that _ __

<%<^<3>+i- (2

Let vv wv vv be the intervals of A. Let

be the intervals of D lying wholly in v^ i = 1, 2, v\ let

si, sj,
...

be the other intervals of D,
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We take now so small that

for all S< 8 . This is evidently possible, since A has only v inter-

vals, v being fixed.

Let
Mw = Max/, in S,,,

M( = Max/, in S'
t
.

Then

+
|,

by 3). (4

Hence, from 2), 4),

or,

a =(o,,).

(jc)
= 1 for rational points in 3t,

= for irrational points in

Then
8D = 1, D = 0.
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Let f(x) lie on the circumference of the circle for rational

x, while it lies on the edge of the inscribed square for
~

irrational x.

Then evidently _
I fdx = J T#2

t area of semicircle
;

J%

\ fdx = .R2
,
area of half the inscribed square.

^

/ Criteria for Integrdbility

493. For the limited function f(x) to be integrdble in the interval

21, it is necessary and sufficient that

It is sufficient. For, let D be any division of norm 8.

Then
^. >/(,)>"V

Hence

>/* > -

Summing, we get

By hypothesis,
lim SD= lim^ = i, say.
5=0 i=K)

Hence
lim J

8
= i.

/< is necessary. For, since the integral J exists,

6>o, a >o, \J--SMM* \<\ (i

for any division D of norm S< S .

Let ^ be any other point in the subinterval BK belonging to the

division D just mentioned.

We have also, as in 1),

(2
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Subtracting 1), 2), we have

*.|<, (3

for any division of norm S < S .

On the other hand, in each SK there are points , 77K , such that

4(6
-

a)'

Multiplying these inequalities by SK and adding, we have

Hence

This gives, using 3),

Hence
S S<e; hence S= S.

494. We can state the theorem of 493 a little differently by

introducing the following definitions. The difference between

the maximum and 'minimum of a function /(a:) in an interval 21,

is called the oscillation of f in 21. It cannot ever be negative.

Let D be any division of 21 into subintervals S
K , of length S^. Let

G)K be the oscillation of/ in S
K

. The sum

is called the oscillatory sum of/for the division D.

We have
= 2 (Jf.

-
m.) 8.

= 2JTA - 2mA

(1
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495. In order that the limited function f(x) be integrable in 21, it

is necessary and sufficient that

limfl/=0. (1

For, by 494, 1),

By 493, /(#) is integrable when and only when

Km S^ = Km &&

or when and only when

5=0
~

which is 1).

496. If f(x) is integrable in 21, it is integrable in any partial

interval $3 of 21.

Let 21 = (a, ft), 53 = (a, /3). a a J S

Since

Km 2^8, = (1
5=0 #

for any system of divisions whose norm 8=0, let us consider only
such divisions involving the points a, /3. Let D

1
be the division

of $3, produced by D. Then

^ 2c0 8
K 5? ^w 8K, (2

since the first sum contains only a part of the intervals 8,, and CO
K

is

Passing to the limit in 2), we have, by 1),

Km 2o)
K
8K = 0.

5=0 D

Hence, f(x) is integrable in S3.

497. In order that the limited function f(x) be integrable in 21, it

is necessary and sufficient that* for each e > 0, there exists at least one

division Dfor which
.

That this condition is necessary follows at once from 495.
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It is sufficient. For, by 494, for the division D

But then, as the figure shows,

S -
or, by 491,

But then, by 87, 5,

Therefore, by 493, f(x) is integrable.

498. In order that the limited function f(x) be integrable in 31, it

is necessary and sufficient that for any pair of positive numbers o>,

tr, there exists a division D of 21, such that the sum of the subinter-

vals* of D in which the oscillation of f(x) is >e, is <<r.

It is necessary. For, by 497, there exists a division D for which

flj)f is as small as we please, and therefore

Let the intervals of D for which the oscillation of / is 5> o>, be

denoted by DK , those for which the oscillation is < &>, by dK .

This, with 1), givesy

Hence

J^ i sufficient. For, having taken > small at pleasure, take

<r =
<

where

J!f=Max/, m=Min/, in 21.

* For brevity, instead of sum of the lengths of the subintervals.
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Then, by hypothesis, there exists a division D for which

This, with 2), gives

< (M m)cr -f a)(b a) = | + |
= e.

^ Z

There is, therefore, at least one division D for which

Then, by 497, / is integrable in 21.

Classes of Limited Integrable Functions

499. If f(x) is continuous in the interval 31, it is integrable in 31.

For, since f is continuous in 21, it is uniformly continuous.

Hence, by 353, we can divide 31 into subintervals of length 8>0,
such that the oscillation of / in each interval is < o>, an arbitrarily

small positive number. There is thus no subinterval in which

the oscillation >a>.

Therefore, by 498, / is integrable in 31-

500. If f(x) is limited in the interval 31 = (a, 6) and has only a

finite number of points of discontinuity av a
2 , a,, it is integrable

tn.
Let a>, a- be any pair of positive numbers. On either side of the

points aK mark the points a^, a'J, K = 1, 2,

s, as in the figure; but such that the ^ ^,
i

l
*

n
-

^,
1

2

^ >/

total length of these little intervals is <cr.

Since / is continuous in (a, &}), we can divide it into subinter-

vals such that the oscillation of / in each of them is < o>.

The same is true of the intervals (a{', aj)* (<$ * as)>
But this set of subintervals in 31 gives a division of 31 for which

the sum of the intervals in which the oscillation is >o> is

Hence, by 498, / is integrable in 31.
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501. 1. In 263 we saw there were point aggregates having
derivatives (not of course) of every order. This leads us to

divide point aggregates into two classes or species. The first

embraces all point aggregates whose derivatives after some order

vanish. The second embraces aggregates having non-zero deriva-

tives of every order. ,

2. Let f(x) be limited in the interval 21. If its points of discon-

tinuity form an aggregate A of the first species , f is integrable in 21.

We note that the aggregate A in 500 is of order 0.

We prove the above theorem by complete induction. Let us

assume therefore that /is integrable when A is of order n 1, and

show/ is integrable when A is of order n.

Since A is of order n, A (n) embraces only a finite number of

points, by 265. Call these

As in 500, we can inclose them in little intervals (a{, a[')

The points of discontinuity in the intervals

form an aggregate of order n 1. Hence, by hypothesis, f(x) is

integrable in
2lj, 2l2 i

Then each interval 21K can be divided into subintervals by 498,

so that the sum of the intervals in which the oscillation of / is > o>

is as small as we please. As in 500, the totality of these little sub-

intervals furnishes a division of 21 for which the sum of the inter-

vals in which the oscillation is >G> is <<r, an arbitrarily small

number. Then, by 498, f(x) is integrable in 21.

502. Let f(x) be limited and monotone in 21 ; then f(x) is inte-

grable in a.

If f(x) is constant, the theorem is obvious. We may therefore

exclude this case. We show that for each > there exists a

division D for which

Then, by 497, / is integrable.
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To fix the ideas, suppose f(x) is increasing. Let us divide

into equal intervals of length

eB<

Then

fV=<
= *!/() -/GO!

<e,byl).

(1

+{/() -/O-l)

let

/(0)=0. i .

Here /is monotone increasing and limited in the interval $ = (0, 1). It is there-

fore integrable in $. It has an infinite number of points of discontinuity, viz. the

points

* = i. n = l,2,...

Properties of Integrable Functions

504. Iff\(jB)'>
'" fs(x) are limited and integrable in the interval 31.

Then jP(#) = c
lfl H-----h c

sf*, cs constants,

is integrable in SI,

For,

Passing to the limit, we get 1).

505. If /(#), #(#) are limited and integrable in 21,

integrable in 31.
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1. Suppose first that f(x), g(x) are > and <M in 31. Let D
be any division of 21. Let SK be one of the subintervals. Let

0* 0,, O
g

be the oscillations of h(x), /(V), g(x) in 8^.

Let

F, /,

&, 9,

be the maximum and minimum of /(#) and g(x) respectively in

*.

Then

Hence
f

Since for 5 = 0,

lim flDf= 0, lim flDg = 0,

we have
lim fl^A = 0.

Hence, by 495, h(x) is integrable in 21.

2. If /(#), #(V) are not positive, we can add the positive num-

bers a, /3 to them so that

are positive, and by 504, integrable.

Then

Hence

ff^x)
-

ag(x)
- ff(x)- aft. (1

Each term on the right side of 1) is integrable by what precedes
Hence f(x)g(jc) is.
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506. In the interval 21 let

where A, B are both positive or both negative number*. If f(x) is

integrable in 31, so is

To fix the ideas, suppose A, B are positive. Using the notation

of 505,

_ 1 _ 1 _ F-f -
~ ~ ~

A*

Hence

As f(x) is integrable,

limfl/,/=0.
6=0

Hence g(x) is also integrable, by 1) and 495.

507. If f(x) is limited and integerable in 51, so is

000 = !/(*) I-

For, using the notation of 505,

o,<ot
obviously. Therefore

As

g(x) is integrable by 495.

508. In 501, 503 we have met with integrable functions which
have an infinite number of discontinuities in 31. There is, how-

ever, a limit to the 'discontinuity of a function beyond which it

ceases to be integrable, viz. :
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If the limited function f(x) is integrdble in the interval 31, there

are an infinity of points in any partial interval $3 of 31, at which f
is continuous.

Let ft)
1
>ft)2 >-- be positive and =0. By 498 there exists a

division such that the sum of the intervals in which the oscilla-

tion of f is > G)J
is < <7. Thus, if <r be taken less than $3, there is

at least one subinterval within 33, call it $QV in which the oscillation

is <to
1

. Similarly, there is an interval $2
within $&v in which the

oscillation of/ is <o>2
. Continuing this way, we can get a sequence

of intervals

each contained within the preceding, whose lengths = 0. Then,

by 127, 2, the sequence 1) defines a point c within 53, such that for

every point x in J9(V),

1/0*0 ~/00 1

< to arbitrarily small.

Thus $ contains at least one point c, at which f(x) is continuous.

It therefore contains an infinity of such points.

Functions with Limited Variation

509. An important class of limited integrable functions is

formed by functions with limited variation, which we now consider.

Let f(x) be defined over the interval 31 = (a, 6).

Let D be a division of 31 of norm 8; let
Sj,

8
2 , be the sub-

intervals of 31 corresponding to this division.

Let <*K denote the oscillation oif(x) in SK . Let us form the sum

If - AT
G> = Max ft^

is finite for all possible divisions D, we say f(x) is a function with

limited variation^ or tliat f(x) has a limited variation in 31.

We call 5) the variation of f(x) in 31. If & is infinite, we say

f(x) has unlimited variation in 31. If /(#) is unlimited in 31, it

cannot be a function with limited variation in %.
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510. Let jD = (a 1
a2 ---) be a division of 21. Let us form a new

division A by interpolating a point between a^, ac
Then S

t
falls into two intervals S[, S" in A.

Let JK;, M(, M[
f

be the maximum of / in S
t, S[, 8

t",

and let m
t , w', w",

be the minimum of / in these intervals.

Then the term
o)

t
= JK[ ra

t

in <00 is replaced by

in o)A . Now at least one of the M[, M'J equals 5f
t ; and at least

one of the m'/, m( equals mt
. To fix the ideas, let

Then
a>A G>n = < (1

511. 1. Let f(x) be a limited monotone function in 21. /
limited variation in 21.

To fix the ideas, let it be monotone increasing. Then

=/(*) -/()

Thus, whatever division

Hence

is employed,

-/GO-

has the same value.

2.

Letf(x) be monotone and limited in each interval 21*. Thenf has

limited variation in 21.

For, we get the maximum value of a>D when D embraces all the

end points of the intervals 21*. In fact, let D be a division which

does not include one of these end points, say a, which lies in the
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interval 8
t
. Let A be a division formed by adding a to D. Then,

by 510, 1),

It, on the other hand, D is a division including all the end

points of 3lr 312 , we cannot increase COD by adding other points
to -D, as we saw in 1. Thus the variation of f(x) in 31 is the sum
of the variations in each 31*. As these latter are finite by 1, / is

of limited variation in 31.

512. 1. It is easy to construct functions having an infinite

number of oscillations in 31, which are of limited or unlimited

variation.

Let b > 1, and in 31 = (0, 6) take the

aggregate 1111
9 2' <P t>

""

Let the line OL make the angle 45

with the z-axis. Between each pair of o

points
1

m ra+1
take a point am .

Let f(x) have the graph formed of the heavy lines in the figure.

n n

Then

As we shall see later, the limit of the expression on the right is

infinite.

Hence f(x) is of unlimited variation.

2. To form a function having limited

variation, take the parabola,

instead of the right line OL in the

last example.
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Then

But as we shall see, the limit of the right side is here finite.

Hencef(x) is of limited variation.

3. Similar considerations show that

has unlimited variation in (0, 6) ; while

y = a?sin-,
x

has limited variation in (0, J).

. 513. Iff(x) has limited variation in 31, it is integrable in 21.

We apply the criterion of 498. Let then, o>, a be an arbitrary

pair of positive numbers. Let D be a division of norm S. Let

v be the number of subintervals in which the oscillation of f(x)
is > a). Then, for any division whatever,

i>a> < 5,

where 5> is the total variation of/in g.

Let
&)

p = ;

then
"

Let us take 8 < -
. Then the sum of the intervals in which the

oscillation of/is >o> is

Content of Point Aggregates

514. 1. Let A be a point aggregate lying in the interval 91.

For example, A may be the interval 21 itself. Or it may consist

of a certain number of partial intervals of 21. Or it may embrace

an infinity of subintervals with or without their end points after
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the manner of Ex. 7, 8 in 271. Or it may consist of a mixed

system of intervals and points not forming intervals.

Let us effect a division D of 31 into subintervals

$v $v
" S

as heretofore.

Let 8i, ;,
-

(1

be those intervals of D in which points of A fall. Let

!', %', - (2

be those intervals of D, all of whose points lie in A.

Then __

A = lim2S!;, A = lim2^'
5=0 6=0

exist and are finite.

In fact, let us introduce an auxiliary function f(x) whose value

is in 21, except at the points of A, where its value is 1.

Then evidently, using the notation and results of 490, 491,

since MK
= 1 if SK is in 1), but is otherwise 0.

D

since mK = 1 if 8K is in 2), but is otherwise 0.

Hence __ _

2. The numbers A, A are called the upper and lower content of A.

When A = A,

their common value is called the content of A. We denote it by

Cont A,

or when no confusion can arise, by A.

The upper and lo\\ er contents may be denoted by

A = Cont A, A = Cont A.

A limited point aggregate having content is said to be measurable.
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515. Let $8 be a partial aggregate of 31. Let S = 51 SB be the

complementary aggregate. If 31 and 33 are measurable, so is , and

Cont e = Cont 31 - Cont 33. (1

For, let D be a division of norm S. Let $ be the frontier of 33

Let 31^, 33 />, / $D be the sum of the intervals of D containing

points of 31, 33, , g, respectively. Let 31^, 33^, S/> be the sum of

the intervals which lie wholly in 31, 33, S, respectively.

Then ______
i></> + 6/>< /> + &* (2

since some of the intervals of D may contain both points of 33

and S, and are therefore counted twice on the middle member of 2).

Similarly,

?i>-!5ir (3

Passing to the limit, B = 0, in 2), 3), we get

But 1 = 31 = Cont 31,

Hence

6 = g
which gives 1).

516. 1. By the aid of the auxiliary function /(V) introduced in

514, 1, the criteria for integrability which we deduced in 495, 497

give at once criteria that A have a content. Thus 495 gives :

In order that A have content, it is necessary and sufficient that the

sum of those intervals containing both points of A and points not in

A, converge to zero, as the norm 8 of D converges to zero.

2. From 497 we have :

In order that A have content, it is necessary and sufficient that for
each positive number e there exists a division D of 31, such that the

sum of the intervals in which both points of A and not of A occur,

is <e.
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EXAMPLES

517. 1. A = rational numbers in 91 = (a, &).

Here T * A AA = o a, A = 0.

9> A = 0, 1, 1, i, J,
- -H

I I I-Mi ill

Let e>0 be arbitrarily small. ^ i i

Let us define the division D as follows. Inclose each of the points

'

2' 3' n-1
within intervals of length

where

>.

The remaining points of A fall in the interval

(0,^+3),
=.

Then the sum of the intervals containing both points in A and not in A is <e.

Hence, by 516, 2, A has a content.

As obviously A

wehave
Cont A = 0.

If E is the complement of A in ${,

Cont E = Cont 21 = (6
-

a),

by 515.

518. 1. A point aggregate of content zero is called discrete.

Such an aggregate is given in 517, Ex. 2.

Every limited point aggregate of the first species is discrete.

The reasoning is perfectly analogous to that of 501.

2. Let f(x) be limited in the interval 31. If the points of discon-

tinuity of f(x) form a discrete aggregate, f(x) is integrable in 21

This follows at once from 497.

3. Let y=f(x) be univariant in 91. Let
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Let A be a discrete aggregate in 21. The image E of A is also

discrete.

Let us effect a division of 21 of norm S < d.

Let Sj,
8
2 be the subintervals containing points of A. Let

*7ii Vv
'" be the corresponding intervals on the y-axis. Then, by

hypothesis,

Thus
s^Jis*.. (i

But A being discrete, we can take S so small that the right side

of 1) is < .

Hence E is discrete.

Generalized Definition of an Integral

519. Up to the present we have supposed that the integrand f(x)
is defined for all the points of the interval 21= (a, b). By employ-

ing the results of the last articles, we can generalize as follows :

Let S3 be a measurable aggregate in 21, and let f(x) be a limited

function defined over 33. Let us effect a division

D(av a
2 , )

of 21 of norm B.

Those intervals , . ,

all of whose points lie in 53, form a system which we denote by Dr
The lengths of the intervals 1) we denote by S{, 8, ; while

'n 2*
* are points taken at pleasure, one in each interval of 1).

Let us build the sum

If as 8 = 0, 7
8 converges to one and the same value, however the

divisions D and the 's be chosen, we call this common limit the

integral of f(x) over 53, and denote it by

We say in this case that /(a?) is integrable with respect to
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520. Let f(x) be a limited function defined over a limited point

aggregate $8 of content zero. Then f(x) is integrable over 33> and

have the same meaning as in 519.

Since / is limited, let

1/0
Then

Since $8 is of content zero,

lim ZS'K = 0.
6=0

Hence
lim J

8
= 0,

6=0

which proves the theorem.

521. 1. Let f(x) be a limited integrable function defined over the

measurable aggregate 33. Let the interval 21 = (a, 6) contain 33.

Let
#O)=/O), w33;

= 0, for points of 21 not in 33.

Then g(x) is integrable in (a, 6), and

Let us effect the division D of 21 as in 519.

As before, let D
l
be the system of intervals lying in 33. Let D2

be the system of intervals containing no point of 33. Let A be the

system of intervals containing both points of 33 and points not in 33.

We build now the sum

with reference to the interval H.
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Since
D = D

1 +
we have

.. (2

Since g(x) = in D
2, the second sum in 2) is 0. Since

in Dv we have now

Now, by hypothesis, / .is integrable in 33> and

lim
6=0

On the other hand,
l

by 516 and 520.

Hence, passing to the limit, & = 0, in 3), we have 1).

2. The reasoning in 1 gives as corollary :

If /(#) is limited in #}, and g(x) is integrable in 21, then f(x) is

integrable in 33, and

This is at once evident, on passing to the limit in 3).

3. Let f(x) be limited in 21 = (a, b). Let A be a discrete aggre-

gate in 21. Let 33 = 21 - A. Let f(x) be integrable in $. Then

f(x) is integrable in 21, and

ffdx= ffdx.Ja J<$

The demonstration is similar to 1, omitting the system D2
.

522. 1. Let f(x) be a limited integrable function with respect to

the measurable aggregate 33, lying in the interval 21 = (a, 6). Let

D = (a^ a
2, n-i) be a division of^21 of norm B. Let
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be resulting intervals formed of one or several contiguous intervals of

D, lying in $. Then

5=0

Let us introduce the auxiliary function g(x) of 521. Then, by

521,

C fdx = C gdx.
J% J

Now the division D breaks 31 up into the intervals

(a, j), (a x , a2), O2, a3), (<*_!, i).

Letting Dv D2 , A have the same meaning as in 521, we have

* =s rv* =s f
Oi+

T*7^
. z^a

i

But

while

since ^r
= in the intervals of Dv

Thus,

Now, if

we have, by 489, 4,

A '

But since SB is measurable,

lim A = 0.
5=0

Hence the second term on the right of 2) has the limit 0.

Hence, passing to the limit in 2), we get 1).
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2. The preceding reasoning gives the corollary :

If f(x) is limited in 33 and integrable in each of the intervals

(> &) an& ^ f *fdx is convergent as B = 0, then

This is evident on passing to the limit in 2).

3. Letf(x) be limited in 31= (a, 6). Let A be a discrete aggre-

gate in 31. Let S = 31 - A. Then

f/^=limTJa 6=0 ^

provided the limit on the right is finite.

For, by 2,

limVf^= Cfdx.
s=o ^J K ^33

But, by 521, 3,

//<**=./>



CHAPTER XIII

PROPER INTEGRALS

First Properties

523. In the last chapter the integrand /(a?), as well as the

interval of integration 31, were limited. Integrals for which this

is the case are called proper integrals, in contradistinction to those

in which either /(#) or 21 is unlimited. These latter are called

improper integrals.

In this chapter we consider only proper integrals. We wish to

establish their more elementary properties.

In 21 = (a, 5), we shall take a<6, unless the contrary is stated.

All the functions employed as integrands are supposed to be limited

and integrable in 31.

524. For the sake of completeness, we begin by stating the three

following properties already established respectively in 489, 2;

489, 4 ; 504, viz. :

f
b

f(x)dx = -
f*f(x)dx, a^b. (1

\J& */ **^

(x)dx <M\b-a\, a^J, (2

|/(a;)| being <M in the interval (a, J).

\c-ifi+- + c>f,\dx = e
l fV* + + *,/,<&, a^b. (3
*/a /a

525. Let a, 5, <?, be three points in any order. Then

361
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Suppose first that a< c < b. Since

is the same, whatever system of division D we choose, let us con-

sider only such divisions in which c enters. The points of D which

fall in (a, e), let us call D
l ; those falling in (0, i), call Dv

Then
A- (2

Now f(x) being integrable in 31, is integrable in (#, c) and

0, J), by 496.

Hence, passing to the limit in 2), we get 1).

The theorem is now readily established for any other order of

a, J, c.

526. 1. Jrc2l = O, 6), let

Then cw(j_ a)<J fdx<M(b-a).

For
* </(,) <*f.

Hence

or 7w(S ) < J"
5 < Jf(5 a).

Passing to the limit, 8 = 0, we get 1).

2. 7n 31 let f(x)%g(x). Then

. (2

For,
A(*)=/(aO-CO>0, in 91.

Hence, by 1),

which gives 2).
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527. 1. We saw In 508 that, if f(x) is integrable in 91, it must

have points of continuity <?, in any subinterval of 21. This fact

leads us to state the Allowing theorem :

Letf(x)>Q in 31. Iffis continuous at c, ewd/(tf)>0, then

To fix the ideas, suppose c is an inner point. Then by 351, 2,

there exists an interva' (<?', 0") about <?, in which/(V)
Hence by 526,

But

2. As corollary we h. ve :

Letf(x) >#(X) in 31.
, If at a point c of continuity off and g,

f(c)>g(c), then

3. By means of the preceding inequalities, we can often estimate

approximately the value of an integral with little labor, as the

following examples show.

Ex.1. .6<C ^=: <.6236, n>2. (1

For, ifO<x<l, l l

Vl -xn VI -xa

Hence *

which gives 1).

Ex. 2.

For by 413, 2,

* In order to illustrate these and a few immediately following theorems we assume the

elementary properties of indefinite integrals, which are treated in 536 scq*
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Hence e*> 1 -f z, z > 0.

Hence, x being a constant,

which gives 2).

528. 1. Let f(x) be limited and integrdble in 21; then \f(x)\ is

integrable in 21, and

In the first place, |/| is integrable by 507.

On the other hand,

-!/(*) I </(*)< !/(*)!

The relation 1) follows now by 526.

2. The reader should guard against the error of assuming that

f(x) is necessarily integrable in 21 if \f(x^ \

is integrable in 21.

For example, let

f(x) = 1 for rational x in 21,

= 1 for irrational x in 21.

Then
, ^ , ^ . M
\f(x) I

= 1, tor every x in 21,

and is therefore integrable in 21- But/(V) is obviously not inte-

grable in 21.

529. 1. In 21 = (a, &), let

When not zero^ let f(x) be positive. Then

dx. (2

For, multiplying 1) by f(x), we have

v

We have now 2) by 526.
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2. In 91 let /(#)>0. Let m<g(x)<M. At a point c of con

tinuity of /(V), g(x)<> let

Then C C C
mj fdx<J fgdx<My fdx.

We have only to apply 527, 1 to the functions

and (q m)f.

arcsin*< f* dx < SSJ^Z. (8JQ - 2 - 2 -Vi - x2 i - x2 Vi - x

where 0<X<1, 0<<1.
For,

Vi -;
Hence

:<-

T^c2Vl - Xz*

which gives 3).

Ex - 2 - .333<j^zWa < .907. (4

For, if < x < 1,

1 < ex
*< e.

Hence

(
l

x*dx < f
l

x*e**dx<e f *x*dx,

which gives 4).

530 1. Let /(X) = ^(aO ^ 91^ except for the points of a discrete

aggregate A ; then /, g being limited and integrable^

dx. (1
"

SH. *" '&,

For, set
h( ^f( ^ ( ^

Then h = 0, except for the points of A.

Let D be a division of 21. Let D
l
embrace those intervals con-

taining no points of A. Let D
2
embrace the other intervals of D.

Then
SA(I)=S + S = S.
D D. D. D.\ "* "9
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Let now 8=0. The limit of the left side is

fhdx.
*/si

Since A is discrete, the limit of the right side is by 520. Hence

which proves 1).

2. As a corollary we have :

In the integral

=//dx

ive may change at pleasure the value of f(x) at the points of an

arbitrary discrete aggregate, without changing the value of J", pro-
vided the new integrand is also limited in 21

First Theorem of the Mean

531. Let f(x), g(x) be limited and integrable in 21 = (0 #)

When not 0, let f(x) be positive.

Then
b b

ffgdx=&ffdx, a^b, (1/ c/a *^

where Q- = Mean g(x), in 21.

For, by definition, 268, 4,

m<Q-<M,

where m and M are respectively the minimum and maximum of

g(x) in 21. Also, by 529,

<mCfdx<Cfgdx<Mfdx, a<b,

which gives 1) in this case. The case of a>b follows now at

once.

The above is called the first theorem of the mean. We give now
some special cases of it.
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532. Letf(x) be integrable in 21 = (a, 5). Let

2ft = Mean/(V), in 21.

Then

Proved, by taking one of the functions in 531, equal to 1.

533. In the interval 21 = (a, 6), let f(x) be limited, integrable^

and non negative. Let g(x) be continuous. Then

Cfgdx=g() ffdx, a < < b. (1
*/2l c/3i

For, by 531, setting Q- = Mean g(x),

Cfgdx= a Cfdx.
Ja J%

But g(x) being continuous, takes on every value between its

extremes including end values, while x runs over 21, by 357. Hence

for some in 21,

9<& = <*,

which proves 1).

534. In the interval 21 = (, b) let f(x) be limited, integrable and

non negative. Let g(x) be continuous. At some point of continuity

off(x) let

m<g(x)<M,

where m = Min g(x), M= Max g(x), in 21.

Then

/**

For, by 527,
<

Hence,
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Now g(x) being continuous takes on its minimum m at some

point a, and its maximum at some point $ in 21, by 357. More-

over, at some point in the interval
(cc, $), g(x) must take on the

value G-. As g(x) has the values m and M at the end points of

this interval, f must lie within this interval. Hence

535. Letf(x) be continuous in 21 = (a, 5). Then

This is a corollary of 534, one of the functions being 1, provided

f(x) is not a constant, when the theorem

is obviously true.

This theorem admits a simple geo-
metric interpretation. It states that

there is a point f, a<<b, such that
jj

-
i
-*

the area of the rectangle ABC1D1
is the

same as that of the figure AJBCD, determined by the graph of

The Integral considered as a Function of its Upper Limit

536. Letf(x) be limited and integrable in 21 = (a, 5). Then

x)x, , x n 2,

is a one-valued continuous function of x in 21.

Since /(#) is integrable in 21, JThas one, and only one, value for

every x.

Let
|/<X)|Ar.

We have

XX+h
(*x f*X+h

f(x)dx- I f(x)dx= ( f(x)dx.*/a %/a?

HenC6
< JW|A| by 524, 2).
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Thus if we take * j^M 9

we have

for every A, such that x + h falls in 31, and

Hence F(x) is continuous in 21.

537. 1. Letf(x) be limited and integrable in 21 = (a, 6). Let

J(x) = I f(x)dx, a, x in 21.
c/o

Iff is continuous at x, , r

f./w. a
To fix the ideas, let

by 532,

where 30? = Mean f(x) in
(a:,

^ 4- A).

But since f(x) is continuous at x,

for any A< some 8.

Hence A7

Passing to the limit, we get 1).

2. As a corollary we have :

Letf(x) "be limited and integrate in 21 = (a, 6). Then

1 /*x+h
limi I /(a?)cfc =/O)i a: m , (2
JM> A*7^

(f/ i continuous at the point x.
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538. 1. In the interval 91, letf(x) be a limited integrdble function.

Let F(x) be a one-valuedfunction whose derivative isf(x). Then

JF(). a, in 91. (1

For, let D = (av a
2, an_i) be a division of the interval (a, /8).

Then by the Law of the Mean,

(2

Adding the equations 2), we get, since terms on the left cancel

in pairs,
J-(/3)-*00=^( 1,)8.. (3

Since f(x) is integrable,

6=0

Passing therefore to the limit in 3), we get 1).

2. Example. By differentiation we verify

D .
x ~ x arct ( x tan x) *

x '

1-X2 ~~l + X2 tan2 x'

for
| X| ^fc 1 and x * (2 m + l)7r/2. Hence by 638, 1,

The integrand is not defined for x = ir/2 ;
let us therefore assign it the value 0.

The integral on the left is continuous, by 636. Hence

"1

= L Urn f
*
= L Urn

^ ~
^

,r/2Jo 1-X2

or
2 dx = r(lX) =!r

^ _1__ ,
4

1 -f X2 tan2 z 2 1 - X2 2 1 + | X|
v

As we have derived this formula we have been obliged to assume
|

X
| ^b 1, It

is, however, valid even when
|

X
|

= 1. For,

f
JoJo l + tan*a; Jo L2 4

which agrees with 4) when
|
X

|

= 1.
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539. Criticism. A common form of demonstration of the pre-

ceding theorem is the following. Since

=
*=0 f

we have

e>0, S>0,
JX* + *)- J

y*>-A)+ '.

for |A|<8. The equations 2) of 538 are now written

Adding, we get

If e is numerically the greatest of the ex,

It is now assumed that e === with 8. Hence passing to the limit,

S=0, 1) gives 538, 1).

The objection to this demonstration lies in the tacit assumption
that the difference quotient converges uniformly to the derivative.

Cf . 404. In other words, that it is possible to divide the interval

(a, /3) into subintervals Aj, h%, hn such that
ej,

e2, en are all

< <r, a positive number, small at pleasure. As elementary text-

books say nothing of uniform convergence, the above reasoning is

incomplete.

Change of Variable

540. 1. Let f(x) be limited and integrdble in 21 = (a, 6), a ^6.
Let

=*(*) a
be a univariant function in 21 having a continuous derivative <'(#) =0.

Let SB = (a, /9) be the image of 21 afforded by 1). Let

X = yru
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be the inverse function of <f>. Then, if /[Vr(M)]^r'00 *"' integrable

in

(2

By 358, the correspondence between the two intervals 21, 33 is

uniform.

Let E(ur uv ) be a division of $, of norm 8.

Let AxK in 21 correspond to Awx
in $Q.

By the Law of the Mean,

17, Zyw^ m Aw*.

Let fK in 21 correspond to rjK in >SB. Then

A. (3

Since
A*),

are limited, and integrable by hypothesis, we have 2) by passing
to the limit in 3).

2. If the conditions of 1 are not satisfied in the intervals 21, -S3, it

may be possible to divide them up into subintervals, in each of

which these conditions hold.

541. 1. Let us evaluate

t j^f log (1 + *)<!* a
Jo l+*2 V*

We set
x = tan u = ^(w), or u = arc tan x = 0(x).

Then
3( =(0,1), =(0,T/4).

The conditions of 640 are obviously satisfied. Hence

/=

Let us make a new transformation

u = ir/4 v.

The conditions of 640 being again satisfied,
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But

\4 / 1 + tan o

Hence rv/4 ^dv , n f*/4 , TJ=: \ log = log 2 I dv 7.
Jo 1 .f tan v A>

or 2 J= log 2 f
w

dv = -
log 2.

Thus
,7= ir/8 log 2. (2

2. That we should not affect a change of variable in a definite

integral, without due precaution, is illustrated by the following

example.

Let f f(x)dx= \ = fare tgl =- (3

Let us change the variable, setting

Then

The two integrals 3), 4) are not equal. The reason for this is that the function

of 640 does not have a continuous derivative in 51 =( 1, 1). Indeed, it is not

even defined throughout $1.

542. Let x = ty(u) have a continuous derivative in $8 = (a, yS),

a^/3. ie 21 6e the image of 53. Let f(x) be limited and inte-

grable in 21, and let /[^(w)]i|r'(w) be integrable in 53.

Cf(x)dx =
c/a

1. Let us note first the difference between this theorem and that

of 540. In 540 ty(u) is univariant, and 21, 53 are in uniform

correspondence.
In the present theorem, ty may have any number of oscillations

in 53 Furthermore, the intervals 21 and (a, 6) may not be the

same.
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Example. Let x = f(M)= sin u, 33 =(0, VIT). Then the image of S3 is the

interval % =(- 1, 1). On the other hand, a = sin = 0, b = sin ^ T = J. Thus

(a, 6) = (0, i) is different from 51.

Let /() = x. Then

fVcto = (* zcto = i; (
ft

f(^u)\^'udu=( sinucoswdw = f

Thus the two integrals are equal, as the theorem requires.

2. To prove the formula 1), consider

We shall show that F(u) is a constant in 33. As it is at a,

F = throughout 33.

To this end we show ^ ^ ^ .

in $.

Then, by 400, 2, ^(w) is a constant in 33, and therefore 0.

At any point u of 33, we have

There are two cases :

(2

1. Tjr'O)
= 0. Then, by 403, ^(u) is univariant in V(u).

We can thus apply 540. Hence

A.F=0, in V(u),

and therefore TT/ A^ = 0, at u.

2. -*/r'(w)=0. Let us apply the theorem of the mean 532 to

each integral in 2). Then

AF =

^> = Mean f(x), "9 = Mean g(u)

in A-^r, Aw respectively. Thus

Aw Aw
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Aw

Al8

since /[^(t*)] is limited in 21, and

limf (t>)
=fO)=0,

v=u

>/r' being continuous. Hence F'(u)~ 0, also in this case.

543. Letf(x) be limited in 21 = (a, J), a^ft. Let u=
<f>(x')

have

a continuous derivative $'(#) = in 21. Jv 33 = (, /?) i^ ^ image

ofty.\ a = ^>(a), /3= 0(6). iet x = yfr(uy be the inverse function

off. Then

Let us prove 1) ; the demonstration of 2) is similar. Since

is univariant, the intervals 21 and 33 stand in uniform correspond-
ence by 358. To fix the ideas let < be an increasing function.

Then by 381, i/r'(w) >0, and continuous. Let JE= (uv u%, )

be a division of 33 of norm 8 into subintervals Aw
K ,

to which cor-

responds a division D= (#r #2, ) of 21 of norm d into intervals

Aa^. Let
LK
= Max/(V), in Aa^.

n i

u), in A

\ = Min
i|r' (w), ^ = Max

i|r

f

(w), in Aw

JP=Max|/|, in 81.

We have to show that

SD =

have the same limits.
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Since $(x) and ty'(u) are continuous, they are uniformly con-

tinuous. Hence d and S converge to simultaneously. For this

reason for any 8 < some 8 ,

f uniformly in 53-

By the Law of the Mean,

A^ = i/r'(i;(c)A^, VK in

Hence

But, obviously,

Max/Min ^ < Max/i/r' ^ Max/ Max ^r';

if Max/>0, while the signs are reversed if it is <0.

Thus in either case MK lies between LK\ and K/v Also,

lies between these same bounds. Hence

Hence

544. Let x = ifr(u) have a continuous derivative in $8 = (, )8),

^ )8. ie
i|r'

vanish over a discrete aggregate A, 6w otherwise let

it have one sign. Let 21 = (a, 6) fo tfAe ma^ o/ ^3, a = i/r(a),

J[f <w0 qf ^Ae integrals

exists, the other does, and both are then equal.

To fix the ideas let U exist. By 403 the correspondence between

3l, 53 is uniform.

Let us effect a division, of norm 8, of 53. Let the norm of the

corresponding division of 2l be rj.
Let 53j be those intervals con-

taining no points of A, while 532
= 53 53i is the complement of 53r

Let
2lj, 2(2 correspond to 53p 532 respectively.
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Now

But, by 543,

while, since A is discrete,

lira f =0.
5=0 /,

Hence 1) gives

X=lim I = lim I

j 6=0 J*
v ,,=0^

= f , by 522, 3.
J 21

A similar reasoning holds, if we assume that X exists.

Second Theorem of the Mean

545. Let f(x) be limited and integrable in 21 = (#, J).

Let g(x) be limited and monotone in 21. Then

f'fffdx
= g(a + 0) f*fdz 4- g(b

-
0) f /Ac, a < f< 6. (1/a /a c/t

Since ^ is limited and monotone, it is integrable in 51 by 502.

Hence fg is integrable, by 505.
T>v O77 Q
y ''^

<7(4-0), ^(6 -0) exist.

If g(a+ 0) = ^(6 0), the relation 1) is obviously true. We
therefore assume that these limits are different.

To fix the ideas, let g(x) be monotone increasing.

We begin by effecting a division of 21,

of norm 8. We also set

a =
(IQ,

5 = #n .

Let
M. = Max/, m. = Min/,

in the interval t , N
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Let fK be any point in SK .

From -mf ^ *st -\*^

M, >/() >m<,
we have ,* *, ^ /v* \s- ^ * /r>

* >.*. (2

and also /

^A>Ja
/(f.)^>A.

(8

From 2), 3) we have

l/tfJ^-J^I^C^- *.)..

Hence
(4

Multiply 4) by ^(^) ; and letting K = 1, 2, n, let us sum the

M resulting equations. We get

+ s^cf.). (5
* K

NOW

or more briefly,

Hence letting /c = 1, 2, n, we get

Adding, we have,

. (6
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Since g is monotone increasing,

c b

Let 9ft be the maximum of the integral I fdx, and ttl its minimum
as x ranges over 31. Then

and adding,

S<y.<S{K?.)-Kf.-i)}X_ I<9Sfl
t

.. (7

But
sff.-^j-Kfc).

Thus 7) gives

S {
() - 0(fc,-i) }1'_/^

= @
{
fi'Cf )

-Kf1)
}

' (8

where

Thus 5), 6), 8) give

In this equation let 8 = 0. The limit of the left side is

fgdx.

A1S

Let

then

BUt
?

, by 494.

As / is integrable, ,. n f_ n .

hence the last term of 10) has the limit 0.

Thus all the terms of 10), besides that in , have finite limits.

Hence the limit of <H> exists. Call it 6.

Hence
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But F being a continuous function of a?, it takes on the value 6

for some point ff
in 31 bjr 357.

Hence

Passing now to the limit in 10), we have

g(a + o)j[/<fo
+

{
^(6

-
0) - </<> + 0)

} J^/<fe.
(11

But since Cb_ Ct Cb

Ja Ja */

we get 1) at once from 11).

546. If g(x) is not monotone, the formula 1) of 545 may not

be true, as the following example shows.

Let

f(x) = x2
, g(x) = cos x.

Then
2

by 627, 1,
7T/2

since the integrand is never negative and is in general positive. On the other hand,

g(a -f 0) = cos - ir/2 = ; g(b 0) = cos ir/2 = 0.

Hence the right side of 1), 546, is zero. The formula 1) is thus untrue in this

case.

INDEFINITE INTEGRALS

Primitive Functions

547. 1. The theorem of 538 is of great importance in evaluating

integrals. For, to find the value of

f(x) being limited and integrable in 91 = (, #), we have only to

seek a function F(x) which is one-valued in 31 and has f(x) as

derivative. Then, as we saw,

J= f(x) - JP(). (2
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Let G(x) be any other function which is one-valued in 81 and
hasf(x) as derivative. Then

J=* G(x) - #(). (3

Comparing 2), 3), we have

Q(x) = r(x) + d>

where is a constant.

The functions F(x), 0-(x) are called primitive functions off(x).

They are denoted by

no limits of integration appearing in the symbol. Primitive

functions are also called indefinite integrals. In contradistinction,

integrals of the type 1) are called definite integrals.

2. Every formula of differentiation, as,

DsV(x) =/(*),

f(x) being limited and integrable in an interval 21, gives rise to a

formula of integration,

For reference, we add a short table of indefinite integrals.*

We observe, once for all, that in all formulae involving indefinite

integrals, we shall suppose that the integrands are one-valued,

limited, and integrable in a certain interval 91, while the functions

outside the integral sign are one-valued in 31.

648. radx = ax.

I P^V/I*

Jedx
*An excellent table of integrals is "A Short Table of Integrals" by B. O. Peirce.

Ginn & Co. Boston.
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Ca*dx=-?, a
J log a

f_** iarctg?,J a2 + z2 a
5
a

/dx
. x A

,
= arc sin -, a = 0.

Va2-^

rsin xdx = cos #.

j
cos xdx = sin #.

J
tan xdx = log |cos a?|.

J
cot xdx= log |

sin
a?|.

J
tan a; sec xdx = sec ^.

I sec2 xdx = tan #.

549. Not every limited integrable function in 51 = (a, 5) has a

primitive, as we now show.

Let/(V) be continuous in 51; let

a<x<b.

Then, by 537, ,_,
CbJJCbJJ */ x c*t

-=/(*), int.

Let us define a limited function g(x) in 51 as follows : it shall

=/(#) except at points of a discrete aggregate in A, at which

points f(x) *g(x). Then, by 530,

Suppose now g(x) had a primitive Cr(x) in 51. Then, by 538,

&(*)- Q(a). (2
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Comparing 1), 2), we get

Q-(x) = F(x) + O, G a constant.

Hence dGL= dF
dx dx

or /(X>= <X> in 2*

which is a contradiction.

Methods of Integration

550. In order to find the primitive of a function f(x) we may
proceed as follows : We first consult a table of indefinite integrals.

If the integral we are seeking is not there, we try to transform it

into one or more integrals which are in the table.

The principal transformations employed are :

1. Decomposition of the integrand into a sum.

2. Integration by parts.

3. Change of variable.

We treat these now separately.

551. Decomposition of the integrand into a sum. This method,

as its name implies, consists in breaking f(x) up into a sum of

simpler functions. Thus, if

f&=fl&)+ +<*)*

then
ffdz

=
ff^x + +ffsdz.

Ex. 1.

J icosPxdx.

As

2

J= \(fa + J fcos 2 <to

= i x -f J sin 2 x.
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Ex.2.

+ PX
Since

a+bx_b . ap-ab b gl
v+ ' by91 ' 2) '

dx& fj~ L ap ab C= - I ax -f -E 1

/3J p J ap Ja + px
Now

Hence

Thus

Integration by Parts

552. In the interval 21, let u(x), v(x) be one-valued functions

having limited integrable derivatives. Then

Dxuv = uv f + vuf
.

Hence / .<

I uv'dx = uv-~ I vu'dx. (1

The application of 1) to evalue

is as follows. We write

f=uv'.
Then 1) shows that _ r

, ,J=zuv I vwdx.

The determination of 7 is thus made to depend upon

J
vu'dx.

553. Ex.1. /*

7=Jxloga5<lK.
Set

u = log x, D' = x.
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Then

Hence
J = J jc

2
log x i \ x dx

= - e* cos bx + -J.
a a

This placed in 1) gives

The same method gives

\ea*cosbxdx=

r_ gax ? sin bx b cos foe}

a2 +

(2

(3

Change of Variable

555. Letf(x) be continuous in the interval 31. Let u = <(V) have

a continuous derivative <//(#) =0 in 21. JW 53 J^ the image of 21,

and # = ifr(u) be the inverse function of <j>.
Then if

we have

For,

u)du = G-(u), valid in $8 ;

f(x)dx =

du dx
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But by hypothesis,

du
As

1) gives

556. Ex. 1.

Set

Then

557. Ex.2.

Set

Then

l du

du dx

dx du

dx

--!-.
dx

x log x

u = log x.

j \
u = logu = log log x.

J u

dx

xV2ax a2

u = V2 ax a2.

_^_ = 2
arc

o2 + 3 o a

558. Ex. 3.

Set

Then

559. Ex. 4.

Set

Then

an integral evaluated In Ex. 3.

M = x + Vx2 a2.

= log(x-f

\/x a.

/=!
' + <*-&
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INTEGRALS DEPENDING ON A PARAMETER

560. Let the rectangle bounded by the lines # = a, #= 5, # = <^

y = /8 be denoted by
72= (a, i, a, /3).

Let 91= (a, 6), # = (, /3).

Let/(#, y) be defined over 72. If we give to y an arbitrary but

^Jz0e# value in 33, f(x, y) is a function

of x defined over 3t. But since its

value also depends on the particular

value assigned to y, we say/ is a func-

tion of x which depends upon the param-
eter y. If for each value of y in -33,

f(x, y) is a limited integrable function

of x in 31, we shall say it is regular in

H. When f(x, y) is regular in R,

(i

defines a one-valued function of y, over the interval .

In performing the integration indicated in 1), we consider y as

constant and integrate with respect to x.

In the present section we propose to study the function

with respect to continuity, differentiation, and integration.

Ex. 1.

51 = (0, *), % any interval.

Ex.2.
J(y) = f"log (1

- 2 y cos x -f y
a
)dx,

51 = (0, TT), 53 any interval not including y = 1.

For, log w is continuous when w> 0. Here

u = 1 2 y cos x + y
2 = (y cos s)

2
-f sin2 a? 5

and hence u = only for the points whose coordinates are

= iir, y = (-l)m-
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Continuity

561. Let if be an arbitrary but fixed value of y in $ = (a,

Let us denote the line y = 77 by 1ST.

Let $(2;) be defined over 21 = (a, J).

If for each e > 0, there exists a 6 > 0, such that

|/(#, i) + h)
-

<f>(

for each 0<|A|<8, and every x /3

in 21, we say : f(x, y) converge*

uniformly to <j>(x) along the line H,
or with respect to the line H.

We denote this by

y) = <O), uniformly ;
V=T\

or
f(x, y) = <>(#), uniformly along H.

If in the relation 1), only positive values of h are considered, we

8ay/(^ y) converges on the right uniformly, etc.

If only negative values of h are considered, f(xy) converges on

the left uniformly, etc.

\if(xy} converges uniformly to f(x, rf) with respect to the line

H, we shall say f(xy) is a uniformly continuous function of y with

respect to the line H^ or along the line JET.

Iff(xy) is a uniformly continuous function of y with respect to

each line y = rj in 33 = (a/8), we shall say/(#y) is a uniformly con-

tinuous function of y in $Q.

562. 1. Letf(x, y) be regular in any It =
Let

uniformly along the line y = a.

Let $(x) be limited and integrable in 21.

r> r o r*

JZlim \f(xy)dx- I R\\\nf(xy)dx** I $(x)dx. (1
r=*J<* J" y=a ^a

For, let

A = f/(, a + h)dx - fi(a?)cfe n/(a:, a + A)
-

(*) I
^ (2/a */a c/o
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We have to show that

>0, >0, |A|<, Q<h<S. (3

But by hypothesis, for each e>0, there exists a S>0, such that

]/(*, + A) _<(*) |

<__ (4

for each < h< 8, and any x in 31.

Hence 3) follows from 2), 4), and 524, 2).

2. That the relation 1) may not hold when /(#, y) does not

converge uniformly to </>(#), ls shown by the following example :

Let w

= 0, for x = 0.

Here

Hence

On the other hand,

Hence _.. _ T

V-o 2
v"

As 6), 6) have different values, the relation 1) does not hold here. Obviously

/(x, y) does not converge uniformly to in any interval containing the origin.

563. 1. As corollaries of 562 we have:

Let f(x, y) be regular in R = (a5/8). Let it be uniformly con-

tinuous in y, along the line y = 77. Then

is a continuous function of y at rj.

2. .Let /(#, y) 6e regular in R = (abaft). Let it be a uniformly
continuous function of y in $Q. Then J(y) is continuous in $&.
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3. If f(x, y) be continuous in JK(aJ/3), J($} i* continuous in

This follows at once from 352.

Example. In 538 we proved the relation

dx

for all values of X. It required, however, a separate integration to establish it for

X = 1. By the aid of 3, we may prove the correctness of 1) for these values

without any calculation. Consider, to fix the ideas, X = 1. Since the integrand of

1) is obviously a continuous function of x, X in the band ft =(0, ?r/2, 1 5, 1 -f 5),

the integral is a continuous function of X at 1. Hence 1) holds for X = 1.

564. The results of 562, 563 may be generalized as follows :

Let A be a discrete point aggregate in 31. We can divide 91 into

two systems of intervals, S and D, such that 6 contains no point
of A, and the total length d of the intervals ) is as small as we

please.

We shall say /(#, y) converges uniformly to </>(#) along the line

y = 77, except at the points A, when, for each e > and any (, there

exists a B > 0, such that

for each <
| h\ < 8 and every x in (.

The terms, f(x, y) converges on the right, or on the left uniformly,

except for the points A, need no special explanation.

Also the meaning of the term f(x, y) is uniformly continuous

along the line y = rj, except for the points A, is obvious.

565. Let f(x, y) be regular in the rectangle R(<i, b, a, $). Let

f converge uniformly to
</>(#) along the line y = rj, except for the

points of a discrete aggregate A. Let $(V) be limited and integrable

in% = (a,b). Then

c b cb c b

Km I f(x, y)dx= I lira f(x, y)dx I <b(x)dx,
y=n *^a *^a y=n *^ a

Let T,
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We must show that

e>0, 8>0, |D|<e,

Since /is limited in 72, and <f>
in 21,

Choosing > small at pleasure, and then fixing it, we choose

the system $) such that its length

Then

Hence

But

On the other hand, by hypothesis,

for each <
|

h
\

< S, and every x in g. Hence

Hence 2) gives
ere (

!L 4_ 1

which proves 1).

566. As corollary we ha
" ^ =

Z0Z /(^, y) 60 regular in rectangle R (a, J, a, ^9). Let it

be uniformly continuous in along the line y = 77, except for the

points of a discrete aggregate &. Then

700-f/C*..
c/a

i continuous at
17,
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Differentiation

567. 1. 1. Letf(x, y\f'v(x, y) be regular in 72 = (aJa).
2. Letf'y be uniformly continuous in y along the line y = ?;, ex-

cept for the points of a discrete aggregate.

Let

For,

_ -_--
AT; n

But by the Law of the Mean,

where f lies between rj
and rj + h and depends on x and h. But

by 2,

where ,. A / 7 ^ ^? Ahm o- = 0, uniformly except for A.
*=o

Thus

which gives 1), on passing to the h = 0.

2. As corollary we have :

Letf(x, y},fy (x, y) be continuou 'he rectangle (6/8). Then

t y)*p- < y < y8- (3

3. Criticism. Many text-books g*/e the following incorrect

demonstration of 1. From 2) we have, changing slightly the

notation,

(4
dy Ay / Ay
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It is now assumed, without further restriction, that

A"

4) and 5) give ^= I -^- a#.
e / ddy

But we have already seen in 562, 2, that an interchange of the

symbols

lim, f
is not always permissible.

4. Example.
J=\ w

log(l
- 2 y cos X + y^dx. (6

Here, /(, y) and
2(y- cos a;)

are continuous in the rectangle (0, TT, , /3) if (a, 0) does not contain the points

y = l. Cf. 560, Ex. 2. Hence

5. The following is an example where the conditions of theorem

1 are not satisfied, and where differentiation under the integral

sign leads to a wrong result.

Let

F(x, y) = .

Xy
, except at origin ;

vx9 + y
2

= 0, at origin.

Then .

DXF(X) j/)
=---

r, except at origin ;

= 0, at origin.

Hence

CD*F(xy)dx =
y

, y arbitrary.
*^ v 1 -f y

a
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Let 8

(8

The equations 8), 9) show that in this case differentiation under the integral

sign is not permissible. In fact, we observe here that

/'(x, y) =- - -, except at origin ;

(X
2 + ?/2)|

= 0, at origin,

and is therefore not limited about the origin. Thus, condition 1 of theorem 1 is

not fulfilled.

Integration

568. 1. Let/(#y) be continuous in the rectangle R= (a, 6, , /8).

Since

]fdx <*><x<b- (1
*/a

is a continuous function of y by 563, 2, it is integrable in (a, /3).

Therefore

(2

is convergent for each <*<y<j3.
The integral 2) is obtained from 1) by integrating with respect

to the parameter y. It is called a double iterated integral; or more

shortly, when no ambiguity can arise, a double integral.

2. Let f(x, y) be continuous in J? = (a6a/8). Let

f*y (*x
F(x, y) = I dy I fdx, x, y in R.

7 a t/0

^ =^ = /(^), inR. (3
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For, by 537,

(4

On the other hand, by 567, 2,

/ a fx
F'^i dy^i fdxJa "

QXJa

= fJ%, by 537.
*/a

Hence, by 537, <<

(5

The relation 3) follows now from 4), 5).

Inversion of the Order of Integration

569. The integral of 568, viz.

Cv Cx

I dy I fdx, (1
C/O. C/rt

is obtained by integrating first with respect to x, and then with

respect to y.

But we might have integrated in the inverse order, getting

Cx Cv
\ dx ( fdy. (2

c/t* c/a

It frequently happens that the integrals 1), 2) are equal, and

this fact is of greatest importance in transforming such integrals.

When these two integrals are the same, we say that we can invert

the order of integration, or the integral 2) admits inversion. We
give now a simple case when this inversion is possible. Later we
shall give a broader criterion.

570. 1. Let f(xy} be limited in the rectangle 72 = (a6a/3). Let

it be continuous in -B, except possibly along a finite number of lines

parallel to the x or y axes, along which, however, f is integrable.

Then
re r r r>
I Ay\J(xy~}dx= \ dx \

/a / c/ /a
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Case 1. Let/ be continuous in R without exception.

We saw in 568 that

Hence, by 538,
Cb

I "PsJf

Ja

For the same reason,

Similarly,

and

= F(b, /9)
- F(b, a)

-

^.
, = ^(g^) _ ^^(^

dx dx

a> ). (2

From 2), 3) we get 1).

Case 2. Let/ be continuous in R, except for points on the line

By 1 we have, a < b' < 6,

/&' /8 /*/3 /6'

I <fo I /d# = \ dy \ fdx. (4
c/ <l c/o */a %/ (J

Moreover, by 563, 3,

V b

being a continuous function of x in (a, 6) except possibly at J, and

limited in (a, 6),

(*
b

p3
*/<* %/a

exists.

Now, by 536, y &

lira frfa; fj^y = f^ fj^y. (5
j-,.5 */ */ / c/a
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On the other hand,

/**' c b r*
( fdx=( fdx-i fdx.

*s a */<i */o

But since / is limited, let

397

Then

\f\<M, in R.

\fdx<M(b-V).

Hence the right side of 4) gives

Thus

Letting b' = b and using 5), we get 1).

Evidently the same reasoning applies when / is continuous in

5, except on one of the sides of R parallel to #-axis.

Case 3. Let / be continuous in R except on the two lines,

Let a<@'</3. Then, by Case 2,

We can reason with this equation in the

same manner as we did with 4). This

proves the theorem also for this case.

Case 4. If/(zy) is discontinuous within

j?, we have only to divide R into four

rectangles 9t, as in the figure.

Then each of the rectangles 9t falls -

under Case 3. By breaking up the given

integrals into these rectangles 9t, we prove 1) readily.
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Case 5. General Case. By breaking R into smaller rectangles

9J, bounded by the lines on which the points of discontinuity lie,

we reduce this case to Case 4.

2. We have shown in 1 that inversion is permissible

is continuous, except at points lying on a finite number of lines

parallel to the x and y axes. It will be shown in Chapter XVI
that inversion is permissible under much wider circumstances.

The points of discontinuity may lie on an infinite number of

lines ; moreover, these lines do not need to be parallel to the axes ;

they do not even need to be right lines.

Example. We saw by 638, 2, that

2 dx w 1

1 -f y
2 tan2 x 2 1 +

| y

Hence
= fw r /2_*_ == f '-aL-'Jo

J
Jo 1 + 2/2 tan'^x 2 Jo 1 + y 2

As the integrand is limited in the rectangle (0
- 01 K and is discontinuous only

when x = 7r/2, we can invert the order of integration. Hence

J= (
n/
\1x f_^__ = f/Jo Jo ] + y2 tan2 x >

_. C*/2 xdx '

Jo tan x

Thus 1), 2) give f.flxte =Elo_ 2
Jo tanz 2

'

tanx



CHAPTER XIV

IMPROPER INTEGRALS. INTEGRAND INFINITE

Preliminary Definitions

571. 1. Up to the present, we have considered only integrals

in which the integrand is limited, as well as the interval of inte-

gration 31 = (a, 6).

It is desirable to extend the definition of an integral to embrace

integrands and intervals of integration which are not limited.

Such integrals, we said, are called improper integrals.

In this chapter we consider improper integrals for which 21 is

limited, and f(x) is unlimited in 31-

C
xdx= I ,J X

are examples of such integrals.

2. The reader will observe that the integrand of Jis not defined

at x = 0, and the integrand of K at x = 1. When convenient, we

may assign to the integrand at such points any value at pleasure.

Cf. 598.

572. Let/(#) have a finite number of points of infinite discon-

tinuity in 21, 347,
GV>

cv cm*

We shall call these singular points, and say f(x) is in general

limited in 21 ; or that it is limited except at these points. Let us

inclose each point CK within a little interval S* containing no other

399
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singular points. Let $d be what is left after removing the inter-

vals S* from 21. On varying the intervals S, $8 will vary. If for

each choice of 48, f(x) is integrable in $3, we say /(#) is regular

in 21 except at the points c
l

cm ; or we say /(#) is in general

regular in 21.

573. 1. Let/(V) be regular in 21 = (a, 6) except at b. If

lim

is finite; we sayf(x) is integrable in 21, and define the symbol

to be this limit.

Similarly, iff(x) is regular in 21 except at a, and

Xbf(x)dx, a<a<b, (2
a-

is finite ; we say f(x) is integrable in 21, and define J to be this

limit.

Finally, iff(x) is regular in 2l> except at a, J, and

im C*f(x)dx> a < a < j3 < b, (3
=o *' a

lim

is finite ; we say f(x) is integrable in 21, and define J to be this

limit.

When these limits 1), 2), 3) are finite, we say 7is finite or con-

vergent. When these limits are infinite, we say J is infinite. If

these limits do not exist, finite or infinite, we say J does not exist.

2. In
cbJ=
) fdxc/a

we have taken a< b. Precisely similar definitions would apply if

a>b.

Obviously, b

fdx=-(fdx. (4
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For, to fix the ideas, suppose /(#) regular except at a, and let

the integral on the right be convergent. Then, if a < a< i,

by 524,1).

Passing to the limit, we get 4).

574. 1. Let f(x) be regular in 91 = (a, 5), except at 5,

For f(x) to be integrable in 21, according to the definition just

given, it is necessary and sufficient that

6>o, s>o, <e

for any pair of numbers /3, /3' within (b 8, 6), by 284.

Since

r_ r- r
Ja Ja Jp

'

it is necessary and sufficient that

dx <*. (1

The integral

(2

is called the left-hand singular integral of norm 8 for the point b.

Similarly,

J fdx, a < a, a! < a + S,

is called the right-hand singular integral of norm Bfor the point a.

We have thus this result :

Let f(x) be regular in 91 = (a, 6) except at an end point, say b.

For /(#) to be integrable in 91, it is necessary and sufficient that the

singular integral at b have the limit ; i.e.

lim
$=o

2. When a singular integral such as 2) converges to zero as its

norm 8 = 0, we shall say the singular integral is evanescent.
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3. Let f(x) be regular in 21 = (a, 6) except at the end points a, b.

For

to be convergent, it is necessary and sufficient that the singular

integrals

jdxj fjdx, a<a'< a", b
f < b" < b

a c/d'

be evanescent.

It is necessary. For, when J is convergent,

"0 *

e>0, S>0,

Also

Adding,

-
]

%xa
, b-S</3<b.

\

<e, a < a, a' < a + S.

Thus the singular integral at a is evanescent. The same is true

for b.

It is sufficient. For the singular integrals being evanescent,

we have

> s>- LT
Hence

<-

LT-JT <.

Hence

XjSfdx,
,

,

is finite, and hence by definition J is convergent.

575. Ex. i.

Now, forO</3<l,
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As
lim arc sin = ir/2,

The singular integral at 1 is

J
= arc sin 0' arc sin /3. (1

As
lim arc sin x = ir/2,
*=i

the difference on the right of 1) is numerically <e in F6 (l), for a sufficiently small 5.

Ex.2.
_ i

i $xr=ire/r
X

Here, for 0<<1,

But

Hence J is infinite, viz. J= + oo.

The singular integral at is

a' X a
But

.,

lim log L
6=0 a'

does not exist, by 321.

Ex. 3.

X>0.

576. Letf(x) be integrable in 21= (a, 6), awrf regular except at

a, 6. ie c? be any point within 31. Then

For, since J is convergent,

e>0, S>0, . (2
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By 574, 3, the integrals

ffdx, ffdx*/a *J c

are convergent. We can therefore take 8 such that also

Lf-XK f-/'

Adding these last inequalities gives

<!

Adding 2), 3) gives

/ r>c /fr\ I

J-( f + f) <
\Ja Jc J\

From this follows 1).

577. 1. Definition. We can now generalize as follows. Le

/(#) be regular in 21 except at the singular points

a<c
l <c^< . <cm ^b.

Iff(x) is integrable in

(a, t?
x), <>!, <?

2),
...

(c?w, 6),

we say/(#) is integrable in 21, and set

X6
/*Ci /Vj /6

/-J./b+jy^ + - +X/^-

2. We can therefore say :

Letf(x) be regular in 21= (a, J), except at certain points c^ c?2, c,

Forf(x) to be integrable in 21, it is necessary and sufficient that t)

singular integrals at cv <?
2, be evanescent.

3. From this follows at once

Iff(x) is in general regular and is integrable in 21, it is integral

in any partial interval of 21.
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4. To avoid confusion and errors of reasoning, the reader should

remember that, when f(x) is not limited in 21 but yet integrable

in 91, there are only a finite number of singular points in 31 ; and

/ is limited and integrable in any partial interval of 21, not em-

bracing one of the singular points.

Criteria for Convergence

578. 1. The integral

is called the adjoint integral of

We write K= AdjJ.

Letf(x) be in general regular inty. If the adjoint of

</= Cfdx
JK

is convergent, J is convergent.

Let c be a singular point of /(#). We wish to show that the

singular integrals at this point are evanescent. To fix the ideas

let us consider the left-hand singular integral. By 528,

jTi/i
a*,

By hypothesis, the integral on the right vanishes in the limit

8 = 0. Hence the integral on the left, which is the left-hand

singular integral at <?, is evanescent.

When ActjJis convergent in 31, J"is said to be absolutely conver-

gent in 31 and f(ai) is absolutely integrable in 31.

2. Letf(x) be absolutely integrable in 31, and in general, limited.

Thenf is absolutely integrable in any partial interval ofty.

The demonstration is obvious.

3. The reader should note that /(a?) may be integrable in 21

and yet not absolutely integrable, as the following example shows.
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Let us divide the interval 21 = (0, 1) into partial intervals, by inserting the points,

4 i i
*"

/i 1 \

In the interval 3tn = ( ,
-

], w = 1, 2, let us erect a rectangle Rn of area
\n-\-l n)

I. Let these rectangles lie alternately above and below the x-axis. In the interval

n
2ln, excluding the left-hand end point, let f(x) height of Rn taken positively or

negatively accordingly as Rn is above or below the axis. Then f(x) has a singular

point at x 0.

We have now,

Also,

(
l

fdx = lim Cfdx = lim Cfdx = lim ( I - - + ~
J o=0 Ja m=<x>Jl m=ao \ 23 + W 1

f

1

1/1*6 = 11111(1
+ 1 + 1 + ... + -1-).Jo =QO \ 26 m \]

As the reader probably knows, or as will be shown later, the first limit is finite,

the second infinite. Thus /is integrable but not absolutely integrable in 21.

4. The reader should note this difference between proper and

improper integrals,

If J is an improper integral, we have just seen that J"is conver-

gent if

is convergent.
But if J is a proper integral, we saw in 528, 2, that we could

not conclude the existence of J from that of J5T.

On the other hand, if J is a proper integral, the existence of K
follows from that of <7, by 507

; while if J is an improper integral,

we cannot conclude the convergence of K from that of J", by 3.

579. 1. The p test. Letf(x) be regular in 21 = (a, ft) except at a.

For some < //, < 1, and M>Q, let there exist a V*(a) such that

(x-ay\f(x)\<M, in V*.

Then /(#) is absolutely integrable in 31.

Consider the singular integral at a. We have

which vanishes in the limit, by 299, 2.
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2. As a corollary we have:

Let f(x) be regular in 21 = (a, 5) except at a.

For some < /* < 1, let

Ex. l.

is convergent.

For, by 464, Ex. 2,

is convergent.

For,

/(#) is absolutely integrable in 21.

I l

Jo

loga;| =0,

f1-1.1I x 3 sin-
Jo x

c Ssin- = 0, /*>J.

580. Let f(x) be regular in 21 = (a, 6) except at a.

In F*(a) let f(x) have one sign <r, while

For, let

Then

Hence

Example.

For,

for x near 1.

J*bfdx
= ace.

a < a < c < a + S.

f̂dx"
v.>

a a

= + GO, when a = a.

_
I fdx = <r oo.
/a
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581. Let f(x) be regular in 91 = (a, J), except at a.

Let \= Km (*-)/(*)
x=a

exist. If f(x) is integrable^ X must be 0.

Let us prove the theorem by showing that the contrary leads to

a contradiction.

To fix the ideas suppose X > 0. Then, for each /* such that

0</A<X

there exists a F^*(a) such that

Then the singular integral,

s= + ao, by 580.

Hence f is not integrable in 21.

582. The criteria of 579, 580 admit a simple geometric inter-

pretation.

Consider the family of curves

in the vicinity RF* (a).

The curve ff
l

is a hyperbola.
If /A<1, Hp lies below ffv while

if
/tt > 1, Hp lies above Hr Further-

more, if 1 > /i > ///, .fi^
lies above J?^.

The curves H^ all cut each other at

the point x = a -f 1. As we are only
interested in these curves in the

immediate vicinity of the point #=a,
the point a -f- 1 lies beyond the range

""

of the figure.

The IL tests may now be stated as follows :

If in some F*(a), \f(x)\ remains below some H^ which lies

below ffv f(x) is integrable. If, on the other hand, f(x) has one

sign in F*(a), and
| f(x)\ remains above H^ the corresponding

integral is infinite.
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583. Ex. 1.
r= f 1 **

* \/r=~x*

The only singular point is x = 1. Let us apply the /* test at this point. Since

1 1 1

we see that

i - x2 Vi - x vT+x

/*.\T s/~\ I

We may therefore take /* = i, and 7 is convergent.

584. Ex. 2.

<?=(.*-.

1

- 1 1 -

The singular points are 1,
-

Consider the point x = l.

Hence

In the
fj.

test we can therefore take /* = .

- 1 - 1 - A2 = VaTl V + 1 1 - /c
2x3.

Consider the point x = -

As 1

-x /() =

we can take p = i at this point.

Thus J is convergent.

585. Ex.3. J= plogsin*^, <><*<.
./o

The singular point is x = 0.

We saw i. sin x __ ..

Hence

where

Thus

and

But

Hence

sin x = xg(x) ,

Iim0r(x) = 1.
05=0

log sin x = log x + log 0r(x),

x'* log sin x = x'* log x + x^ log gr(x),

lim x/4 log x = 0, lim x^ log g(x) = 0.
=0 2=0

lim x* log sin x = 0.

Thus in the n test, we can take for ^ any positive number < 1. Hence J is

convergent.
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586- Ex- 4 -

'=/,"IT**-
a >-

Tl*e singular point of the integrand /(x) is x - 0. In its vicinity F*(0), f(x]

has one sign <r = -f 1.

Then, by 679, J is convergent for /* < 1
; and, by 680, it is divergent for p ^ 1.

*. 5. *
a>0.

The only singular point is x = 0. In P*(0), the integrand has one sign <r = + 1,

As
li

35=1 X

we see, by 679, that J is convergent if /*< 2
; and, by 680, that it is divergent, if /*^ 2

588. Logarithmic tests. Letf(x) be regular in 21 = (a, J), e#cepi

at a. For some M>Q, X>1, , let there exist a F^*(a), such thai

in it

(a._a) - ^-J- Z2
-L- ^ U \f(x)\<M. (I

# a a; a x a x a

Then/ is absolutely integrable in 31.

By 389, 5), for x>a sufficiently near a, and $= 1, 2,

x axa xa

Integrating, we have, for a < od < a" < a -f 8,

^

x a x a

< e, for S sufficiently small.

Thus the singular integral of \f(x) \

at a is evanescent ; for
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589. Letf(x) be regular in 21 = (#, ft) except at a.

Let f(x) have one sign a in F*(a), where

_ _
5
__ .

# a # a

Then /*&

J"= I fdx = <r oo.
c/a

From 389, 4), for 8 = 1, 2, , and x>a sufficiently near a,

x ~ a
(z-aXi-... Z,_i_xa xa

Integrating,

C c

I

J*

xa xa
Hence

\fdx

c a
i
-

,

a a

a

when a = a.

Hence _
*/= a- oo.

590. The logarithmic tests 588, 589 admit a simple geometric

interpretation.

Consider the family of curves

and

ls
x a x a

It is shown readily that any Q curve finally lies constantly below

any D curve.
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For a given X, the C curves rise as * increases ; while the D
curves sink as in the figure.

The logarithmic tests may now be

stated as follows :

If |/O) |
finally remains below some

C curve, /(#) is integrable. On the

other hand, if /(#) preserves one sign

near a, and \f(x) \

remains above some

D curve, the corresponding integral is

infinite.

Properties of Improper Integrals

591. In the following, as heretofore in this chapter, we shall

suppose that the integrands have but a finite number of singular

points in the intervals considered.

When f(x) has more than one singular point in 31 = (a, 6), we

can break 31 into partial intervals, such that f(x) has a singular

point only at one end of each such interval.

For example, if the points a, cv c
2

are the singular points of

f(x) in 91, we have, by 576, 577, / being integrable,

/* b f* Q.\ f**-\ /^"i ^*^2 f*^

\ fdx=i +J +J +J +J ,

%/ o */ <* *^ i / <^i ^ a v cj

where ar a
2
are points lying between L-^ L-^

^

the singular points.

On account of this property, we may simplify the form of our

demonstration often, by supposing 31 to have but one singular

point, which for convenience we shall take at the lower end of the

interval.

592. Let /|(V), /n(X) be integrable in (a, 6). Then

Suppose /j fn limited except at a.
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Then, if a < a < 6,

f (*i/i + ' + CJ^&X = <?!
f/!<** + .- + <? f/.<&/ a */ a c/a

Passing to the limit, we have 1).

593. Let f(x) be integrdble in (a, J). I%0n

f/(s)efa = r/dx + f
b

fdx, a<c<b.
c/ffl c/<J c/C

If (? is a singular point of /, the above relation is a matter of

definition by 577.

If c is not a singular point, the demonstration follows at once

from 576, 577.

594. In 91 = (a, i) let f(x) be integrable, and

Then /

Jaf(x)dx ^ M(b - a),

For, suppose a is the only singular point in 91.

Then, if a < a.< b,
b

-a), by 526, 1.

Passing to the limit a = a, we have 1).

595. Let /(#), g(x) be integrable in (a, J).

Except possibly at the singular points^ let f(v)>_g(%)* Then

s*b s+b

\fdx>igdx./a /a

Suppose /, g are limited except at a.

If a<a<b,
> gd* by 526, 2.

Passing to the limit = a, we have 1).
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596. Let f(x), g(x) be integrable in (a, J).

Except possibly at the singular points, let f(x)>g(x).
At a point of continuity c of these functions, letf(c) >$r(<?). Then

f*b fb
I fdx> I gdx.
/a /a (1

Suppose /, g are limited except at a.

Let a < a< c< b. Then, by 527, 2,

by 595,

Adding, we have 1).

Ca Ca

I fdx> \ gdx./a /a

597. Let f(x} be absolutely integrable in (a, J). Then f(x) is

integrable in (a, 6), and

(i

In 578 we saw that f(x) is integrable in (a, J).

Suppose ./(#) is limited, except at a.

Let a < a< b. Then, by 528,

(2

Passing to the limit, we have 1).

Suppose cv cv c9 are the singular points. Then, if cK

Hence
X&

Cc^ C"1 C b

fdx= ) + 1 +...+ I .

c/o */^i /c,
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598. Letf(x) be integrable in 21 = (a, b).

Let

We may change the values of f(x) over any discrete point aggre-

gate in 21 without altering the value of J, provided the new values

off are limited.

Suppose/ limited except at a. Let a < a< b. Then, by 530, 2,

/& /&
I fdx = I gdx,
/<x c/a

where g is the new function.

Let now a = a. The integral on the left converges to J. Hence

&C b C b

Km I gdx = I gdx = J.
a=a J- Ja

599. 1. Let /(re), ^(^) ^ absolutely integrable in 21 = (a, J),

having none of their singular points in common. Then h=fg is

absolutely integrable in 21.

To fix the ideas, let <? be a singular point of /, but not of g ;

a < c < b. Then g is limited and integrable in V^c).
Consider one of the singular integrals of |A(V)| at c\ say the

right-hand one,

R= f* \fg\dx,

Let @ be a mean value of |^()| in F(c). Then, by 531,

But
|
f(x) | being integrable,

Urn (
y

\f\dx=0.
&=jy

Hence v D Alim R = 0,

as is less than some positive number M.
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2. In 21 = (0, J), let f(x) be integrable and g(x) limited and

monotone. Then fg is integrable in 21.

For simplicity, suppose / is limited except at b. We must

show that

e > 0, 8 > 0, I fgdx < e, b 8< <?, d<b.

Now, by the Second Theorem of the Mean, 545,

/*d /* /*rf

I fgdx = g(c -{-) I fdx+g(d Q) I /ifo, c <%<b.
%/r c/c */

But / being integrable in 21, the integrals on the right are

numerically as small as we choose if S is chosen sufficiently small.

600. If /(#), g(x) have a singular point in common, fg may not

be integrable, as the following example shows :

* = (0, 1)._
v 1 - x'2

Here, by 683, / and g are absolutely integrable in 21. On the other hand,

h=fa=i I
Jff

1 - z*

Hence, by 580, 2,

f
1MK =f 1

-*4 = + oo,
Jo Jo 1 _ x2

and ^ is not integrable in (0, 1).

601. Letf(x) be absolutely integrable in 21 = (a, J). j&e <70*0 be

integrable in 21 0nc? \g(x)\<Gr* Thenfg is integrable in 21, and

\ffffdz &f \f\dz. (1
l^a ^Sl

For, #(z) being limited and integrable, \ff(x)\ is also integrable,

by 507. Hence \fg\ is integrable in 21, by 599. For simplicity,

suppose that b is the only singular point of /(#). Let a<f$<b.
Then, by 528, .

x<
a \fy\dx

<a\f\dx, by 529.

Passing to the limit $= i, we get 1).
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602. 1. Let f(x) be non-negative and integrable in 51 = (a, 6).

Let g(x) be integrable^ and

Then

m] fdx<\ fgdx<M\ fdx; (1
*/8 */2i J% v

or

. (2

For, as in 601,^7 is integrable. If, to fix the ideas, we suppose
b is the only singular point of/, we have, by 529,

m ]fdx < ]fgdx <M C*fdxy a < < 6,
*/<* ~~c/a /a

which gives 1) on passing to the limit @ = b.

Equation 2) is obviously only another form of 1).

2. As a corollary we have :

Let f(x) be non-negative and integrable in (a, 6) ; while g(x) is

continuous. '

Then
rb rb

Ja
fffdx = ff(frjafdx,

a<< b.

3. By repeating the reasoning of 534 and using 596, we have :

Let /(#) be integrable and non-negative ; while g(x) is continuous

in 21. Let c be a point of continuity off(x), and

Min g(x)< g(c)< Max g(x), in 21.

Then

603. 1. Letf(x) be integrable in 21 = (a, 6). Then

*x

J(x) = I fdx, a, x in 1

/a

is a continuous function of x in 21.

To fix the ideas, let a < a< x < b.

Then r^
r= f /<fa.
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If /(#) is limited in V(x),

lim AJ= (1
*=0

by 536. If x is a singular point, 1) still holds by 574, since / is

integrable in 31.

2. As corollary we have :

Letf(x) be integrable in (a, ft). Then

lim I f(x)dx= I f(x)dxy a<x<b.

604. 1. Let f(x) be integrable in 31 = (aft). Iff(x) is continu-

ous at x,

To fix the ideas, let a < a< a;< 6. Since/ is continuous at a;, this

is not a singular point of /. Let c be chosen so that a < c < #,

while (<?, #) contains no singular point. Then setting

we have J=C+K. But, by 537,

Hence, "since C is a constant,

.

dx dx dx

2. Let f(x) be integrable in 31 = (a, ft), /f/ is continuous at x,

lim 1 f/C^)^ =/(), a? in .

A=0 A*7^

This is a corollary of 1.

605. In 31 = (a, 6) let f(x) be integrable. Let it be continuous

except at certain points <?j
c
tt

ivhere f(x) may be unlimited.
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If F(x) is a one-valued continuous function in 31, having /(#) as

derivative, except at the points (?,

(1

Suppose f(x) is continuous except at a.

Let a<a<b. Then, by 538,

JF(). (2

Since F is continuous,

lim F(a) = JF(a).
o=a

Passing to the limit in 2), we get 1).

Suppose now a and c are points at which / is discontinuous. To
fix the ideas, let

a <a<c<b.
Then /& / a /v /&

c = c + c + c (3/a t/a %/a */c .

Now as just shown,

Adding, we have 1) from 3).

die r i
1

-^ -
[arc sm x] = IT.

l Vl - *a
- 1

is integrable in $1 =( 1, 1). Its points of discontinuity in 21 are x = 1.

F(x) = arc sin x

is one-valued and continuous in $1, and has f(x) as derivative.

Ex. 2.

This result is obviously false, since the integrand is positive. The integrand is

not an integrable function in ( 1, 1), by 680.
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Change of Variable

606. 1. Letf(x) be in general regular in 21 = (a, 6) a^b. Let

u = <

have a continuous derivative
<f>

f

(#) ^= 0, in 21. .ie 33 = (a, /3) 6e the

image of 21, and let

x = ^r(w)

Je the inverse function of <. /f either

i convergent, the other is, and Jx = J^.

By hypothesis the points of 21, 33 stand in 1 to 1 correspondence.
To fix the ideas, let / be regular except at a. Let e?, 7 be corre-

sponding points in 21, 33. Then, by 543,

since /(ic) is limited and integrable in
(<?, 6). If now c? = a, 7 = a,

and conversely. Thus if either integral Jx or Ju is convergent,
the relation 1) shows that the other is, and both are equal.

2. In 33 = (, /3), tf^/3,
/e x=ty(u) have a continuous derivative

which may vanish over a discrete aggregate, but otherwise has one

sign. Let 21 = (a, i) fo the image of 33* /(#) *g ^ general

regular in 21. Jy either

or ,=

is convergent, the other is, and Jx = Ju .

We employ the reasoning of 1, with the aid of 544.

607. Ex. 1.

1 Vi

Let

Here ^' is positive in $ =(0, ?r/2) except at ir/2.
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Also

Obviously Ju is convergent. Hence, by 606, 2,

J =
ir/2,

a result already obtained.

Ex. 2.

Let
x = sin u.

Then
Ju=

VI - *2 sin2 u

But the integrand of </ is continuous in (0, x/2) = S3. Hence 7M is finite.

Therefore Jx is.

Both these examples illustrate how, by a change of variable, an

improper integral may be transformed into a proper integral.

Second Theorem of the Mean

608. Let /(#) be integrable in 31 = (a, 6). i^ #0*0 ^ limited

and monotone in 21.

x = g(a +Qfdx + g(b
-

where

We assume that g(a + 0), g(b 0) are different, as otherwise 1)

is obviously true.

Let us suppose first, that / is regular in 21 except at a. Then, by

545,11),

{, (2

where i(a) is a mean value of

fdx, a<x<b. (3
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In 2) let =a. We have

As all the terms in 2), except tf(a), have a finite limit, it follows

that # (a) must have a finite limit #. Hence

0)-g(ia+0')l. (4

Reasoning now as we did at the close of 545, we arrive at

equation 1).

Suppose next, that / is regular in 31, except at a, 5. Then if

as we have just seen in 3).

Passing to the limit, we have, as before,

This may be transformed as before, giving 1) also for this case.

Let us suppose finally, that the singular points of f are

01*
cy "- c

s
.

Then

If a or 5 are singular points, the first or last integral may be

discarded.

By the preceding,

= g(a + 0)Vte + 9 (i - 0)
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Similarly,

Adding all these equations, we get, setting C
Q
= a, (?,+1

= 5 :

. (5

Now TO, 3K denoting the extremes of the integral 3),

Which added give

Thus 5) gives

J=g(a + 0)

This is an equation of the same form as 4). Thus reasoning as

we did on 4), we get 1).
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INTEGRALS DEPENDING ON A PARAMETER

Uniform Convergence

609. Let f(x, y) be defined over a rectangle R = (, J, a, ), /9

finite or infinite, and be unlimited in R. Let 21= (a, 6), 53 = (a, /3).

For each y in 53, let

be convergent. Then J is a one-valued function of y in 53.

As in Chapter XIII, we wish now to study e7with respect to

continuity, differentiation, and integration, restricting ourselves

to certain simple but important cases.

610. 1. For brevity we introduce the following terms. We
shall say f(x\f) is regular in R = (6y8), ft finite or infinite, when

1. f(xy) has no points of infinite discontinuity in R.

2. f(xy) is integrable in 91 = (#, 5) for each y in 53 =(, /3).

When /3 is finite, we shall sometimes need to integrate f(xy)
with respect to y. In this case we shall also suppose

3. f(xy) is integrable in 53 = (#, /3) for each x in 21.

For example, f(xt y} = y sin x is regular in R.

If is finite, / is limited in R. If = oo
, / is not limited in 72 although it has

no points of infinite discontinuity.

2. If f(xy) is regular in 72, except that it may have points of

infinite discontinuity on certain lines x = av x = ar, we shall

say f(xy) is regular in R except on the lines x = a
x , ; or

in general regular with respect to x.

3. Let/(zy) be continuous in R except on certain lines

On the lines x = ar it may have points of infinite discontinuity ;

on the lines y = x
it may have finite discontinuities. If f(xy)

is otherwise regular, we shall say it is simply regular except on the

lines x av x = ar ; y = j, y = a, ; or tfAatf < is simply irregu-
lar with respect to x.

Thus the simply irregular functions are a special case of the

functions which are in general regular.
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4. The lines x = av x ar, on which f(xy) may have points

of infinite discontinuity are called singular lines.

The integrals

I fdx, I fdx 8 > 0, arbitrarily small
^-5 ^i

are called the left and right hand singular integrals relative to the

lines x = a
t , i = 1, 2 r.

5. In 609 we made the formal requirement that f(xy} should

be defined at every point of R. It usually happens in practice

that / is not defined at its points of infinite discontinuity. Such

is the case in such integrals as

, f yl~^ dx, (V 1

log* x dx.J 22 J b

It is, however, easy to satisfy the above requirement in all the

cases we shall consider ; for, by 598. the value of

is not affected by a change of the value of / at points lying on

the lines x= a^ subject to the restrictions of that theorem.

6. This fact may also be used to advantage sometimes to sim-

plify /(#, y) by changing its value at points lying on these lines.

611. 1. Let f(xy) be regular in R = (#6/3), /3 finite or infinite,

except on x = av
If the singular integrals relative to these lines be uniformly

evanescent in , .we say

is uniformly convergent in Q.

2. If J is uniformly convergent in the intervals SBV m, it is

obviously uniformly convergent in their sum.

3. If J is the sum of several uniformly convergent integrals in

SB, it is itself uniformly convergent in $&.
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4. Letf(xy) be in general regular with respect to xin R=

/3 finite. If J is uniformly convergent in 33 ,
it is limited in 33-

For simplicity suppose x = b is the only singular line. Then

'&

fdx < <r, uniformly in 33.

But in the rectangle (aft'a/3),

Now J=

Hence

612. ie^ f(xy) "be regular in R (a&a/3), /3 jZmYe or infinite,

except on x~b.
The singular integral

t* uniformly evanescent in 53 = (, y8) //"

l/(^)l<^), in2l' = (6 , 6),

and
(f)

is integrable in 31'.

For, f(xy^) being limited and integrable in (ft', J"), where

V < b" < 6, we have for any y in 23

<f
b

<f>dz, by 526, 2.

But < being integrable in 21', we can take 6 so near b that the

last integral is < e. But as this is independent of y,

in.

Hence 1) is uniformly evanescent.
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613. Example. Let us consider the integral

J=
j^log (1

- 2 y cos x + y^dx (1

for values of y in 93 = (a, ), /3 finite. The integrand /(scy) is continuous except at

the points
x = WITT, y =(-!)", m = 0, 1,

by 560, Ex. 2. Let us first consider the singular integral

relative to the line x = 0. Since y = 1 is the only point of infinite discontinuity on

this line, we may restrict ourselves to an interval 33' =(1 <r, 1 -f tr). We set

y = \ + h, \h\<<r.

Then

= tfl + &.

Obviously /9i is uniformly evanescent in 53'.

To show that $2 is uniformly evanescent, we observe that

log
(l

- cos x +
2 ^

\
|

<
| log(l - cos x) |,

since log x increases with #, and is negative for small values of the argument. We
apply now 612. To this end we show that

0(x)= log(l cosx)

is absolutely integrable in (0, ')> using the M-test.

Now in 464, Ex. 1, we saw that

#limxMog(l -cos)=0, 0</*<1.
ar=0

Hence
1 |

is integrable, and #2 is uniformly evanescent. Hence 8 is uniformly

evanescent not only in 53', but in SB.

The same reasoning may be applied to the singular integral relative to the line

x TT. Here the only point of infinite discontinuity is y = 1.

Hence, by 611, 2, the integral J is uniformly convergent in 53.
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614. Example. Let us consider the integral

J = fV-1
1 log x |

n
dx, n > 0. (1

We show first that it is convergent only for y>0.

For, let y> 0. Applying the /A-test, we have

lim x* xv~ l
| log x |

= lim x*
| log x|, X >0

i=0

= 0, by 464, Ex. 2,

for properly chosen < /* < 1.

Hence, by 679, J" is convergent.

Lety^O. Then
limx .

a.,-i| loga;|n = iima;A|iogx|, X<0
= +00.

Hence, by 680, J is divergent.

Let < a < 0. We show that J is uniformly convergent in S3 = (a, 0). In the

first place we note that the integrand is continuous in R = (0, 1, a, /3), except on

the line x = 0, where it has points of infinite discontinuity. We have, therefore,

only to show that the singular integral S relative to this line is uniformly evanes-

cent. To this end we use 612. Now

y>a.

But we have just seen that

0(o;)=a;*-
1
|logz|

w
. (2

is integrable. Hence S is uniformly evanescent in SB.

615. Let f(xy) be regular in R =
(a6a/3), finite or infinite^

except on x=b. T)ie singular integral

is uniformly evanescent in 53 = (, )8), if

where 1 <(#) * integrable in 21' = (i 8, 5) ;

2 g(xy) is limited in Rb , and integrable in any (J S, J"),
bn < b,for each y in 53.

For, by 2, \g(xy)\<lf.

Then by 1, there exist for each e > 0, a S > such that
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Then for any y in 33,

<*> by 1).

Continuity

616. 1. ie /O&y) be regular in R (aSa/3), /S /m'te or infinite,

except on the lines x a^ a: = ar .

1. 2/# the singular integrals relative to these lines be uniformly
evanescent in 53 = (, /3).

2. .Z/e 77, ^m'te or infinite, lie in 53,

\\vc\f(xy) = <#>(^) uniformly

in 21 = (a, J), except possibly at x = av

3. ie $(2^) ^e integrable in 21.

/6 /6 /6
lim I f(xy)dx= I limy(a;y)da; = I <j>(x)dx. (1

r
*/ *^ =7 /

For simplicity, we shall suppose there is only one singular line,

viz. x = b
; we shall also take TJ

= <x>.

Let

We wish to show that

>0, Q-, \D\<e, foranyy>O:

rb rb
\fdx- I <f>dx, V <b,
/o /&
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Now by 1, 3, the last two integrals are numerically < e/3, if V
is sufficiently near J, for any y. On the other hand, if Gf- is suffi-

ciently large, we have for any y > &,

for every x in (a, '), by virtue of 2.

Hence
|
D

1 1

< c/3. Hence

|D|<e,
which establishes 1).

2. Letf(xy) be regular in R= (#J/9), ft finite or infinite, except

on the lines x = av x= ar .

1. Let the singular integrals relative to these lines be uniformly
evanescent in 33 = (, /3).

2. Let rj, finite or infinite, lie in 53, and

l\mf(Xi y) = ^0*0 uniformly
l/=rj

in 31 = (^S)? except possibly at x = av # = ar .

Then
^

b

j = lim I f(xy)dx exists.

3. jLe <#>(^) i^ integrable in 21. 7%0/i

X6
/*6 fb

f(xy}dx= I lim
t/(OT)c?a;= I d>(x)dx.

,-,,
Ja

y=-n
J<*

We need only show that j exists, since the rest follows by 1.

Let us suppose, to fix the ideas, that x = b is the only singular

line, and that
77
= 00.

Then
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But by 1, there exists a V such that

|JP,|, |D,|<e/4
for any y in 53.

By 2, we can take 7 such that for any x in (#, i')

4(6 a)

Hence

for any y
;

, y
ff

>7, and a: in (a,

Hence
|1>|<, fo

and the limit y exists.

617. 1. In 561 we have defined the term f(x, y) as a uniformly
continuous function of y in 53- It may happen that /(#, y 4- Ji)

converges to /(#?/) for each y in 53 and any # in 31, but that the

uniform convergence breaks down at points lying on the lines

x = av
- x = ar . In this case, we shall say/ is a regularly con-

tinuous function of y in 53- If f(%t y + A) converges uniformly to

f(xy) except on x=av , where it may not even converge to

f(x, y), we shall say that f(xy) is a semi-uniformly continuous

function of y.

In both cases, we can inclose the lines x= av in little bands

of width small at pleasure but fixed, such that the convergence is

uniform in 48, when x ranges over 31, excluding values which fall

in the above bands.

2. It may happen that /(#, y) is a regularly or a semi-uniformly
continuous function of y in 53 except on the lines y = av y = ,.

We shall say in this case that /is in general regularly or semi-

uniformly continuous in y.

3. We wish to make a remark here which will sometimes per-

mit us to simplify the form of a demonstration without loss of

generality. In questions of uniform convergence or uniform con-

tinuity, the uniformity may break down at points lying on certain

lines x = av x = am . In this case we may count such lines as
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singular lines. When $ is finite, and no points of infinite discon-

tinuity lie on these lines, their singular integrals are obviously

uniformly evanescent in 48.

618. 1. As corollaries of 616 we have, using 611, 4 :

Let f(xy} be in general regular with respect to x in R =(a6/S),

finite.

Let f(xy) be a semi-uniformly continuous function of y, except at

(1

be uniformly convergent in $& = (a/3).

Then J is limited in 33 and continuous^ except possibly at
j, m .

2. Let f(xy) be continuous in R^ except on x = av
- x = a r .

Let 1) be uniformly convergent in 33 Then J is continuous in 53.

619. Ex. 1. The integral

J = f log (1 2 y cos x + y*)dx
Jo

is a continuous function of y in any interval 53 =(/9). For the integrand is contin-

uous in (0, TT, a, /3), except on the lines x = 0, z = IT. In 613 we saw J is uniformly

convergent in 53. Hence, by 618, 2, 7is continuous.

Ex. 2. The integral riJ= \ x"-
/o

is continuous in (, 0). < a < .

This follows from 618, 2, and 614.

Integration

620. 1. Up to the present we have been considering the case

when the singular integrals

relative to a line x = c are uniformly evanescent.
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For the purpose of integrating

with respect to the parameter y over a finite interval 33 = (a, $),
we can take a slightly more general case.

As before, let f(xy) be in general regular in J2 = (a6/3). To
fix the ideas, let us consider the left-hand singular integral at c.

Suppose now that for each e>0 there exists a S>0 such that

for any y in 33* = (a,

for every c
1 in (<? 8, <?). Here <r is regular in 35 except at , and

is integrable in 53; it is also independent of . In this case we
shall say this singular integral is normal. Similar remarks hold

for the right-hand singular integral at c.

2. Obviously, if the singular integrals at c are normal, they are

uniformly evanescent in any partial interval (/3') of 33

Also, if the singular integrals at c are uniformly evanescent in

53, they are a fortiori normal.

3. When the singular integrals of

C
==

I
+/ a

are normal, we shall say </is normally convergent in 33-

4. If the singular integrals at c are normal^ there exists for each

> 0, a 8 > 0, such that

f
for any c

f in (0 8, (?) or (c, c -f 8), and any X, /A m 33.

To fix the ideas consider only the left-hand singular integral.

Then

S '

where
r _ -

1?=^ <nty>J crdy.

Hence nx
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821. Let f(xy) be in general regular with respect to x, in

R = (aJa/3), /3 finite.

1. Let f be in general a semi-uniformly continuous function of

2. Let

be normally convergent in 53-

Then J is integrable in 53.

To fix the ideas let x = b be the only singular line. Since the

singular integral, is normal in 53, it is uniformly evanescent in any

(ay), 7 < ft, by 620, 2. Hence, by
618, 1, </is integrable in (a, 7).

To show that J is integrable in

53, we have only to show that
P-i

converges to as 77
= 0.

6*6

,,,, ., ,, 6
, ,,. _

6

( fdx=( J +J J =T1+ TZ
.

a *//3' *^a */' /!>'

But, by 620, 4, there exists a b f such that

|7'2 |<6/2, y<5,
however yS', ft" are chosen.

On the other hand, f(xy) being by hypothesis limited in any

We can therefore choose ij so small that

Hence 1) shows that for each e > 0, there exists an if > 0, such

that
|2

,

|<e

for any pair of values /8'yS" in (yS 17, ^8*).
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Inversion

622. 1. Let f(xy) be in general regular with respect to a?, in

JB = (a6/3).

1. Let the singular integrals be normal.

2. Let f(xy) be in general a semi-uniformly continuous function

of y in 33.

8. Let inversion of the order of integration be permissible for

any rectangle in R not embracing the singular lines.

b

K=\ dyi fdx, L=\ dxi fdy
*/a t/a */a /a

exist, and are equal.

For simplicity, let us suppose x = b is the only singular line.

By 1, 2, and 621, the integral K exists.

^y "
//3 /&' /&' c$
I dyi fdx= 1 dx\ fdy. b-S<b'<b. (1

%/a */a */a /a

>0 /6

nb'
/*/3 /* //3 /*6

=
Ja Ja

~
Ja J* '

= xi

Hence 1), 2) give

<e, by 620, 4

if S is taken sufficiently small.

Now, by 603, 2,

JJ =5J.J.-
Hence, by 3), rb rfs

L=\ y=K.\/ d / a

2. Letf(xy} be simply irregular in R = (a6a$) m'^ respect to x

Let the singular integrals be normal. Then

exist and are equal.
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This is a special case of 1. For, by 617, 3, / is in general a

regularly continuous function of y. Thus condition 2 is satisfied.

That condition 3 is fulfilled follows from 570, 1.

623. Example. We saw, 675, Ex. 3, that

Hence for < a< /3,

We can, by 022, 2, invert the order of integration, since

v-hlx, 0<a

is uniformly evanescent in (a, /3) by 614.

Thus 1) gives, inverting,

(2v5 a Jo Ja Jo logs

For a = 1, this gives

p^-l^ = 1

Jo logx
v

If we set here = 2, it gives

(4
logx

624. We give now an example where it is not permitted to

invert the order of integration.

We have for all points different from the origin,

n as _ 2/
2 -*a

(X2 4-

Thus

T> f 1^ f 1
i/
2 -o;2 , f 1^ T v "I

1 f 1 dx ITB = I dx I * dt; = I dx *
I = I =s ~.

Jo J (x
2 + j/

2
)
2

y
Jo l.x2 + y

2Jo Jo 1 + x 4

Hence A, B are both convergent ;
but they are not equal.
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625. 1. Up to the present we have supposed that the points of

infinite discontinuity of the integrand /(##) lie on certain lines

parallel to the y-axis.

We consider now a more general case.

Let us suppose that these points of infinite discontinuity do not

lie only on a finite number of lines parallel to the y-axis, but that

it is necessary to employ in addition a finite number of lines par-
allel to the #-axis.

To fix the ideas, let these lines be

If f(xy) is otherwise regular, i.e. if properties 2, 3 of 610, 1

hold, we shall say f(xy) is regular in R except on the lines 1), or

that it is in general regular with respect to x, y.

2. Similarly we extend the term simply regular, viz. : If f(xy)
is continuous in R except on a finite number of lines parallel to

each axis, say the lines 1), where it may have points of finite or

infinite discontinuity ; if, moreover, it enjoys properties 2, 3 of

610, 1, we shall say f(xy} is simply regular in R except on the

lines 1), or that it is simply irregular with respect to #, y.

3. The lines y = 1 , are also called singular lines, and the

integrals

are singular integrals relative to the lines y = m, m = 1, 2 s.

4. In accordance with the present assumptions, we should

modify the definition of normal singular integrals given in 620, 1,

so as to allow <r(y) to have singular points at av r

As an example, consider

Here every point on the lines x = 6, y = ft are points of infinite discontinuity.

If R =(a, 6, a, 0), a< 6, <, we see at once that /is continuous in,R except

on the above lines. Obviously, / is integrable with respect to x or y in JR. Thus /
is simply regular in M except on the lines x = 6, y = ft.
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626. 1. Let f(xy) be regular in 7J = (aJ/3), except on the lines

z av z*=ar ; y = r y = a,.

1. J5/? if be in general a semi-uniformly continuous function of y
in $8 = (/3).

2. .Z/6tf the singular integrals relative to the lines x = av fo

normal in 33-

3. 1/0 the singular integrals relative to the lines y = ccv be

uniformly evanescent in any interval of 21 = (ai), w0 embracing the

points av ar .

4. Let any integral f^ ffdx
*/a' /'

admit inversion if the rectangle (a'b
1

a! fi
f

) does not embrace one of the

singular lines.

Then

i integrable in 3$.

For simplicity, let us assume that there is only one singular line

x = 6, and one line y = $.

We observe, first, that *7 is integrable in any (/3')i y8' </8 by
1, 2, and 620, 2, 621. Therefore, to show that J is integrable

in 33, it suffices to prove that, for each e > there exists an
17 > 0,

such that

is numerically < e for any pair of numbers $'/3" in (5 = (/3 ?/, /8).

.Now
^,, ^ 6 ^,, .,

6< ^,, ^6

y=X dd'*-S, fa +f? JC- ri+ rr ^

But by 2 and 620, 4,

if 6' is taken sufficiently near J. Suppose V so chosen and then

fixed.

On account of 4, T _ T6
'

p'^

By virtue of 3 we can take rj > sufficiently small, so that
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Therefore
, m ,

- ,v /// ^
|7|<e, for any ff/3" in g.

2. g f(%y) be. simply regular in R = (a6/3), except on

1. ie ta singular integrals relative to x=av be normal in .

2. Let the singular integrals relative to y = av
- be uniformly

evanescent in any interval 0/21 not embracing the points av
Then

8 integrable in $8.

For, conditions 1, 2, 3 of 1 are obviously fulfilled.

That 4 is satisfied, follows from 570.

627. 1. Let f(xy) be regular in J? = (aJy8) except on the lines

x= av
- x=ar ; y= 1 , y = ,.

1. i^^ ^ singular integrals relative to the lines x = a^ 60

T^ C2.

admit inversion, if (c, c?) does not embrace the points av av
3- Let

K=j dyi fdx/a */a

J^ convergent.

is convergent, and K= L.

For simplicity, let x = 6, y = /8 be the only singular lines.

Then, by 2,
6' c$ r& r*'

dx\ fdy=\ dy\fdx, b-8<b'<b. (1/a /a */a

re r b C ft Cb

= 1 I I I , since /L is convergent.
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But, however small e>0 is taken, we may take S>0 so small that

From 1), 2), 3) we have

S*S*~ K <6' b-S<b'<b.

But then
fb ^ ^, ^L =J J

= lim I I = ^T.

2. Letf(xy) be simply regular in R = (aJ/3), except on x^=a
l *,

]. J&^^ ^Ae singular integrals relative to the lines x = a
1

Je

normal in 53.

2. e ^A^ singular integrals relative to the lines yu.^ 50 wm'-

formly evanescent in any interval of 21 not embracing the points a
l

^ integrals

are convergent and equal.

For condition 2 of 1 is satisfied by 622, 2 if we replace x by y
in that theorem. Condition 3 is fulfilled by 626, 2.

628. Example. As an application of 627, 2 let us consider

The singular lines are x 0, y = 0.

The singular integral relative to x = 0,

is normal in S3 = (0, 0). For,

setting
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Here, for any e > 0, there exists a 8 > such that e' < e, for any < a < 8. On
the other hand, <r is integrable in 33.

The singular integral

relative to y = is uniformly evanescent in any (a, 6), a> 0. For,

But for any e> there exists an > 0, such that

Hence 7*< e for any a < .

Thus the conditions of 627, 2 being fulfilled, both integrals

f%r
JO *J<)

are convergent and equal.

This result is easily verified by actually evaluating these integrals. For,

r 6 dx t'
b

J

Hence

Differentiation

629. ie^ /(^y)? fy(py) be regular in It = (aJ/3), except on the

lines x~ ar a; = ar .

1. -ZW/ 6e a semi-uniformly continuous function ofy in 53 = ($).
2. Jra ^Ae elementary rectangles (a L r, a

t -f- T, a, y8),

,' 6ei'^ integrable in (a, 8, a
4 + 8).

in *
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For simplicity, let # = b be the only singular line, and let/ be

uniformly continuous in 21 = (a, J), except at b. Then

A

X6/y(^' *?)^ by Law of Mean

+ l>. (2

But /& /*' /*

^=1 i/;(^)-/x^)}^=Ja +J6
,

=A
Also, by 2%

Hence

provided V is taken sufficiently near b.

On the other hand,/y being uniformly continuous in 21' = (a, i'),

we can take B so small that

I/K*, ,?) -//*, y) 1

< , in '.

Then

Hence
| D| < e, for any | A| < 8

; and 1) follows at once from 2).

630. Example. As an application of 629, let us consider the integral

J
w - l

log*
1 x dx, n ^ 0, integral,

which was taken up in 614. The integrand

is not defined for x = 0. Let us give it the value 0, when x = 0. Then

/iO 2/)
= xy~ l

log**
1 x for x >

= for x = 0.
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Then / and/J are simply regular in 7? = (0, 1, a, /3), a>0 except on the line

x = 0. Moreover, fy is a uniformly continuous function of y in $3 = (a, /3), except

possibly on the line x = 0. It is therefore a regularly continuous function of y in S3.

Thus condition 1 of 629 is fulfilled. Condition 2 is also satisfied, as 614, 2) shows.

Hence if we set

(1v

=(-l).. (2
^y

n V 7

yn+1
V

Comparing 1), 2), we get

fV- 1
log" sedr, = (-!), ?/>0. (3

JO ^
n^!

631. 1. By using double integrals, we can obtain more general
conditions than those given in 629, for differentiating under the

integral sign in

J= \ f(xy)dx.
\s a

For example, the following.

Let f(x, #), f'y (x, y} be in general regular with respect to x in

1. Let f'y(xy) be a semi-uniformly continuous function of y in

= (,).
2. Let

be uniformly convergent in 53.

3 - Let
rv+*

Jy
d

admit inversion.

Then
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' 6

1 /!/+/ /*6

Dt ^A^ by 3

(2

But by 1, 2, and 618, 1, #(#) is continuous in 53. Thus on

passing to the limit h = 0, in 2), we get 1), using 537, 2.

2. As a corollary of 1 we have :

Let f(xy), fy(xy) be regular in R = (<z6y8), except on the lines

x = #j, x = #r.

Letfy(xy) be continuous in R, except on these lines.

Let

be uniformly convergent in 33 =(, /3)

d r r
f- ) f(*y)d* = I fy
fly

n



CHAPTER XV

IMPROPER INTEGRALS. INTERVAL OF INTEGRATION INFINITE

Definitions

632. 1. If f(x) has no points of infinite discontinuity in

21= (a, ao ), and is integrable in any partial interval (a, 6), of 31,

we shall say that f(x) is regular in 21. If on the contrary, f(x)
has a finite number of points of infinite discontinuity cv <?

2, in

21, but is integrable in any partial interval (a, 6), we shall say

f(x) is in general regular in 21- The points c^ c^ are singular

points.

Let f(x) be in general regular in 21. Let us consider

limj f(x)dx, (1

which we denote more shortly by

(2

and which is called the integral of f(x) from a to -f oo, or the

integral off(x) in 21.

If the limit 1) is finite, we say the integral 2) is convergent or

thatf(x) is integrable in 21. If the limit 1) is infinite, the inte-

gral 2) is divergent. If the limit 1) does not exist, i.e. if it is

neither finite nor definitely infinite, the integral 2) does not exist.

If \f(x) |

is integrable in 21, f(x) is absolutely integrable in 21,

arid the integral 2) is absolutely convergent.

2. We make a remark here which will often enable us to sim-

plify our demonstrations, without loss of generality.
445
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If f(x) is in general regular in 21= (a, oo), we can take b so

large that/(z) is regular in (J, oo). But the integral

has been treated in Chapter XIV. We have thus only to consider

in which the integrand is regular. We may therefore often as-

sume in our demonstration, without loss of generality, that f(x)
is regular in 31.

EX. 1. /<
Jrf

\ ~ = 1
;

it is convergent.

For,

Ex. 2.
y*CO J^..

j
= _l_ oo

|
it is divergent.

For,

Ex. 3.
/

4 cos x dx does not exist.
Jo

For,

Mm ( cos x dx = lim sin x
x=WO

does not exist.

633. 1. General criterion for convergence.

Letf(x) be regular in 31 = (a, oo).

X+fdx

to be convergent, it is necessary and sufficient that, for each f. > 0,

there exists a Q- > 0, such that

%o

: (2

for any pair of numbers, ,/?>#.

This is a direct consequence of 284.
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2. The integral 2) is perfectly analogous to the singular inte-

grals considered in Chapter XIV. It is convenient to call it the

singular integral relative to the point x = <x> ; and also to call this

point a singular point.

Instead of 2) it is convenient at times to call

the singular integral. The integrals 2) and 3) are obviously

equivalent.

3. Letf(x) be regular in 91 = (a, ao). Iff(x) is absolutely inte-

grable in 21, it is also integrable in 31.

For by hypothesis

j |/(aO| *e<e, #<<.
*^a

But in any given (, /3),/(#) is integrable by hypothesis and

Ijfjfifo <j[Vl<fe,
by 528, 1.

4. The reader should note that an integral may be convergent
and yet not absolutely convergent. Thus

a*

converges for </&<!, while

rlsinzl
,

. * dx

is divergent for these values of /*. Cf. 646, Ex. 2.

634. 1. The symbol

(*)** (1
*^ oo

is defined as

Ca

lim I f(x)dx,
a=-o Jo.

and is called the integral of /(#) from oo to a.
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The symbol

(2
* _QO

is defined as
/*

lim
J f(x)dx.

The terms introduced in 632 have a similar meaning here.

The integral 1) is not essentially different from

and requires therefore no comment.

2. In regard to 2), we have the theorem :

Let f(x) be in general regular in (00, <x>). In order that

be convergent, it is necessary and sufficient that

</!
=
J fdx, J

2 =ja fdx

be convergent for any a. When J is convergent,

If J is convergent, we have

>0, J-

J-\<? *'<-<*-

Subtracting, we get

or
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Hence, by 633,

is convergent. Similarly,

ffdx/a

is convergent. Therefore when J is convergent, Jv J2 are con-

vergent.

Conversely, if Jv J~
2 are convergent, J is convergent.

For, let a be fixed and a<a</3. Then

X0
Ca C$

=L +fa ' b* 593 -

For a sufficiently large 6r, and e > arbitrarily small,

Hence i /^

U. -(<7l

for all a < - (?, and ft > G. Therefore

C^
lira J

= e7
a + Jy

Hence, when Jv <7
2 are convergent, J is, and

3. As a result of the foregoing, we see that the integrals

f'fdx, f
M

fdx (3
*/_ ^^oo

do not differ essentially from

For convenience, we shall therefore study only this last ; the

results we obtain are then readily extended to the integrals 3).
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Tests for Convergence

635. 1. The p tests for convergence. Let f(x) be regular in

21 = (a, oo). If there exists a
//. > 1, such that

f(x) is absolutely integrable in 21.

For let 0- < a < j3 lie in V. Then, by 526, 2,

M

< 6, if (? is taken sufficiently large.

2. Let f(x) be regular in 21 == (a, oo). T/* /or s0?w /A > 1

is finite, f(x) is absolutely integrable in 21.

3. As corollary of 2 we have :

In 21 = (a, oo), a>0, let

t̂
i limited in 21 and integrable in any (a, i). TA0/& /(^) is

absolutely integrable in 21.

636. ?W /or divergence. Let /(#) i^ regular in 21 = (a, oo).

In F^oo) Ze< / Aave one sign er, and

Then ^7= I fdx= a oo.
%/a

For, let a < a < x ; while a, x lie in J^

Now, by 526, 2,

when x = -f oo.
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637. Logarithmic test for convergence. Let f(x) be regular in

=
(a, QO). If there exists a /i > 1, and an s, such that

xl^x - - l^xlfx \f(x) |

< M, in F(oo ),

(#) is absolutely integrable in 91.

We have, by 389, 2), for #>0 sufficiently large,

Hence, if < Q- < a < j3,

____
lp Z/M: ft

- 1 U/-^ //-

when Gr = + QO .

Now

<e, for Gr sufficiently large.

638. The logarithmic test for divergence. Let f(x) be regular in

21 = (a, QO ). In F^ao), let f(x) have one sign cr, and

Then &

\ fdx = cr oo.
c/a

/X /a /*JT

*^a 'a *^a

But ^ ^^ ,

afdx>M\ 1

ax -~=Mls+l

X
,

a
J

/a ^.-. 1SX <*

since by 389, 1), for sufficiently large # > 0,

As x

J,
'+1

*

our theorem is established.
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639. Ex. 1. A quarter period of Jacob!'s function sn(w, *) is

l/*

The point x = I/K is the only finite singular point. Applying the /* test of 679

at this point, we see that we can take p = \. The singular integral at this point is

therefore evanescent. Consider now the point x = GO. We have

1 1

This shows that the /A test of 636 is satisfied for any M< 2. Hence the singular

integral relative to this point is evanescent. Hence K is convergent.

640. Ex. 2. A half period of Weierstrass's function
$>(u, gz , gr8) is

dx

where e\ is the largest real root of

4 z3 -
g^x

- gs .

The point e\ is the only finite singular point. Applying the p test of 679 at this

point, we see that we can take /x
= . Hence the singular integral relative to this

point is evanescent. Consider the point x = oo. We have

g2x - ga a L g* g
Ar* \( ** T -

J\ x* Xs

This shows that the M test of 636 is satisfied for any /*> J. Hence w is convergent.

641. Ex.3. The Beta function,

The point x is a singular point if u< 1 . Applying the tests of 679, 680 at this

point, we see that

f
Jo

is convergent when w>0; and divergent, when w^O. Consider the point x = 00.

We have

:_
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Applying now the tests- of 635, 636, we see that

(\x)dx, M>0.
Ja

converges for v> 0, and diverges for v^ 0.

Thus the integral 1) has a finite value for every ti, t>>0. The function so de-

fined is called the Eulerian integral of the first kind or the Beta function.

642. Ex.4. The Gamma function,

T (w) = fVw-Vfc. (1

The point x = is a singular point if u< 1.

Applying the tests 579, 580 at this point, we see that

f" a>0.
Jo ,

is convergent when u >0, and divergent when u^ 0.

On the other hand, applying the M test of 635, 3, we see that

is convergent for any u. The integral 1) therefore defines a function of u for all

w>0. It is called the Eulerian Integral of the second kind or the Gamma function.

643. 1. Letf(x) be regular and integrable in any partial interval

(a, 6), o/2l= (a, oo).

be limited in 21.

In F(ao), let g(x) be monotone, and #(<) = 0.

Thenf(x)g(x) is integrable in 21.

We apply the criterion of 633. Let Gf-<a<j3 lie in F(oo).
Then by the Second Theorem of the Mean, 545,

fjfffdx
= g(a + O^fjfdx

+ g(/3
-
O^Jcfa,

< f< ,8.

We can take Q- so large that

are numerically as small as we please. As the integrals on the

right are numerically less than some fixed number, we have

fgdx <e

for any pair of numbers , /8> Q-. Hence fg is integrable in K.
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2. Letf(x) be regular and integrable in 21 ==
(a, oo). Letg(x) be

limited and monotone in 21.

Thenfg is integrable in 21.

For, by 545,

JS
/ /|8

fgdx = g(a 4-0)1 fdx -f g(@ 0) I fdx. (1
*/a */(

Let

Since /is integrable in 21, we can take y so large that

Then the right side of 1) is numerically <e. Hence fg is

integrable.

3. Let /(#) be regular and absolutely integrable in 21 = (a, oo).

Let g(x} be limited and integrable in 21. Thenf(x)g(x) is absolutely

integrable in 21.

We have only to show by 633 that

e>0, #>0,

for any pair of numbers
, /3> Gr.

Now g(jv) being limited, we have

\g(x)\<M, in 21.

Hence

(\f9\dx <Mf\f\dx./a */a

But /(#) being absolutely integrable in 21, we can take G so

large that

This in 2) gives 1).

644. Let /(#) be in general regular in 21 = (a, ao), but not inte-

grable in 21.
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be limited in 21. Let g(of) be monotone in 21 and ^7(00)

Then

(2

is not convergent.

For, if 2) were convergent, we would have

rp
> 0, J, I fgdx/a

But this is impossible. For

x = .</( + 0) f*/<te
tx a

< e, > b.

(3

Let the integral 1) be numerically <M.
We can take b so great that

where cr is small at pleasure.

We can therefore write 3)

Hence
7

jdx <̂ -

\G-\

, , n 4. i< , e small at pleasure,

which states that/(^) is integrable in 21.

645. Ex. 1. For what values of
/LI
does

J=
Jo

converge ?

Set

2 =
Ja

The integral e/2 is convergent by 643, 1, provided /*>0. For
/A^O, it obviously

does not converge. The integral Ji is convergent, as we saw, 686, only when /*< 1.

Thus J is convergent when and only when
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646. Ex.2. .

J = /
sm^ds.

Jo xp

Set

= C*L* dx , j,= r ****&.
JO yu. Ja XH

In 687, we saw J\ is convergent only when ^ < 2.

By 643, 1, 7jj is convergent when ^ > 0. When ju ^ it obviously does not con-

verge.

Hence J is convergent when, and only when,

0</x<2.

That J does not converge absolutely for < ^< 1, is shown as follows. We have

nir
\sinx\dx

Let

Then

-l)7T^ (m7r)
u o

(WITT)'*

Hence

when ?i = oo, as the reader probably knows, or as will be shown later.

Properties of Integrals

647. In Chapter XIV we established the properties of the

improper integrals,

by a passage to the limit. We propose now to develop the

properties of improper integrals, the interval of integration being

infinite, by a similar method. In many cases the reasoning is so

similar to that employed to prove the corresponding theorems in

Chapter XIV, that we shall not repeat it, referring the reader to

the demonstrations given in that chapter.

648. 1. Letf(x) be integrdble in (a, ao). Then

/ao , a

(fdx=-(fdx.
/a */
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2. Letf(x) be integrable in (a, oo). Then

X
s*

ft
x,a>

fda>=\fdz+\fdx, a<b.
/a /6

3. Letf^x) /m (a;) 60 integrable in (a, ao).

649. 1. Let f(x)^ g(x) be integrable in (a, oo). Except possibly
at the singular points letf(x)^g(x). Then

2. Letf(x), g(x) be integrable in (a, ao). Except possibly at the

singular points, let /(#) ^g(x). At a point c of continuity of these

functions, letf(c)>g(c). Then

xao ^ao
I fdx> I gdx./ */

3. Let f(x) ^.0 be integrable in (a, oo). At a point c of continuity

off,letf(c)>Q. Then

4. Letf(jx) be absolutely integrable in (a, QO). Then

5. Let

be convergent. We may change the value off(x) over a limited dis-

crete aggregate, without altering the value of J, provided the new

values off are limited.

650. Let /(.?) be integrable in 21 = (a, oo). Then

J(x)= I fdxJx
'

is a continuous limited function of x in 91.
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For, by 648, 2,

c>x.
Jx **x *Sc

But

J fdx
*s X

is a continuous function of x in (#, c), by 603. As

is a constant, /"() is continuous in 21.

/" is limited in 31. In fact, for each e>0, there exists a c such

that

J <.

But

being continuous in the limited interval (a, e), is limited. Hence

*7is limited in 21.

651. Let f(x) be integrable in 31 = (a, ao). Then

/or any j90m^ re r?/" 2(, af w/^VA /(r) w continuous.

For, ifOa;, ^,

A^=J =/ +1 =ra-)+(7,
^j; ^j; ^c

(7 being a constant. By 604, 1,

Hence ^ <1(K+C) = rf^= _ ,

da? rf^ rfrr
/W '

652. /ft 21 = (a, oo ), Z0 /(%") be continuous excepting possibly at

certain points c^
c
t , where it may be unlimited. Let it be inte-

grable in any (a, J).
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Let F(x) be one-valued arid continuous in 31 ; having f(jc) as

derivative except at the points c.

Then

I ftx = $( + <*>)-F(a\ (1
/a

where jF( + oo) is finite or infinite.

For, by 605, b

I fdx = f(b)-F(a),
^a

however large b is. Passing to the limit, we get 1).

Theorems of the Mean

653. First Theorem of the Mean. In 31 = (a, oo) let g(x) be inte-

grate and limited.

Let f(x) be integrable, and non-negative in 31. Then

dx, (1
a

where tySl is a mean value of g in 31.

For, by 602,

m\ fdx<\ fgdx^M] fdx, a<b. (2

where

Let J = + oo ; since all the integrals in 2) are convergent, by
643, 3, we get in the limit,

/+& /& /* 3

m\ fdx< \ fgdx<M\ fdx,
*/a *^a

'

*s<*

which gives 1).

654. Second Theorem of the Mean. In 31 = (a, oo), let f(x) be

inteyrable and g(x) limited and monotone. Then

dx = g(a + 0)
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If g(a + 0) = #(-h QO ) the theorem is obviously true. We may
therefore assume that these limits are different. Next we observe

that the integral <7is convergent, by 599, 2 and 643, 2.

To fix the ideas, let g(x) be monotone increasing.

Let b be arbitrarily large. Then, by 608,

J[V* = 9(* + 0)jT/<fo
+ g(l - 0)f*fdx. (2

Let us add -

5 =
^+00)^ fdx

to both sides of 2); observing that

lim .5 = 0. (3
*==+

We get

Ffgdx + B = g(a 4- 0) f*/<fo + #(i
-

0) f*fdx + g( + oo)
*/a *^a ^

= ^r(a + 0) f /<fo-^(a+ 0) f fdx+^b-Q-) f fdx/a c/f c/

-
^(^

-
0) ffdx + ffd + oo)

^6

-
0)
-

,?( + 0)

r. (4

Let X, /A be the minimum and maximum of

Xoofdx

in 21. Then obviously,
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Hence

Adding, we get

Hence
(5

Where

From 4) $nd 5) we have

f'fgdx + =
</( + 0) ffdx + 5W { /( + oo)

- g(a + 0) }
.

^a *A

Passing to the limit b = oo, and using 3), we have

(6

where ,. c^^. ^^
lim 9K' = 5DZ,
6=00

The integral r *>

j fdx
Jx

being a continuous function of x in (a, GO), must take on the value

3K for some point x = t;, finite or infinite, in this interval. Then

SR = Cfdx.J
v

From 6) we have now,

-^(a + 0)

"

fdx

which is 1).
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Change of Variable

655. Let $3 = (, )3),
a ^ y8; either a or y8 ma?/ 6e infinite.

Let x = I/T(M) Aav0 a continuous derivative in 33, which may vanish

over a discrete aggregate, but has otherwise one sign.

Let 21 = (a, 6) 60 Ag z'ma^g 0/* 53,

a = lim >/r(tt), J = lim i/r(V) ;

u=a =/3

e infinite.

Letf(x) be integrable in any (a, 6'), V <b.

If now, either

or *=

is convergent, the other is, and both are equal.

There are various cases. Let us take the following as illustra-

tion. Let 31 = (a, oo), S3 = (, oo). By virtue of 403, the points
of 21 and S3 are in 1 to 1 correspondence.

Let b
f

, $ be corresponding points in 21, $8. Then as ft'
= oo,

V =00 also, and conversely.

By 606, 2, ,

J f(x)dx=\ fty(u)W(u)du. (1
*Xa */a

Suppose eTp is convergent. Then 1) shows, passing to the liirit,

that Ju is convergent and Jx = Ju . The supposition that Jv is con-

vergent leads to a similar conclusion for Jx .

656. Ex. 1. Consider the convergence of

/.<*>

,7=1 sin x'2 dx.

Since the integrand is continuous, J converges if

rJx = i sin x2 dx

converges. Let
x = ^(ti) = VM ;

and = (!, )i
= (1, ).

which is convergent by 646.

Hence, by 666, Jn and therefore J, is convergent.
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Ex. 2. We found, by 630, 3), that

(,
Let us set

Here
a = 0, 6 = 1; =+oo, = 0.

,'() = -e-
is continuous and always negative.

Then, by 656, ro
Ju = _(-l)n I 6-fU <Zli (2

/-J-oo

is convergent, since 1) is. Hence 1), 2) give

Ce-uvu* du = . y>0. (3Jo i/n+r
*^ v

657. 1. Stake's Integrals. Let us consider the convergence of the integral

/QO

J= \ xs'm (x
9

xy)dx, (1

which comes up in the theory of the Rainbow.

Let us set
u - x* -~xy = x(x

2 -
?/)
= </>(). (2

The graph of this is a curve which crosses the axes at the points x = 0, x = \/y,

if y > ;
and at the point x = 0, if y = 0. To fix the ideas, let us suppose y > ;

the case when y ^ may be treated in a similar manner.

Supposing, therefore, y >0, the graph of 2)shows that as x ranges over $(=(Vy, oo),

u ranges over 23 = (0, co), the correspondence between the points of s
<tt and 23 being

uniform. Thus the relation defines a one-valued inverse function x = ^(u) in 23.

Let us write 1) -
,

Jo Jv^'

and denote the latter integral by Jx .

The corresponding integral in u is w
Ju \ g(u) sin u du^

setting

We can now apply 643, 1. For, x = -f asM = -foo. Hence gr(w) is a monotone

decreasing function, for any positive ?/, and gr(oo) = 0. Thus </" is convergent.

Hence Jx is
;
ana therefore the integral J is convergent.

2. The same considerations show a fortiori, that

JT= f"coB(a*-atf)<te (3

is convergent for any y.
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3. In connection with these integrals, occurs another integral

L = f*a cos (x
8 - xy)dx, (4

which, it is important to show, is not convergent. In fact, effecting the change of

variable defined by 2), in w
Lz = f x2 cos (x

8 - xy)dx,
J^y

supposing to fix the ideas that y > 0, we get

Here ft(w) is a monotone function, and

() = f

Thus Ztt is divergent, by 644. Hence z is. Therefore L is divergent.

INTEGRALS DEPENDING ON A PARAMETER

Uniform Convergence

658. 1. Let f(x, y) be defined at each point of the rectangle
R = (aooa/3), ft finite or infinite. Let 21 = (a, oo), <B = (a, /3).

We shall say f(xy) is regular in R when :

1. f(xy) has no point of infinite discontinuity in R.

2. f(xy) is integrable in 31 for each y in 33-

At times we shall need to integrate f(xy) with respect to y.

In this case we shall also suppose :

3. f(xy) is integrable in 53 for each x in 51.

2. If f(xy) is regular in 72, except that it may have points of

infinite discontinuity on certain lines x = ar x= a^ we shall say

f(xy) is regular in R except on the lines x= av or that it is in

general regular with respect to x.

3. Let us suppose that the points of infinite discontinuity of

f(xy} do not lie all on a finite number of lines parallel to the

y-axis, but that it is necessary to employ in addition a finite num-
ber of lines parallel to the #-axis. To fix the ideas, let these lines

be x = av x= ar ; y=av y = ,. If f(xy) is otherwise regu-
lar in JK, i.e. if it enjoys properties 2, 3 of 658, we shall say
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f(xy) is in general regular with respect to #, y, or f(xy) is regular

except on the lines x = a^ y = a^

4. Let/(#y) be continuous at each point of R except on certain

lines #= av # = ar \ y = r y = ,.
On the lines #= a

1?
it

?wa^ have points of infinite discontinuity; on the lines y=av
it may have finite discontinuities. If f(xy) is otherwise regular
in jR, we shall say it is simply regular with respect to x except on the

lines x = av or that it is simply irregular with respect to x.

5. Let f(xy} be continuous at each point of R except on the

lines x= av x ar \ y = av
-- y = a

s
. As in 3, let us suppose

that all the points of infinite discontinuity cannot be brought on

the lines x= av Let/(#y) be otherwise regular. We shall say

f(xy) is simply irregular ivith respect to x, y, or that it is simply

regular except on the lines x = a^ y = av

6. The lines x = av
- y = av on which are grouped the

points of infinite discontinuities of /(#y), are called singular lines.

To each of these belong right and left hand singular integrals as

in Chapter XIV. Cf. 666.

7. The integral __ _

where Q- is large at pleasure, is called the singular integral relative

to the line x = ao.

If for each e>0 there exists a Gr, such that 1) is numerically
< e for any y in 53 and every x^G-,we say 1) is uniformly evanes-

cent in 53.

8. If the singular integrals relative to the lines x== av x= ar,

as well as the singular integral relative to the line x = 00 are uni-

formly evanescent in $, we say the integral

is uniformly convergent in $8.

If the uniform convergence of J breaks down at certain points

yx, y, in $, we shall say J is in general uniformly convergent
in Sd. Cf. 666.
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9. As in Chapters XIII, XIV, we wish now to study the inte-

gral 2) with respect to continuity, differentiation, and integra-
tion. We may often simplify our demonstrations without loss of

generality by observing that we may write

Here we may take b so large that none of the lines x=*av -

fall in (boo aft).

The integral J^ has been treated in Chapter XIV.

10. In this article we have considered f(xy) chiefly with respect
to x. Evidently we may interchange x and y, which will give us

similar definitions with respect to y.

We wish also to note that all the following theorems apply to

the integral

Ja
/(^ y)dy,

on interchanging x and y.

659. Let f(xy) be regular in R = (aoo/8), ft finite or infinite.

Let <(V) be integrable in 21, and

Then

\

*/a

is uniformly convergent in $3.

~

$dx, by 526, 2.

Since < is integrable in 21, we can take b so large that

Xb"<}>dx<

for any pair of numbers 6', bn > b.

Hence 1) is uniformly convergent in $&.
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660. 1. Letf(xy) be regular in H= (aooayS), ft finite or infinite.

Let
f(x, y) = <K*)0Oi y),

where, 1, <f>
is absolutely integrable in 21. 2, g(xy) is limited in H

and integrable in any (#, b),for each y in $&.

Then

f f(*y)4* (1
*Ja

is uniformly convergent in $Q.

For, g being limited in jR, let

\g(xy)\<M.

By 1, there exists for each e > 0, a b such that

jr|*(*)l<fc<]^
5<J'<6". (2

Then for any y in $},

b
"

by 529.

<e, by 2).

Hence 1) is uniformly convergent in ).

2. As corollary of 1, we have, by 635 :

In jR= (a QC a/3); a>0, ft finite or infinite, let

~, or
iC

where g is limited in jR, and integrable in any (a, 6) for each y in #).

Then

fa f>

is uniformly convergent in $Q.
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661. 1. Letf(xy} be regular in R (axayS), ft finite or infinite.

where 1, <j>(x) is integrable in 31. 2, g(xy) is limited in R and a

monotone function of xfor any y in $Q.

Then

Î f(?y}dx
/a

is uniformly convergent in $&.

For, by the Second Theorem of the Mean, 545,

But g being limited in R, and < integrable, the right side is

numerically <e for any y in 33, and any pair of numbers J', 6",

provided b is taken large enough.

2. Letf(xy) be regular in R = (aooayS), /3 finite or infinite. Let

1, A(icy) i limited in R and monotone for each y in JJB,

and 2, -

Ĵa

i uniformly convergent in 53 .

2%<w ...

Ja

is uniformly convergent in $Q.

For, by 545,

/A* = *(' + 0, y)gdx + h(b" - 0, y)f*'gdx. (1

But A being limited in JB,

On the other hand, by 2, there exists a 6 such that each integral
on the right of 1) is numerically < e/2M for any pair of numbers

*, *">*.
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Hence for any y in $3,

I rv>

j
\Jb'

469

<.

662. Integration by Parts. Letf(xy) be regular in J?= (aoo/8),

ft finite or infinite. The integral

Xoof(xy)dx

i% uniformly convergent in *B, if

Ff(x< y}dx = JPO, y) + f #(>> y)<fo ; (1
^

.r ^aj

where both expressions on the right are uniformly evanescent for
x== oo.

For then, for each e > there exists a b such that

(, y)
2'

,e

2'
(2

for any a?>i, and any y in $J.

Hence 1) and 2) give

663. Examples.

1. The integral

<.

(1

defining the Gamma function, considered in 642, is uniformly convergent in

= (,, >0.

For, consider the singular integral relative to x = 0.

We have, since < x< 1,
&-i < a;*- 1

,
in 93.

Hence

Thus, by 612, the singular integral relative to x = is uniformly evanescent in iB.

Consider next th^ singular integral relative to x = GO. We have, since x> 1,

e-ajr-^^L\ in a^
e

Hence this singular integral is uniformly evanescent in & Thus 1) is uniformly

convergent in $3.
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This is uniformly convergent in any 53 = (, oo), which does not contain the

point y = 0, as may be seen by 662. For, integrating by parts,

L xy J x

= cosxy _ p cosxy dx
xy

To fix the ideas, suppose a > ;
then

cos xy

This shows that the first term on the right of 2) is uniformly evanescent in

The second term is uniformly evanescent by 060, 1, as is seen, setting

'x'2
'

For later use, let us note that

lim 525*2 = 0, limi
y=oo Xy y=oo y J* X2

Hence limJ=0.

3>
f

00
! --f

Jo z
Sm X ^

is uniformly convergent in 53 = (0, oo), by 661. For, in the first place, the inte-

grand /(xy) is continuous in JK = (0, oo, 0, oo). For, the. only possible points of

discontinuity lie on the line x = 0.

But, the Law of the Mean gives,

i-^+ffe-*,.
Hence for x = 0,

This shows that / is continuous at each point on the y axis, if we give to / the

value at these points.

This fact established, we can apply 661 by setting

Then is integrable in (0, oo ) by 646
;
while g is obviously limited in JJ, and a

monotone increasing function of x for each y in 53. Hence 3) is uniformly conver-

gent in 33.
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4. f sin xy cos \x

Jo x ^

is uniformly convergent in 33 = (0, oo) except at y = |

X
|.

For, in the first place the integrand /(x, y) is continuous in # = (OooOoo) if we

give to /the value y at the point (0, y).

For, the Law of the Mean gives

sin xy = xy ^-
sin toy, < 0< 1.

Hence for x^tO,

/(xy) = y cos Xx ~- sin toy cos Xx.

Thus
lim f(x. y -\- h) =y.

x=0, A=^0

This established, we have only to show that the singular integral

B = fV(xyKr, b<b f < b",
Jb

is uniformly evanescent in 33.

Now by the Second Theorem of the Mean, 645,

1 C 1 C b
"

B - \ sin xy cos \x dx-\ I sin xy cos Xx dx. (6
b' Jt>' b' f J%

But for y=|X|,

Jsi
n xy cos Xx dx= '- -

(6
2 (y X) 2 (y -\- X)

Let

(7

Then 0) shows that each of the integrals in 6) is numerically <2/<r.
Let therefore, 6>4/e<r; then

l^l<e,

for any y satisfying 7). That is, B is uniformly evanescent except at y=|X|
Hence the integral 4) is uniformly convergent except at this point.

We may arrive at this result more shortly, making use of 2.

For,
2 sin xy cos Xx = sin x (y + X) + sin x (y X)

Hence
sin xy cos \x _ sin x (y -f X) /" sin x (y X)----- -----. . ------ __ - ax*

/* sin xy cos \x _ sin x (y -f X) /"
----- -----. . ^ ------ (j^j _^_

Jo x Jo x Jo

Here the first integral is uniformly convergent, if y = X
;
the second integral

is uniformly convergent, if y = X.

5. pxsinxy^
Jo 1 + x2

is uniformly convergent in (a, oo), a>0.
For

x sin xy _ sin xy 1

1 -f s2
~~

*
'

1
'

14
"x^

We have now only to apply 661, 2, using the result obtained in Ex. 2.
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(8

We assign the value to the integrand, for x 0.

To show that this integral is uniformly convergent in any 53 = (/3), let us use

the method of 662. If we set

u = -i
,

dv = (3 x
2 -

y) sin (x
8 -

xy);
oX

00

rcos(xS
x Jx 33z x Jx 3x2

cos (x
8

xy) / cos (x
8

xy)~ aX

Here both terms are uniformly evanescent in 33 by 660, 2. Hence 8) is uniformly

convergent in 93.

7.

j"cos(z
8
-i/)(to. (9

We can write

The second integral on the right is uniformly evanescent by 660, 2. The first

integral is also uniformly evanescent. For integrating by parts,

3 x'2 ~ y , , x , sin (x
8 - xy) 2 r* sin (3 x

8 -
xy) _--9 - -- -^

Here both terms on the right are obviously uniformly evanescent.

664. Let/(^) be regular in R= (aooyS), y8 finite or infinite.

Let

converge uniformly in 53, except possibly at r m . To establish

the uniform convergence of *7 throughout 53, we have only to show

that J is uniformly convergent in each of the little intervals

=(.-, . + *)

That is, we have only to show that for each > 0, and for some

8 > 0, there exists a b
K such that

<

for any y in SSK and every V >61C
, K = 1, 2 m.
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665. Examples.

1.

is uniformly convergent in 93 = (0, oo).

For, in the first place, the integrand f(xy) is continuous in R = (0, 00, 0, oo) if

we set

/(O, y) = y sin y.

We have therefore only to consider the singular integral relative to x = oo, in the

intervals SBi =(0, 5), 332 = (8, oo). Now as in 663, 2, we have for y >0,

x= C sin y sin xy <& - sin y cos^
Jx x asy

The reasoning of 663, 2 shows that ^Tis uniformly evanescent in 332-

As to 81, we note first that K~ for y = 0. Also that

7; being as small as we choose, if 5 is taken small enough.
Hence for any y in %,

which shows that K is uniformly evanescent in

is uniformly convergent in 33 = (0, /3).

For, the integrand /(asy) is continuous in R = (0 oo 0), if we set

,

Let us consider therefore the singular integral relative to x= oo . We set $81= (0,

a = (5, oo ). Obviously 1) is uniformly convergent in %
To show the same for SBi, we note that

sin xy = xy -f- rx*y*i I

by the Law of the Mean. Hence

- + in (0, OD, 0, )

Thus, by 659, the integral 1) is uniformly convergent in $81-
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Continuity

666. 1. Letf(xy) be regular in M = (aoo ), /3 finite or infinite,

except on the lines x = a
l

- x = ar .

1. Let

be uniformly convergent in 3$.

2. Let \\rnf(xy} = <f>(x), rj finite or infinite

uniformly in any (a, J), except possibly on the lines x = a
1

Then

y = lim
J /(#, #)cfo exists. (1

3. JW </>(^) ^^ integrable in any (a, b).

Urn e/= lim Cf(xy)dx = f^(a:)rfa:. (2
y=^ y==r?

*/a */a

By virtue of 616 we may assume that/ is regular in 72, and that

/=<> uniformly in any (a, ).

To fix the ideas let ij
= oo .

We show first that j exists; i.e. for each e>0 there exists a 7
such that

is numerically < e for any pair of numbers y',

Now

By I
8

, there exists a i such that

(3
for any ^', y in 4B.

By 2, we can take 7 such that for any x in (a, J)
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Hence _

for any y
f

,y
n
>Yi and x in (#, 6).

(4

From 3), 4) we have , ~,

We next show that 2) holds ; i.e. for each e>0 there exists a J ,

such that ~
b

jJ $dx <e (5

for any b > b
Q

.

From 1), there exists a 7 such that

', i*'i< (6
rt O

for any y > 7.

From 1, there exists a i such that

for any 6>ft , and any ?/ in ^3.

From 2, we can take 7 large enough so that also

for any x in (a, 6), and any
Hence, by 3,

(9

for any b > 5 , and any y > 7.

From 6), 7), 8), 9) we have

C b

j= I c

*^a

for any 6 > S . But this is 5).

2. The reader should note that the lines x= av on which the

uniform convergence of f(xy) to <f>(x) breaks down, are according
to 617, 3 singular lines, whether f(xy) has points of infinite dis-

continuity on them or not. If the integral*/ is to be uniformly
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convergent in $, the singular integrals relative to all these lines

must be uniformly evanescent.

667. Example, As we shall show in 675,

The application of 666 gives
( v/2 X >
0, X = 0. (1

-7T/2, X<0.

That the conditions of Theorem 666 are fulfilled is easily seen. For, defining the

integrand f(xy) of J"as in 663, 3, it is continuous in 7? =(0, oo, 0, oo). We also saw

that the singular integral relative to x = oo is uniformly evanescent in 33= (0, oo).

uniformly in $1 =(0, oo) except at x 0.

The line x = is therefore a singular line by 617, 3. But

!!IlLC fix

if d is taken sufficiently small. This singular integral is therefore uniformly eva-

nescent. Hence J is uniformly convergent in 23. Thus all the conditions of 666

are satisfied.

From 1) we may deduce the following relations :

^

0<a</3.^T (3^
x

which may be combined in a single formula

sin \x cos nx dx __ f 0, 0<X<>.
x U/2, 0</i<X.

(

In fact, since a + /3> 0, a ft< 0, we have from 1),

* (6

x 2
v

But
sin (a -h /3)x -f sin (a /3)x = 2 sin ax cos /9x, (7

sin (a -f /3)x sin (ct /3)x = 2 cos ax sin ftx. (8

Adding and subtracting 6), 6) and using 7), 8), we get 2), 3).
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668. That the relation

lim
j /(a?, y)<fo = I \\rnf(x,y}dx (1

*=ij
*** */

y=i7

is not always true is shown by the following example :

From

1 +

we have for y>0, sinz, 1

On the other hand,

fsinz, 1
(f>

jo "w rtx

-rT7a
'

c

does not even exist.

Thus the relation 1) does not hold.

669. 1. Let f(xy) be regular in .B = (aaoay8) except possibly on

the lines x= av x= ar .

Let f(xy) be a uniformly continuous function of y in 33 except

possibly on the lines x = av Let

be uniformly convergent in 33.

Then J is continuous in 33.

For, f(x, y + h) converges uniformly to /(#, y), h = in 33

except on the lines z av We have, therefore, only to apply
666.

2. Letf(xy) be in general regular with respect to x in jR=

Let f be in general a semi-uniformly continuous function of y in 33.

Let

be uniformly convergent in 33.

Then Jis limited in 33, and in general a continuous function of y,
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For, we can take b so large that

for any y in 33. On the other hand,

Xbfdx

is limited in 33 by 618, 1. Hence J is limited in 33. That J is

in general continuous in 33 follows from 1.

3. In this connection let us note the following theorem whose

demonstration is obvious.

Let f(xy) be regular in 72 = (aaoa/3), ft finite or infinite, except
on the lines x = a

A , ; y j,
Let

Xftf(xy)dy

be uniformly convergent in any (a, b) except at av a% Then the

points of infinite discontinuity of

rv
g(xy} = J^ f(xy) dy, y in 33-

must lie on the lines x = av

670. 1. Let f(xy) be regular in _/2= (aooayS), except on x=a^ ;

= i-
1.

converge uniformly in any (a, 5) except at x=
2.

converge uniformly in 33

TAen
</>

is continuous in 33

This is a direct application of 666, 1, where

ff(xy) =

takes the place of/in that theorem.
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In fact, by 669, 3, g(xy) has no points of infinite discontinuity

except on x = 0^ ; and is therefore by 2, regular in R except
on these lines.

Also g(x, y + h) converges uniformly in any (#, J) to g(x, y)
as h == 0, except at x = a

l ; since

S*V+h

g(x, y + h)
- ^Oy) = I fdy

^y

is uniformly evanescent in (a, ft) by 1.

Thus applying 666, 1, we have

lim <b(y -f- fi)
= lim I </(#, # -f- Ti)dx = I lim <7(#, y

/=0 /=0 /<*
'

Ja h=Q

That is, </>(y is continuous at

2. As a corollary of 1 we have :

Let f(xy) be in general regular with respect to x in J2

Let -a, -
y

^(y)= I Ac I f(xy)dy
^a ^a

converge uniformly in S3. Then
(f>

is continuous in 53.

Integration and Inversion

671. 1. Let f(xy) be in general regular with respect to x in

.R:= (floorc/3). Let f be in general a semi-uniformly continuous

function of y in $Q. Let

be uniformly convergent in 33.

Then J is integrable in 53.

This follovs at once from 500 and 669, 2.

2. As a corollary of 1 we have :

Letf(xy) be simply irregular with respect to x in R (aooy8).
Let J be uniformly convergent in $$. Then J is integrable in $&.
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672. 1. Let f(xy) be in general regular in -B=(aooa), with

respect to x.

1. Let

f fdx (1
*Ai

be uniformly convergent, and integrable in S3.

b

I dy I fdx, b arbitrarily large,
*^a *J(l

admit inversion in 33.

^

We set

Since 1) is uniformly convergent in 33, there exists for each

c > 0, a 6 such that

\\Jb
fdx (3

for any # in 53, and every 6 > J .

Thus 2), 3) give for any y in 33>

But by 2,

Hence

which proves the theorem.

(a:y) be simply irregular with respect toxinE^ (aooa/8).

fjfdx

be uniformly convergent in $

2.

Let
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are convergent and equal.

For, by 671, 2, the integral on the left of 6) exists.

Moreover, condition 2 of 1 is fulfilled, by 622, 2.

3. As corollary of 1, we have :

Let f(xy} be in general regular in It = (aooc^S) with respect to x.

Let

be uniformly convergent, and integrable in 53.

Let

Xy
Cb

dy I fdx, b arbitrarily large,
*^a

admit inversion in 53.

Then *

Ja

is uniformly convergent in S3.

This follows at once from 5), since this inequality holds for

any y in 53.

4. From the relation 4) we have also the following corollary,

setting y = ft.

Let f(xy) be in general regular in R = (aooayS) with respect to x.

Let

I fdx
"a

be uniformly convergent, and integrable in 53. Let

C& Cb

I dy I fdx, b arbitrarily large,
*^a *^a

admit inversion. Then

c$ c^ c$ c*
lim I dy I fdx= I dy I fdx.
6= ^a ^a ^a ^a
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5. As a special case of 4 we have, 622, 2 and 671, 2 :

Let f(xy) be simply irregular with respect to x in -R

Let w

J fdx
^a

be uniformly convergent in 33. Then

X|8

*b //3 /

rfy I /(fo = I cfy I /(fo.
__ -'a */a /a

673. .L0 f(%y) be regular in R =
(aooa/3), except on the lines,

= av ~x = ar ; y = av
- y = as

.

-Let
~^ ~<x>

x
~^ ~<x>

\ dy\ fdA *Ja

be convergent, and admit inversion in any interval (X, JJL), which does

not embrace ^ a
s

.

2. Let

be a continuous function of y in 9$.

Then K is convergent, and K= L.

For simplicity, let y = 7 be the only singular y-line ;
a

Then by definition,

X/3

f* /*M /* //3 7*00

<fy I fdx = lim
I

I + lim I I . (1
/t/ u-y

*/ a *Ja v_y/t /a

Now

Similarly,

since L is by 2, convergent.
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Now by 2, c* r
-JC X =

Hence from 2), 4),

also from 3), 5)

r=r r-f f=rr/a /a %/a /a */a */a */y

Hence from 1), 6), 7) we have

pi,
,-oc x,oo

^.
y

poo ^^ poo ps
^a *^a ^a *^a ^a *

Ŷ ^a *Ai

674. 1. Let f(xy) be simply regular in R = (aocu/3), except on

the lines x = a^ y = a
t

1. i^ _
Ja

f(?y)fo

converge uniformly in 53, except on y = j

converge uniformly in any (a, 6), except on x=

3. Jta _
Ja

dxj

converge uniformly in S3.

s*<x>

fdx,

Then K is convergent and -ZT= L.

This follows from 673. For, in the first place, condition 1 of

673 is satisfied, by 672, 2.

Secondly, condition 2 of 673 is fulfilled, by 670, 1.
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2. As a corollary of 1, we have :

Let f(xy) be simply irregular with respect to x in JS=s(aooy8).

Let
^

Ja
/0y)<fo

converge in general uniformly in $8. Let

X
00

(*v
dx\ f(xy)dy

w. */a

converge uniformly in $. Then

**&**-**&**
675, For y>0, we have from 668, 2),

C*m *x dx= X

Jo e*v

The integral on the left does not exist for y = 0. Let us therefore set

sin \x

= 0, y = 0.

Then integrating 1), from to y we get

(2

We may invert the order of integration in 2) by 674, 2. For, / is continuous in

# = (OooOy), except on the line 2/
= 0, and limited in U. It is therefore simply

irregular with respect to x. The integral 1) obviously converges uniformly in 93

except at y = 0. The integral

******

is uniformly convergent in SB by 663, 3. Hence the integrals on the left in 2), 3)

are equal, and
/ \ _ a zy y
\ - sin \xdx = arctg % ,

X = 0.
/O X A

676. We saw in 667 that fO, V = 0,

Hence, integrating between and 1, we get

= (2
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We can invert the order of integration by 674, 2. For, in the first place, the

integrand, not being defined in 2), we can make it continuous in JB = (OooOl), giving
it the ?alue y at the points (0, y). Secondly, the integral 1) is uniformly conver-

gent in 33, except at y = 0, by 663, 2. Finally,

r fj/sin xy , r 1 - cos xy ,

J.'Hnr^i *-***

is uniformly convergent in 53, since

1 cosxy 2

-&

We can therefore invert in 2), which gives

2 JO X JO Jo

_ o p sin2 x/2 , _ p sin^ u du
"Jo ~3^" Jo ~^~~"'

setting x = 2 M.

Thus 3) gives

f
*

sin2^^ = 5
Jo x2 ~2* ^

677, That the order of integration can not always be inverted is shown by the

following examples.

Ex. 1. Let us consider

~
2'

The integral obtained by inverting the order of integration, viz.,

C& f
\ dy \ cos xy dx

does not exist, since

J cosxydx

does not. Inversion in the order of integration in 1) is therefore not permissible.

Ex. 2. Let
<y%lft i(l

n^v=mr<
= *w> u=xy -

Then

Let
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We have also

where ^ (w) = arc tg w2
.

Thus

and hence

Hence

2 o tfz -2L o 4
On the other hand

Thus it is not permissible to invert the order of integration in

fd* fa*, y}dy= Cta pA T-^, dy. (2
Jo J<r

v yy y
Jo Jodyl+xV y v

678. 1. Letf(xy) be regular in ,R = (aooa<x>), except on the lines

= av ; y = r
1. Let

ja

be uniformly convergent in -33.

2.

6e uniformly convergent in any (a, 5), except at av a
2, ; awe? inte-

grable in (a, J). Then ^ *>

\ dx I fdy exists,
Ja "a.

ana x ^ x< x*

lira I da; I /d^ = I dx\ fdy. (1
y=*/a ^* ^a *^a

This is a direct application of 666, 1 ; the function

taking the place off(xy) in that theorem. For, in the first place,

g has no points of infinite discontinuity, except on the lines x = av
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, by 669, 3. Moreover, g(xy) is integrable in 31, by 1. Hence

g(xy) is regular in ft, except on the lines # = av

Secondly, w

Ja
9(*y)fo

is uniformly convergent in 33, by 1.

Finally
lira g(xy) = I fdy = <O),
y=ao *Sa

uniformly in any (a, 6), except on the lines x = av ; moreover

< is integrable in (a, i). Thus all the conditions of 666, 1 are

satisfied, and the present theorem is established.

2. As a corollary of 1 we have :

Letf(xy) be simply irregular with respect to y in R =(aooaao).
Let

j dxi fdy
*/a */a

be uniformly convergent in 33. Let

fdy (2

be uniformly convergent in any (a, 5). Then

lira I rf# I fdy
~

\
dx \ fdy.

y=<*/a /a Ja Jo.

For 2) is integrable in any (a, 6), by 671, 2
; on interchanging

x and y in that theorem.

679. If the conditions of 678 are not satisfied, the relation

lira Cdx f'fdy = Cdx Cfdy (1
yap /<* c/a Ja J-

may be untrue.

Consider, for example,

J = 1 dx \coa xydy, a> 0.
./ jo
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Here lim 7 = 0, by 663, Ex. 2.

y=ao

On the other hand, the integral

/< /

I dx \ cos xy dy
Jo, Jo.

does not even exist, since
/%QO

J
cos xy dy

does not. Thus the relation 1) in this case is not true.

680. 1. Let f(xy} be simply regular in JB = (aooaoo), except on

the lines x = a^ ; y = j,

1. Let r
J fdx
"a

be uniformly convergent in any (a, yS) except at v
2. "Let

be uniformly convergent in any (a, 6) except at av ; moreover let

it be integrable in (a, 6).

3. Let

be uniformly convergent in 33.

then

are convergent and equal.

For, by 674, 1,

But by 678, 1, we may pass to the limit @ = oo, which proves
the theorem.

2. Letf(xy) be simply regular with respect to y in R = (aoooo),

except on the lines y = av
Let

(fdx
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be uniformly convergent in any (, /3) except at r

Let r ,

JO
be uniformly convergent in any (a, 6).

Let

be uniformly convergent in $$.

^n
J dyjjdx, J dx^fdy

are convergent, and equal

This follows as in 1, by 674, 1, and 678, 2.

3. Let f(x, y) > be simply regular in R = (aooaoo) except on

the lines x a^, ; y = otj,

Let x,

J /**
t/a

Se uniformly convergent in any (a, /?) except at
j,

^^ x

J fd*/a

Je uniformly convergent in any (a, 6) except at a^

Juet y^ao y^oo

i=
j ^j /rfyx a /a

6^ convergent. Then
s*ao xoo

JT= J rfyj /^/a */O

is convergent, and K= L.

This is a corollary of 1. For, condition 2 is satisfied since L
exists. That condition 3 is fulfilled follows from the fact that

the singular integrals ofO O /**/J/

Ja Jg.

are < the corresponding integrals of L since
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681. 1 We saw in 667, 1) that

, .fO, ?<A.

\7r/2, 2/>X.

Multiply by e-Mtf, and integrate, /x> 0. Then

= r
Jo

We can invert the order of integration in 1) by 680, 2. For, in the first place

sin xy cos \x--~-

Is simply regular in R = (OooOoo), if we set

Secondly,

is uniformly convergent in 53 = (0, oo) except for y = \ by 663, Ex. 4.

Thirdly,

Cfdy = cos \x C B1 " x?/
dy for x >

Jo Jo xew

=
i r?y for =
Jo gMV

^

is uniformly convergent in any (0, b) by 605, Ex. 2.

Finally,

^ f
00

, ry - 7 r 7 fvsi1 =
Jo

<?*Jo^ =
Jo

dx
Jo

is uniformly convergent in 53.

For,

fysin xy _ \~ _ i*.
sin xy + a; cos a^n*

Jo -^T dy ~ L~
6 ?T^ Jo'

Hence

.
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FI, Yt are uniformly convergent in S3 by 659. For,

cosXx
(1 e-

2
-^

iA2M2 + *

I X /x'
2 + X'2 & + X*

Thus all the conditions of 680, 2 are satisfied.

Inverting therefore in 1), we get

00
cos Xx

__
r cos Xx r /A sin xy -f x cos

icy"]

*

~Jo ~T~" ^L~ 6
" M

/*
2
-f x2 Jo

f cos Xx ,=
J ^+^ dx -

Comparing with 1), we get

C cos Xx . w A A
1 , .i

dx = s- T X > 0, A* > 0. (2
jo u2 -f x2 2 ueV,

-f

2. Let us integrate 2) with respect to \. We get

COS XX

(8

We can invert the order of integration in the integral on the left, by 674, 2.

For,

P cos Xx

Jo iiT^

is uniformly convergent by 669, since

cos Xx
( ^1J"

^Tx2
'

In the second place,

C dx fA
x ,. f

00
sinXx

Jo ^T^Oo
C08Xa;^ =

Jo xT^x^

converges uniformly in any interval (0, )8) by 661, 2 and 663, Ex. 2.

Inverting therefore in 3) ,
we get
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682. Let us evaluate -, du

which is convergent by 636, 3.
e

We change the variable, setting

u = xy, y>0. (2

Then
/*

TO

y dx~~

Jo xV*

Multiplying by v~+ and integrating, we get

<IE r
dy
r * dx

ev Ja. %/o

This relation is true for any a > 0, by 2).

Passing to the limit a = 0, we have, since the limits exist,

(3

We may invert the order of integration in the integral on the right by 680, 3.

For, in the first place, the integrand is regular and continuous in JK =(0oo0oo).

Secondly, .

,r ydx

is uniformly convergent in any (, |8), a > by 659, since

y ^ ft

eV*(l+x*)^ ea?(l+x*)

Thirdly,

CJUIL.
Jo e

3d+x8
)

is uniformly convergent in 31 =(0oo) by 669, since

y y

ey
2

Finally,

. 2(l+xa
)Jo

dx if

2 Jo 1

is convergent. Thus all the conditions of 680, 3 being fulfilled, we can invert in 3),

which gives
J*=L =

7T/4.
Hence

Here we must take the positive sign, since the integral 1) is positive by 649, 3.

Hence, finally, __

f"*e_V ..

Jo 5?-~T (
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Differentiation

683. 1. Let f(xy}, fy(%y) be in general regular with respect to

x, y in R (000 /3).

1. For each x in 21 let f be continuous in y, while fy is in general

continuous in y.

2. For each y in , let

Xb
(*y

dx I fydy, b arbitrarily large,
~ *^a

admit inversion. Then

f/(*y)^ = 4- lim f^y fyj*i C1

a^ ^a (I^ 6=w ^a ^a

provided the derivative on either side exists.

For, by 605,

Hence /*6 /& /y /&

J /das = J^ dxj fvdy + J^
/(as, )<fa

Xy
tt

and therefore /* x*y /& x

I fdx= lira I C?T/ I /(&+ I /(^, )^.
*^a 6= ^a ^a ^

Differentiating, we get 1), since the last term on the right is a

constant.

2. As corollary of 1 we have :

Let f(xy) be regular in R = (aoo ee/3) except on the lines x = av
and continuous with respect to y for each x in 31.

Letf'y be regular in R except on the lines x = av and uniformly

continuous in y, except on these lines.

Let
r<x>

\fydx
Ja

be uniformly convergent in 9$.

Then
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For, condition 2 of 1 is fulfilled by 622, 2.

Hence by 1),

fj C* rl Cv r b

-fj f(xy)dx =f limJ dyj fvdxdy^a ay &= ^a ^a

=
|- fdy r/'vdx, by 672, 4, and 671, 2,
dy^a. *Sa

=
fftdx, by 669, 1.
*/a

684. 1. When

is not convergent, the following theorem may serve.

Let f(xy) be in general regular in R= (aooa/3), and continuous

with respect to y for each x in 31.

Letfv be simply irregular tvith respect to x in ~R.

1. Let

\ fydx, b arbitrarily large,

be uniformly convergent in 38 .

2. For any J, let

Xb
f*bfvdx= I g(xy}dx+h(b, y), where
Ja

3. g(xy) is simply irregular in R with respect to x and

&
is uniformly convergent in $&.

4.
lim
6=00

Then j
77 (A/

e/ =
dy
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2. As corollary we have :

Letf(xy) be regular in R = (aoo a/3), and continuous with respect
to y for each x in 31. Letfv be continuous in R. For any 6, let

where g is regular in R^ and

\ g(xy)dx
*^a

is uniformly convergent in 35 ; also

lim
6=00

Then

For, condition 1 of 683 is obviously satisfied, while condition 2

is fulfilled by 672, 2. Hence

-t>Ut S>y s+b f*y /6 //
I dy I fdx = I dy I yda; + I Arfy, by 2.

"'a *^a
^

â ^^a J
a.

Hence by 4, 7 ~
y

* b

J"' = -lim I dy I qdx
dy Ja J<*'

= i gdx, which is 1).
*^a

EXAMPLES
685. 1. Let ^ .

Jr=: p8.nxy^Jo xex ^

We show that

using 683, 2. For, in the first place, the integrand f(xy) is continuous in

JR = (Oooa)8), if we set

/(O, y) = y.
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Obviously J is convergent in 93, by 636, 3.

Secondly,

is continuous in E ;
and

is uniformly convergent in <B, by 660, 2. Thus 683, 2 gives 2).

By means of 2) we can evaluate 1).

For, obviously,

r**dx=-L-.
Jo e* 1 + y

a

Hence integrating 2), we get

Since J= 0, for y = 0, we have (7 = 0. Hence

(3

2. From this integral we can also show that

/>8mxy -.

jo V^ =
|'

a result obtained in 667, by the aid of 675. For, set

* = -, y>0,
y

in 3), we get
faint* xK
\ -- e ydu = arc tg y. C&

We now apply 666, 1, letting y = oo.

This is permissible, since

sin u JL . sin u .. .-
y =- , uniformlyu u

in (0, QO) except for u = 0. The integrand /(w, y) is continuous in H = (0ooaoo), if

we set

/(O, y) = 1.

The only singular line is therefore it = 0.

Obviously the singular integral for this line, as well as for the line u = oo, is

uniformly evanescent, by 616 and 669.

Hence passing to the limit, y = oo in 6),we get

If we set u = ay, y> 0, we get 4) .
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686. Let /* i _ cos xy ,J = I -ax. (1
JQ X x V

Applying 683, 2, we get

dJ r*>8uixy . y ...

4T Jo -^^r+p* y^tniy. (2

In fact, the integrand/(x, y) is continuous in E = (0oo0), if we set

while J is convergent, by 635, 3.

Moreover
_ sin xy

is continuous in .R, and
.

Jo ~e*~
X

is uniformly convergent in $B, by 660, 2. This establishes 2).

As in 686, we can use 2) to evaluate 1).

For, integrating 2), we get

Here (7 = 0, since J = for y = 0, by 1).

Thus
1

687. Let us evaluate Fourier's Integral

Using 683, 2, we get

- 2 T
00^ir 2̂^ d* = jr.

Jo e*2

For, the integral 1) is convergent by 635, 2
;
while the integral 2) is uniformly

convergent in any (/3), by 660, 2.

In 2) ,
let us integrate by parts, setting

u = sin 2 xy, cfa? =
Then

-ico /oo

K=uv \ vdu

= 2y\ e~x* cos 2 scy dx = 2 y*/".

This in 2) gives, since
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Hence

log J= -2/2 4. C. (3

To determine C, take y = 0. Then

by 682, 4).

Hence 1), 3), 4) give

Jo ~e**

~~

2

688. In 681, 2) we found

We can differentiate under the integral sign, by 683, 2. For, denoting the inte-

grand by/(#y), we have

which is continuous in 1? = (Ooocc/3).

Also
dx

is uniformly convergent in 53, by 661, 2.

Hence, differentiating 1), we get

689. In 682, 4), let us replace x by xy%, y>Q. We get

f e~**dx - ~
2/-s, y> > 0. (1

Jo 2*1*
We can differentiate under the integral sign, by 683, 2, getting

T* Vir 4
t x*e-y**dx = -^- w~f . (2
Jo 4

y ^

In fact, the integral on the left of 2) is uniformly convergent in 53 =(, j8), since

We may obviously differentiate 1) n times, which gives

4-l

(3
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690, FresneVs Integrals.

Let us start with the relation 689, 1),

Let

/()=??, fora>0;

= 0, for x = 0.

Then

since the integral on the right is convergent, by 646. We can invert the order of

integration here, by 680, 1. For, f(xy) is continuous in E = (OooOoo), except on

the line se = 0. It has, moreover, no point of infinite discontinuity in E. The

integral

r/fc=r^(fe
Jo Jo e c2y

is uniformly convergent in any (0, /3) except at y = 0. The integral

is uniformly convergent in any (0, 6), except at x = 0. Finally,

is uniformly convergent in 33. For

y r ^Blnjf + coBjf-iF. (3
o'

7 y
L (l+*)cV Joo

Hence

f
*

a;
8 sin y + cos ?/ , _ y" ^-^-

Here I
r
i is uniformly convergent in ^8, since it is independent of y. Likewise

is uniformly convergent, since its integrand is numerically

< l+x2-'
Thus all the conditions of 680, 1 being fulfilled, we can invert the order of inte-

gration in 2), which gives

as is seen from 3), on passing to the limit y = co. But

dx __ TT 1 __ IT

4 sin 7T/4
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This by 2), 4), gives

= v. (5
V2

^

If instead of multiplying 1) by sin y, we had multiplied by cosy, we would have

got by the same reasoning

The integrals 5), 6) are known as FresneVs integrals. They occur in the Theory
of Light.

If we set y = x*, these integrals give

fsin
x*dx = f"cos x*dx = jVr/2.

Jo
* '

691. 1. Let us show that Stoke's Integral

8= Pcos (z
8 - xy)dx (1

satisfies the relation

This fact will enable us to compute S by means of an infinite series.

We have in the first place,

^ = Cx sin (x
8 - xy)dx (3

ay Jo

by 683, 2, since the integral 3) is uniformly convergent in any S3 = (a, /3).

In fact, using the transformation of the variable employed in 667

u = x(x*-y), (4

where 6, c are corresponding values in 4).

But
x sin u sin u xu

3x2 -y u 3x2 -y
^

We can now apply 661, 1, replacing x in that theorem by u. Thus there exists

a CQ such that
I r x sin u du .

But then the relation 4) shows that there exists a B such that

f x sin (a
8

xy)dx < c,

for any b^B, and for any y in 93. Hence the integral 3) is uniformly convergent.
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To find the second derivative of S, we cannot apply 683 to the integral 3). For

/*
I x2 cos (x

8
xy)dx

is not even convergent, as we saw 057.

We may, however, apply 684, 2. In fact,

_ Xy)dx =
j*o

*^^ cos (x
8 - xy)dx + |^cos (x*

-

=
|[sin(x3-x2/)]J-f F

= J sin (63
_

by) -f F.

But r
i cos (x

8
xy)dx

is uniformly convergent, as we saw 663, 7.

On the other hand,

f"sin (6'
- by)dy = g2il&

8 ~
6y)

- cos (6
- 6)

Ja 6

which = as 6 = w. Thus 684, 2 gives

- T x sin (x
8

xy)c2x = ^-^ f cos (x
8

xy}dx. (6
dy Jo 3 Jo

From 1), 3), 5) we have 2).

2. Before leaving this subject, let us show the uniform convergence of the inte-

gral 3), by another method.

From the identity __Zx*-y yZx*-y tf

^-"Tx^^Tx^""1"^8
'

we have

fIB sin (x
8 - xy)dx = f

*
3a;2 ~ y sin (x

8 - xy)dx -f
y~ f

*
3
f
~ y sin (x

8 - xy)dx
Jfr J& 3 x 3 J& 3 x8

+? f "fr (*-*?) te = rt + TS + rs .

9 J& x8

Obviously 7s is uniformly convergent by 660, 2.

That 2\ is uniformly convergent, was shown in 663, 6. That T% is uniformly

convergent, follows from 661, 2
;
since T\ is uniformly convergent.

Elementary Properties of B(w, v), T(u)

692. 1. In 641 we saw

is a one-valued function whose domain of definition is the first

quadrant in the u-, v-plane, points on the w-, v-axes excepted.
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In 642 we saw /

{U)J^
XX {

is a one-valued function whose domain of definition is the positive

half of the w-axis, the origin excepted. We wish to deduce here

a few of the elementary properties of these functions.

2. By a change of variable, the integrals 1), 2) take on various

forms. Thus in 1) set

We get /M 0")

BO, v) = I y
M~ !

(l
~~

y*)
v~ l

dy* (3

If we set here
.,

y = 1 - 2,

we get /M

BO, v) =J sv
- l

(l
-

2)
M-^. (4

In 3) let us set y = sin2 ; we get

BO, t>)
=

2j"

2

sin2- 1
(? cos2^ 1 ^ d5. (5

If we set

in 2), we get

3. We establish now a few relations for the B functions. In

the first place the comparison of 3), 4) gives*'

BO, v) = BO, tO, (1

which shows that B is symmetric in both its arguments.
As addition formulae we have the three following 8), 9), 10),

BO + 1, t>) + B(MI v + 1) = BO, (8

For, r i

BOv)= I ^^(l-xy-^l-ar + a;)^
*/o

which is 8).

vB(u + 1, v) = uBO, v + 1). (9
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For,

Jiw
r xu(\ #VT u C l

integrating by parts, = ^ '
-f- -I xu

~ l
(\ x)

vdx

which is 9).
v

From 8), 9) we have

B(u, v) =
u + v

B(w, v -f 1) =
u ~^~ v ECu -f 1, v). (10

/ v u

We can show now that B(?J, n) = B(w, w) is a rational function

u u+l u+2 u+n1
For,

XI

which proves 11). From this we get 12), using 10).

4. We establish now a few relations for the F function.

r(w + i)=wroo.

For, integrating by parts,

T(u + 1) = f &e-*dx =
I

- e-^Ml + % f e-*d"- ldz
Jo L J *^

= w f e--^- 1^.
^0

We observe next that
rrl^ 1 H4

For,

From 13), 14), we get

T(u + ri)= u(u + 1)
- (u + n- l)r(ie); (15

and this gives ^, ^ . ^ rt , ^. x^^5
r(/i)=l 2 -3 ...w-l = w-l!, (16

on replacing n by n 1 and w by 1.
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A formula occasionally useful is

~ = -1- f~e-**-
ldx. (17

au ro*X
^

It is obtained from 2) by replacing x, by ax.

5. The F function is continuous for any w>0. This follows

from 669, 1 and 663, Ex. 1.

The derivative is given by

F(w) =JT e-*xu
~ l

log xdx, u> 0. (18

This follows from 683, 2. Similarly

u>0. (19

We can now get a good idea of the graph of T(u). In fact, the

expression 2) shows that T(u) >0 for all u>Q.
From

we see that ^ , . ^ , NJ?hm T(M)= -foe.
u=0

From 13) we see that

From 19) we see that r r

'(w)>0, and hence the graph of F(w)
is concave.

Since F(l) = F(2), the curve has a minimum between 1 and 2.

Its value is

6. We establish now the important relation connecting the B
and F functions,

From 17) we have

1
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Hence by 1)

X
00 Mu~ lf?u 1T-r

We may invert the order of integration, by 680, 8.

For, in the first place
XU+V-\yU-l

is continuous in R = (OooOoo), except on the lines x = 0, y = 0.

Secondly,

is uniformly convergent in any (, /S), > 0, by 663, Ex. 1.

Thirdly,

is uniformly convergent in any (a, 5), a > 0.

Finally,

exists. For in

. Then

Hence for a > 0,

La=T dx f /% = TO) f e-
/a *^0 *^a

But
lim I e-*tf- l

fo=sT(v).
a=0 ^a

Hence = r(w)r(v)< (22
a=

Thus all the conditions of 680, 3 being fulfilled, we have L=K.
From 21), 22), we have 18).



CHAPTER XVI

MULTIPLE PROPER INTEGRALS

Notation

693. 1. In Chapters XII and XIII the theory of proper inte-

grals of functions of one variable was developed. We now take

up the corresponding theory with reference to functions of several

variables.

2. We begin by explaining a notation which we shall system-

atically employ in the following, and which is similar to that used

in the earlier chapters.

Let 21 be a limited point aggregate in an w-way space 9Jm . Let

f(xr zm), or as we shall often write it,/(V), be a limited func-

tion defined over 21. Let us effect a rectangular division D of

space of norm d. To simplify matters, we shall suppose d is not

taken larger than some arbitrarily large but fixed number. Those

cells which contain points of 21, as well as their volumes, will be

denoted by dv dv , or by a similar notation. Let M^ m^ be the

maximum and minimum of f(x) in dc We shall set

S^SJfft, SD = 2m&. (1

It sometimes happens that we are considering points of two or

more aggregates 21, 33, Then we shall write

where the subscript indicates that the sums 1) are taken over the

aggregates 21, 53, respectively.

3. We shall denote the maximum and minimum of / in 21 by
M and m respectively. The greater of \M\ and \m\ we shall

denote by F, so that

l/^, ...*m)l<^ in 21.

606
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4. The oscillation $if(xv #m) in the cell d
t
is

t
= Jf

t
-m

t
.

The sum _
na/=2 t

rf
t
= #!,-&

is the oscillatory sum offfor the division D.

Upper and Lower Integrals

694. The sums SD,
SD form a limited aggregate^ D representing

any division of norm <d! ; moreover

SD<SD .

For

Hence

or

Since 21 is limited, the cells d
t
are all contained in some cube.

Hence 2d
t
is less than some fixed number, and the theorem follows

at once from 1).

695. 1. Let f(x^ x^^.0 in 31. Let D and A be any two rec-

tangular divisions of space. Let E be the division of space formed

by superimposing the division A on J9, or what is the same, the divi-

sion D on A. Then

For, let d
L
be one of the cells of D which is subdivided, on super-

imposing A.

Let ,
-,

tl> i2>
"

denote the cells of E in d
t containing points of 21. Then, to the

term M
L
d

t
in SD, corresponds the term

l>sv But

Hence
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2. Similar reasoning shows that:

696. 1. Letf(xv a;m)^ Je limited in the limited aggregate 21.

respect to all rectangular divisions D. Then

lim ^ = S. (1
4=0

Let us employ the graphical representation of 231. The points
of 31 lie in a certain cube g of edge (7. The representation of g is

formed of m segments gr gm on the xv #m axes. We shall

suppose g taken so large that no coordinate of any point of 21 is

at a distance < 2 d
Q
from the ends of these segments. This insures

that the cells d
t
of any D of norm <d lie within g, and therefore

Since $ is the minimum of all S& there exists for each > a

division A, such that

S<S>S+/2. (2

Let D be an arbitrary division. Let us superimpose A on D,

forming a division U.

The division E is formed by interpolating certain points, let us

say at most
JJL points in each of the segments Sr m . The inter-

polation of one of these points may be interpreted as passing a

plane parallel to one of the sides of g. Its effect is to subdivide

certain of the cells of g. The volume of the cells so affected is

Hence the superimposition of A on D, being equivalent to pass-

ing at most mn planes parallel to the sides of g, affects cells of g
belonging to the original division D, whose volume

\ (3
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Let A subdivide d^ a cell of D containing points of 8, into the

cells j ,

a,i, a
l2

containing points of 91, and into the cells

Sj, S
t2

containing no point of 21.

Then

where R denotes the sum of those terms common to 8D and SE,

corresponding to cells of D unaffected by the division A.

Hence _
SD

Therefore

>-', by 3).

If we take
Jl ^

We haV6 SD < SE 4- e/2, for any <* < d' . (4

But regarding J? as formed by superimposing D on A,

SE <S*. (5
Hence 2), 4), 5) give

or

which proves 1).

2. A similar line of reasoning shows :

Let /(#! o:m)5 J0 limited in the limited aggregate St.

/S = Max /S^,

with respect to all rectangular divisions D. Then
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697. Let f(x #m) be limited in the limited aggregate 21. Then

the limits _. rt _. -^
lim S& lim 8D

. j .. d=o d=o
exist) and are finite.

Let us take c > so large that

is positive. Let M^ JV
t
be respectively the maxima of / and g in

the cell dc Obviously,

We have seen in 696, 1 that

lim 2JV[dfe ,
lim

exist. Hence

lim SD = lim 2Jlf
t
rf

t
= lim

<t=0

= lim 2JV
t
d

t
lim

exists, and is finite.

To show that Um g
<fc=0

""

exists and is finite, we introduce the auxiliary function

*0*1
-

m) = /(^l ^m)- ;

and determine c>0 so large that h is always negative in 31.

698. The limits $, $ whose existence was established in 697,

are called the lower and upper integrals off^ xtn) over the

field 31. They are denoted respectively by

(1

When the lower and upper integrals 1) are equal, we denote

their common value by

i
' ' ' x^dx

\ fomi (2
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it is called the integral of f over the field 21. In this case

f(.xi'" xm) m^ fo be integrable in 21. We also say the inte-

gral 2) exists.

The integrals 1), 2) are called m-tuple or multiple integrals.

699. 1. Letf(xl
"-xm ) be limited and integrable in the limited

field 21. Let D be any rectangular division of norm d, and ft any

point of 21 in the cell dc Then

Conversely, if this limit exists, however the D's and ps be chosen,

the upper and lower integrals of f are equal, and f is integrable.

For'

Hence
C2

As /

lim %m t
d

L
= I ,

^L$i

ft= f

are equal, we get 1) on passing to the limit d = in 2).

The reader will observe that this reasoning is precisely similar

to the first half of the demonstration in 493. The second half of

our theorem is proved by a reasoning exactly similar to the second

half of the demonstration of 493. Instead of the interval b a,

we have here a cube of volume Om .

2. The theorem 1 shows us that we may take

lim

when it exists as a second definition of the integral off over 21.

700. 1. The theorems of 495, 496, 497, and 498 may now be

extended without trouble to functions of several variables. For

convenience of reference we restate them here for this general
case.
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2. In order that the limited function f(xl
xm) be integrdble in

the limited field 21, it is necessary and sufficient that the oscillatory

sum flDf = 0, as the norms of the divisions D converge to 0.

3. If the limitedfunctionf(xl
#m) is integrable over the limited

field 21 1 it is integrable over any partial field of 21.

4. In order that the limited function f(xl
- xm) be integrable in

the limited field 21, it is necessary and sufficient that for each e > 0,

there exists a division D for which the oscillatory sum

5. In order that the limited function f(x^ xm) be integrable in

the limited field 21, it is necessary and sufficient that^for each pair

of positive numbers a), <r there exists a division D, such that the sum

of the cells of D in which the oscillation off is > o>, is < <r.

EXAMPLES

701. 1. Let 51 be the square (0, 1, 0, 1).

Let /(x, y) =0, for x, or y irrational;

= -
, for x =

; m, n relative prime, y rational.

Then /is integrable, by 700, 5. For, /is >- only on the lines x = 1, J, J, }, J,

} J $ i> $ tne denominators of the fractions being ^q. On each of these

lines the oscillation in any little interval is > -
. On all other lines the oscillation

is <-. Obviously there exists for each <? a division for which the sum of the
q =1

squares in which the oscillation is > - is < <r
;
and the integral is zero.

2. Let 51 embrace the points a;, y of the square (0101) for which x is rational.

Let /(x, y) = -
,

for x = ; m, n relative prime.
71 n

Then / is integrable in 51, as the above example shows.

Content of Point Aggregates

702. 1. We extend now the notion of content, etc., considered

in 514 seq., to limited aggregates in 9Jm . Let us effect a rectan-

gular division of space of norm S. Let
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be those cells containing at least one point of the limited aggre-

gate 8; while
i 2i

''

denote those cells, all of whose points lie in H.

limits

6= 5=0

, and are finite.

For, let us introduce the auxiliary function f(xl #)> whose

value shall be in 9tw, except at the points of 21, where its value

is 1. Then, using the notation and results of the previous articles,

we have :

But by 697,

6=0 6=0

exist, and are finite.

2. The numbers 21, 21 are called the upper and lower content of 21.

We have thus :

When 21 = 21, their common value is called the content of 21.

We denote it by
Cont 21,

or when no ambiguity arises, by 21.

To be more explicit it is often convenient to set

21 = Cont 21, I = Cont 21.

A limited aggregate having content is measurable.

Thus, when 21 is measurable,

Cont 21 =

The content of a measurable aggregate in 9t2 is called its area;

in 9t8 the content is called volume. We shall also use the term

volume in this sense, when n > 3.
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3. As immediate consequence of the reasoning of 1, we have :

Let 53 be a partial aggregate of 21. Then

<; <*

703. By the aid of the auxiliary function employed in 702

we can state at once criteria in order that 21 is measurable.

1. For 21 to be measurable, it is necessary and sufficient that the

sum of the cells containing both points of 31, and points not in 31 con-

verge to 0, as the norm of the division = 0.

This follows from 700, 2.

2. In order that 31 be measurable, it is necessary and sufficient

that for each e > 0, there exists a division such that the sum of the

cells embracing both points of 21 and not of 21 is < e.

This follows from 700, 4.

Frontier Points

704. 1. The frontier $ of any aggregate 21 is complete.

For, let p be a limiting point of g.

Then in any Dfi*(j>), there are points of $. If f is such a point,

there are points not belonging to 21 in any DT?*(f). We may take

ij so small that D^ lies in D
s

. Hence p is a frontier point of 21.

2. Let 31 and 53 be two point aggregates. Let

be the distance between a point x of 31 and a point y of 53. Let S

be the minimum of D, as x runs over 31, and y runs over 53. Then

8^0, and is finite. We say S is the distance of 31 from 53, and

Write S= Dist (21, 53).

In certain cases, 21 may reduce to a single point a.

3. If 21, 53 are limited and complete, there is a point a in 21, and

a point b in 53, such that

Dist (a, i) = Dist (21, 53).

If Dist (21, 53) > 0, the two points a, b are frontier points.
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For, we may regard x
l
~- xm , yl

- ym as the coordinates of a

point z in a 2?n-way space 9t2w . We form an aggregate whose

points z are obtained by associating with each x of 91, every y of

53. Then the domain of definition of Dist (#, y) in 2, considered

as a function of 2m variables, is precisely (5. To represent we

may employ 2 m axes, as in 231. Obviously 6 is limited and com-

plete, since 21 and 53 are.

Then by 269, 2, there exists a point (^a l
am, ^ 6W) in (5, at

which D takes on its minimum value. Then

are the points whose existence was to be proved.
The points a, 6 we frontier points of 31 and 33 respectively. For,

if they were inner points, the distance between JD
a(a) and -D

5(6)

equals Digt (^ j)
_ 2 g < Dist ^ 6

4. Let 53 be a partial aggregate of 31. If the distance between

the frontiers of 31 and 53 is not 0, we say 53 is an inner partial

aggregate of 31 ; also 31 is an outer aggregate of 53.

Discrete Aggregates

705. 1. Definition. An aggregate of content is discrete.

Obviously, if
Coiit3l = 0,

31 is discrete.

2. Every limited point aggregate of the first species is discrete.

Let 31 embrace at first, only a finite number of points, say n points.

Let us effect a cubical division of space of norm

such that the points of 31 lie within their respective cells. Then

the sum of the cells containing the points 31 is

Thus 31 is discrete, and the theorem is true for aggregates of

order 0. Let us therefore assume the theorem is true for aggre-

gates of order n 1 and show it is true for order n.
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By 265, 2l (w) embraces only a finite number of points, say

av a
2

a
t
.

We can, as just seen, inclose these within cells of total volume

</2. The points of 21 not in these cells form an aggregate 33

of order n 1. By hypothesis we can effect a division of space,

such that the total volume of the cells containing both points of

33 and not of 33 is < e/2. Thus the division formed by superim-

posing these two divisions, is such that the volume of the cells

containing both points of 91 and not of 21 is < e.

706. Let 21 be a limited aggregate whose frontier points $ form a

discrete aggregate. Then 21 is measurable.

For, using the notation of 702, the volume of those cells of a

division JO, containing both points of 21 and not of 21, is

where ^D is the volume of those cells containing at least a point

of <$. But, as $ is discrete,

&> = o.

Hence, by 703, 1, 21 is measurable.

707. 1. Let 9?m be an w-way space. Let us give certain of the

coordinates of x~(xv xjn) fixed values. For example, let

2^+1
=

<Vi, sw=aw . The aggregate of points x=(xv xp, a,+1,

afn) may be regarded as constituting a p-way space^ 9tp lying

in 9tm . The point #, when considered as belonging to 9tp, may be

denoted more shortly by x = (xv Xp).

2. Let 21 be a limited aggregate lying in $lp . If we consider 21 as

lying in an m-way space 9tw ,
m >jt?, it is discrete.

For, let 21 lie in a cube (7, of volume (7, in $RP, so large that none

of the points of 21 come indefinitely near the sides of G. Then the

upper content of 21, relative to 9tp ,
is < 0. We can effect a division

D of 9?w of norm d such that the points of 21 lie within the cells of

D. Then the volume of all the cells containing points of 21 is less

than

which converges to 0, with d.
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708. 1. Let #=/(#!, #m) be defined over an aggregate 91.

Let x~(xv #m), a/ ==(2^ + Ar #w -f ATO) be two points of 91.

The increment that/ receives when x passes to xf we have denoted

by A/. Let us set

Az = Dist (a?, a/) =
and call . -

the totoZ difference quotient of /. The point #' may or may not be

restricted to remain near x\ if so, it will be stated.

2. Let the limitedfunctions

have limited total difference quotients in the limited discrete aggre-

gate 91. iPAen 33, Ae y-image of 91, is #?0 discrete.

For, let us effect a cubical division of the #-space of norm d.

Since the difference quotients are limited in 91, there exists a

fixed G-, such that

as 2: ranges over any one of the cells <#
t
of D. Hence each coordi-

nate y t
remains in an interval of length < dQ- as x ranges over the

points of 91 in d
t
. Therefore y = (y19 yn) remains within a cube

of volume dnGn
. Hence the points of $ have an upper content

3. As a corollary of 2 we have :

In the region R let

limited first partial derivatives.

Let $i be a limited inner discrete aggregate. Then #), ^A^ image

of 91, i* discrete.
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4. Let the limitedfunctions

have limited total difference quotients in the limited aggregate 21,

except at points of a discrete aggregate A. In the cells of any cubical

division of norm d<d^ let at least m of these difference quotients

remain limited. Then the image $8 0/21 is discrete.

For, consider one of the cells d^ containing a point of A. At
least m of the coordinates of a point y remain in intervals of length

<ad.

All we can say of the other coordinates of y is that they remain

in intervals of length 2 F, where |/J< JP, *= 1, 2, n. Thus the

image of the points of 31 in the cells d
t
has an upper content

(2 F)p = G-
m 2pFp$dm = 2"FpG-

mkD < e/2,

if d
Q

is taken small enough.
The content of the image of the other cells dK is

As p > 1, we can take d
Q sufficiently small, so that the content of

these cells is < e/2.

709. An important class of discrete aggregates is connected

with functions having limited variation, which we now define.

Cf. 509 seq.

Let f(xl
xm) be limited in the limited aggregate 21. Let D

be a cubical division of space of norm d<dQ
. Let the oscillation

of / in the cell dK be o^. If there exists a number o> such that

however D is chosen, we say that f{xl
xm) has limited variation

in 21 ; otherwise it has unlimited variation.

From 1) we have

*:*> (2
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710. Let the limited functions

y\ =/i(^i
-O - yn-i =/n-iOi - a?m) n = m + p > m

have limited total difference quotients in the limited aggregate 21.

Let , ,

y=/nOV"aO
have limited variation in 21. As x = Qcl

- x
nt) ranges over 21, let

y = (?/! yn) range over 33- 2%w 53 is discrete.

For, let us effect a division of the #-space of norm d. Then

2/v
'"

Vn-\ remain in intervals of length <dGi as x ranges over the

points of 21 in one of the cells d
K

. Thus if <O
K is the oscillation of

fn in c?K , the point y remains in a cube of volume

< dn- l
G-

n- l
o)

K ,

when x ranges in dK . Thus the upper content of $8 is

<dan- l

a>, by 709, 2).

As this converges to as d = 0, $Q is discrete.

Properties of Content

711. 1. Let 21 be a limited aggregate. With the points of 21

let us form the partial aggregates 2lr 21,, such that the aggre-

gate of the common points, or of the common frontier points, of

any two of these aggregates is discrete. We shall say that we

have divided 21 into the unmixed aggregates 2lr 2lr Also, 21 is

the union of 2lp 215 .

2. Let the limited aggregate 21 be divided in the unmixed aygre-

gates %v 212, --21,. Then

For, let D be a rectangular division of norm 8. Let $D be

the volume of all those cells of D which contain points of more

than one of the aggregates 2lp 2lr Let 2l
ltjZ>

be the volume of

those cells containing points of 2l
t ,

* = 1, 2, s. Then
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Now, by hypothesis, .
_

lim gfj =s 0.
a=o

Hence passing to the limit in 1), we get

The other half of the theorem is similarly proved.

3. If the aggregate 21 can be divided into the measurable unmixed

aggregates 2lp 21,, it is measurable, and

Cont 21 = Cont 2lx + - + Cont 21,.

This follows as corollary of 2.

4. Let 2l
x , 21, be limited aggregates whose frontiers are discrete.

Let 21 be the union of these aggregates. Then 21 is measurable, and

Cont 21 = Cont 2l
x + + Cont 21,.

For, we may divide 21 into 2l
x , 21,, and these latter aggregates

are unmixed, by hypothesis. The aggregates 2lr 21, are also

measurable by 706.

712. 1. Connected with any limited complete aggregate 21 of

upper content 21 > is an aggregate -93, obtained from 21 by a pro-
cess of sifting as follows :

Let Dj, D2, be a set of rectangular divisions of space, each

formed from the preceding, by superimposing a rectangular divi-

sion on it. Let the norms of these divisions converge to 0.

The division D
l

effects a division of 21 into unmixed partial

aggregates. Let 2lx denote those partial aggregates whose upper
content is > 0. Then, by 711, 2, 2^ = S.

Similarly, the division D
2
defines a partial aggregate of

2lj
and

hence of 21, such that 212
=

, etc. Let us consider the cells of Dn

which contain points of 2ln . As n = oo, these cells diminish in

size, and in the limit define a set of points 53- The upper content

of the points of 21 in the domain of any point of SB is > 0. Thus
each point of 53 is a limiting point of 21, and hence a point of $(.

We shall prove, moreover, that 53 is perfect.
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For, suppose b were an isolated point of 48. Let C be a cube

whose center is b and whose volume is small at pleasure. Let a

be the points of 21 in C. Let us divide C into smaller cubes, say

of volume -a. The points of 51 in at least n of these new cells
n

must have an upper content > 0. Thus there are other points of

4Q in (7 besides b. Hence 48 has no isolated points. To show

that 48 is complete, let ft be a limiting point of 48 ;
it is therefore

a point of 21. The upper content of the points of 21 in any domain

of ft is >0. ft will therefore lie in one of the cells of DM n = 1,

2, . Hence it is a point of 48-

Finally, _ __
21 = 48-

For, any cell of Dn which contains a point of 48 contains a point

of 2lw, and conversely any cell which contains a point of 21* con-

tains a point of 48, or is at least adjacent to such a cell.

2. The aggregate 48 may be called the sifted aggregate of 21.

713. 1. We shall find it useful to extend the terms cells, division

of space into cells, etc., as follows :

Let us suppose the points of any aggregate 21, which may be

SRW itself, arranged in partial aggregates which we shall call cells,

and which have the following properties :

1. There are only a finite number of cells in a limited portion
of space.

2. The frontier of each cell is discrete.

3. Each cell lies in a cube of side <j S.

4. Points common to two or more cells must lie on the frontier

of these cells.

We shall call this a division offyof norm S.

2. Let A be such a division of space. Let 21 be a limited aggre-

gate. As in 702, 21A may denote the content of all the cells of A
which contain at least one point of 21 ; while 21A may denote the

content of those cells all of whose points lie in 21.
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3. Let 21 be an aggregate formed of certain of these cells, 2lr 21,.

Then 21 is measurable ; and

Cont 21 = Cont 2^ 4- + Cont 21,.

This is a corollary of 711, 3.

714. Let 21 be a limited point aggregate, and A a division of space

of norm S, not necessarily a rectangular division. Then

Hm2lA = I, lim A = . (1
8=0 a=o

Let us prove the first half of 1); the other half is similarly

established.

For each e > there exists a cubical division D of norm d, such

that
S<lz><2l + e/2. (2

Let D f be another cubical division of norm d' .

Let $QD > denote the volume of all those cubes containing points

of 2l/> We can choose df so small that

D </>'<!/> + 6/2.

Then 2) gives} * _ _
<;><< 21 + e. (3

Let A be any division of space, not necessarily cubical, of norm

s<K-_
Then 21A contains every point of 21 ;

and is a part of $8D ,, since

the distance of 21 to $&D , is ^ dr
. Hence, by 702, 3, and 713, 3,

This gives with 3) _ _ _
2l<2lA <2l

for any $<%d'.

715. 1. Let 21 be a limited aggregate. If 21 is not complete, let

us add to it its lacking limiting points. The resulting aggregate
$ may be called the completed aggregate of 21.

A limited aggregate 21, and its completed aggregate $&, have the

same upper content.
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For, let us effect a rectangular division D of norm d. The cells

containing points of 33 fall in two classes : 1, those cells dv <2
2,

containing points of 21; 2, those cells ev e%,
-

containing no point

of 21. Each of these latter cells, as e
t , is contiguous to at least one

cell dK
. If #

t , are contiguous to d^ we will join them to dK , to

form a new cell SK ,
in such a way that each 0-cell has been joined

to some one rf-cell.

The cells 8r S
2, together with the cells dfr c?

2 , which remain

unchanged by this process of consolidation, define a division A
of the kind considered in 713. The norm 8 of this division is

evanescent with d.

Now, for the division A,

By 714, the left side = S. Hence

2. The lower contents 21, 33 do not need to be equal.

For example, let 21 = rational points in the interval J"=(0, 1).

Then $& = J.

But = o, = i.

3. Let 21 be measurable. Then 21, and its completed aggregate 59,

have the same content.

For, we have just seen that

21 = 21 = . (1

On the other hand, every inner point of 21 is an inner point
of *' Hence

&,<*

Hence, passing to the limit,

51 =!<< (2

Hence 1), 2) give
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4. If 21 i measurable, the content of 21 and its derivative 21' are

equal.

For, let $3 be the completed aggregate of 21. Since every inner

point of 21 is an inner point of 21', and every point of 21' is in $,

we have for any cubical division _Z), of norm d,

Passing to the limit d = 0, this gives, since 21 is measurable,

2l<9t'<2['<#. (3

But, by 3, 21 = $ Hence 3) gives

21 = V = '.

716. Let 21 be a limited aggregate whose upper content is 21. Let

be a partial aggregate depending on u such that

lim S = .

=0

D be a rectangular division of norm d. Then for each e >
exists a pair of numbers M

O , rf , such that

for any < u < w , < d < d
Q

.

For, if

and,ifti<%
But

Thus
S

which establishes 1).

Plane and Rectilinear Sections of an Aggregate

717. 1. Let 21 be an aggregate in SRm , As x = (a^ #m) ranges
over 21, x, will range over an aggregate f t

on the a^-axis, which we
call the projection oftyion this axis.
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The points of 9tw for which one of the coordinates as x
t has a

fixed value x
t
=

t, lie in an m 1 way plane, which we shall say
is perpendicular to the x^axis. We may denote it by P^ or more

shortly, by Pt
. The points of 21 in P

t
form a plane section of 21

corresponding to the point t
in j t,

which we denote by ^ or ^J t
.

We also say ^J t
is a plane section of 21 perpendicular to the x^axis.

2. As x= (^1
---rrm) ranges over the points of 21, the point

(a?!,
a?

t_i, 0, a?l+1 , #m) ranges over an aggregate c
in- the plane

x
t
= 0, which may be called the m \ way plane II

t of the axes per-

pendicular to xc We call 3
t,

the projection of 21 on II
t
.

3. Let us fix all the coordinates of x = (#1 #,) except x
t
.

Then # describes a right line parallel to the x
L
-axis. Let a, denote

the points of 21 on one of these lines. We shall call it a rectilinear

section of 21, parallel to the x~axi%.

4. Let 21 be limited and complete. Then the $ t
and the a

t , also

the
t
and 3

t ,
are complete.

Let us show that the ^ are complete. Let p be a limiting point
in one of the $,. Let ^

Pv P*
-

(1

be a sequence of points in this plane which =
jp.

Then 1) is a

sequence in 21, and as 21 is complete, p lies in 21, and hence in ^
Let us show that

t
is complete. In fact, let q be one of its

limiting points. Let qv q2 be a sequence in y t
which =

q. In

each plane section ^ , take a point rK .

This gives a sequence rr r
2

whose limiting points lie in 21, since 21 is complete. Moreover, the

projection of these limiting points is q.

718. 1. Let 21 be a measurable aggregate.

Let Jk denote those points of f t, for which the upper content of the

frontier points of ^J t
is 5; <r. Then $ff

is discrete.

For, let us effect a cubical division D of 9?m of norm d. This

effects also a division of norm d of the #
t
-axis. Let dv d^ denote

those intervals on this axis, embracing at least one point for which

the frontier points of the corresponding plane section have upper
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content 5" ^ i> denote the volume of those cells containing

frontier points gr of 21, we have

$D > 0-2d
t,

for any D.

Let d = 0. As 21 is measurable,

<r Cant = 0.

As<r>0, CoIItja = 0.

2. In a similar manner we prove :

Let H0 denote those points of the projection of the measurable aggre-

gate 21 on the plane x
t
= 0, /0r which the content of the frontier points

on the corresponding rectilinear sections is > a-. Then Hv is discrete.

3. Let
t
be the projection of the measurable aggregate 21 on the

X-axis. Let D be a division of^Km of norm d. Letf^f2 denote

those intervals on the x-axu containing frontier points of t
. Let

7>0, <7>0 be taken small at pleasure. If f[, f? denote those

f-intervals containing points of j t
, for which the upper content of the

corresponding plane sections ty is ^> 7^ ^# can take d^ so small that

For, in the contrary case, the upper content g of the frontier

points of 21 isF

But 21 being measurable, g= 0, which contradicts 1).

Classes of Integrable Functions

719. 1. Let f(xl
- XM) be continuous at the limiting points of the

limited complete field 21. Thenf is integrable in 21.

For, reasoning similar to that of 352 shows that we can effect a

cubical division D, such that the oscillation of / in each cell of D
containing points of 21 is <G>. Then by 700, 4, /is integrable.

2. In the limited complete aggregate 21, let the limited function

/(#! x^ be continuous, except at the points of a discrete aggregate

48 Thenf is integrable in 21.

Since 55 is discrete, there exists a cubical division D such that

the volume of those cells containing points of 53 is < e.
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Let denote those cells which contain points of 91, but do not

contain points of $. Since / is continuous in g^, we can effect a

cubical division If of
/>,

such that the oscillation of / in any cell

of Dr
is < ft>.

Then by 700, 4, /is integrable in 21.

3. Letf{x1
"-xm ) have limited variation in the limited field 21-

Thenf is integrable in 21.

<d&, by 709, 2).

Hence lim !!/= 0,

and/ is integrable, by 700, 2.

720. As in 504, 505, 507, and 508, we may establish the follow-

ing theorems :

1. Letf(xl
xm) be a limited integrable function in the limited

field 21. Then \f(x
- xin )\

is integrable in 2t. [507.]

2. Let fr /2 , /, be limited integrable functions in the limited

field 21. If cr Cy
"- cr denote constants, then

are integrable in 21. [504, 505.]

3. The converse of 1 is not necessarily true. For example, in

a rectangle J? let , .
_, ,

. ,

f(,xy) 1> ^or x* V national ;

= 1, for other points in R.

Obviously /is not integrable in jR.

Oh the other hand, |/| obviously is integrable.

4. The product / g may be integrable without either / or g

being integrable in 21- For example, in a rectangle JR let f(xy)
be defined as in 3 ;

while

g(xy) = 1, for #, y rational ;

= 1, for other points of R.

= 1 in JB, and is hence integrable in JB.
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721. Let /(#! #m) be integrable in the limited complete field

21. Let S be the points oftyat whichf is continuous. Then @ = 21.

For, if 21 is discrete, the theorem is true, even if /has no points

of continuity in 21. Let us therefore suppose 21 > 0. Let 33 be

the partial aggregate formed from 21 by the process of sifting,

considered in 712.

Let D be a rectangular division, and d one of its cells containing

points of 55 ; we can choose D so that no cell has points of 4B only
on its sides. Let a be the points of 21 in d. Since a is a partial

aggregate of 21, f(xl
#m) is integrable in a. The reasoning of

508 shows now that / must be continuous at one point, at least,

of a and hence at an infinity of points of a.

Among these points, lie points of SQ. Thus every cell of the

division D, which contains a point of , contains a point of .

Hence g = 21.

Generalized Definition of Multiple Integrals

722. Letf(x^ - xm) be limited in the limited field 21 Let A be

any division of space of norm S into cells Sv S
2 , , not necessarily

rectangular. Let 2)^, tn
t
be respectively the maximum and minimum

offin S
t
. Then

lim S = lim 22ft
t
S

t
=

| /d2l, (1
6=0 6=0 */$l

lim A Â = lim Sm^ = f/c?2l. (2
6o 6=0 *l$t

Let D be a cubical division of norm d. Let dv c?
2, be the

cells of D containing points of 21. We may denote their volumes

by the same letters. Let ^= Max/ in df
t ; also .F^Max |/| in

21, and 5 1. Then for each e>0, there exists a d such that

where, as usual,
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Furthermore we may choose d so small that

*j>-8<g^ (4

where
*

y(D = 2^.

Consider now the division A, Those of its cells containing

points of 31 fall into two classes : 1, those lying in only one cell

of D; 2, those lying in two or more cells of D. Let 8
tl ,

S
ti,

be

the cells of the 1 class lying in dc Let 8J, $h be all the cells

of the 2 class. Then the content of all the cells of A containing

points of 21 is

But since the frontier of ffo is discrete, there exists a S such

that

As moreover 31A
= 31, by 714, we may suppose that

From 5), 6) we have

This with 4) gives finally

Now

where 3Jiw, 3Ji[ are the maxima of/ in 8
llt, S[ respectively. Hence

(8

bince W^MS W(<F.
Thus 5), 8) give

.-.,*!
<
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Now

<|, by 7). (10

Thus 9), 10) give

+ l- (11

In the same way we may show that for a properly chosen cubi-

cal division J5,

^<^ +
|-

(12

From 3), 11), 12) we have

This proves 1). In a similar manner we may demonstrate 2).

723. Letf(xl
xm) be limited in the measurable field 21. Let

A be an unmixed division of 21 of norm 3, into the cells Sv 2,

.4.8 usual let

Let m be the maximum of S^ and 3)J the minimum of 8^ for all

divisions A, B = 0. Then

Let as divide one of the cells as S
t
into two unmixed cells

[,

('. This gives a new division A'. Then the term mfr in Â, is

replaced by the two terms

in S^. Hence

Similarly
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The theorem follows now from 722. For, there exists a division

A, such that
m e<A?A <m. (1

Let us now take a sequence of divisions A', A", whose norms

= 0; each A(n)
being formed by subdividing the cells of A*"" 1

*.

Then _ ___ ^

From 1), 2), we have

hence s*

= I /eM,Jm = I /eM, etc.

Properties of Integrals

724. Let f(xl
xm) be limited and integrable in the limited field

21. Let 53 be a partial aggregate depending on u, such that 53 == 21 1

as u =0. Then

lira
) fd -

) /d. (1
M=O *^33 *^2l

Since / is integrable over 21,

(2

for any division D of norm d < d^ by 700, 2.

Moreover, by 716, if d$ and M
O
are taken small enough,

, (3
where \f\<F in 31.

Let c?
1 , d

2, be the cells of D containing points of $u, and

c?}, c%, the cells containing only points of 21. Then

where JV
t
= Max / for points of 53 in c?

t
.

Hence

e, by 2), 3). (4
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Let now d == 0. Then 4) gives

it-
Hence

/-//2l J%$
which gives 1).

725. 1. Letf(xl
a:m) be limited in the measurable field 91.

33 be an outer field of 21. Let g(xl
#m) = in 33> except at the

points of 21, where it =f(xl

For, let D be a division of space of norm cZ, not necessarily

rectangular. Let the inner cells of 21 be dv dv while d[, d(,

denote cells containing frontier points of 21- Let M^ JV
t
denote

the maxima of /, g in dt
t ,
while M(, N( are the maxima of /, g

in. Then

Hence, since JM[ = JV
t,
we have, setting

| /| < JP in 21,

Let now d == 0. Since 21 is measurable, we have the first part
of our theorem. The second part follows likewise.

2. In a similar manner we establish the following theorems :

Let f(xl
xm) be limited in the measurable field 21. Let

g(x^ #m) =/ at inner points of 21, and =Q at frontier points.

Then
'

3. Let /(#} a:m ), ^(^ #m) 6e limited in the measurable field

21. # them be equal except at the points of a discrete aggregate.

Then
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726. 1. Let f^Xi"- XM) be limited and integrdble in the limited

field 21. Let ^ be a partial aggregate of 21, such that S = . Then

Let D be a cubical division of space of norm 8. Let d{ denote

those cells containing points of 33, and d" denote the cells con-

taining points of 21, but not of $&. Then employing the usual

notation,

Since %dff = as S = 0, we have 1) on passing to the limit.

2. Letf(x^ '-XM) be limited and integrdble in the limited complete

field 21. Let denote the points of 21 at which f is continuous.

Then

This follows from 1 and 721.

727. Letf(x^ xm) be limited in the limited field 21. Iffor any
cubical divisions J9, of norm d<d ,

then

For, in each cell d^ there are points a?[, a//, such that

however small a > is chosen.

Hence

^rf
(
. (2

Let
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Then passing to the limit d = in 2), we get

A-e< f < f <jB + e.-V /

From this we conclude 1) at once.

728. Let f(^xl
-

Xjn) be limited in the limited field 21 Let 21 be

divided into the unmixed fields 2lj, 21,. Then

ffd% = f /c?2li + .- + ffdKJ% J^ Jn.

For, let
|/|
<F in 21. Let .Z) be a rectangular division of norm

c?. As in 711, 2, let
2li,z>, 21,, D be the cells containing points of

Sj, "-215, respectively; while g/, constitute the cells containing

points of more than one of the fields 2lj
* Then

Letting d == in this relation, we get the first part of the

theorem. The rest is proved likewise.

729. As in 504 ; 489, 4 ; 526, 2 ; 531, we may prove the follow-

ing theorems.

1. Letfv "-ft be integrdble in the limited field 21. Let cv cs be

constants and -n /.

^='1/1 + + **/;.

Then
( Fd% = a, I /^2I -f - + c. \ f.cOi. [504]
J% v^ j^

2. Letf(x^ a;m) ig integrable in the limited field 21, and numer-

ically <M. Then

\f fd%< MCont 21. [489, 4]

3. Letf(xl #,), g(x^ xm) be integrable in the limited field

il, and letf<g. Then

[526,2]
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4. Letf(x^ xjn), #(#! XM) be integrable in the limited field

in 21.

Then

[531]

5. The following theorems are readily proved :

Letf(xl XM) be limited in the limited field 21 Iff(xl
a?m)>X

6. Let f(xl
^m) 5e limited in the limited field 21,

ff $8 is a partial field of 21,

For,

7. Letfv / be limited in the limited field 21. Then

J//,
+ - +/re)cM<J/l(*2l+

- +

For, in any cell c?
t
of the division D,

... + Max/n,

- + Min/w .

8. ie/, ^ Je limited in the limited field 21.
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For, in any cell d
L
of the division D,

Max(/ #) ^Max/ Max^r,

Min(/~ g)< Min/ Min g.

9. i0 /, g be limited in the limited field 21, and let f<g* Then

730. Let f(xl
a?m) 6e limited in the limited field 21.

denote the points of 21 at wAi<?A |/| > o-. If ^ is discrete for any
<r>0'

/=
For, let

<r<e/2l, \f\<F.

Let D be a division of norm 8. Let d denote the cells in which

|/| 5^' while duK denotes the cells in which |/| <<r. Then

Js =

Let 8 = 0. The right side is

<<rC6nt2l<e,

which establishes the theorem, by 727.

731. Letf(xl XM) ^0, be limited and integrable in the limited

field^K. If

the points 2la, at which f(x) > cr, an arbitrarily small positive number,

form a discrete aggregate. Let 3 denote the points at which /= 0.

If 21 is complete, __ _
3-*-

For, _ _

0=f>f, by 729, 6.J ~J
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But

f ><^, by 729, 5.
'Off

Hence __

<r$tt,
= 0.

Since <r>0, ^ must = 0.

To prove the second part of the theorem, let b be a point of 53*

the sifted aggregate of 21, at which /is continuous. Cf. 712.

Then if />0, we can choose S>0 so small that />X>0 in

F"5(6). But the upper content of the points a of 21 in F is a>0.
Hence

f fd%^ffda>\a > 0.

Hence/= at every point of continuity of 21 in 53. Let now
D be a rectangular division of space. The reasoning of 721 shows

that every cell which contains a point of 53 also contains a point

of continuity lying in 53- Hence,

which gives, _ __ _ _
or 3 = 53-

Reduction of Multiple Integrals to Iterated Integrals

732. 1. Let /(#! #m) be limited in the limited field 21. Let

f t
be the projection of 21 on the a^-axis. Let ^ t

be a plane section

of 21 perpendicular to the z
t
-axis. Then the (m l)tuple upper

and lower integrals

a

are one-va^ed limited functions of a?
4,
defined over jct

. For, let 21

lie in a cube of side 0. Let l/Oj a?m)|<l
r

. Then both inte-

grals are numerically*

for any xt in ft
.
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2. Each of the integrals 1), considered as functions of x
t
defined

over
t,
have therefore upper and lower integrals in jt,

viz. :

fdxjm* f**$/**,-Cl T^t Ct 'Pi

For brevity these may also be written

Jf //'//'//j^ ^tc/<pt s/yy^ -V^

733. 1. Letf(xl
-"Xn^) be limited in the measurable field 21.

Let y t
be the projection of 21 on the X-axis. Let ^ t

be the plane
sections of 21 corresponding to the points of j t

. Then

fdxtJ

(2

Let us establish the relation 1) ; the demonstration of 2) is

similar.

Let 21 lie in an outer cube 53, whose projection on the #
t
-axis is

b, and whose plane sections perpendicular to this axis, we denote

byQ.
We introduce an auxiliary function

g (a?!
zm) =/(&! sw), at points of 21 ;

= 0, at other points of 48.

Let D be a cubical division of 9?m of norm c?. This divides 48

into cells which we denote by S. It also divides the planes Q into

cells which we denote by 8'
; and the segment 6 into intervals

which we denote by 6".

Let J!f, Jtf
7 denote the maxima ; and m, m f the minima of

g(xl
' #m) in the cells S, 8'. Let #, (? be the upper and lower
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integrals of g in the field . Let |/(^ ... zm)| < F in . Then
for each e > 0, there exists a d such that

(3.~

.

Q

Moreover, we note that for each x
{
of b,

r' 8ince

Multiplying by 8", and summing over b, we have, since 8=8' 8",

Making use of 3), this gives

(?- <S~
6

for any d < d . Thus, by 727,

#-e< rr<~
^b^O

Or, since is small at pleasure,

But, by 725,

Let 5j denote the upper content of the frontier points of ^J .

Then

ffi

(4

< <~""~
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Let
* for P ints of & 5

= 0, for other points of 6.

Then, by 718, 1 ; 730, and 6),

But, by 718, 3,

j^co^
In the same way, we show

Thus 1) has been proved.

2. In a similar manner we may demonstrate the following
theorem.

Let f(%i
- #m) 60 limited in the measurable field 21. Let 3 t

J0 A0

projection of W. on the plane #
t
= 0. Let a

t
6e ^ rectilinear sections

of 31 parallel to the x^axis. Then

734. 1. As corollaries of 733 we have :

Letf(xl XM) be integrable in the measurable field 31. Then

For, in this case,

C T
Hence the upper and lower integrals of I and I are equal.

/$ */y
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2. Letf(xl
xm) be integrable in the measurable field 81, a* well

as in each of its plane sections ty. Then

Jff is integrable in each of the rectilinear sections a, we also have

EXAMPLE

735. Let us find the volume Fof the ellipsoid E,

By 708, 4, the surface forms a discrete aggregate ; hence E has a volume.

By 702, 2,

V- ( dxdydz
JE

= 8pzf(
Jo Jf

where F is a quadrant of the ellipse

Hence

Thus

736. gt /(a?x
- a?m) 6e limited and integrable in the measurable

field 51. Let a> be arbitrarily small. Let f denote the points

of $ i for which
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Then $ ff
is discrete. If 31 is complete, the upper content of the

points where this difference vanishes is jt
. A similar theorem holds

for the differences

jfdxt -\fdx,
^ai ?a t

For, by 734, 1, rrrr
I fd%=i I = I I

J% J*J% /a/Vt

He ce

//-//=//-/!=/a/$ */a*/$ A */$ /y J

The theorem follows now, by 731.

737. 1. _Le 31 be a complete measurable field. Let
t
be its pro-

jection on the x^axis. Let
ty t

be the points of y t for which the

corresponding plane sections are measurable. Then
i) t

=
j t

.

A similar relation holds for the projection 3
t
.

'

f(x " xm)= 1, at frontier points g- of 31;

= 0, at other points of 31.

Then, by 702,

Since 21 is measurable, $ is discrete, and hence measurable.

Hence, by 734, 1,

Hence, by 731, the points i) t
at which

have the same upper content as f t
.

2. Letf(x ar^,) 60 integrable in the measurable complete field 31.

ie
t) t

denote those points of y t /or which the integrals over the corre-

sponding plane sections ^ t
e^z's^. Let ) t

denote the points of 3,^ for

which the integrals over the corresponding rectilinear sections a
t
exist.
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Let us prove the first half of 1) ; the other half follows similarly.

By 734,1

since

by 726, 737,,

JC-JC*/^Jt /*p t

at the points ty t
.

Application to Inversion

738. 1. In 570 we saw that

IVi>
admits inversion, if f(x, y) is limited in the rectangle R= (&Ja/3),

and continuous except on a finite number of lines parallel to the

x and y-axes. We can generalize this result as follows :

Let /(#, y} be limited in the rectangle R = (aJa/3) . Let the points

of discontinuity A in R be discrete. Let the points of A on any line

parallel to either axis form a discrete aggregate on that line. Then

exist and are equal.

For, by 719, 2, the double integral

exists. TLe theorem now follows from 734, 2.

2. If the points of discontinuity oif(xy) on any line parallel to

the x or y-axes do not form a discrete aggregate, we may apply

the following theorem :
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Letf(xy) be limited in the rectangle R= (aJa/9).

If the points of discontinuity off in R form a discrete aggregate^

we have

r& 7* b r b c$ c*> r&-J dyjjdx-^ d^fdy=ja dx^fdy.

739. 1. Letf(x, y, z) be limited in the rectangular parallelopiped

jR, bounded by the planes x= a, x~b\ y
~

a, y = /3'9 z = A, z = JB.

Let it be continuous in jR, except at the points of a discrete aggre-

gate A. Let the points of A on any line or plane parallel to the axes

be discrete with respect to that line or plane. Then the triple iterated

integral
CB C& C b

I dz I dy \ f(xyz)dx

exists, and admits unrestricted inversion.

For,

exists by 719, 2. Let P denote a plane section of R parallel to

the X) y-plane. Then the double integrals

p
f(xyz)dP, A<z<B,

also exist by 719, 2. Hence by 734, 2,

CfdR = f*dz ffdP.+JR *SA +Jp

But by 738, , b

I fdP = I dy I /rfjc
= I rfa; I /c?y.

//> /a /a c/a */a

exist, and are equal. In the same way we may treat the four

other inversions.
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EXAMPLES

740. 1. Let R = (0101). Let

/(, y) = 0, for irrational x, or y ;

= - for x =
; t, n relative prime, and y rational.

n n

Then r
(
/it

exists by 701, Ex. 1. Its value is easily seen to be 0, by 730.

We have now :

Also

\fdx = 0, for irrational y, obviously;

= for rational y, by 730.

Hence ri
\ /cto = 0, for any y;

and therefore

On the other hand,

Hence

does not exist for rational x ; i.e. for a point set which is not discrete.

However ,

J>=
for any x. Hence, by 734, 1,

which is obviously true.

This example illustrates the theorem of 736.

For, the points x at which _

are the rational points p/q whose denominators q < n.

Remark. Let Rff
denote the content of those points of R for which f(xy) ^ <r

Obviously R
ff
= 0. Hence lim Rv = 0.

a*0

It would therefore be wrong to infer that

Cont 51 = 0,

1)60111186
Cont a, = 0,

for any <r > 0.
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2. Let R be the rectangle (0101). Let us suppose the coordinates of its points

x, y expressed in the dyadic system. Cf. 144. We define now a partial aggregate

51 of R as follows. All its points lie on certain lines parallel to the y-axis, viz. x = a t

where < a< 1 is any number having a finite representation. Let a particular

value of a embrace p digits in its representation. Those points of the line x = a

belong to 5X, whose ordinate is expressed in p digits. Obviously this set of points is

symmetrical with respect to x and y. If the representation of a is not finite, there

is no point of 51 on the line x = a, or on y = a. In any case, there are but a finite

number of points of 51 on any line parallel to the x or ?/-axis. Not so, for lines

passing through a point of 51, making an angle of 45 with the -axis. Obviously,

any little segment of such a line has an infinity of points of 51 in it. Thus 51 is

dense.

Let us define now f(xy) as follows :

f(xy) = 0, for any point of 51 ;

= 1, for a point of R not in 51.

Since the oscillation of / in any cell of Jf? is 1, the double integral

j
fd$i, does not exist.

However,

Hence both iterated integrals

exist and are equal. (Pringsheim.)

3. In the rectangle 7? = (0101) let us define another aggregate 53 as follows. As

before, the x of every point of 53 must have a finite representation. If the repre-

sentation of a embraces p digits, all the points of the line x a belong to 33 whose

ordinates are expressed by p or less digits.

Thus on any given line x = a, are only a finite number of points of 53. On the

contrary, on any little segment of the line y = a, lie an infinity of points of 53. If

the representation of a or b is not finite, there is no point of 53 on the lines x = a,

or y = 6, as in Ex. 2.

Let us define f(xy) as in Ex. 2.

f(xy) = 0, for any point in 53 ;

= 1, for a point of R not in &

Then as before, the double integral

does not exist
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The integral

does not exist for any y whose representation is finite, since

On the other hand,
Î fdy = 1, for any x.

Hence rl rl
\ dx \ fdy 1. (Pringsheim.)

4. Let/Oy) be limited in the rectangle E = (0101). Let

exist. The reader might be tempted to conclude that therefore

0<a<&<l,

exists. To show this is not always so, let us set with Du Bois

f(xy) = 1, for rational y ;

= 2 x, for irrational y.

Then Cx
I /^ = a;, for rational y ;

= x2 ,
for irrational y.

Hence ^
j

/da; = 1, for any y ;

and therefore

On the other hand,

does not exist, since

Transformation of the Variables

741. 1. Let

T; Ul
= ^Gj Q, - Wm = ^(^ -Q (1

be defined over an aggregate 91. These equations may be re-

garded as defining a transformation J7

, which transfers the points
= (^ ... m) of 21 to the points w= (^ wm). The points t, u
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may be regarded as lying in the same space, or in different spaces.

What we have called the image of 21 defined by the equation 1),

may now be regarded as the transformed aggregate of 21, and

may be denoted by 21T-

2. If the correspondence between the points of 21 and 21^ is

uniform, the equations 1) admit as solutions the one-valued in-

verse functions

*i
= *iOh - O> - *= 00*i ... tO- (2

The equations 2), regarded as a transformation, convert the

points of 21 T back to 21. For this reason it is called the inverse

transformation of T, and denoted by T" 1
.

3. The transformation

is a special case of 1). As it leaves every point of 21 essentially

unaltered, it is called the identical transformation, and is denoted

by 1.

4. Let

U; x
l
= ^(wj ... *v)> - *m = V'wOi " wm) (3

be another transformation defined over 21 r, which we denote by U.

The transformation resulting from the successive application of T
and U is called their product, and is denoted by TU. The trans-

formation which is applied first is written first.

The result of effecting T, and then its inverse, is to leave every

point of 21 at rest. Hence TT~ l
is the identical transformation ;

in symbols

5. If 2lr goes over into ^KTU on applying U to 21^ we may regard
21 7*0 as the image of 21, afforded by the equations 1), when we con-

sider the <'s as functions of the a?'s through the w's, as given by 3).

6. The functions <, -^ being one-valued, to any point in 21 cor-

responds one point in 21 7-, WTV Suppose the correspondence between

21, WTU is uniform. Then the correspondence between 9, 21^ and
between 2t^ 2lnr is uniform.
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For, suppose, for example, that to the point u of 21^ correspond
two points ,

t' of 31. If now x corresponds to u ; to the point x

will correspond at least the two points , t
f
. The correspondence

is thus not uniform between 21, 21^.

7. If the functions
<f>
have first partial derivatives in 21, we call

the determinant of the transformation.

If the first partial derivatives of the <'s are continuous in a

region R, while the first partial derivatives of the i/r's
are con-

tinuous in a region containing R^ we have, by direct multiplica-

tion of the determinants JT,
Jv, and using 430, 5),

JTU = JT
. jfr (4

which we may state roughly thus :

The determinant of the product of two transformations is the prod-
uct of their determinants.

742. 1. Let

have continuous first partial derivatives in the region R. Let the

correspondence between R and RT be uniform. Let the determi-

nant of the transformation JT^0 in R. In this case we shall say

the transformation T defined by the equations 1) is regular in R.

2. Let T be a regular transformation in R. Let t be a point of

R, to which corresponds the point u. Let ~E be the image of 2)&().

There exists un 17 > 0, such that
-D,,(w)

lies in E. Furthermore, if

t runs over an inner aggregate 21 of R, the rfs do not sink below some

positive number IJQ.

For, suppose there exists no 17 > 0, such that D^(u) lies in JE.

Then there exists a sequence of points uv uv which =w, and
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which do not lie in U. The inverse functions of 1) being one-

valued and continuous about u, by 443, the image of the above

points form a sequence tv 2, which =. Hence all the tn for

n5 some m lie in D^(t), and thus um, um+1 , must lie in E, which

is a contradiction. This establishes the first part of the theorem.

Turning to the second part, suppose i\
= as t runs over 31. Then

reasoning similar to that of 352 leads at once to a contradiction.

3. Let T be a regular transformation in the region R. Then Rj
is a region. Let 31 be an inner aggregate of R. To inner and

frontier points of 31, correspond respectively inner and frontier

points of 33 == 31 j> and conversely.

This is a direct consequence of 2.

4. If T is a regular transformation in the region JB, T~ l
is a regu-

lar transformation in RT. The determinant of the inverse transfor-

mation is
1

This follows at once from 443 and 741, 4).

5. Let T be a regular transformation in the region R. Let 31 be

an inner aggregate of R, and let 3& be its image. If either 31 or $$

is measurable, the other is. If one is discrete, the other is.

This follows from 4 and 708, 3.

743. 1. Let T be a regular transformation

f\ *1
= MV-'O, "*** *m(*l"-O (1

in the region JB. Since JT^ 0, not all the derivatives

&
.

vanish at any point of R. To fix the ideas, let

^**0 (2
dtm

at a point t, and hence, as it is continuous, in a certain domain

of t.
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We show now how T can be expressed as the product of two

special regular transformations. The first transformation we define

thus:

2\; % = tv wm_! == ew .!, um = m(^ ... tm ~). (3

By virtue of 2) this system may be inverted, giving

Here is one-valued, and has continuous first partial deriviis

tives in a certain domain D^(u). If S'<& is taken sufficiently

small, the image i!7of D^-(f) lies in D^u).
We define the transformation T% over U by

where is the above one-valued function of the u's.

We see at once that
T= 2\ T

2,

when t ranges over D$(f).

and T T j n<J T~ U T<J 72
=F v,

it follows that J^^O in ?7. Since the correspondence is uniform,

and the functions 0, i^ have continuous first derivatives in the

respective domains, the two transformations Tv T% are regular.

2. Let tyt be a limited inner aggregate of the region It. We can

effect a cubical division of the t-space of norm d such that for the

points of 21 in each cell d^ there exist two transformations T^*\
372

U)
of the type just considered, such that

T= T^T. (4

For, we can take d so small that not all the first partial deriva-

tives vanish in any cell. For if they did, reasoning similar to

that of 264 shows that they must then vanish at some point of JB,

which would require J= at that point. Thus these cubes may
be taken as the domains D5(0 in 1. By reasoning similar to that

of 352, we show that the norms r) of the domains Du) considered
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in 1 do not sink below some positive number. The same reasoning

applied to the norms B
f

of the D^(f) above, shows that the norms Sf

of the above Df(t)i are all greater than some positive number.

Thus if d is taken small enough, the relation 4) will hold in each

cell containing points of 21.

744. Let

x = - tm " xm =l

define a regular transformation of determinant J in the region R.

Let Z be any inner measurable perfect aggregate of It, and let Ji be

its image. Letf(x xm) be continuous in H. Then

t
... dtm . (1

For 7ft =1 the relation 1) is easily seen to be true, taking
account of direction in Z. Let us therefore assume it is correct

for m 1, and show it is so for m. Let D be a cubical division of

the t space, such that in each cell containing points of Z the trans-

formation I7 can be expressed as the product of two transformations

T\\ ^i
= tv

- .. um^ = tm.n um = ^m(^ *m) ;

of the type considered in 743.

Let Jv <7
2
be their determinants. Then

If the relation 1) holds for each of the partial aggregates into

which Z falls after effecting D, it obviously holds in J, by 728.

We may therefore assume, without loss of generality, that the

same transformations Tv T% may be employed throughout J.

Let the image of J in the u space be U. We have now

x
l
.- dxm =^dxm

dx
l
-. dxm^ by 737, 2,

=
1. dMm /

J*\fdui
" ***-!' by hypothesis,

^v ^v "

where
^i,, % are the transformed

tym, ^^ respectively.
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Since 36 is measurable, U is so, by 742, 5. The same is true of

. Hence, by 737, 2,

Applying the transformation T to the integral on the right,

similar considerations show that

which is 1).

745. Let
^ =^ ^ ^^ =^

define a regular transformation of determinant J, in the region R.

To a rectangular division D of norm d of the t-space into cells d^

corresponds a division A of norm S of the x-space into cells SK . Let

Z be any inner region of R, and % its image. The cells of A falling

within 3E are unmixed, and their contents are

^He/K + cX *in^ (1

where
\

K \
< uniformly, on taking d sufficiently small.

For, Z being an inner region, to each inner rectangular cell dK

of X, corresponds a measurable cell B
K of X by 742, 5. Hence the

cells 8K within H are unmixed, limited, perfect, and finite in number
for any A.

Since the determinant J is continuous in X, we can take d
Q
so

small that in any dK
in ,

1^1
=
1^1 + ^5 (2

where rK is any point dK , and

for any division D of norm < d
Q

.

From 702, 2 and 744, 1), we have for divisions of norm

A -

Cont S
K
=dx

t
-. dxm =\J\dt1

... dt

where
l iel< -
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746. 1. Let

define a regular transformation of determinant J, in a region R.

Let X be any inner aggregate of R, and let Hi be its image. Let

f(xl
...

Xjn) be limited in . Then

(2

For, let us effect a cubical division of the -space of norm d.

To it corresponds a division of into cells of norm 8.

Let us consider the integral on the left of 1). Using the cus-

tomary notation, we have, letting Jt
denote the value of <7at some

point in d, 2M& = SXCKI + .Hi by 745, 1),

(3
But if \/\<F'm J,

|^MA < eF(C^Ht Z + e) = T,. (4

Let us now consider the integral on the right of 1). In the

cel1 **" Max/- Min |J|<Max ./|7|<Max/. Max|J"|,

if Max /is positive ; while the signs are reversed, if it is negative.
Let us set

Th6n
M( =MMl + c!), K|< uniformly,

since the oscillation of J in any e
t
is uniformly < e. Thus

2^X = 2JtfJJK +2<, (5

where, as in 4), \^MA \<^. (6

Thus 3), 5) give in connection with 4), 6),

|2Jf,8,-2Jf|rft |<2i,,

which establishes the relation 1). Similarly we may prove 2).
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2. From 1 a great variety of theorems may be deduced by a

passage to the limit. We note here only the following :

Let

be continuous in the measurable aggregate , containing all its

frontier points g ; and regular in any inner measurable aggregate U.

Let the determinant of T be limited in . Let 3, the image of ,

be measurable also; and let its frontier be the image of g. Let

f(.xi
" xm) be limited in Then

provided either integral exists.

For, let 3) be the image of U. Then, by 1,

Let now U = <, then 9)
= %.
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Addition of inequalities, 23, 55.

Adjoint, integral, 405.

Archimedean number systems, 21, 63.

Branch, 219.

principal, 138, 139.

point, 219.

Cells, 157, 521.

Content, 352, 513.

upper, lower, 353, 513.

Continuity, 208.

uniform, 215.

uniform with respect to a line, 388
;

except for certain points, 390.

uniform in an interval, 388.

semi-uniform, 431
;
in general, 431.

regular in an interval, 431 ; in gen-

eral, 431.

Convergence, absolute (of an integral),

405, 445.

normal (of an integral), 433, 437.

uniform, 199.

uniform with respect to a line, 388
;

except at certain points, 390.

Correspondence 1 to 1 or uniform, 133.

m to n, 133.

Curve, 221.

arc of, 221.

closed, 221.

multiple points of, 221.

Derivative of a point aggregate, 162.

Determinant of a transformation, 549.

667

Difference quotient, 222.

total, 517.

Differentials, first order, 269.

higher order, 277.

Discontinuity, 211.

finite, 212.

infinite, 212.

removable, 212.

Distance between two points, 149
;

between two point aggregates,

514.

Division of an aggregate or space, 157,

521.

unmixed, 519.

Domain, deleted, 154.

of definition of a function, 120.

of a point, 153, 195.

of a variable, 119.

Evanescent, singular integral, 401.

uniformly, 201.

Extreme, of a variable, or rectilinear

domain, 165, 166.

isolated, 166.

point of (functions), 317, 322.

relative (functions), 329.

Field of integration, 510, 511.

Forms, definite, indefinite, semidefinite,

324.

Frontier, 124.

Function, algebraic, 123, 142.

Beta, 422.

Cauchy's, 205.
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Function, composite, 145.

decreasing, 132.

Dirichlet's, 204.

Dirichlet's definition of, 120, 143.

Gamma, 453.

implicit, 282, 283.

increasing, 132.

integrable, 336, 400, 404, 445, 511.

inverse, 133, 135.

iterated, 160.

limited, 147
;
in general, 399.

limited variation, 349, 518.

monotone, 132.

primitive, 380.

totally differentiate, 269.

transcendental, 125.

univariant, 132.

Ideal points, 172, 194.

numbers, 173.

Image, of a number, 21, 79.

of a domain, 146.

Infinite, function is, 213.

Infinitary, 313.

Infinity of a function, 213.

Integrable (integrand limited), 336, 356,

511; absolutely, 405.

(integrand infinite), 400, 404 ; abso-

lutely, 405.

(interval infinite), 445
; absolutely,

445.

Integrals, adjoint, 405.

convergent, 400, 445
; absolutely, 405,

445.

definite, 381.

Euler's, 453.

Fourier's, 497.

FresneFs, 499.

generalized, 356, 528.

improper, 361, 399, 400, 404.

indefinite, 381.

iterated, 394, 537, 544.

lower, 337, 510.

normally convergent, 433, 437.

proper, 361.

Integrals, uniformly convergent, 425,

465
;

in general, 465.

Stoke's, 463.

Integration with respect to a parameter,
394.

Iteration, 160.

Jacobian, 297.

Limits, iterated, 198.

upper and lower, 205.

right and left hand, 172.

unilateral, 172.

Limited functions, 147.

integrand, in general, 399.

Maxima and Minima, isolated, 166.

of a variable or rectilinear domain,

165, 166.

points of (functions), 317, 322.

relative, 329.

Mean, law of, 248.

first theorem of, 366, 417, 450,

535.

second theorem of, 377, 421, 459.

value, 167.

Multipliers, undetermined, 330.

Norm, of a division, 157, 336, 50(>,

521.

of a domain, 153.

of a vicinity, 155.

Normal form of a number, 93.

singular integral, 433, 437.

Order, of infinities, infinitesimals, 313,

314, 316.

of a point aggregate, 163.

Oscillation of a function, 341, 507.

Oscillatory sum, 341, 507.

Parameter of an integral, 387.

Parametric form of a curve, 220.

Partition, 82.

Period, 127.
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Points, at infinity, 172, 194.

frontier, 154.

limiting, 157
; proper, improper, 158

;

bilateral, unilateral, 158.

ideal, 172, 194.

isolated, 158.

outer, 154.

within = inner.

Point aggregate, complement of, 149.

complete, 167.

completed, 522.

configurations of, 149.

content of, 352, 513; upper, lower,

354, 513.

dense, 167.

derivative of, 162.

difference of two, 149.

discrete, 355, 515.

distance between, 514.

finite, 156.

frontier of, 154.

limited, 156.

limiting points of, 157, 158.

inner, 515.

isolated, 167.

measurable, 353, 513.

outer, 515.

partial, 148.

perfect, 167.

projection of, 524, 525.

section of
; plane, 525

; rectilinear,

525.

sifted, 521.

sub, 148.

sum of, 149.

union of, 519.

unmixed, 519.

Poles, 123, 142.

Projection of point aggregates, 524, 525.

Region, 167 ; complete, 167.

Regular (integrand limited), 387.

(integrand infinite), 424.

in general, or except at certain

points, 400.

Regular (integrand infinite), in gen-

eral, or except on certain lines,

424, 437.

simply, except on certain lines,

424, 437.

(interval infinite), 445, 464.

in general, or except on certain

points, 445.

in general, or except on certain

lines, 465.

simply, except on certain lines,

465.

Rolle's theorem, 246.

Scale, of infinities, infinitesimals, 312.

exponential, 315.

logarithmic, 314.

Section plane, rectilinear, 525.

Sequence, 24, 61.

convergent, 25.

decreasing, 68.

increasing, 68.

limited, 68.

monotone, 68.

partial, 65.

regular, 35, 62.

univariant, 68.

Singular Integrals, relative to finite

points, 401
;

ideal point, 447.

relative to finite lines, 425, 437;

ideal line, 465.

evanescent, 401.

normal, 433, 437.

uniformly evanescent, 425, 437,

465.

Singular Lines, finite, 425, 437; ideal,

465.

Singular Points, finite, 399
; ideal,

447.

Species of point aggregates, 345.

Successive Approximation, method of,

284.

System of Numbers, base of, 92.

dense, 20, 54.

dyadic, triadic, m-adic, 92.
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Tot$ difference quotient, 517.

Totally d\fferentiablefunction, 269.

Transformation, of an aggregate or

space, 547.

inverse, 548.

determinant of, 549.'

Variation, of a function, 849.

functions having limited, 849, 518.

Vicinity of a point, 155, 195.

Within an interval, 119 ; an m-way
sphere, 150.

INDEX OF SOME SYMBOLS EMPLOYED

(Numbers refer to pages.)

(a, 6), (a*, b), (a, oo), etc., 119.

Z)(a), /)p (a), iy>(a), />(*>), etc., 153,

154, 105.

F(a), Fp(a), FP*(a), .F(oo), etc., 155,

195.

Dist (a, &), 149; Dist (*, S3), 514.

Max, 105
; Min, 166.

Mean, 167.

Cont, Cont, Cont, 353, 513.

lim, lim sup, lim, lim inf, 205, 206.

sgn, 203.

R, right or right-handed, 155, KT2, 206.

L, left or left-handed, 155, 172, 206.

U, unilateral, 172.

=, 25, 62, 171, 195.

>, <, ~, 313, 314.

l-p, Itfc,
I8x, 243.

J, J,
337, 510.

~Sjt ^>, 337, 506.

!/>, %D, 354, 513.

2U> 3^> 521. (A general division.)








